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September 16, 1996
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Dear Reader:

Enclosed is the Final Environmental Impact Statement for Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corporation's

Mule Canyon Mine, prepared by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Battle Mountain District.

This Final Environmental Impact Statement is presented in abbreviated format and, as such, is

to be used together with the Mule Canyon Mine Draft Environmental Impact Statement, issued

April 30, 1996.

The Final Environmental Impact Statement responds to comments received on the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement during the public comment period. The comments received

include 21 letters and one public meeting transcript, which are reproduced in their entirety in this

Final Environmental Impact Statement. These comments have been responded to by clarifying

or updating the analyses, making factual revisions, or explaining why a comment does not warrant

further agency response.

Publication of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Notice of Availability for this Final

Environmental Impact Statement initiates a 30-day availability period, after which a Record of

Decision will be issued. Questions or comments should be directed to: Christopher J. Stubbs,

Mule Canyon EIS Project Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Battle Mountain District, P.O.

Box 1420, Battle Mountain, Nevada 89820, (702) 635-4000.

Sincerely
'V

Gerald M. Smith

District Manager

Enclosure as stated
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ABSTRACT

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) provides responses to comments received by the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) during the public comment period on the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (DEIS) and includes, as appropriate, corrections or revisions to the DEIS based on

these responses The DEIS analyzed potential impacts associated with a proposal to develop, operate

and reclaim a new surface gold mine and related facilities in north-central Nevada. The Proposed

Action includes: 1) Development and operation of five open pits; 2) Dewatering of mine pits; 3)

Construction of up to 14 overburden and interburden disposal areas; 4) Construction and operation of

gold milling, processing, and tailings disposal facilities; 5) Construction and operation of required

support and ancillary facilities and roads; and 6) Reclamation of mining-related disturbance and

facilities. The responses and revisions include mitigation measures to prevent, control, or reduce

potential project-related environmental impacts identified and discussed m the DEIS. The Agency

Preferred Alternative is Alternative B, the Proposed Action, with incorporation of specific mitigation

measures as stipulated by the BLM.

Responsible Official for the EIS:

BLM LIBRARY
RS 150A BLDG 50 •

DENVER federal CENTE
P.O. BOX 25047

DENVER, CO S0225

District Manager
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CHAPTER 1 - EIS INTRODUCTION

This Final Environmental Impaa Statement (FEIS) has been prepared for Santa Fe Pacific Gold

Corporation’s proposed Mule Canyon Mine which would be located in north-central Nevada. The
FEIS provides correaions, clarifications, and supplemental information relative to the environmental

analysis previously provided in the Draft Environmental Impaa Statement (DEIS), in response to

comments received on the DEIS, and under applicable provisions of 40CFR 1503.4. Together, the

DEIS and FEIS constitute the complete environmental analysis for the Proposed Aaion and alternatives

required under the National Environmental Policy Aa (NEPA).

The Mule Canyon Mine DEIS was distributed and made available for public review and comment on

May 10, 1996. The BLM held one public meeting in Battle Mountain, Nevada on June 5, 1996 to

receive comments and also received written comments on the DEIS through the end of the statutory

public comment period on July 10, 1996. None of the comments on the DEIS required major

modification or significant expansion of the environmental analysis presented in the DEIS, no new
alternatives were identified which would require independent supplemental analyses, and no issues were

raised which would alter the basic conclusions presented in the DEIS. The information presented in

the DEIS, therefore, remains valid and has not been duplicated in the FEIS except for that information

which has been revised to correa errors, provide necessary clarification, or provide relevant

supplemental information. These revisions are included in the Errata and Addenda seaion of the FEIS.

Given these considerations, the FEIS is designed and intended to be utilized in conjunaion with the

Mule Canyon Mine DEIS previously released for public review on May 10, 1996.

The FEIS is presented in an abbreviated format and includes a brief description of the Agency Preferred

Alternative (Chapter 2); Documentation of comments received during the public comment period for

the DEIS and responses to all substantive comments (Chapter 4); and any resulting correaions,

revisions, and additions to the environmental analysis presented in the DEIS (Chapter 3). The FEIS

responds to comments received during the public review period on the DEIS and, together with the

DEIS and the included Errata and Addenda seaion, provides comprehensive mitigation plans included

as components of the BLM’s preferred alternative or to be stipulated by the BLM as conditions of

approval of the Mule Canyon Plan of Operations. The mitigation plans are specifically designed to

prevent, control, or reduce potential projea-related environmental impaas as identified and discussed

in the DEIS and the responses to public comment. Specific mitigation aaivities are identified for each

resource category in Chapter 4 of the DEIS and for ease of reference, the proposed mitigation measures

are also summarized in Appendix F of this FEIS.

FEIS Page 1-1
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CHAPTER 2 - AGENCY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

For this FEIS, the Agency Preferred Alternative is the Proposed Aaion as identified on page ES-10 and

described in Seaion 2.2.S.2 of the DEIS, with modifications as necessary to incorporate supplemental

mitigation measures as stipulated by the BLM. Specifically, the Agency Preferred Alternative would

result in implementation of all components of the Proposed Action with the following modifications:

1) Stipulation that based on the results of postmining water quality monitoring, the areas

of shallow ponding projeaed to occur in the southern portion of the West Pit and the

central portion of the South Pit would be partially backfilled to preclude ponding if

water quality would pose a hazard to wildlife based on the analysis methods utilized

in the Risk Assessment (SMI, 1996)

2) Stipulation that if long-term ponding or poor water quality became a problem in the

mine pits which remain following completion of mining, SFPGC will mitigate the

problem by ripping to alleviate compaaion, partial backfilling to eliminate ponding,

or other appropriate measures.

3) Stipulation that until such time as a mill and associated facilities are construaed, the

projea fenceline would enclose only those areas to be disturbed consistent with air

emissions boundary requirements, in order to maintain continued grazing access and

livestock and wildlife access to unaffected springs

4) Stipulation that SFPGC would, in consultation with the BLM, NDOW, and affected

grazing permittees develop and implement appropriate mitigation measures to replace

flow or volume losses and mitigate any impaas to access or associated resources for any

affeaed springs or seeps

5) Stipulation that SFPGC would modify final reclaimed configurations for overburden

and interburden disposal area outslopesto address visual impaa concerns while assuring

compliance with applicable stability, drainage, and reclamation requirements

The stipulated mitigation provisions along with those mitigation aaivities included as components of

the proposed aaion are described in Chapter 4 of the DEIS and summarized in Appendix F of this

FEIS.

FEIS Page 2-1
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CHAPTER 3 - ERRATA AND ADDENDA

In response to comments received by the BLM during the public comment period for the Mule Canyon
Draft Environmental Impaa Statement (DEIS), the DEIS has been reviewed, responses have been

developed for all substantive comments, and as appropriate, the information presented in the DEIS has

been revised to correa any errors, provide necessary clarification, or provide relevant supplemental

information. For reference, both the public comments received by the BLM and corresponding

responses are provided in Chapter 4 of this Final Environmental Impaa Statement (FEK).

Revisions to the DEIS, as provided in this Chapter, are presented as revised pages with the same page

numbers as the corresponding pages in the DEIS. Where necessary, due to expanded or additional text

discussions, text from a given page may have shifted to a subsequent page(s). In this case, the page

numbering sequence has been modified to include addendum pages (ie: page 4-24 as revised now
includes pages 4-24 and 4-24a). The summary presented in the following pages summarizes the revisions

to the DEIS included in this seaion.

>XvXvX*XvX*X*X»X’X*x*x*x*Xv'!-/>i
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Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 3 - Errata and Addenda

SUMMARY OF ERRATA AND ADDENDA PAGES

Revised Page(s) Replaces Page(s)

Page(s) ES-2 Page(s) ES-2

ES-6 and 6a ES-6

ES-9 ES-9

TOC-ix, X, xi, xii, and xiii TOC-ix, X, xi, and xiii

1-3 (Figure 1-2) 1-3

1-6 1-6

1-8 1-8

2-2 2-2

2-7 and 7a 2-7

2-8 2-8

2-9 2-9

2-10 2-10

2-14 2-14

2-16 2-16

2-21 2-21

2-26 2-26

2-27 2-27

2-28 2-28

2-31 2-31

2-34 and 34a 2-34

2-35 (Figure 2-6) 2-35

2-36 2-36

2-37 2-37

2-38 (Figure 2-7) 2-38

2-51 2-51

2-52 and 52a 2-52

2-56 2-56

2-58 2-58

2-59 2-59

2-62 2-62

2-63 (Figure 2-1 2A) 2-63

2-64 (Figure 2-1 2B) 2-64

2-64a, 64b, 64c, and 64d New Information
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Mule Canyon Mine - Executive Summary

• Process facilities including: crushing,

milling, oxidation, gold recovery circuits,

and tailings storage facilities

• Heap leach pads and associated solution

tanks

specifically evaluate the Proposed Aaion and

No-Aaion Alternatives as well as a reasonable

range of alternatives addressing significant

projea issues as identified through the scoping

process. Alternatives identified and evaluated in

this EIS include the following:

• Related support and ancillary facilities

In addition to the proposed mining-related

activities, the Proposed Aaion includes separate

BLM realty aaions for construaion and

modification of the west access (Beacon Light)

road, and construaion of a required gasline,

waterline, and substation and powerline.

Following project development and
construaion, which would occur over a period

of approximately 12 months, the mine would
enter the aaive produaion phase, producing

from 0.5 to 2.5 million tons of gold ore and

requiring the removal and placement in disposal

areas of 3.0 to 14.0 million tons of overburden

and interburden annually for a period of nine

years. Over the aaive mine life, it is estimated

that nine to 11 million tons of ore would be

recovered and 90 to 100 million tons of

overburden and interburden would be removed

and either placed in permanent disposal areas or

backfilled. Total projea-related surface

disturbance over the mine life would be

approximately 2,688 acres, including

approximately 450 to 580 acres of disturbance

outside the projea fenceline for access roads

and borrow sources. Mine construaion would
employ an estimated 100 people for a period of

12 months, and the produaion work force

would include a maximum of approximately

180 to 200 full-time employees for the life of

the mine. Mine reclamation would begin

during the period of aaive mining for those

areas where mining has been completed and

continue for approximately 4 years after all

mining has ceased. Total mine life including

the construaion, operation, and reclamation

phases would be approximately 14 years.

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

Formulation and comparative evaluation of

projea alternatives are the foundation of the

EIS process. As defined by applicable NEPA
provisions (40 CFR Part 1502.14) and BLM
guidelines (H-1790-1, Chapter FV), the EIS must

Alternative A, No-Aaion Alternative - Under

the No-Aaion Alternative, the Proposed

Aaion and other aaions would not occur;

existing resource values would remain in their

current condition subjea, however, to the

aaions and impaas of natural forces and

ongoing mineral exploration and other

previously approved aaivities; and projea-

related impaas as well as benefits would be

precluded.

Alternative B, Proposed Aaion - The
Proposed Aaion involves development,

construaion, operation, and reclamation of a

new surface gold mine. The mine and related

facilities would include the west access road;

five open pits; 14 overburden and interburden

disposal areas including the Main Pit; surface

drainage systems; pit dewatering sumps and

associated piping and holding ponds; an ore

stockpile; a heap leach pad and associated

solution tanks; a mill facility; a tailings disposal

facility; support facilities; a water supply

wellfield and associated storage and distribution

systems; and on-site utility installations, haulage

and access roads.

Alternative C, East Access Alternative - The
East Access Alternative includes essentially the

same components and options as Alternative B
with the exception that the west access which
is a component of Alternative B, would be

replaced or supplemented by one of two
potential eastern access routes.

Alternative D, Overburden and Interburden
Disposal Area Configuration Alternative -

The Overburden and Interburden Disposal

Area Configuration Alternative provides for

evaluation of several potential modifications in

and interburden disposal struaures which are

included as a component of the Proposed
Aaion (Alternative B). The modifications

considered and evaluated under Alternative D
include elimination of benching on the pile

outslopes, changes in final outslope angles for

FEIS Page ES-2



Mule Canyon Mine - Executive Summary

Grazing and Range Management

The Proposed Aaion will result in direa

grazing and range management impaas
including: 1) Temporary loss of access and

grazing use for the approximately 2,900 acres or

290 Animal-Unit-Months (AUMs) for the

interim case of deferred mill construaion or

6,635 acres or 670 Animal-Unit Months
(AUMs) for full projea build-out within the

projea fenceline, and 186 acres or 19 AUMs
outside the fenceline; and 2) Permanent loss of

approximately 170 acres or 17 AUM’s for the

remaining open pits and road disturbance

which would not be reclaimed following

mining. Reduction of the fenced area until

such time as the mill is construaed will serve as

interim mitigation allowing continued use of

approximately 3,735 acres or 374 AUMs and

continued access to four springs (until the

springs are impaaed by mine dewatering).

Potential indirea grazing impaas would be

limited to: 1) Reduaions in utilization of areas

outside the projea fenceline as a result of

disruption or reduaion in spring flows as a

potential livestock watering source; and 2)

Adjustment of allotments to compensate for

temporary and permanent reduaions or

increases in the areas and resources available for

grazing use.

No other existing, proposed, or reasonably

foreseeable development projeas fall within the

boundaries of the affeaed grazing allotments,

consequently no cumulative impaas are

anticipated.

Potential direa, indirea, and cumulative

impaas on grazing and range management

would be similar for all projea alternatives

except the No-Aaion Alternative. Alternative

C, the East Access Alternative, would result in

an incremental increase in total disturbance and

a consequent increase in the AUMs affeaed.

Alternative D, the Overburden and Interburden

Pile Configuration Alternative, could result in

a minor increase or decrease in total disturbance

depending on the configuration option

considered. Seleaion of a slope reduaion

option could increase the utility of reclaimed

areas for grazing use.

Anticipated direa, indirea, and cumulative

grazing and range management impaas would

be partially addressed through the

comprehensive reclamation and revegetation

plans included as a component of the Proposed

Aaion and alternatives.

Wildlife

Direa impaas to wildlife which would result

from the Proposed Aaion include: 1)

Temporary or permanent loss of wildlife

habitat; 2) Loss of non-mobile wildlife; and 3)

Displacement or loss of mobile wildlife. No
loss of critical or important habitat for any

Federally listed Threatened, Endangered,

Candidate, or Sensitive species would occur

under the Proposed Aaion. However, habitat

loss has the potential to affea four formerly

listed Federal Candidate and BLM Sensitive

species (spotted bat, western small-footed

myotis, pygmy rabbit, and ferruginous hawk),

raptors, and three game species (mule deer,

chukar, and sage grouse).

Potential indirea wildlife impaas would be

limited to impaas to springs and seeps and

associated riparian values as a result of

disruption or localized drawdown of the

ground water table associated with these

springs.

Cumulative impaas to wildlife and wildlife

habitat would involve potential temporary

shifts in use patterns and wildlife movements.

Potential direa, indirea, and cumulative

impaas to wildlife resources would be similar

for all projea alternatives except the No-Aaion
Alternative. Alternative C, the East Access

Alternative, would decrease the risk of

deer/vehicle collisions. Alternative D, the

Overburden and Interburden Pile Configuration

Alternative, would result in minor changes to

the disturbance footprint.

Anticipated direa, indirea, and cumulative

wildlife impaas would be controlled through

implementation of proposed operational control

and reclamation measures under the NDEP
Reclamation Plan and the Nevada Division of

FEIS Page ES-6



Mule Canyon Mine - Executive Summary

Wildlife (NDOW) Industrial Artificial Pond
Permit which include specific plan provisions

for revegetation and reestablishment of wildlife

habitat values and measures to minimize

wildlife exposure to potentially toxic materials.

FEIS Page ES-6a
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source of traffic-related dust emissions, but it is

anticipated that the incremental increase in dust

emissions would be at least partially offset by a

reduaion in traffic and related dust emissions

on the west access road.

Anticipated direa, indirect, and cumulative air

quality impaas would be addressed through

operational control measures and
implementation of the NDEP Air Quality

Bureau Permit to Operate. This permit is

designed to effea compliance with all applicable

Federal and State air quality regulations and

standards. Compliance with applicable

regulatory standards and provisions would
effeaively prevent or minimize any adverse air

quality impaas.

Visual Resources

Direa and indirea impaas to visual resources

which would result from the Proposed Aaion
would be consistent with existing visual

resource management (VRM) objeaives for this

area. Projea disturbances would generally not

be visible from the west because ridges would
intervene and there are no regional population

centers east of the site from which the site can

be seen. Views of the site from the north and

from the south are generally blocked by ridges

and escarpments.

Cumulative effeas to visual resources include

the area visible from Interstate 80 within 20

miles of the site. Potential direa, indirea, and

cumulative impaas to visual resources would be

similar for all projea alternatives except the

No-Aaion Alternative, and Alternaive D,

which could result in discernable differences

dependent on viewpoint and perspeaive.

Anticipated direa, indirea, and cumulative

visual resource impaas would be minimal and

would be addressed through final reclamation

and revegetation measures. The color and

texture of mine disturbance areas four to six

years after being revegetated would be very

close to the appearance of the grass-dominated

areas presently occupying the mountain slopes.

Linear contrasts would result from benching of

final reclaimed slopes on overburden and

interburden disposal areas. The BLM is

stipulating that SFPGC modify final slope

designs to address this concern.

Land Use and Recreation

Direa impaas to land use and recreation

resources which would result from the

Proposed Aaion include a temporary shift in

land use for the Projea Area, focusing on
mineral exploration and development use and

precluding other uses including grazing, wildlife

habitat, and dispersed recreation during the

period of aaive mining and reclamation

procedures. Due to the physical distance

between the Projea Area and any Wilderness

or Wilderness Study Areas, direa projea-

related impaas on these areas are not

anticipated.

The Proposed Aaion would have indirea

impaas on both developed and dispersed

recreational resources in the general area due to

projea-related increases in population, with

increased utilization and demand for

recreational opportunities associated with the

influx of new workers.

Foreseeable cumulative development and

exploration projeas within the Study Area

would impaa land uses in the affeaed areas.

This impaa, however, would not be considered

significant. The influx of population may affea

the aesthetic experience of outdoor
recreationists in more popular recreation areas.

Because of the vast amount of public lands

available for recreation aaivities, cumulative

impaas to recreation and wilderness from
foreseeable projeas would be considered

minimal.

Potential direa, indirea, and cumulative

impaas to land use and recreational resources

would be similar for all projea alternatives

except the No-Aaion Alternative.

Anticipated direa, indirea, and cumulative

impaas to land use, recreational and wilderness

resources would be addressed through

implementation of the NDEP Reclamation Plan

and through the ongoing resource management
efforts of the BLM. The NDEP Permit

FEIS Page ES-9
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Mule Canyon Mine • Chapter 1 - EIS Introduction

information must be of high quality.

Accurate scientific analysis, expertagency

comments, and public scrutiny are

essential to implementing NEPA. Most

important, NEPA documents must

concentrate on the issues that are truly

significant to the action in question...

"

The NEPA process is graphically illustrated by
Figure 1-4.

1.4 REQUIRED AGENCY ACTIONS
AND APPROVALS

The primary agency aaions and approvals

required to allow projea implementation

include the PO approval and right-of-way

approvals required by the BLM and

Reclamation Plan approvals required by the

NDEP. It should be noted that preparation of

NEPA documents and resultant agency

determinations are related to but distina from

the permitting process for various projea

aaivities and components. The NEPA process

identifies and describes various projea

alternatives and evaluates the significance of

potential environmental impaas as they relate

to these alternatives.

Under the MMPA and FLPMA, the BLM is

required to review the projea proponent’s PO
to assure that:

1) Adequate provisions are included to

minimize, where feasible, adverse

environmental impaas

2) Measures are included to provide for

reclamation, where praaicable

3) Control, mitigation, and reclamation

measures are adequate to prevent

unnecessary or undue degradation

4) The proposed operations would comply

with all applicable Federal, State, and local

laws and regulations.

BLM approvals are also required for any rights-

of-ways on Federal lands for road and utility

construaion associated with the Proposed

Aaion. Right-of-way approvals require an

environmental analysis with consideration of

the same items as noted above.

NDEP responsibilities are defined by the

Nevada Administrative Code which includes

similar provisions. Other required permit

approvals addressing specific resource or

operational components and the responsible

jurisdiaional agencies are identified by Table 1-1.

Copies of all required permit applications and

any permit approvals obtained to date are

included in the Projea File.

1.5 PUBLIC SCOPING

Under applicable NEPA provisions (40 CFR
Parts 1500.1(b), 1500.2(d), 1501.7(a)(1),

1502.19(c) and (d), 1503.1(a)(4), and 1506.6),

public involvement in the NEPA process is

encouraged and reasonable opportunity for

public involvement must be provided.

The initial opportunity for public involvement

in the NEPA process is projea scoping, which

for the Mule Canyon Projea occurred during

April 1992 and May 1995. Projea scoping

included several public meetings. The public

was also given the opportunity to provide

written comments to be considered in the

scoping process.

Other opportunities for public involvement

include notification and transmittal of draft and

final NEPA documents for review and

comment. Given the determination that an EIS

will be required, the public also has the

opportunity to participate in formal

public/agency comment, including public

comment meetings and the receipt of and

response to written comments.

As part of the scoping process, applicable

NEPA requirements direa that scoping should

be used to;

''Determine the scope and the si^ificant

issues to be analyzed in depth ...” (40

CFR Part 1501.7(a)(2)); and "Identify

and eliminate from detailed study the

issues which are not significant or which

have been covered by prior

environmental review ... ” (40 CFR Part

1501.7(a)(3)).
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Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 2 - Alternatives Including The Proposed Action

TABLE 2-1

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Components Options Text Altematives

Reference A B C D

Ongoing Exploration • Previously permitted activity 2.4.1 /

Facility Location and

Configuration

• Proposed location/configuration

• Benched pits with 1 5-30 foot

benches and 45-55° slopes

2.4.2 /

Site Access
• West access

• East access
2.4.3

/ (X)

Facility Construction
• Proposed construction sequence

and schedule
2.4.4

• 5 pits with shovel/loader/truck /

Mining Operations
• North & Main Pits, West, South

& Section 9 Pits
2.4.5

/

• Open Pit Surface

• Mine 2-10 hr shifts; Mill 24 hrs / /

Operating and Production

Schedule

• Overburden and interburden 10

to 1 3 million tons per year

(mmtpy). Ore - 1.1 to 2.5

mmtpy

2.4.6

/ /

Mine Dewatering and Surface • In-pit sumps and surface holding
2.4.7

/ /
Drainage Control ponds

• Backfilling/Main Pit and /

Overburden and Interburden

Disposal

Stockpiling in 14 disposal area

• Stockpiling in 12 disposal areas

• Alternate disposal area

configurations

2.4.8

• Milling and Heap Leach with

Ore Processing
Application Using Sprinkler and

Solution Tanks
• Application Using Drip Emitters

2.4.9

Gold Recovery • Zadra Process 2.4.10 / /

Cyanide Destruction
• Caro's Acid to <10 parts per

million (ppm)
2.4.1

1

/ /

Tailings Disposal • Designed Tailings Facility 2.4.12 /

Waste Disposal
• Class III waiver land disposal

sites
2.4.13

Water Supply
• Well Fields with 1,000 gallons

per minute (gpm) capacity
2.4.14

/ /

Utility Installations • Sierra Pacific 60/1 20 kV Line 2.4.15 /

Handling of Chemicals and • In compliance with applicable
2.4.16

/ /
Potentially Hazardous Materials regulations

• Use of West and/or East Routes / / /
Transportation for Employees, Materials,

Equipment, and Supplies

2.4.17

• Erosional, Stability, Water /
Monitoring Quality/Quantity, and Process

Fluids

2.4.19

Reclamation
• Restoration to Proposed

Postmining Land Uses
2.4.20

/

FEIS Page 2-2



Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 2 - Alternatives Including The Proposed Action

be justified by the incremental benefits

associated with partial or total pit

backfilling.

Given the practical operational, environmental

and economic constraints associated with the

alternative of totally backfilling all mine pits

upon completion of mining, and consideration

of partial or total backfilling of some pits as an

option under the Proposed Action, the

alternative of totally backfilling all pits was

eliminated from detailed analysis.

2.2.4.4 Alternative H - West Access Routing

Several alternatives were considered in selecting

the proposed west access route. In addition to

the proposed route as outlined in Seaion 2.4.3,

these alternatives included the following:

• Routing traffic from the mine from the

Beacon Light Road east on the 1-80

frontage road to the Argenta Interchange

to access 1-80

• Contruaion of a new interchange to access

1-80 direaly from the Beacon Light Road

• Upgrade of the existing road conneaing

the Beacon Light Road with the 1-80

frontage road (avoiding the Skyline Drive

area) and routing of traffic east on the

frontage road to the Argenta Interchange

• Upgrade of the 1-80 frontage road (Airport

Road) west from the Beacon Light Road to

include widening, paved shoulders, and

school bus turnouts

The faaors of existing traffic levels, traffic

safety, proximity to residences, and road

construaion requirements and costs were

considered in reviewing the routing alternatives.

The first and third alternatives were eliminated

because the existing Argenta Interchange is

neither designed for nor is it adequate for the

projeaed heavy truck traffic associated with the

mine. While the Argenta Interchange could be

modified to meet anticipated traffic loads, the

cost of required major modifications could not

be justified since the existing 1-80 frontage road

to the west and the East Battle Mountain

Interchange are adequate to handle the

anticipated traffic with minor upgrades and

modifications. Similar economic considerations

would apply to the second alternative of

construaing a new interchange at the Beacon

Light Road. Conversations with NDOT
indicate that the upgrades proposed by the final

alternative are either being addressed or are not

necessary. In conjunaion with ongoing road

maintenance and upgrades, NDOT is scheduled

to overlay the 1-80 frontage road during

summer 1996. Widening and turnouts on the

frontage road are not necessary since the road

is designed and has been construaed to meet

applicable specifications for State Highways

which are consistent with the anticipated mine

related traffic loads.

2.2.5 Project Alternatives Analyzed in

Detail

The projea alternatives formulated from the

seleaed projea options to address significant

issues identified through the scoping process are

described in this seaion. Potential

environmental and socioeconomic effeas which

may result from implementation of the projea

alternatives are identified and discussed in

Chapter 4.

2.2.5.1 Alternative A • No-Action Alternative

The No-Aaion Alternative serves as the

baseline for evaluation of the potential effeas of

all other projea alternatives. Under this

alternative, the Proposed Aaion and other

aaion alternatives would not occur, and

development and use of lands within the

projea boundaries would be limited to the

existing uses of livestock grazing, wildlife

habitat, dispersed recreation, and ongoing

permitted mineral exploration aaivities. Upon
completion of mineral exploration the

associated disturbance areas would be reclaimed

consistent with the provisions of the approved

exploration permits. Existing resource values

would remain in their current condition

subjea, however, to the aaions and impaas of

natural forces and ongoing mineral exploration

FEIS Page 2-7
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and other previously approved aaivities. Any
potential impacts related to the Proposed

Action and alternatives would be precluded, but

associated benefits would also be lost.

The Proposed Action includes the option of

partially or completely backfilling the Main Pit

or other pit areas with non-sulfide overburden

and interburden from other pits during

progressive mine development. Overburden

and interburden disposal areas would be2.2.5.2 Alternative B • Proposed Action

The Proposed Aaion involves development,

construaion, operation, and reclamation of a

new surface gold mine and associated process

and support facilities. The Proposed Aaion is

consistent with the PO Amendment (N64-92-

OOIP) submitted to the BLM in November 1994

and subsequent plan refinements resulting from

BLM review and supplemental planning efforts.

Mine and related facilities would include five

open pits; up to fourteen overburden and

interburden disposal areas including the Main

Pit; surface drainage systems; pit dewatering

sumps and associated piping and holding ponds;

an ore stockpile; a heap leach pad and

associated solution tanks; ore haulage to the

Twin Creeks mill or a mill facility; a tailings

disposal facility; support facilities; a water

supply wellfield and associated storage and

distribution systems; and on-site utility

installations and haulage/access roads. These

struaures and facilities are shown on Figure 1-

2. The individual components which comprise

the Proposed Aaion are identified and basic

design, operating and reclamation

considerations are described in Seaions 2.4.1

through 2.4.20 and summarized by Table 2-2.

Proposed operations would be scheduled up to

24 hours per day, 365 days per year, employing

up to 100 people for facility construaion over

a period of twelve months and up to 200 full-

time employees over the projeaed mine life of

nine years.

Under the Proposed Aaion, the existing

Beacon Light Road which is currently being

upgraded and extended would be utilized as the

main access. Road modifications and related

impaas have been addressed under a BLM
Right-of-Way Application (N-60171) and EA
(NV64-EA96-05). Operational traffic impaas

are addressed in this EIS.

FEIS Page 2-7a
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TABLE 2-2

SUMMARY, ALTERNATIVE B - PROPOSED ACTION

General Project Components

Site Access West access route, 1 2 miles

Pit Configuration Five pits - North, Main, West, South, Section 9

Mining Method Open pit surface mining

Operating Schedule

- Mine 20-24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

- Mill (Possible Future) 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

Production Schedule

- Mining sequence North/Main Pits, West Pit, South/Section 9 Pits

- Total overburden/interburden 98,200,000 tons

- Total ore 10,800,000 tons

Mine Dewatering 15-110 gpm (annual average-all pits) to four holding ponds

Surface Drainage Control 100-year, 24-hour

Overburden and Interburden Disposal

14 (backfill option) or 12 (no-backfill option) permanent disposal areas

including the Main Pit and possibly other pit areas, 125 to 475 feet

high with 2.3 or 2.5H: IV sideslopes, separate oxide and sulfide

disposal with isolation of sulfides

Ore Processing

- Heap Leach
100 foot high leach pile with 2.5H:1V sideslopes followed by carbon-

in-column, sprinkler application, solution tanks

- Conventional Milling

(Initial Twin Creeks, Possible

Future - Mule Canyon)

Grinding followed by autoclave and carbon-in-leach, 3,500 tons/day

capacity

- Gold Recovery Zadra process followed by electroplating and retort

Cyanide Destruction Caro's acid to weak acid dissociable (WAD) level of < 10 ppm

Tailing Disposal (Possible Future)
10 million ton capacity, 105 foot high embankment, subaerial

deposition, soil liner with seepage collection to double-lined pond

Waste Disposal Two Class III waiver land disposal sites

Water Supply
Three ground water wells, 1,000 gpm capacity with recycle from

mine dewatering and tailings facility

Power Supply 60/120 kV trunkline from Sierra Pacific Power mainline

Ongoing Exploration Exploration drilling and associated road construction

Monitoring
Erosional/stability, overburden and interburden characterization, water

quality, tailings facility, fluid management system, revegetation

Reclamation

Backfilling, grading, growth media replacement, revegetation - Main
pit could be backfilled, other pits remain open, a 100 foot deep pit

lake would form in the south end of the South Pit and shallow (10-20

foot) ponds would form in the central portion of the South Pit and
southern portion of the West Pit, other pits remain dry.

EMPLOYMENT
Temporary Full-Time

Construction 90 10

Operations 40 160

LAND OWNERSHIP

Project Area Disturbed Reclaimed

Fee Lands 3,474 acres 1,072

Public Lands 4,812 1,312

Split Estate Lands 950 304

Total 9,236 2,688 2,340/2,357
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construaed adjacent to the aaive pit areas.

Sulfide disposal areas and the south and west

facing slopes of all other overburden and

interburden disposal areas would be construaed

with 2.5H:1V outslopes. North and east facing

slopes of non-sulfide disposal areas would be

construaed with 2.3H:1V outslopes. All

overburden and interburden disposal areas

would have 10 to 20-foot catch benches at

intervals of approximately 50 vertical feet.

The Proposed Aaion would involve phased

mine development. Phase 1 would include

construaion of basic mine support facilities;

development of and mining operations in the

proposed mine pits; construaion of associated

overburden and interburden disposal areas; and

construaion and operation of the heap leach

facility. Construaion and operation of the

proposed mine mill and associated tailings

facility would be deferred until Phase 2. Until

such time as produaion economics and/or total

ore reserves would justify mill construaion,

mill grade ore would be hauled from the Mule

Canyon Mine to the existing Twins Creeks

Mill northeast of Winnemucca for processing.

Ore haulage would involve 55 round-trip truck

trips daily. If and when construaion of a mill

can be justified, Phase 2 would be implemented

with construaion of the Mule Canyon Mill and

tailings facility. Processing of mill grading ore

would shift from the Twin Creeks Mill to Mule

Canyon following mill completion.

The Proposed Aaion would result in maximum
surface disturbance of approximately 2,688

acres, including approximately 1,312 acres of

public lands, 1,072 acres of private lands, and

304 acres of split estate lands. Of the total

surface disturbance, approximately 2,357 acres

(backfill option) or 2,340 acres (no-backfill

option) would be reclaimed and returned to

produaive use consistent with the proposed

postmining land uses of wildlife habitat,

livestock grazing, dispersed recreation, and

mineral exploration and development. The

remaining open pit areas (approximately 162

acres (backfill option) or 182 acres (no-backfill

option), would not be reclaimed following

mining and reclamation. Given a projeaed

mine life of ten years, including mine

development and construaion, and an aaive

reclamation period of four years following

completion of mining, potential impaas would

be limited to a time interval of approximately

14 years.

2.2.S.3 Alternative C - East Access Alternative

The East Access Alternative includes essentially

the same components and options as the

Proposed Aaion with the exception that the

main west access (Beacon Light Road) would be

replaced as the primary mine access road or

supplemented by one of two potential eastern

access routes. This alternative responds to the

issues of potential socioeconomic impaas

relative to distribution of the mine workforce,

specific environmental impaas associated with

each of the potential access routes, and traffic

levels resulting from transportation of mine

employees, materials, and supplies. Either of

the potential eastern access routes would

involve less new road construaion relative to

the proposed west access and lower overall road

gradients. Right-of-way constraints and

potential impaas on cultural resources. Waters

of the United States, and potential wetlands

areas could, however, be greater for an eastern

access route. Local government entities for

both Lander County and Battle Mountain have

also indicated strong support for the west access

route which would encourage local economic

development. The alternative eastern access

routes are shown on Figure 1-3. The individual

components which comprise the East Access

Alternative are summarized by Table 2-3.

The preferred eastern access route would
originate at State Route 306 near Beowawe and

follow existing roads for a distance of

approximately 6.1 miles to the point where the

existing County Road crosses over a high-

pressure steamline from the Beowawe
Geothermal Plant. The initial 6.1 miles of

existing roads would be widened and upgraded

to adequately handle anticipated mine-related

traffic. From the point where the existing

County Road crosses the steamline,

approximately 4.5 miles of new road running
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TABLE 2-3

SUMMARY, ALTERNATIVE C - EAST ACCESS ALTERNATIVE

General Project Components

Site Access West and/or East access routes, 12/10.6 miles

Pit Configuration Five pits - North, Main, West, South, Section 9

Mining Method Open pit surface mining

Operating Schedule

- Mine 20-24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

- Mill (Possible Future) 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

Production Schedule

- Mining sequence North/Main Pits, West Pit, South/Section 9 Pits

- Total overburden/interburden 98,200,000 tons

- Total ore 10,800,000 tons

Mine Dewatering 15-110 gpm (annual average-all pits) to four holding ponds

Surface Drainage Control 100 yr./24 hr.

Overburden and Interburden Disposal

14 (backfill option) or 12 (no-backfill option) permanent disposal areas

including the Main Pit and possibly other pit areas, 125 to 475 feet

high with 2.3 or 2.5H: IV sideslopes, separate oxide and sulfide

disposal with isolation of sulfides

Ore Processing

- Heap Leach
100 foot high leach pile with 2.5H:1 V sideslopes followed by carbon-

in-column, sprinkler application, solution tanks

- Conventional Milling

(Initial Twin Creeks, Possible

Future - Mule Canyon)

Grinding followed by autoclave and carbon-in-leach, 3,500 tons/day

capacity

- Gold Recovery Zadra process followed by electroplating and retort

Cyanide Destruction Caro's acid to WAD level of <10 ppm

Tailing Disposal (Possible Future)
10 million ton capacity, 105 foot high embankment, subaerial

deposition, soil liner with seepage collection to double-lined pond

Waste Disposal Two Class III waiver land disposal sites

Water Supply
Three ground water wells, 1 ,000 gpm capacity with recycle from mine

dewatering and tailings facility

Power Supply 60/1 20 kV trunkline from Sierra Pacific Power mainline

Ongoing Exploration Exploration drilling and associated road construction

Monitoring
Erosional/stability, overburden and interburden characterization, water

quality, tailings facility, fluid management system, revegetation

Reclamation

Backfilling, grading, growth media replacement, revegetation - Main Pi

could be backfilled, other pits would remain open, a 100 foot deep pit

lake would form in the south end of the South Pit and shallow (10-20

foot) ponds would form in the central portion of the South Pit and
southern portion of the West Pit, other pits would remain dry.

EMPLOYMENT
Temporary Full-Time

Construction 90 10

Operations 40 160

LAND OWNERSHIP

Project Area Disturbed Reclaimed

Fee Lands 3,474 acres 915

Public Lands 4,812 1,466

Split Estate Lands 950 303

Total 9,236 2,684 2,340/2,350
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TABLE 2-4

SUMMARY, ALTERNATIVE D - OVERBURDEN/INTERBURDEN DISPOSAL AREA
CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES

General Project Components

Site Access West access route, 1 2 miles

Pit Configuration Five pits - North, Main, West, South, Section 9

Mining Method Open pit surface mining

Operating Schedule

- Mine 20-24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

- Mill (Possible Future) 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr.

Production Schedule

- Mining sequence North/Main Pits, West Pit, South/Section 9 Pits

- Total overburden/interburden 98,200,000 tons

- Total ore 10,800,000 tons

Mine Dewatering 15-110 gpm (annual average-all pits) to four holding ponds

Surface Drainage Control 100 yr./24 hr.

Overburden and Interburden Disposal

14 (backfill option) or 12 (no-backfill option) permanent disposal areas

including the Main Pit and possibly other pit areas heights vary from

125 to more than 475-foot with 2.3H to 3.0H:1V sideslopes,

outslope benches may be eliminated, separate oxide and sulfide

disposal with isolation of sulfides.

Ore Processing

- Heap Leach
100 foot high leach pile with 2.5H:1V sideslopes followed by carbon-

in-column, sprinkler application, solution tanks

- Conventional Milling

(Initial Twin Creeks, Possible

Future Mule Canyon)

Grinding followed by autoclave and carbon-in-leach 3,500 tons/day

capacity

- Gold Recovery Zadra process followed by electroplating and retort

Cyanide Destruction Caro's acid to WAD level of < 10 ppm

Tailing Disposal (Possible Future)
10 million ton capacity, 105 foot high embankment, subaerial

deposition, soil liner with seepage collection to double-lined pond

Waste Disposal Two Class III waiver land disposal sites

Water Supply
Three ground water wells, 1,000 gpm capacity with recycle from

mine dewatering and tailings facility

Power Supply 60/120 kV trunkline from Sierra Pacific Power mainline

Ongoing Exploration Exploration drilling and associated road construction

Monitoring
Erosional/stability, overburden interburden characterization, water

quality, tailings facility, fluid management system, revegetation

Reclamation

Backfilling, grading, growth media replacement, revegetation - Main

Pit would be backfilled, other pits could remain open, a 1 10 foot deep

pit lake would form in the south end of the South Pit and shallow

(10-20 foot) ponds would form in the central portion of the South Pit

and southern portion of the West Pit, other pits would remain dry.

EMPLOYMENT
Temporary Full-Time

Construction 90 10

Operations 40 160

LAND OWNERSHIP
Project Area Disturbed Reclaimed

Fee Lands 3,474 acres

Public Lands 4,812

Split Estate Lands 950

Total 9,236 2,680-2,700 acres 2,330/2,370 acres
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projea area. Discovery of additional

economically recoverable reserves could extend

the effeaive life of the Mule Canyon Mine
with mining from the additional reserve areas

and continued use and operation of the

associated milling and support facilities.

Under the Proposed Action, existing

exploration permits covering areas both within

and outside the proposed Projea Area would
be modified to exclude those areas within the

projea boundaries. Ongoing exploration and

any continuing associated reclamation within

the projea boundaries would, therefore,

become part of the Proposed Aaion. Ongoing

exploration aaivities under the Proposed

Aaion would include construaion and

maintenance of required exploration roads and

drill pads; exploration drilling, sampling, and

related aaivities; and reclamation of exploration

disturbance. Total future exploration

disturbance within the projea boundaries is

estimated at approximately 200 acres.

Exploration disturbance would be reclaimed

following completion of each annual

exploration program. Reclamation would

involve plugging all drillholes, removing all

solid waste materials for disposal, draining and

allowing sumps to dry out and consolidate,

backfilling sumps, grading roads and drill pads,

replacing growth media, and reseeding with a

blend of native and introduced species.

2.4.2 Facility Location and Configuration

The proposed Mule Canyon Mine would be

approximately 15 miles southeast of Battle

Mountain, Nevada and 10 miles west of the

small town of Beowawe. Proposed mine pits

would be on the eastern slope of the Shoshone

Range near the crest of the range with related

mine, process, and support facilities on the

lower mountain slopes and extending into the

western portion of Whirlwind Valley as shown

on Figure 1-2. The proposed Projea Area,

which encompasses a total area of

approximately 9,236 acres, includes

approximately 4,812 acres of public lands, 3,474

acres of fee lands, and 950 acres of lands which

are public surface and fee mineral lands. All

mining related disturbance would occur within

the projea fenceline (approximately 2,159 acres)

except access road and borrow source

disturbance outside the projea fenceline

(approximately 529 acres), resulting in total

disturbance of approximately 2,688 acres (1,312

acres - public lands; 1,072 acres - fee lands; and

304 acres - split estate). A detailed breakdown

of proposed disturbance areas and

corresponding ownership is presented as Table

2-6 .

Layout and design of open pit mining

operations are based primarily on the location,

depth, areal extent, and nature of ore

occurrence. Generally pit boundaries are

defined by both the limits of economically

recoverable ore and reasonable engineering and

operational limits for pit slopes in the overlying

overburden materials.

For the proposed Mule Canyon Mine, the

limits of economically recoverable ore have

been defined by extensive exploration drilling,

sampling, and mapping of the resulting data.

The five separate pits, which are the basis of

the proposed Mule Canyon operations are

shown by Figure 1-2.

Figures 2-2 through 2-4 correspond to five

separate zones of mineralization having

adequate ore grades to support economic

recovery. Areas surrounding the proposed pit

areas may show some evidence of gold

mineralization but at grades well below

reasonable economic recovery cut-off grades or

at overburden ratios which exceed reasonable

mining limits.

Since the ore reserves are not exposed at the

ground surface it is necessary to remove the

overlying overburden to expose the ore for

excavation and recovery. As a praaical

operational consideration, the overburden must

be removed progressively in stepped benches to

access the ore. Bench width must be adequate

to safely accommodate the large mobile

equipment utilized for mining operations, and

the intervening slopes between each of the

bench levels must be established at heights and

slope angles consistent with both operational
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and long-term slope stability and the

operational limitations of the proposed mining

equipment. Strength testing of ore and

overburden materials and geotechnical analysis

of the proposed mining plans resulted in design

bench heights of 15 to 30 feet, bench widths of

15 feet, inter-bench slopes of 30 to 55 degrees,

and overall bench slope angles (includes

benching) of 45 to 55 degrees.

The proposed pit configuration represents an

optimal pit scenario based on existing available

ore reserve and geotechnical information.

General information on the configuration and

limits of the proposed open pits is provided by

Table 2-7.

TABLE 2-7

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PIT

CONFIGURATIONS

Pit Designation

Area

(acres)

Bottom of

Pit Elevation

North Pit 40“ 6300

Main Pit 20“’ 6260

West Pit 50“’ 6220

South Pit 64'“ 5640

Section 9 Pit 8“ 5800

Notes:
® 16 acres public land, 24 acres spli

All acres public land.

39 acres public land, 1 1 acres spli

56 acres public land, 8 private Ian

® All acres public land.

t estate land.

t estate land,

d.

mber 1994Source: Shepherd Miller, Inc., Nove

While the location and general configuration of

mine pits are fixed by the location and extent

of ore occurrence, there is some flexibility in

determining the location and configuration of

other mining, processing, and support facilities.

Generally, existing site topography, surface

ownership, existing surface drainage patterns,

proximity to proposed mining areas, and the

existence of any significant resource values were

the primary considerations for location and

layout of project facilities. To the extent

possible, major facilities such as the mill, ore

stockpile, and overburden and interburden

disposal areas were located and configured to

utilize fee lands, thereby avoiding unnecessary

disturbance of public lands; and to avoid

excessively steep terrain, major drainages, and

any significant resource values. Several

alternative locations were evaluated for each

major facility prior to seleaing the preferred

facility locations as shown on Figure 1-2.

Location and configuration of overburden and

interburden disposal areas were determined

primarily by proximity to corresponding

mining areas. Other important considerations

included elevation relative to overburden and

interburden source areas (with a flat or

downhill haul being preferable), avoidance of

excessively steep terrain and natural drainages,

compatibility with the existing natural terrain,

and avoidance (where possible) of existing

springs and seeps.

Location and configuration of the heap leach

and tailings facilities were diaated by the need

for relatively large, flat areas for these facilities,

foundation conditions compatible with facility

design requirements, and avoidance of major

drainages.

The location of the water supply wells was

determined by local hydrologic conditions, with

the proposed well field location refleaing the

availability of adequate quantities of shallow,

unappropriated ground water in the nearby

Whirlwind Valley Basin. Location and routing

of water supply lines, power transmission lines,

and natural gas pipelines were determined by
the necessary tie-in locations, site topography,

and the availability of other proposed

disturbance corridors, such as roads which
could be utilized for utility routing to minimize

overall disturbance.

2.4.3 Site Access

The primary mine access route would be from
the west, utilizing the Beacon Light Road, which

originates at the frontage road paralleling

Interstate 80, runs south along the eastern edge of

the Reese River Valley, then crosses over the

Shoshone Range near the southwest corner of the

projea area, and is currently being extended to

the proposed mill site as shown by Figure 1-3.

The travel distance from Battle Mountain to the
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mine using Interstate 80 and the Beacon Light

Road would be approximately 22 miles.

From Interstate 80 to the proposed mill site,

the west access route would cover

approximately 12 miles and would involve an

elevation change of approximately 1,580 feet.

To the extent possible, the proposed west access

utilizes existing roads. Approximately the first

six miles of existing road requires upgrading

including widening, improved drainage, limited

reconstruaion of the road base, and surfacing.

The remaining six miles of the west access road

would involve construaion of a new road since

existing roads over the Shoshone Range are

limited to narrow, steep, dirt roads which

cannot be modified to meet praaical design and

safety standards. The west access route would

be an all-weather, two-lane gravel-surfaced road

with a travelled width of approximately 36-feet,

and dirt shoulders. Total road width would

include shoulders, cut fill slopes, and borrow

ditches. Maximum road grades would be 10

percent or less. The road design incorporates

consideration of access requirements for an

autoclave if a mill is construaed in the future.

Lander County, with supplemental funding

from SFPGC, is in the process of completing

all necessary road modifications and

supplemental construaion required to establish

the west access route as a County road. Under

a contraa with the County, SFPGC would be

responsible for road maintenance during the

period of aaive operations. The level and

frequency of road maintenance would, at a

minimum, be consistent with applicableNDOT
and County requirements to assure safe road

conditions and effeaive dust control. Road

maintenance aaivities would include periodic

grading, inspeaion and repair of drainage

struaures, and repair or replacement, as

necessary, of road surfacing materials. Dust

would be controlled by removal of debris

during grading operations, periodic watering,

application of dust control agents, or paving.

Lander County has obtained a Right-of-Way

(N-60171) from the BLM for the modifications

and construaion required to upgrade the

existing Beacon Light Road to handle

anticipated mine-related traffic. The width of

the road right-of-way varies with terrain

averaging 122.5 feet. Potential environmental

impaas associated with road construaion

modification have been evaluated separately as

a related aaion under BLM EA NV64-EA96-05.

Operational impaas of mine-related traffic on

the Beacon Light Road are, however, evaluated

as a component of the Proposed Aaion in this

EIS. Since the right-of-way approval process

was completed prior to initiation of mine

construaion and development, construaion

aspeas of the west access route are not a

component of the Proposed Aaion or

Alternatives.

Options for site access would include access

from the east utilizing existing roads. Both of

the proposed eastern access alternatives are

options which could affea the nature and

magnitude of potential environmental impaas

and mine operations and economics. These

options have, therefore, been identified as a

projea alternative which is described in detail

in this EIS as Alternative C, East Access

Alternative (Seaion 2.2.5. 3). The two potential

eastern access routes have been evaluated as

either alternative or supplemental access to the

proposed west access route.

2.4.4 Facility Construction

Facility construaion and development aaivities

have been designed to proceed in a logical

sequence as follows:

• Recover and stockpile available growth

media

• Establish access roads and construaion

facilities areas

• Construa drainage control struaures as

needed

• Proceed with site preparation and grading

• Complete foundation preparation and

installation for major facilities
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• Initiate mine development

• Construa required mine facilities

• Complete utility installations

SFPGC is proposing phased construaion of the

Mule Canyon Mine to defer capital investment,

take advantage of existing or proposed facilities

at other nearby SFPGC operations, and

improve overall projea economics.

The initial development phase would involve

construaion of required support and ancillary

facilities and development and operation of

mine water supply and distribution systems,

required mine utilities, mine pits, overburden

and interburden disposal areas, and a heap leach

facility. During the initial development phase,

leach-grade ore would be treated by

conventional heap leaching on-site, and mill-

grade ore would be loaded and transported by

highway traaor-trailer units to SFPGC’s Twin

Creeks Mill northeast of Winnemucca, Nevada,

for processing. Given the substantial capital

cost of construaing a new mill and associated

tailings facility at the Mule Canyon Mine, mill

construaion would be deferred until the related

capital expenditures could be justified by either

identification of significant additional Mule

Canyon reserves or increased processing

requirements for ores from other SFPGC
operations or other nearby mines. If justified,

the proposed milling, tailings, and related

facilities would be construaed and operated as

Phase 2 of the Mule Canyon projea

development plan.

Generally, proposed initial facility construaion

and development are expeaed to take

approximately 12 months and would involve a

maximum of approximately 100 workers. The

construction workforce would include

approximately 90 temporary contraaor

employees, who would complete preliminary

site work, facility construaion, and utility

installation, and 10 SFPGC employees who
would be involved in mine development and

projea supervision.

The projeaed duration of the construaion

period is based on the nature and complexity of

the required construaion and development

aaivities and SFPGC’s previous experience

with similar aaivities. SFPGC has obtained all

necessary permits to proceed with proposed

aaivities on private lands and may initiate

construaion of certain facilities prior to general

mine construaion. This option would

probably not significantly affea the total

construaion period but could move the date

for construaion completion forward.

Construaion and mine development aaivities

would be preceded by construaion of required

diversion ditches and recovery and stockpiling

of growth media for use in future site

reclamation. Based on projeaed growth media

replacement depths and coverage areas, growth

media recovery would include both topsoil and

other suitable surficial materials to assure

adequate replacement volumes. Any
supplemental materials to be utilized as growth

media would be sampled prior to use to verify

suitability. As required, low permeability clays

and seleaed granular materials would be

obtained from designated borrow sources

within and outside the Projea Area. These

materials would be utilized primarily for

construaion of engineered struaures such as

the ore stockpile base, heap leach pad, and

tailings facility liner and embankment where

construaion specifications designate material

charaaeristics. Available soil materials would
be recovered from borrow areas prior to

excavation for use in reclamation of these areas.

Excavation of borrow material would be

limited to a maximum depth of 10 feet which
would be well above the watertable in the

designated borrow areas. These areas would be

reclaimed by grading them to blend with the

surrounding terrain and promote effeaive

drainage, replacing available soil material, and

seeding to complete reclamation.

Where surface disturbance and construaion

aaivities might result in local erosion and

sedimentation problems, temporary drainage

control measures would be utilized as

appropriate and could include construaion of

temporary ditches, berms, and sediment traps

•:*x*X'X*:-:-Xv:-xv:-x-:-
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Pit dewatering requirements were determined

by evaluating the two potential components of

inflow to aaive mining areas; surface drainage

inflows from areas within the mine pits; and

ground water inflow from water-bearing strata.

Surface runoff flows to the mine pits would be

limited to runoff from any precipitation in the

immediate pit area by diversions which would
route any upgradient drainage around the active

pits. Calculated surface inflow volumes range

from 20 gpm to 195 gpm for individual pit

areas and up to approximately 580 gpm for all

pits. Calculated ground water inflow rates for

individual pits range from 0 to 50 gpm as

indicated by Table 2-9, with total inflows for all

pits ranging from 15 to 110 gpm (24 to 177

acre-feet per year) on an annually averaged

basis. Based on the sum of the two pit inflow

components, pumping requirements were

determined for each pit to keep water levels at

or below the lowest working level for each pit

area.

TABLE 2-9

PROJECTED ANNUAL MINE INFLOW
RATES (gpm)

Year North

Pit

Main

Pit

West
Pit

South

Pit

S9
Pit

Totals

1996 NM 15 NM NM NM 15

1997 5 10 10 25 NM 50

1998 15 15 5 10 NM 45

1999 5 15 50 30 NM 100

2000 10 10 50 40 NM 110

2001 15 10 30 50 NM 105

2002 25 10 35 20 NM 90

2003 15 10 30 45 0 100

2004 15 10 35 20 0 80

2005 15 10 30 20 0 75

Notes: (gp

NM
sigr

m) = Gallons per minute

= Not mined this year or no

lificant inflow

'BCI, 1995Source: SMI

Based on the calculated pit dewatering volumes

and available hydrologic data, three potential

dewatering options were evaluated; 1)

Dewatering wells on the perimeter of each pit;

2) Sumps and pumping systems within the pits;

and 3) A combination of Options 1 and 2.

Available ground water information indicates

that the rock units in the immediate pit areas

have such low permeabilities that dewatering

wells would not be effeaive. A large number
of wells, each having a relatively limited area of

influence, would be necessary to achieve the

required drawdown. In addition, there would
be a significant time lag between initiation of

pumping and aaual drawdown, and the total

area of drawdown and resulting pumping
volumes would be increased. Given these

considerations, mine dewatering plans have

focused on the use of in-pit sumps, pumps,

transmission pipelines, and holding ponds

adjacent to aaive pit areas.

Mine dewatering would begin concurrently

with initial pit development and continue

during the period of aaive pit operations. One
or more sumps would be established in low

areas of the pit depending on its size. It is

anticipated that one sump each would be

required for the Main and Seaion 9 Pits, two
each for the North Pit, and three each for the

West and South Pits. Sumps would range in

size from 0.6 to 2.2 acre-feet. They would be

located out of aaive operating and traffic areas,

and would be relocated or reestablished as

necessary with progressive mine development.

All sumps would have sufficient capacity to

contain design runoff and pit inflows with

adequate excess capacity to accommodate local

variances in ground water storage and inflow

rates.

Although not anticipated to be a significant

problem, there may be areas where fraaures,

alteration produas, and other geologic

conditions could either hinder or promote
increased ground water inflow. In areas where
ground water does not readily drain from the

pit slopes the potential build-up of hydrostatic

pressure could adversely affea pit slope

stability. If such conditions are encountered

during mining, small diameter horizontal relief

drains would be drilled into the pit slope to

promote effeaive dewatering. In areas where
above average ground water inflows occur,

temporary berms or ditches could be necessary

to control and direa the inflows through or

around aaive working areas to the sumps.

High capacity portable submersible pumps
would be utilized to discharge water
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Construaion of overburden and interburden

disposal areas would involve removal and

stockpiling of available soil materials from the

pile foundation areas, construaion of upslope

diversion ditches, placement of an oxide

material drainage layer (sulfide areas only),

progressive placement of the overburden and

interburden material as a series of successive

benches, surface grading to establish the

permanent outslope configuration and promote

surface drainage, placement of oxide cover

materials (sulfide areas only), replacement of

growth media on the disposal area surface and

outslopes, and revegetation.

Overburden and interburden disposal areas

would vary in height from 125 to 475 feet and

would initially be established at the natural

angle of repose, with sideslopes of

approximately 1.5Horizontal:lVertical (H:V).

During final grading, outslopes would be

flattened to approximately 2.5H:1V for south

and west-facing slopes and all sulfide disposal

area outslopes, and to approximately 2.3H:1V

for north and east- facing slopes. Intermediate

benches 10 to 20 feet wide would be established

approximately every 50 vertical feet on the

outslopes to enhance overall stability and

breakup overland flow on the pile slopes to

limit erosion. Approximately every third bench

would be graded to drain laterally toward the

edges of the pile to limit runoff volumes and

velocities on the outslopes. Upper disposal area

surfaces would be regraded during final grading

operations to establish a minimum gradient of

at least 1.0 percent to promote effeaive

drainage off the pile, prevent ponding, and limit

infiltration potential. General configurations

for both oxide and sulfide disposal areas are

illustrated on Figure 2-6. As a result of concerns

related to linear contrasts due to benching on

disposal area outslopes, the BLM is stipulating that

SFPGC develop modified outslope designs which

could be implemented where appropriate. All

regraded upper and outslope surfaces would be

covered with a minimum of 1 foot of growth

media and reseeded to stabilize these surfaces,

minimize erosion, and funher limit infiltration.

Results from extensive sampling, analysis, and

kinetic testing of ore and overburden and

interburden indicate that some of these materials

may have the potential to generate ARD. ARD
potential is normally correlated to the sulfur

content of the material and specifically to pyritic

sulfur which can oxidize, producing sulfuric acid.

Total sulfur values were found to decline with

inaeasing distance from the orebody. This is an

important consideration, since most of the

material with the highest sulfur values is ore

which would be processed through the mill and

would be thermally oxidi2ted in order to recover

the contained gold.

Potential acid producing material, designated as

sulfide overburden and interburden, has been

identified as any material having a total sulfur

content greater than 0.9 percent and an Acid

Neutralization Potential/Acid Generation

Potential (ANP/AGP) Ratio of less than 1.2.

Sample analysis data were correlated to the block

model used in developing the proposed mine plans

for each pit to identify blocks and tonnages of

sulfide material requiring seleaive handling and

disposal. Preliminary overburden and interburden

designations will be verified through ongoing

operational sampling and analysis to provide for

operational control and routing of overburden and

interburden to appropriate disposal locations.

In order to minimize the potential for generation

of ARD and associated environmental impaas,

overburden and interburden materials which are

potentially acid-producing would be seleaively

handled and placed in separate overburden and

interburden disposal sites designed to minimize

the potential for acid generation and to provide

for effeaive drainage control and monitoring.

Engineered diversion ditches would prevent runon

to overburden and interburden disposal areas from

upgradient areas. Grading of disposal area surfaces

to promote drainage, placement of 5 feet of oxide

material and 1.5 feet of growth media over all

sulfide disposal areas, and reestablishment of an

effeaive vegetative cover, would minimize

infiltration, oxidation, and leaching. By nature,

the sulfide materials commonly occur in

conjunaion with clay alteration zones and

consequently have relatively high inherent clay

content. With exposure to moisture, clay

constituents in column leach samples of the

overburden and interburden materials were

observed to expand and become paste-like in
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texture which would effeaively limit further

infiltration and reduce downward movement of

water through the samples. In overburden and

interburden disposal areas, these charaaeristics

would similarly limit infiltration and groundwater

movement.
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Testing and charaaerization of the clay materials

also indicate relatively high percentages of smeaite

clays which can panially attenuate or adsorb any

acidic drainage and elevated metals concentrations

in drainage from overburden and interburden

disposal areas (Chermak and Runnells, 1994). A
continuous layer of approximately 2 to 5 feet of

oxide material would be placed under each sulfide

disposal area to aa as a physical buffer between

the sulfide material and underlying soils and as an

underdrain, providing a preferential flow path for

any precipitation which may infiltrate through the

sulfide materials.

Overburden and interburden disposal areas have

been designed to assure operational stability

during construaion, long-term stability as

permanent structures, and erosional stability. The

struaural stability of proposed configurations was

analyzed using the limiting equilibrium method

for both static and pseudostatic (seismic

movements) conditions. The stability evaluations

were designed to determine both the maximum
height and maximum allowable slope angles for

the overburden and interburden disposal areas

consistent with allowable faaors of s^ety of 1.5

for static and 1.0 for pseudostatic conditions.

Stability evaluations took both natural

topographic slopes and foundation materials in the

proposed deposit areas into consideration.

Ground configuration was refleaed in the cross-

seaions utilized in the analysis and strength

parameters for typical foundation materials were

utilized as an analysis input parameter.

The pseudostatic evaluation was based on a peak

seismic acceleration of 0.42g (g
= acceleration due

to gravity = 32.2 feet/sec/sec), corresponding to

the maximum credible event (based on the seismic

history of this area, there is a 90 percent

probability that this event would not be exceeded

over a period of 100 years). Using a pseudostatic

"k" factor of one-half of the peak acceleration, the

design heights and outslopes for all overburden

and interburden disposal areas are well under the

maximum height and slope limits for both static

and pseudostatic conditions as defined by the

allowable faaors of safety (SMI, 1994).

Erosional stability of the proposed overburden

and interburden disposal areas was evaluated using

both the permissible velocity method and the

Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE).

The permissible velocity method compares the

velocity of runoff resulting from the 100-year, 24-

hour storm event with the maximum allowable

surface flow velocity which would not result in

significant erosion. Using this method, the

maximum allowable velocity was determined to

be 1.75 feet per second (fps), and calculated flow

velocities for disposal area outslopes as designed

are below this limit. Using RUSLE and

establishing an acceptable soil loss threshold of 1.0

ton per acre per year, the designed disposal area

outslopes were found to also be compatible with

the erosion proteaion criteria (SMI, 1994).

Given operational sequencing and produaion

requirements as desaibed in Seaion 2.4.6, the

only pit area which could definitely be backfilled

would be the Main Pit. Backfilling of the Main

Pit would not interfere with ore recovery,

significantly affea the proportion of oxide and

sulfide materials going to the overburden and

interburden disposal areas, or alter the quantity

and grade of ore feed to the mill and leach

facilities. As operations progress, operational

sampling and monitoring would provide

additional information on ore grades, overburden

and interburden charaaeristics, and ground water

conditions in each pit area. This information,

along with information on any relevant advances

in mining and process technology and projeaions

of short-term changes in gold market conditions

would provide the basis for evaluating the

feasibility of partially or completely backfilling

any additional pits. Under the Proposed Aaion,

the option exists of backfilling the Main Pit and

partially or completely backfilling other pits using

oxide overburden and interburden materials

exclusively.

SFPGC has completed a preliminary risk

assessment (ENSR, 1995) and an expanded risk

assessment (SMI, 1996) to evaluate potential

environmental hazards associated with

establishment of shallow ponds in the South and

West Pits following completion of mining. The

expanded risk assessment, as summarized in

Appendix E, indicates
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some potential for adverse wildlife impaas due to

exposure to water contained in the two shallow

ponds. In order to address the potential impaas,

the BLM is stipulating that these areas be panially

backfilled to prevent ponding contingent on the

results of postmining water quality monitoring.

Backfilling would potentially reduce the total

surface disturbance area by reducing the size and

number of required overburden and interburden

disposal areas. It would also allow reclamation

and future utilization of the backfilled pit areas

consistent with planned postmining land uses

while eliminating potential hazards associated with

retention of open pits.

Generally, the decision of whether or not to

backfill the Main Pit or other pits would depend

on the following considerations:

• On completion of ore removal, would other

nearby pit areas which are being developed or

aaively mined represent a reasonable source

of overburden and interburden backfill

material

• Would backfilling prevent or limit access to

remaining mineral resources which could not

be economically recovered at the time but

might reasonably be recoverable in the future

• Would adequate non-sulfide material be

available from ongoing operations to meet

both disposal area drainage layer and cover

and backfilling requirements

As a component of the Proposed Aaion, the

options of backfilling or not backfilling the Main

Pit are graphically illustrated by Figures 1-2 and 2-

7. If not backfilled, the Main Pit would remain as

an open pit with a surface area of approximately

20 acres, and approximately 8.7 million tons of

material would be added to Disposal Area 5,

increasing the associated surface disturbance by

approximately nine acres. The number of

overburden and interburden disposal areas would

be reduced from 14 to 12. Disposal Area 10,

corresponding to the Main Pit would eliminated,

and Disposal Areas 5 and 5B2 would be replaced

by Disposal Area 5D, reducing associated surface

disturbance by approximately six acres. The net

total surface disturbance for all overburden and

interburden disposal areas under the Main Pit

backfill option would inaease by approximately

three acres.

Hydrologic modeling indicates that long-term

postmining water levels would be below the lower

mining limit in the Main Pit, North Pit, and

Seaion 9 Pit. SFPGC, however, has eleaed to

limit potential pit backfilling to oxide material to

preclude any potential adverse ground water

quality impaas from exposure of backfill materials

to oxidation and leaching within the backfilled pit.

Backfilling, if feasible, would occur in a manner

similar to construaion of the overburden and

interburden disposal areas with placement of

overburden and interburden in the pit(s)

beginning at the bottom of the pit(s) and

progressing upward in successive fill benches.

Generally, fill would be placed in the pit(s) by tail-

dumping from upper benches. Backfill stability

would not be a concern since the fill would be

enclosed within the pit.

Options for overburden and interburden disposal

include elimination of pit backfilling, backfill of

additional pits, and changes in the location and

configuration of the proposed overburden and

interburden disposal areas. Elimination of pit

backfilling (which would result in all five mine

pits remaining open following completion of

mining), and panial or complete backfilling of

other pits, are considered as options under the

Proposed Aaion. Potential optional locations for

disposal sites were evaluated to determine the

preferred locations as previously discussed in this

seaion. Alternate disposal area configurations are

options which could affea the nature and

magnitude of potential environmental impaas and

mine operations and economics. These options

have, therefore, been identified as a projea

alternative which is evaluated in detail in this EIS

as Alternative D, Overburden and Interburden

Disposal Area Configuration Alternative.
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operational controls to prevent blowing trash and

bird or rodent infestations.

2.4.14 Water Supply and Storage

The Proposed Aaion would require a reliable

fresh water supply source to provide process

make-up water, supply both the domestic and fire-

fighting water systems, and to supplement other

sources for operational and road dust control.

The main water supply source would supply the

initial process make-up water for both the milling

process and the heap leach circuits. Since these

circuits are both designed as closed-loop systems

relative to solution control, future make-up water

requirements would be limited to the additional

volume required to compensate for evaporative

losses and moisture retained in the leach heap and

tailings. Generally, pit dewatering discharge and

tailings solution recycle would supply the

majority of the required process make-up water

and supplemental contributions from the main

water supply system would be minimized.

The main water supply source would be a

wellfield located in the western portion of

Whirlwind Valley as shown on Figure 1-2. Well

location, depth, construaion, and pumping rates

were determined through review of ground water

charaaerizations for this area and simulation of

various well configurations using a numerical

ground water model refleaing site-specific

conditions. The well configuration seleaed would

minimize shon and long-term ground water

drawdown and both the consequent spatial extent

and magnitude of potential aquifer impaas. The

wellfield would consist of three ground water

wells, with one existing well (Well 2) completed in

the confined aquifer zone at a depth of

approximately 580 feet and two proposed wells

(Wells 1 and 3) to be completed at depths of 480

and 220 feet, respeaively. Well 1 would draw

from both the confined and unconfined zones

while Well 3 would be limited to the unconfined

aquifer zone. Each of the three wells would be

capable of supplying 375 gpm on a sustained basis

although pumping for each well would be

monitored and controlled consistent with water

supply requirements and drawdown considerations

and total system capacity would be limited to a

maximum of 1,000 gpm. The use of three wells

in the system would provide necessary system

backup in the event that a pump malfunaion or

other problem would temporarily limit flow from

one of the wells. Use of three wells would also

distribute pumping and drawdown effeas between

the two separate aquifer zones.

Multi-stage pumps in each of the water supply

wells would transfer water through 8-inch PVC
pipelines to a booster station where a 250

horsepower pump would discharge to a 10-inch

buried pipeline running approximately 4.1 miles

to a 750,000 gallon storage tank located near the

mill facility. The water supply pipeline would be

installed within a right-of-way 58 to 66 feet wide

which would contain the pipeline, valve

installations, and a two-lane service road. SFPGC
has filed a Right-of-Way Application for the

proposed waterline (N-60250) with the BLM. The

waterline right-of-way follows the preferred east

access route as described in Seaion 2.2.5.3 and

shown of Figure 1-3. Surface disturbance for the

proposed waterline would coincide with

disturbance and related impaas for the preferred

east access route. Potential impaas due to

waterline construaion would therefore, be similar

to those discussed in Chapter 4 for Alternative C,

East Access Alternative, but of lesser magnitude,

and are not analyzed separately. Within the

Projea Area, surface and underground pipelines,

booster pumps, valves, and control systems would

transfer and supply fresh water to the various

facility locations where it would be utilized.

Source water quality would generally meet

applicable drinking water standards with

chlorination. Chlorinated domestic water supply

requirements would be limited to drinking and

sanitary uses. Total potable and non-potable

water supply requirements are estimated to

average 900 gpm, however, the main water

supply source has been designed to provide

1,000 gpm to address normal fluauations in

usage and to accommodate any potential future

expansion. Pit water contributions were not

considered in the water supply analysis and

would represent a
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significant supplemental non-potable supply

source.

2.4.15 Other Utility Installations

Existing Sierra Pacific Power Company (SPPC)

powerlines would be extended or trunklines

from the existing transmission lines would be

established to meet mine elearical power

requirements.

Initially, SFPGC would construa a new
substation in the vicinity of the proposed water

supply wellfield as shown on Figure 1-2 to

supply power for wellfield installations. The

substation would connea to the existing SPPC
60 kV line to the east of the Projea Area. The

connecting 60 kV dropline, the new substation,

and the 4,160 volt powerline from the

substation would be within a 30 foot right-of-

way for which SFPGC has filed a right-of-way

application (N-60249) with the BLM.

SPPC is construaing a new 120 kV line from

the existing Falcon Substation which would

terminate in Seaion 2, T31N, R47E. SPPC has

obtained a 90-foot right-of-way (N-59670) from

the BLM. Potential environmental impaas

associated with the SPPC powerline right-of-

way have been evaluated separately as a related

aaion under BLM NV64-EA9604. If SFPGC
proceeds with construaion of a mill at some

point in the future, a conneaion from the

Falcon 120 kV line would be extended to the

SFPGC substation in the mill facilities area

using the same poles and within the same right-

of-way (N-59670) as the 60 kV line. As

appropriate, the substation and electrical

transmission, control, and distribution

equipment will be upgraded for the increased

voltage.

Power will be supplied for initial mine

operations from a SPPC 60 kV powerline

which will extend northward from the Cortez

Tap to the terminal pole located in the

southwest quarter of Seaion 2, T31N, R47E,

with a distribution line extending west from

this point to a new SFPGC substation located

in the mill facilities area in Seaion 3. The 60

kV line will be underbuilt on the same poles as

the 120 kV conneaor running from the

terminus of the 120 kV powerline from the

Falcon Substation in Seaion 2, T31N, R47E to

the Cortez Tap. All construaion will be

within the existing SPPC right-of-way (N-

59670) which will be amended to include the 60

kV line.

In order to minimize the potential for and

hazards related to bird contaas with elearical

transmission lines, all new power transmission

lines would be raptor proof. All ground-level

transformer and switching installations would

be fenced and gated, with locked gates and

appropriate signage warning of potential

elearical hazards to minimize the potential for

wildlife or human contaas with elearical

equipment.

The existing Southwestern Gas natural gas

pipeline runs through the southeast corner of

the proposed Projea Area as shown on Figure

1-3. This existing pipeline would be tapped and

a short supply line run to the mill facilities

area. SFPGC has filed a Right-of-Way

Application (N-60251) with the BLM for the

conneaing gas supply line. The proposed

supply line, tap, and associated metering

equipment would be construaed, installed, and

reclaimed by SFPGC. Dependent on the tap

point, however, the pipeline may be operated

and maintained by either SFPGC or the gas

supplier. Because it would fall within the

Projea Area, surface disturbance associated

with the proposed gas pipeline has been

considered as a component of the Proposed

Aaion and related impaas are evaluated in

Chapter 4 under Alternative B.

2.4.16 Handling of Chemicals and
Potential Hazardous Materials

A number of chemicals and chemical

compounds would be utilized in conjunaion

with the proposed mining, ore processing, gold

recovery, maintenance, and related operations.

All chemicals used in conjunaion with the

proposed operations would be transported,

stored, used, and disposed of in accordance with

manufaaurers recommendations and all

applicable Federal and State regulations and

x<•:o:•x•x:<•:•:•^:<•x•;•::•:<•x•:c•x^x<•x<<•:•:<•xx•x•xv^x<•^x•x•x•x•x•:•x^xxx•x•x^•x•x•x•x•x•x^^^•^^x<•x•x•x•x-x•x•x•x^^^^
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guidelines. Any potentially toxic or hazardous

liquid chemicals and all petroleum produas

would be stored in appropriate containers or

bulk storage tanks within secure containment

areas. Secondary containment for liquid

chemical or petroleum storage areas would

provide sufficient capacity to retain 110 percent

of the contents of the largest storage container

or tank enclosed plus accumulations of

precipitation if the facility is an outside storage

area. SFPGC has developed a Spill Prevention,

Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan to

guide spill control, clean-up, and reporting

aaivities in the unlikely event of a spill.
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• Overburden and Interburden
Charaaerization (initial and operational)

• Water Supply Monitoring (Monitoring of

water withdrawal rates consistent with

permitted appropriations)

• Operational Water Quality Monitoring

(Monitoring of fresh water supply, pit

dewatering discharge)

• Heap Leach Facility Monitoring

(Monitoring of piping and lined trenches,

heap leach and overflow pond leak

detection systems, upgradient and

downgradient ground water)

• Tailings Facility Monitoring (Monitoring

of cyanide destruaion system, piping and

lined trenches, seepage collection system

discharge, seepage colleaion pond water

quality, seepage colleaion pond leak

deteaion system, tailings solution pond

area and depth, upgradient and

downgradient ground water)

• Fluid Management System Monitoring

(Monitoring of process plant piping,

secondary containment)

• Reclamation Monitoring (Monitoring of

vegetative reestablishment and revegetation

success)

Erosional and stability monitoring are designed

to identify any potential erosional or stability

concerns on a timely basis in order to allow

development and implementation of

appropriate measures to correa any problems.

Erosional monitoring would include regular

observation of general conditions in aaive

operating areas and annual inspeaion of all

disturbance areas for any indications of

excessive erosion such as significant rilling and

gullying, head-cutting in drainages, washouts on

slopes, or significant sediment accumulations.

On a site specific basis and as appropriate based

on conditions, local erosion control measures,

such as regrading, alteration of drainage

patterns, and placement of erosion control

fabric, riprap, or straw bales, would be

implemented to address any significant

problems identified.

• Regular observation of pit slopes, benches,

overburden and interburden disposal area

outslopes, road fills, and other areas

• Monthly inspeaion of the tailings

embankment outslopes for any signs of

movement or instability

• Annual inspeaion of all berms and

diversion ditches for instability or excessive

erosion

• Monthly measurement of water levels in

the tailings embankment piezometers.

Stability monitoring would include:

Piezometer water level readings would be

recorded and evaluated to identify any

significant change in hydraulic head in the

tailings embankment which could influence

embankment stability. Any potential stability

concerns identified through ongoing monitoring

would be further evaluated and remediation

plans developed and implemented in

cooperation with jurisdiaional agencies as

appropriate.

As described in Seaion 2.4.8, overburden and

interburden materials would be evaluated

relative to acid producing and acid neutralizing

potential by an ongoing operational monitoring

program utilizing chip samples from production

blasthole drilling operations. The resulting

overburden and interburden material

charaaerization would be used to modify, as

appropriate, placement plans for overburden

and interburden materials in order to minimize

the potential for generation of ARD.

Withdrawal rates for water supply sources,

including the primary water supply wellfield

and the pit dewatering holding ponds, would be

monitored for compliance with approved

appropriation rates. In addition, water quality

from these sources would be monitored for any
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uses other than process water make-up to verify

suitability for the intended use. Operational

water supply monitoring would include initial

and annual sampling and water quality analysis

for the primary wellfield and periodic sampling

and analysis of water prior to use of pit

dewatering holding ponds if the water is to be

utilized for purposes other than process water

make-up.

Proposed monitoring for the heap leach facility

is designed to verify continued effeaive

operation and to identify any leakage or other

system concerns. Monitoring would include

daily inspeaions of all exposed system piping

and lined colleaion trenches for any leaks, tears

or other damage; daily inspeaion of the leak

deteaion system discharge pipe for any flow;

weekly inspeaion of the overflow pond leak

deteaion system discharge sump for any

solution accumulations; and quarterly sampling

and water quality analysis for ground water

wells located upgradient and downgradient

from the heap leach facility. Monitoring

information would be utilized to identify and

develop correaive plans to address any

potential system leakage or other problems.

Tailings facility monitoring aaivities are

designed to address the same considerations as

noted for the heap leach facility; verify

continued effeaive operation and to identify

any leakage or other system concerns.

Monitoring would include sampling and

analysis of tailings discharge prior to and

following cyanide destruaion to evaluate

system effeaiveness and guide any necessary

modifications. Daily inspeaions would include

all exposed system piping (includes delivery and

reclaim pipelines) and lined colleaion trenches

for any leaks, tears or other damage; and the

tailing solution ponds to determine their areal

extent. The seepage colleaion system discharge

pipe would be checked for flow variation and

the seepage colleaion pump for fluid

accumulations on a weekly basis. Monthly

monitoring would include the depth of the

tailings solution ponds at the decant struaures.

Quarterly sampling and water quality analysis

would include the seepage colleaion pond and

ground water wells located upgradient and

downgradient from the heap leach facility.

Monitoring information would be utilized as

the basis for control of tailings placement and

solution management and to identify and

develop correaive plans to address any

potential system leakage or other problems.

General process plant monitoring and

maintenance would include daily inspeaions of

all exposed system piping for leaks or damage

and inspeaion of all secondary containment

areas for any leakage or accumulations of

process fluids, petroleum produas, or

precipitation. Any problems identified by

inspeaion of fluid management systems would

be addressed through timely repair,

replacement, and cleanup of any fluid

accumulations. Specific measures for

containment, reporting, and cleanup of

chemical or petroleum produa spills are

defined by the Emergency Response and SPCC
plans developed for the facilities and submitted

to appropriate jurisdiaional authorities.

In order to assure effeaive revegetation

consistent with the overall reclamation

objeaives and the proposed postmining land

uses of wildlife habitat, livestock grazing,

dispersed recreation, and mineral exploration

and development, the success of revegetation

efforts would be monitored for a minimum of

three years following reseeding. Revegetation

monitoring would involve sampling the

reestablished communities annually to evaluate

vegetative cover and produaion, with

comparison of the resulting sampling data to

similar data obtained from seleaed reference

areas having the same general directional and

slope aspeas. Revegetation would be deemed

successful if perennial vegetative cover and

produaion for the reclaimed areas are at least

50 percent of similar values for the seleaed

reference areas at a 90 percent statistical

confidence level consistent with the NDEP’s
Interim Standards for Successful Revegetation

(NV-94026). If sampling results indicate

problems relative to vegetative reestablishment,

appropriate remedial aaions, potentially

including supplemental fertilization, erosion

control measures, reseeding, and other

measures, would be implemented.
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The locations of proposed monitoring facilities

are shown on Figure 2-11. Essentially all

projea monitoring requirements are consistent

with sound operating praaices and respond to

specific regulatory monitoring and reporting

requirements.

2.4.20 Reclamation of Project Disturbance

Areas

Following completion of mining and related

aaivities mine disturbance areas would be

reclaimed. To the extent possible, reclamation

of areas where mining aaivities have been

completed would occur concurrently with

ongoing mining operations in other areas.

Areas where this may be feasible would include

the Main Pit and any other pits which would

be partially or fully backfilled, completed

overburden and interburden disposal areas, and

associated roads and drainage features. The

proposed reclamation schedule is illustrated by

Table 2-13. Generally, reclamation would be

initiated as soon as operationally feasible

following completion of aaive operations in a

given area. Seasonal scheduling of reclamation

aaivities is not critical except that growth

media placement should occur immediately

before seeding takes place to minimize the

potential for loss or erosion of the growth

media. Seeding would be scheduled if possible

during late fall to allow the seed to winter-over

and germinate in the spring when snowmelt

and warm temperatures result in optimal soil

moisture and climatic conditions for

germination and initial growth. The objeaives

of mine reclamation would be to:

• Utilize proven reclamation techniques to

assure effeaiveness and long-term success

• Reduce or eliminate adverse environmental

impaas

• Restore disturbed areas to a condition

similar to their pre-disturbance condition

• Establish a stable, self-sustaining, diverse

vegetation community composed primarily

of indigenous perennial species consistent

with postmining land uses

• Minimize potential adverse off-site

environmental impaas

• Minimize undesirable visual impaas

• Assure public safety

2.4.20.1 General Reclamation Considerations

Generally, reclamation of mine disturbance

areas would involve removal of struaures and

facilities; regrading disturbance areas to

eliminate depressions, establish the final

reclamation design configuration, and blend

with the surrounding terrain; establishing

effeaive drainage; incorporating fertilizer into

the surficial material to serve as an effeaive

sub-grade for revegetation; replacing a uniform

layer of growth media; and seeding and

mulching to establish an effeaive vegetative

cover. Following completion of reclamation,

the only mining related disturbance which

would remain would be any mine pits which

are not backfilled and the Beacon Light Road,

which will be a County Road. The reclaimed

configurations for the Proposed Aaion (both

the backfill and no-backfill options) are

illustrated by Figures 2-12A and 2-12B. For all

alternatives, the overall reclaimed configuration

would be essentially the same as that shown for

the Proposed Aaion. Due, however, to site

specific variations for individual alternatives,

certain facility specific reclamation measures

would be required to achieve the reclamation

objeaives for each major facility category.

All reclaimed areas are designed to assure

effeaive long-term stability. Mine pit slopes,

overburden and interburden disposal area

outslopes, heap leach outslopes, and the tailings

facility embankment have been designed and

would be construaed consistent with

engineered designs which have been evaluated

using accepted stability analysis methods to
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verify long-term stability under both static and

pseudostatic conditions. Facility designs

incorporate consideration of final reclamation

with minimal regrading or other modification

required to establish the reclamation design

configuration.

Four separate seed mixtures have been

developed for reclamation seedings, with

seleaion of species and amounts based on the

natural vegetation species occurring in the area,

species adaptability and vigor, suitability for

specific site conditions, and compatibility with

the proposed postmining land uses. The four

selected seed mixtures presented in Tables 2-14,

2-15, 2-16, and 2-17, have been specifically

formulated for; 1) Relatively flat areas; 2) North

and east facing slopes; 3) South and west facing

slopes; and 4) A temporary mixture for growth

media stockpiles, road embankments and the

tailings embankment outslope (SMI, 1994).

SFPGC may modify the proposed seed

mixtures to reflea the results of ongoing

revegetation success evaluations once

reclamation begins on completed mining areas.

Seeding would occur as soon as operationally

feasible following growth media replacement,

with most areas to be broadcast seeded but

reserving the option of hydromulching steep

slope areas where necessary to promote

effeaive revegetation. Seeded areas would be

mulched with either weed-free hay or straw

(flat or low gradient areas) or wood-fiber

hydromulch (steep-slope areas) to protea the

growth media, retain the seed, and minimize

erosion until vegetation can become established.

The Proposed Aaion and other aaion

alternatives assume that mining and related

operations would continue until available

economic reserves are depleted, at which time

final site reclamation would be completed.

Various faaors beyond the control of SFPGC
such as major changes in gold markets or

significant modifications of applicable

environmental regulations could however,

seriously impaa the economic viability of the

mine resulting in temporary cessation of

operations. In the unlikely event that

temporary cessation becomes necessary, any

disturbed areas which would not be redisturbed

would be regraded, growth media would be

replaced, and the areas would be reseeded with

the appropriate revegetation seed mixture. In

addition, local erosion and sediment control

measures would be implemented as necessary,

surface drainage struaures would be inspeaed

and maintained to assure that they can safely

pass design storm runoff, and any other

maintenance and monitoring necessary to

minimize health and safety hazards and prevent

undue environmental degradation would

continue during the period of temporary

cessation.

Under applicable regulatory provisions, as

administered by the NDEP and the BLM,
SFPGC has completed detailed reclamation

bonding calculations. Consistent with the

calculated reclamation liability, SFPGC would
provide appropriate reclamation guarantees and

supporting financial surety prior to initiation of

operations. The bond calculations reflea a

maximum disturbance scenario. As a condition

of required permit approvals, adequate financial

surety is required to provide for reclamation of

all mining related disturbance in the unlikely

event that the operator is unable to meet its

reclamation commitments and obligations. The
bond reclamation calculations are based on the

premise that, under a reclamation bond

forfeiture situation, bids would be issued for

completion of any remaining reclamation work
by an independent third-party contraaor.

2.4.20.2 Specific Reclamation Considerations

The following summarize proposed reclamation

measures for individual facility categories under

the Proposed Aaion and other aaion

alternatives.

Mine Pits - With the exception of the Main Pit

and any other pits which may be fully or

partially backfilled with non-sulfide overburden
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TABLE 2-14

SEED MIXTURE FOR FLAT SURFACES

Species Seeds/lb Seeds/ft^ Lbs PLS/A

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

140,000 10 3.0

Western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii

115,000 6 2.3

Sandberg bluegrass

Poa secunda

925,000 6 0.3

Basin wildrye

Elymus cinereus

140,000 4 1.2

Indian ricegrass

Oryzopsis hymenoides

162,000 3 0.8

Gooseberryleaf globemallow

Sphaeralcea grossulariaefolia

500,000 3 0.3

Northern sweetvetch

Hedysarum boreale

264,000 3 0.5

Palmer penstemon
Penstemon palmed

600,000 4 0.3

Western yarrow

Achillea lanulosa

600,000 2 0.2

Lewis flax

Linum lewisii

60,000 3 2.0

Small burnet

Sanguisorba minor

55,000 5 4.0

Big sagebrush

Artemisis tridentata tridentata

2,500,000 10 0.2

Fourwing saltbush

A triplex canescens

55,000 5 4.0

Winterfat

Ceratoides lanata

330,000 5 0.7

Rubber rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus naueosus

600,000 3 0.2

TOTAL 72 20.0
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TABLE 2-15

SEED MIXTURE FOR SOUTHERN AND WESTERN EXPOSURES

Species Seeds/lb Seeds/ft^ Lbs PLS/A

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

140,000 16 5.0

Western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii

11 5,000 9 3.4

Thickspike wheatgrass

Agropyron dasystachyum

150,000 12 3.5

Sandberg bluegrass

Poa secunda

925,000 8 0.4

Basin wildrye

Elymus cinereus

140,000 7 2.2

Indian ricegrass

Oryzopsis hymenoides

162,000 5 1.3

Gooseberryleaf globemallow

Sphaeralcea grossulariaefoHa

500,000 5 0.4

Northern sweetvetch

Hedysarum borea/e

264,000 5 0.8

Palmer penstemon

Penstemon palmed
600,000 6 0.4

Small burnet

Sanguisorba minor

55,000 7 5.5

Big sagebrush

Artemisis tridentata tridentata

2,500,000 15 0.3

Fourwing saltbush

A triplex canescens

55,000 7 5.5

Winterfat

Ceratoides ianata

330,000 7 0.9

Rubber rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus naueosus

600,000 5 0.4

TOTAL 116 30.0
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TABLE 2-16

SEED MIXTURE FOR NORTHERN AND EASTERN EXPOSURES

Species Seeds/lb Seeds/ft2 Lbs PLS/A

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

140,000 16 5.0

Western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii

115,000 9 3.4

Slender wheatgrass

Agropyron trachycaulum

135,000 7 2.3

Streambank wheatgrass

Agropyron riparium

160,000 6 1.6

Sandberg bluegrass

Poa secunda
925,000 8 0.4

Gooseberryleaf globemallow

Sphaeralcea grossulariaefolia

500,000 5 0.4

Northern sweetvetch

Hedysarum boreale

264,000 6 1.0

Palmer penstemon
Penstemon patmeri

600,000 6 0.4

Western yarrow

Achillea lanulosa

600,000 4 0.3

Lewis flax

Linum lewisii

60,000 4 3.0

Small burnet

Sanguisorba minor

55,000 6 4.7

Big sagebrush

Artemisis tridentata tridentata

2,500,000 15 0.3

Fourwing saltbush

A triplex canescens

55,000 5 3.9

Winterfat

Ceratoides lanata

330,000 7 0.9

Rubber rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus naueosus

600,000 3 0.2

Antelope bitterbrush

Purshia tridentata

20,000 1 2.2

TOTAL 108 30.0
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TABLE 2-17

SEED MIXTURE FOR GROWTH MEDIA STOCKPILES

Species Seeds/lb Seeds/ft2 Lbs PLS/A

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

1 40,000 13 4.0

Western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii

1 15,000 1

1

4.0

Slender wheatgrass

Agropyron trachycaulum

135,000 13 4.0

Basin wildrye

Elymus cinereus

140,000 13 4.0

Cicer milkvetch

Astragalus cicer

135,000 13 4.0

TOTAL 63 20.0
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and interburden material, the mine pits would
not be reclaimed and would remain as open
excavations. If a determination is made to fully

backfill the Main Pit or any other pit areas,

they would be backfilled to approximately the

same elevation as the original ground surface

prior to mining and the surface would be

graded to eliminate any depressions which
would impound water and to blend with the

surrounding terrain. Approximately 12-inches

of growth media would be replaced over the

prepared sub-grade. The area would then be

seeded with a seleaed revegetation seed mixture

and mulched to stabilize the surface, minimize

erosion, and prevent growth media loss until

adequate vegetative cover could be established.

With the exception of the South Pit and West

Pit all other mine pits are expeaed to remain

dry, except for short-term temporary

accumulations of runoff, based on the

numerical ground water model utilized to

evaluate postmining ground water conditions.

Any surface runoff to these pits and minor

ground water flows from the exposed pit walls

would either evaporate or infiltrate through the

exposed pit bottoms. The ground water table

in these areas is consequently expeaed to

remain below the lower-most mining limits.

The ground water table in the South and West

Pits, however, is expeaed to rise above the pit

bottom and ground water inflows and runoff

inputs are expeaed to result in development of

a permanent pit lake in the central portion of

the South Pit and small ponds in the southern

portion of the South Pit and the West Pit.

Those pits which remain open would retain the

mining benched configuration with overall

slopes of 45 to 55 degrees and intermediate

benches at approximately 60-foot intervals. As

a safety consideration, berms would be

established a short distance from the crest of all

remaining open pits, warning signs would be

posted at regular intervals, and the access roads

to the pit areas would be eliminated and

reclaimed.

Overburden and Interburden Disposal Areas

- Overburden and interburden disposal areas

have been designed to assure long-term stability

and minimize final grading requirements. In

conjunaion with ongoing overburden and

interburden material placement, completed

sulfide disposal areas would be capped with 5-

feet of oxide material and 1-foot of growth

media and revegetated to minimize infiltration,

oxidation, and leaching. Revegetation will be a

critical element in minimizing infiltration since

effeaive revegetation will result in maximum
surface water loss through evapotranspiration.

Final grading would be limited to reducing

outslopes to 2.5H:1V (south and west facing

slopes and all sulfide disposal area outslopes) or

2.3H:1V (north and east facing slopes). Benches

would also be established approximately every

50 venical feet on the outslopes, the crest and

edges of the disposal areas would be rounded,

and the top surface would be graded at

approximately 1.0 percent away from the crest

to eliminate any depressions which would
impound water and minimize drainage over the

outslope. As a result of concerns related to

linear contrasts due to benching on disposal

area outslopes, the BLM is stipulating that

SFPGC develop modified outslope designs

which could be implemented where
appropriate.

Grading and rounding would blend the top and

edges of the disposal areas with the surrounding

terrain. Permanent diversion channels designed

for the 100-year, 24-hour event would be

established along the disposal area margins to

carry drainage from the top surface and

drainage catch benches downslope. Growth
media would be replaced over the prepared sub-

grade, and seeded with the appropriate

revegetation seed mixture(s) and mulched.

Fertilizer application rates and growth media

replacement depths would vary depending on
whether the disposal area contains oxide or

sulfide materials. Oxide dumps would receive

approximately 1-foot of growth media and

nitrogen and potassium application rates would
be increased.

Sulfide disposal areas would receive

approximately 1.5 feet of growth media. Both
upper disposal area surfaces and outslopes

would then be revegetated by seeding the

prepared surfaces with the seleaed revegetation

seed mixtures as previously described in Seaion

2.4.20.1.
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Heap Leach Facility - The primary reclamation

consideration for the heap leach facility is

elimination or neutralization of any residual

cyanide or leach solutions remaining in the
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CHAPTER 3 - AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to provide a reasonable basis for

evaluation of the potential effeas of the projea

alternatives as described in Chapter 2 it is

necessary to identify and characterize existing

resources and values which could potentially be

affeaed and to define the area(s) over which

potential impaas could occur. This chapter

describes existing conditions and resource values

as the basis for the discussion of environmental

consequences presented in Chapter 4. To
facilitate discussion and understanding of

existing resource values, resource discussions are

organized under the following resource seaions:

3.2 Physiographic Setting

3.3 Geology

3.4 Geochemistry

3.5 Surface Water Hydrology

3.6 Ground Water Hydrology

3.7 Soils

3.8 Vegetation

3.9 Grazing and Range Management

3.10 Wildlife

3.11 Cultural/Ethnographic/

Paleontological Values

3.12 Socioeconomic Faaors

3.13 Transportation

3.14 Air Quality

3.15 Visual Resources

3.16 Land Use/Recreation

The BLM NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1)

identifies the following critical elements of the

human environment which must be considered

in all EISs. As noted, these elements are either

not applicable for the proposed Projea Area or

are addressed in the referenced resource

seaions:

• Air Quality (addressed in Seaion 3.14)

• Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

(none exist in or adjacent to the proposed

Projea Area - not applicable)

• Cultural Resources (addressed in Seaion

3.11)

• Prime or Unique Farmlands (none exist in

or adjacent to the proposed Projea Area -

not applicable)

• Floodplains (addressed in Seaion 3.5)

• Native American Religious Concerns

(addressed in Seaion 3.11)

• Threatened or Endangered Species

(addressed in Seaions 3.8 (T&E plants) and

3.10 (T&E wildlife))

• Hazardous or Solid Wastes (addressed in

Seaions 2.4.13 and 2.4.16)

• Drinking or Ground Water Quality

(addressed in Seaion 3.6)

• Wetlands and Riparian Zones (addressed in

Seaion 3.8)

• Wild and Scenic Rivers (none exist in or

adjacent to the proposed Projea Area - not

applicable)

• Wilderness (no Wilderness or Wilderness

Study Areas exist in, adjacent to, or in

proximity to the proposed Projea Area -

not applicable)

In addition, wild horses were identified as a

potential projea issue during scoping, however,

no wild horse use has been documented within

the projea CEA and there are no wild horse

herd use areas in the vicinity of the Projea

Area (BLM, 1983).

The area of potential effeas may vary

significantly for different resources dependent

on the nature of both the affeaed resource and

the magnitude and duration of the effea. For

certain resources, such as soils and vegetation,

potential effeas are generally limited to the area

of aaual physical disturbance. For other
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resource categories, such as air quality and

hydrology, potential effeas may extend well

beyond the area of actual physical disturbance.

Generally, the area of potential effects has been

defined for each resource category based on

both the direa and indirea impaas of the

identified projea alternatives. In this chapter,

area definitions including; Projea Fenceline,

Projea Area, Study Area, and Cumulative

Effeas Area, as defined in the Glossary, are

used to describe the affeaed environment.

The resource discussions presented in this

chapter are based on research of published and

unpublished documents, communication with

agency personnel and individuals having specific

knowledge of the area, detailed field studies,

laboratory analysis and testing, and extensive

modeling of hydrologic and other natural

systems. Resource investigations were guided

by Technical Data Adequacy Standards

developed by the BLM.

As appropriate, relevant research and studies are

summarized and referenced in the following

resource discussions; more detailed discussions

and relevant data are available in the study

reports included in the Projea Planning File

which is available for review at the location(s)

identified in the transmittal letter for this

document. All relevant information utilized in

developing this EIS is identified in Chapter 6.

3.2 PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING

The Projea Area is approximately 15 miles

southeast of Battle Mountain, Nevada on the

eastern side of the northern Shoshone Range

and the western edge of Whirlwind Valleys.

General area topography as illustrated by

Figure 3-lA, refleas the struaural trends of the

Basin and Range Physiographic Province. Area

topography is charaaerized by north-northeast

trending subparallel mountain ranges separated

by broad valleys with the valleys vertically

displaced downward relative to the adjoining

mountain ranges. In the immediate Projea

Area, site topography is strongly influenced by

local struaural features with the northern

Shoshone Range bounding the area on the west;

the Argenta Rim separating the area from the

Humboldt River Valley on the north; and the

Whirlwind Valley, which is bounded by the

Malpais Escarpment, separating the area from

Crescent Valley to the southeast.

The Projea Area is charaaerized by relatively

steep, barren mountain slopes with significant

surface exposures of igneous rock and grass or

low brush cover. The lower mountain slopes

are covered with extensive alluvial fans which

grade into extensive flat-lying alluvial deposits

in the Whirlwind and Crescent valleys to the

east and the Reese River Valley to the west.

Elevations in the Projea Area range from

approximately 4,800 to 7,300 feet and slope

gradients range from relatively flat (3 to 5

percent) on the lower slopes to moderately

steep (up to 50 percent or more) near the crest

of northern Shoshone Range.

A small portion of the Projea Area extends

over the drainage divide formed by the crest of

the northern Shoshone Range and drains to the

Reese River Valley. The majority of the

Projea Area, however, drains to Whirlwind

Valley to the east. Any minor flows from the

western portion of the Projea Area would flow

to four unnamed ephemeral drainages on the

western slope of the mountains. Normally,

minor flows which reach the base of the

mountains infiltrate into the extensive alluvial

fans, with little or no surface flow reaching the

Reese River which lies approximately 9 miles

to the west of the range front in this area.

Most site drainage flows are colleaed by four

small, steep-sided canyons; Deer Canyon, Mule
Canyon, and two unnamed canyons which flow

to the east into Whirlwind Valley, as shown on
Figure 3-lB. Due to generally arid site

conditions and the limited drainage area, the

canyons exhibit an ephemeral flow pattern,

flowing only in response to snowmelt or major

thunderstorms and remaining dry over much of

the year. Whirlwind Valley is an elongated

basin approximately 10 miles long and up to 4

miles wide. The valley trends to the northeast

with the steep cliffs of the Malpais Escarpment

to the southeast and the more gradual mountain
slopes of the Argenta Rim to the northwest

bounding the relatively flat valley bottom.

xc<ox•^^^^x•x•^^x<•x•^:•x•x•^^x'xxx•x•x<x•^x^x•:x•x<•x•^x•x•x•^x•;<•>:<•;•^x•x•^x•x•^^^x•x•:•x<^•x^v^x•:•^^x^x<•x•^^x•:<•x<•^^x<<•^x•;o<x•^^^x•^^x•x•^^x•x•^x•^;^^
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These forces resulted in development of broad

alluvial fan deposits along the lower mountain
slopes and deposition of significant thicknesses

of alluvial/colluvial material in the inter-range

basins.

3.3.2 Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy, or sequence of rock units, in

the Study Area is generally consistent with

regional stratigraphy as illustrated by Figures 3-

2, 3-3A, 3-3B, 3-3C, and 3-4. The following

units, listed in ascending order from oldest to

youngest, are found in the Study Area.

Generally, the ages of the rock units correspond

to their relative positions in the stratigraphic

sequence, with the oldest rock units occurring

near the base and the youngest units near the

top.

Ordovician Valmy Formation (OV) —
Siliceous clastic sedimentary rocks, marine

cherts, and greenstones; estimated regional

thickness 20,000 to 25,000 feet.

Silurian Elder Sandstone (SE) — Fine-

grained, silty sandstone with moderate

cementation; estimated regional thickness

2,000 to 4,000 feet.

Upper Mule Canyon Sequence (MCU) —
Three separate capping flow-banded or

shear-banded basalt and dacite flow units;

the Red Cliffs, Beacon Light, and Horse

Heaven Formations, total thickness

approximately 480 feet in the Projea Area.

Tertiary Basaltic Andesites (TBA) —
Regionally extensive basalt, andesite, and

dacite flow units; thickness up to

approximately 1,300 feet in the Projea

Area.

Quaternary Alluvium (QAL) — Regionally

extensive alluvial and colluvial deposits

including limited, shallow deposits in

ephemeral and intermittent drainages;

extensive alluvial fans on the lower

mountain slopes with thicknesses of up to

several hundred feet; and extensive deposits

in basin areas ranging up to 500 feet in

thickness in the Projea Area; material

grain size may be highly variable ranging

from large, angular colluvial outwash and

mass wasting fragments through gravels,

sands, and silts to fine clay materials;

deposits range from unconsolidated to well

consolidated with varying degrees of

cementation.

Devonian Slaven Chert (DSL) — Black

nodular marine chert with associated

carbonaceous shales, greenstones, and barite

deposits; estimated regional thickness 2,000

to 3,000 feet.

Oligocene Gaetano Tuff (Ct) — Welded
volcanic tuff composed primarily of quartz

latite with phenocrysts of quartz, biotite

mica, sanidine, and minor angular rock

fragments; estimated thickness in the

Projea Area 0 to 100 feet.

Tertiary Mule Canyon Formation ^C) —
Layered sedimentary rocks with

interbedded basalt flow units overlain by

lapilli-ash tuff; interbedded welded

pyroclastic deposits, basalt and dacite flow

units, and non-welded pyroclastic units;

this formation is the primary host sequence

for the Mule Canyon ore minerals;

thickness up to approximately 300 feet in

the Projea Area.

Outcrops in the aaual mining area are

generally limited to those units comprising the

Mule Canyon, Upper Mule Canyon, and

Basaltic Andesite sequences. On the extreme

western edge of the Projea Area and on the

western slope of the northern Shoshone Range

the underlying Paleozoic Slaven Chert, Elder

Sandstone, and Valmy Formation are exposed

at the surface. The Valmy Formation also

outcrops east of the Dunphy Pass Fault and on
the Malpais Rim. On the lower portion of the

eastern slope of the range, where some of the

proposed mine facilities, including the tailings

facility, would be located, the basalt and dacite

units are overlain by geologically recent

alluvium. Previous hydrothermal alteration and

more recent long-term exposure and erosion,

which have resulted in extensive weathering

and alteration of the exposed units, are refleaed

in the lack of unaltered rock outcrops.
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3.3.3 Structure and Seismicity

Struaural features in the Study Area are

generally related to one or more of the

following periods of tectonic aaivity:

Late Paleozoic — Large-scale faulting and

major thrust movements during the Antler

Orogeny (Roberts Mountain Thrust)

associated with the occurrence of Paleozoic

siliceous sedimentary rocks unconformably

overlying Paleozoic carbonate rocks; lateral

movements of 90 miles or more have been

inferred.

Middle Tertiary (Oligocene/Miocene) —
Faulting and rifting along the Oregon-

Nevada Lineament and Northern Nevada

Rift with accompanying formation of

numerous northwest-trending faults and

dikes and the local formation and

movement of horsts and grabens; vertical

displacements of up to 50 feet have been

measured along the northwest-trending

faults in the Projea Area and displacement

along the graben faults may be as great as

1,500 feet.

Late Tertiary (Miocene) — Extensive

regional Basin and Range faulting and

displacement with development of regional

sub-parallel faults generally trending east-

northeast in this area.

Essentially all of the major struaural features in

the Study Area are related to one or more

local or regional fault systems. The northern

Shoshone Range is a north-trending block

between the main body of the Shoshone Range

to the south and the Argenta Rim to the north.

This block slopes to the southeast, consistent

with the natural dip of the bedrock units, and

is bounded on the west by a steep west-dipping

basin-bounding fault at the margin between the

northern Shoshone Range and the Reese River

Valley basin (Gilluly and Gates, 1965). Both

the Argenta Rim and the Malpais Escarpment

are block features associated with an east-

northeast-trending fault set. Displacements

along the Malpais fault have been measured at

approximately 1,250 feet.

The Whirlwind Valley represents an

intermediate graben between the sub-parallel

Argenta and Malpais block faults and the

Dunphy Pass fault to the east, which is also

associated with the struaural constriaion

previously noted in the central portion of

Whirlwind Valley. The gold minerals which

are the target of the proposed mining

operations are believed to be associated with

intrusion and alteration along the western

margin of the Whirlwind Valley graben

(Thomson et al, 1993). The Beowawe
geothermal area is located at the interseaion of

the east-northeast trending Basin and Range

fault which forms the northern margin of the

Malpais escarpment and the northwest trending

Dunphy Pass fault system. The interseaing

faults are believed to be responsible for

localization of geothermal flows (Zoback, 1979).

The Basin and Range Physiographic Province is

seismically aaive with numerous recorded

surface ruptures and earthquakes (Slemmons,

1980). Recorded seismic events of Richter

magnitude 4,0 or greater occurring within a 60

mile radius of the Projea Area are shown on

Figure 3-5, and the location and relevant

information for each of these recorded events

are summarized by Table 3-1. The historic

record indicates a total of 32 events of

magnitude 4.0 or greater within the period of

record (90 years). Six events of magnitude 5.0

or greater occurred within a radius of 60 miles,

including one event with a magnitude of 6.1

and one 7.3 magnitude event (U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) National Earthquake
Information Service). The closest recorded

seismic event was a magnitude 5.1 earthquake

in 1945 centered approximately 9 miles east of

the Projea Area near the town of Beowawe.
This event did not result in any significant

struaural damage and did not involve any

documented surface rupture.

The potential for future seismic aaivity and

related ground movements in the Projea and

Study Areas is direaly related to the existence

and relative proximity of any aaive or

potentially aaive faults.
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TABLE 3-1

SUMMARY OF SEISMIC ACTIVITY WITHIN 60 MILES OF THE PROJECT AREA

Number*’’ Year Richter Magnitude Distance From Mule
Canyon Mine Site

(km)

1 1901 5.0 85
2 1915 6.1 71

3 1915 7.3 71

4 1915 4.3 77
5 1929 4.6 69

6 1936 4.5 69
7 1936 4.7 57
8 1945 5.1 14

9 1946 5.1 50
10 1950 4.2 64

1

1

1956 4.7 75
12 1958 4.6 86
13 1960 4.4 62
14 1962 4.6 58
15 1962 4.9 71

16 1965 4.6 91

17 1966 4.1 31

18 1968 4.5 77
19 1968 4.1 90
20 1968 5.1 77

21 1970 4.4 76
22 1971 4.0 40
23 1972 4.3 92
24 1974 4.2 60
25 1974 4.1 43

26 1974 4.1 59
27 1976 4.3 88
28 1978 4.6 59
29 1979 4.5 54
30 1980 4.0 68
31 1987 4.1 41

32 1987 4.2 99

Note: *” Numbers are keyed to epicenter locations shown in Figure 3-5.

While there is extensive evidence of historic

seismicity in the Study Area, many of the

existing known faults show no evidence of

movement within recent geologic time.

Generally, faults are considered aaive if they

show evidence of rupture within recent

geologic time (Holocene), and potentially aaive

if the evidence indicates rupture during the

Pleistocene or later. Based on these criteria, the

closest potentially aaive fault is a basin-

bounding fault along the western edge of the

northern Shoshone Range, which displaces

Quaternary alluvial units. This fault is located

approximately 3 miles from the western limit

of the Projea Area and 5 to 6 miles from

proposed surface facilities which could be

impaaed by seismically induced ground

movements.

Determination of potential seismically induced

ground accelerations in the Projea Area as a

basis for both mine slope and facility design

and evaluation of seismic impaas was based on

both existing published studies and empirical

calculations. Regional mapping of potential
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peak horizontal accelerations (PHA) based on

historic seismic records (Algermissen et al,

1990) indicates a probable PHA for the site of

0.30g. The statistical basis utilized in

developing this mapping indicates a 90 percent

probability that the indicated PHA values

would not be exceeded within a recurrence

period of 50 years. A site-specific seismic

evaluation (Payne, 1991), taking into account

the proximity and length of the closest

potentially aaive fault to the Projea Area,

resulted in projeaion of the Maximum Credible

Earthquake (MCE) as a magnitude 7.0 event.

The MCE is the maximum seismic event which

would result if movement and surface rupture

were to occur for a given fault or fault system.

The estimate of the MCE is consistent with

other previous studies for the general projea

area (Albee and Smith, 1966; Greensfelder,

1974). The MCE would generate a PHA of

approximately 0.42g for the Projea Area.

Given the projeaed life of the proposed mining

operations, the Maximum Probable Earthquake

(MPE) with a recurrence interval of 100 years

represents a more appropriate basis for both

design and seismic evaluation. Based on an

MCE of magnitude 7.0, the MPE was

calculated, assuming rupture along one-half the

total fault length (Albee and Smith, 1966), as a

magnitude 6.4 seismic event. For the MPE, the

corresponding PHA utilized for both design

and seismic impaa evaluation was calculated at

approximately 0.22g. This value is consistent

with recommendations for development of a

pseudostatic earthquake design faaor using 50

to 80 percent of the PHA corresponding to the

MCE (Leps, 1988).

3.3.4 Alteration and Mineralization

The gold minerals which are the target of the

proposed mining operations occur within a

relatively thick sequence of interbedded

sedimentary rocks, basalt flows, pyroclastic

deposits, and ash tuffs designated locally as the

Mule Canyon Formation. This rock sequence

is extensively faulted and fraaured with

struaurally controlled mineralization having

occurred along the closely spaced nonhwest-

trending faults, associated fraaure zones, and

adjacent alteration zones. Available evidence

indicates that mineralization followed, and was

also closely associated with faulting and

emplacement of mafic dikes during the

Miocene, with multiple episodes of intrusion

and mineralization.

Gold and related minerals include free gold and

silver, elearum, and minor amounts of pyrite

and marcasite occurring in stockwork quartz

veins. These minerals also occur in association

with disseminated microscopic gold contained

in extensive clay alteration zones, with the

disseminated gold dominating. Sulfide minerals,

including pyrite, arsenopyrite, marcasite, and

other minerals are generally associated with the

alteration zones and comprise approximately 85

percent of the identified ore reserves. Oxide

minerals are generally associated with the

quartz stockwork deposits and upper weathered

and oxidized zones within 15 to 75 feet of the

ground surface. Due to variations in

mineralization, most of the identified oxide

reserves are found in the northern pit areas.

Alteration is direaly associated with and

appears to have played an important part in

mineralization. Alteration is a natural process

where reaaions between the components of the

host rock and superheated mineralizing

solutions result in changes in the charaaer of

the host rock. Site alteration has been

charaaerized as intermediate argillization

(Thomson et al., 1993) accompanied by
silicification with alteration of feldspars in the

host rock and replacement by clay minerals.

Silicification appears to be confined to the

quartz stockwork veins and mineralized

breccias with deposition of chalcedony and opal

and recrystallization to quartz.

Based on the results of extensive exploration

drilling, clays may comprise as much as 80

percent of the altered rock units and the clay

alteration pattern shows a distina zonation

outward from mineralized breccias and
stockwork veins. The inner zone of intense

alteration immediately adjacent to the

stockwork veins and mineralized breccias is

dominated by illite and smeaite clays with
arsenopyrite as the primary gold-bearing

mineral. An intermediate alteration zone is

charaaerized by iron-rich smeaite clays
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Mule Canyon Project were analyzed for total

metals (SMI/BCI, 1995a) including:

• 138 overburden and interburden samples

• 9 ore samples

Total metals analysis results are presented in

Appendix A-3a. Review of the total metals

data indicates that, compared to average

concentrations for igneous rocks (Hem, 1985),

most rock materials which would be excavated

and/or exposed as a result of the proposed

mining operations would contain elevated total

concentrations of arsenic, antimony, copper,

mercury, molybdenum, nickel, silver, thallium,

and zinc. The occurrence of these trace

elements at relatively high concentrations is

typical of this type of mineralized ore deposit.

3.4.S.2 Short-term Leachability by Precipitation

The MWM Procedure was performed to

evaluate potential impaas from short-term

leaching of mine materials by natural

precipitation and consequent infiltration and

percolation. A total of 36 rock samples from

the Mule Canyon Projea were analyzed by the

MWM Procedure (SMI/BCI, 1995a) including:

• 28 overburden and interburden samples

• 8 ore samples

Leachates generated by the MWM procedure

were analyzed for the Nevada Profile IT

parameters list and the results compared to

appropriate standards. The MWM procedure

results are presented in Appendix A-3b.

Comparison of the MWM procedure results to

NDEP standards suggests that short-term

leaching of mine materials by precipitation may
represent a potential environmental impaa.

Ten of the 36 samples produced leachate

concentrations for various constituents which

exceeded NDEP standards. The samples of

concern included 5 of the 28 overburden and

interburden samples (18 percent), and 5 of the

8 ore samples (63 percent). Elements whose

concentrations exceeded the NDEP criteria

included aluminum (1 ore sample), iron (5 ore

samples), manganese (4 ore, and 3 overburden

and interburden samples), nickel (one

overburden and interburden sample), selenium

(2 overburden and interburden samples), and

thallium (3 ore samples). It is important to

note that the ore would be subjea to mineral

processing which typically results in oxidation,

decomposition of sulfide minerals, formation of

insoluble compounds, and extraaion of

precious and other metals. These process

mechanisms may limit the potential for

leaching and release of metals and other

potentially deleterious components.

3.4.5.3 TCLP Cbaracterization

The TCLP (EPA Method 1311) was performed

on seleaed samples to evaluate the potential

toxicity of mine materials. A total of 29 rock

samples from the Mule Canyon Projea were

analyzed by the TCLP (SMI/BCI, 1995a)

including:

• 28 overburden and interburden samples

• 1 ore sample

Leachates generated by the TCLP were

analyzed for eight trace metals and the results

compared to maximum containment levels

(MCLs) for these parameters. For reference,

the TCLP results are included in Appendix A-

3c. Mine wastes are excluded from
classification as hazardous wastes under the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Aa
(RCRA) by the Bevill Amendment. Under
RCRA classification standards, however, none

of the TCLP samples would be classified as

hazardous.

3.4.5.4 Acid Generation Potential

The potential for mine materials to generate

ARD was evaluated by completing ABA
calculations using sample analysis results. A
total of 281 rock samples were evaluated using

ABA (SMI/BCI, 1995a) including:

• 260 overburden and interburden samples

• 21 ore samples

The ABA results are presented in Appendix A-

3d, and summarized in Table 3-2. Listed in the

table for each mine material are the number of

samples tested, ranges of ABA values and their

medians, and the percentage of samples that

exceed certain ABA evaluation criteria.
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The potential to release ARD is generally lower

if the acid neutralization potential of the mine

material substantially exceeds its acid generation

potential (Steffen, Robertson & Kirsten (SRK,

1989).

As previously described, acid generation can

occur from the oxidation of sulfide minerals

exposed during mining. Acid neutralization can

occur from the dissolution and/or alteration of

minerals that neutralize acid such as carbonates

and, to a lesser extent, basic silicates.

Two criteria are commonly used to evaluate

ABA test data; Net Neutralization Potential

(NNP) and the ratio ANP to Acid Generating

Potential (AGP). As stated in the technical

report Acid Mine Drainage Prediction

(EPA,1995):

If the difference between ANP and AGP is

negative then the potential exists for the

waste to form acid. If it is positive then

there may be lower risk. Prediaion of the

acid potential when the NNP is between

-20 and 20 (T/KT) is more difficult.

If the ratios are used, when the ratio of a

sample’s ANP and AGP is greater than 3:1,

experience indicates that there is a lower

risk for acid drainage to develop (Brodie et

al, 1991). For ratios between 3:1 and 1:1,

referred to as the zone of uncenainty,

additional kinetic testing is usually

recommended. Those samples with a ratio

of 1:1 or less are more likely to generate

acid.

In comparison to the EPA guidelines, the State

of Nevada considers a material to be non-acid

generating if the ANP:AGP ratio is greater

than 1.2:1 (NDEP, 1990). Criteria for

interpreting NNP values are not provided by

the NDEP.

Based on the data summarized in Table 3-2, the

following conclusions can be drawn regarding

the potential for mine materials at the Mule
Canyon Projea to generate acid:

• Approximately 52 percent of the

overburden and interburden samples tested

have a low potential to generate acid based

on NNP criteria. Using ANP/AGP
approximately 81 percent of the

overburden and interburden samples tested

have a low acid-generation potential.

• Ore has, on average, a high potential to

generate acid using both the NNP and

ANP/AGP criteria. From 10 to 38 percent

of the ore samples tested had a low acid

generation potential depending on which

criteria are used.

There was no apparent correlation between the

ABA results and rock lithology, carbonate

content, or most total metal concentrations

(SMI/BCI, 1995a). A weak correlation was

found between NNP values and visible sulfide

and clay content and between ANP/AGP ratios

and sample depth and location. Rocks with

high sulfide or clay content generally had more
negative NNP values. Lower ANP/AGP
values were generally associated with samples

colleaed from lower elevations and the

southern ore zones.

Regardless of the ABA criteria used, one or

more samples colleaed from each mine material

was found to have a high potential to generate

acid. This would suggest that zones of material

with high acid-generation potential could occur

in the proposed overburden and interburden

disposal areas, the heap leach pad, ore

stockpiles, and along the end walls and base of

the open pits. It should be noted, however,

that ABA testing does not account for the rate

of acid generation or neutralization which, in

many cases, is the primary faaor which
determines whether a material will aaually

produce ARD under field conditions. The rate

of acid neutralization can also be affeaed by
faaors such as grain size, coatings on mineral

surfaces and the presence of certain types of

clays which may adsorb acid and other

constituents.

3.4.5.S Rate of Acid Generation and Long-Term

Quality of Mine Leachate

To evaluate the rate of acid generation and

neutralization and estimate the long-term

quality of mine leachates, humidity cell and
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parameters, perhaps as a result of the

occurrence of localized zones of mineralization.

Column Test Results

Column test data generally confirmed the

humidity cell results and suggest that most

materials to be mined would not be acid

generating. Of the 14 column tests performed,

only one (Column 2) produced extraas with

pH values below 5. This column was prepared

with ore material from the Main ore zone and

generated extraas with pH values ranging from

1.58 (pore volume 1) to 2.31 (pore volume 5).

Like the humidity cells, column test results also

suggest that certain trace element contaminants

could be leached from the mine materials with

long-term exposure. Extraas from all column

samples exceeded drinking water quality

standards for one or more parameters.

Parameters that exceeded drinking water quality

standards in column test extraas were generally

the same as those deteaed in the humidity cell

tests and included antimony (6 ore columns),

arsenic (2 ore columns), cadmium (1 ore and 4

overburden and interburden columns), iron (2

ore and 4 overburden and interburden

columns), manganese (6 ore and 7 overburden

and interburden columns), pH (1 ore and 3

overburden and interburden columns), selenium

(all columns tested), sulfate and TDS (all

columns tested), and zinc (1 ore and 1

overburden and interburden column)

(SMI/BCI, 1995a). Extraas from the ore

column determined to be acid generating also

exceeded drinking water quality standards for

aluminum and copper.

It should be noted that extraa concentrations

from the columns typically declined with

successive flushings of the sample material and

for some parameters including manganese,

selenium, sulfate, and TDS, extract

concentrations from the column tests were

generally higher than those from the humidity

cell tests.

Correlation Between Kinetic Test Data and Geologic

Factors

There was no apparent correlation between the

humidity cell and column extract

concentrations and either sample lithology or

degree of alteration. A weak inverse

correlation was, however, observed between

manganese, selenium, and sulfate extraa

concentrations and NNP values. Also, and

perhaps most significant, samples with total

sulfur concentrations greater than 0.9 percent

produced most of the kinetic test extraas that

exceeded drinking water quality standards.

Total sulfur concentration was consequently

identified as the primary criterion for seleaive

handling of overburden and interburden

materials during mining operations (SMI/BCI,

1995a).

Finally, it is important to note that the kinetic

tests generally indicated a lower magnitude of

potential impaas than did the static tests. One
or more faaors could account for this

difference including reaaion kinetics which

limit the rate of sulfide oxidation and/or the

high smeaite clay content of the highly altered

rocks in the projea area. The latter may be

significant because smeaite clays are capable of

adsorbing significant amounts of acid and

dissolved constituents (Chermak and Runnells,

1994).

3.5 SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY

For surface water resources, the Study Area

corresponds to the area utilized for modeling

projea-related surface and ground water

impaas as shown by Figure 3-7. It

encompasses the surface drainage basins to the

east and west of the Projea Area but excludes

any areas to the north of Interstate 80. The

CEA is essentially the same as the Study Area

and encompasses all areas which fall within the

potentially affeaed surface water drainage

basins.
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The description of surface water hydrology

presented in this seaion is based on and

summarizes existing published studies and the

results of site meteorological monitoring;

evaluation of surface drainage patterns using

both regional USGS mapping and aerial

mapping of the Projea Area and adjacent areas;

modeling of surface drainage flows; field spring

and seep surveys; research of surface water

rights in the area; and sampling and analysis of

surface water flows where feasible.

3.5. 1 General Surface Water Environment

The Projea Area lies on and near the northern

Shoshone Range crest, which aas as a drainage

divide. Surface drainage from the Projea Area

flows to two separate drainage basins; the

Whirlwind Valley to the east (drainage from

areas east of the divide); and the Reese River

Valley to the west (drainage from areas west of

the divide). About 7,620 acres of the Projea

Area (82.5 percent) are located on the eastern

side of the drainage divide and drain downslope

through low gradient ephemeral drainages to

Whirlwind Valley. About 1,620 acres of the

Projea Site (17.5 percent) are located on the

western side of the divide and drain toward the

Reese River Valley through several small

ephemeral channels.

Generally, surface flow to the west infiltrates

into the extensive alluvial fan deposits at the

base of the mountains and never aaually

reaches the Reese River.

Climatological faaors influence the surface

water regime regionally as well as in the Projea

Area. With the exception of snowmelt runoff

and storm events, the only contribution to

surface water in the area comes from springs

and seeps. Discharge from the springs and

seeps is lost quickly to evapotranspiration and

infiltration, and rarely results in sustained

downgradient flows. Those springs, ponds, and

wells known to exist in the general projea area

are listed on Table 3-3.

3.5.2 Climatology

The mean annual precipitation at Beowawe is

8.26 inches per year (in/yr) based on 43 years

of record from 1949 to 1991 as indicated by

Table 3-4. In recent years (1987 - 1991), average

precipitation has risen slightly to 9.33 in/yr. In

the Study Area, precipitation increases with

elevation consistent with normal regional

precipitation patterns for the Basin and Range

Province of northern Nevada (Maxey and

Eakin, 1949). Based on a widely used empirical

relationship for estimating precipitation in

mountainous areas in Nevada (Maxey and

Eakin, 1949), the distribution of precipitation

with varying elevations is estimated at:

• 8.26 in/yr below 5,000 feet above Mean Sea

Level (AMSL)

• 10.33 in/yr between 5,000 and 6,000 feet

AMSL

• 12.39 in/yr above 6,000 feet MSL

Precipitation occurs throughout the year, but

larger and more frequent storm events occur

during the winter months. Average annual

snowfall is 10 inches at Beowawe (SMI/BCI,

1995). Site-specific precipitation data have been

recorded since March 1992 at a monitoring

station at an elevation of approximately 4,880

feet within the Projea Area. The site-specific

precipitation data are summarized by Table 3-5.

The mean annual temperature recorded at the

Beowawe meteorological station is 42.7°F,

based on the period 1988 through 1992. July is

usually the hottest month of the year and

January is the coldest. Recorded high and low

temperatures are 108° and -30°F measured at

Beowawe on July 27, 1975 and December 11,

1972, respeaively. Temperature data, including

monthly minimum and maximum
temperatures, have been recorded by the on-site

monitoring station during the period from

September 1991 through August 1995 as

summarized by Table 3-5.
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TABLE 3-4

CLIMATIC DATA - BEOWAWE STATION

Month
Average Daily

Maximum
Temperature

(“F)

Average Daily

Minimum
Temperature

{°F)

Mean Monthly

Precipitation

(Inches)

January 41.7 13.7 0.68

February 46.8 20.5 0.58

March 53.1 23.9 0.73

April 63.7 29.3 0.79

May 72.6 36.8 1.1

1

June 80.1 43.0 0.85

July 91.0 48.8 0.30

August 89.4 45.6 0.48

September 80.4 36.0 0.52

October 69.6 28.3 0.61

November 55.0 21.1 0.81

December 42.3 16.0 0.80

MEAN ANNUAL 74.2 31.6 8.26

Source: SMI/BCI, 1995
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TABLE 3-5

CLIMATIC DATA
MULE CANYON STATION

SEPTEMBER 1991 - AUGUST 1995

Month

Daily

Average
Temperature

(°F)

Average Daily

Mtiximum

Temperature
(°F)

Average Daily

Minimum
Temperature

(“F)

Mean Monthly

Precipitation

(inches)

Mean Monthly

Relative

Humidity

January 30.2 49.6 9.4 1.02 74.7

February 35.8 54.8 16.0 0.87 69.1

March 43.4 64.9 22.4 0.96 59.7

April 49.1 72.5 28.1 0.90 46.8

May 59.6 79.4 34.7 2.33 42.9

June 65.6 88.3 38.8 0.45 31.9

July 74.4 93.4 46.6 0.19 18.9

August 74.9 98.7 54.0 0.28 17.8

September 65.9 92.6 45.1 0.15 24.2

October 52.7 83.8 35.3 0.63 39.2

November 33.5 62.2 17.8 1.43 65.8

December 29.6 51.4 12.7 0.43 74.0

MEAN ANNUAL 52.7 76.1 31.6 9.64 47.1

Significant evaporation occurs during the

warmer months of April through Oaober,

averaging 50.2 in/yr based on 42 years of

record for the Ruby Lake Station near Elko

(Air Sciences Inc., 1993). Given close

correlation between temperature and

precipitation data for Beowawe and Ruby Lake,

the pan evaporation data from the Ruby Lake

Station are inferred to be applicable for the

Projea Area. Based on typical Nevada climatic

conditions, the annual pan evaporation rate is

estimated at 62.5 in/yr when evaporative losses

during the winter months are included

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA, 1982a)). Using a pan

coefficient of 0.72 to relate the pan data to lake

evaporation yields, mean annual free water

surface evaporation rates are estimated at

approximately 45 in/yr in Whirlwind Valley

and approximately 37 in/yr at the mine site

(NOAA, 1982a and 1982b; SMI/BCI, 1995a).

3.5.3 Regional Surface Water Hydrology

The Projea Area is in the northern Shoshone

Range, within the boundaries of Lander and

Eureka Counties. The Humboldt River, a

perennial stream, is the primary drainage for

the general region surrounding the Projea

Area. The headwaters of the Humboldt River

originate in northeastern Nevada, north of the

town of Wells. The Humboldt River flows in

a westerly and southerly direaion and

terminates in the Humboldt Sink located in

western Nevada, about 18 miles southwest of

the town of Lovelock, Nevada. The Humboldt
River is a major source of irrigation water in

the area.

Major perennial tributaries to the Humboldt
River in the general projea vicinity include

Maggie Creek, Marys Creek and Susie Creek

which join the Humboldt River between Carlin

and Palisade; Rock Creek which enters the

Humboldt River upstream from the Town of
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Battle Mountain; and the Reese River which

enters the Humboldt downstream from Battle

Mountain. A number of other minor

tributaries flow to the Humboldt River,

however, these tributaries are ephemeral

flowing only for short periods in the spring in

response to snowmelt runoff or after major

local summer thunderstorms (U.S. Department

of Agriculture - Soil Classification System

(USDA-SCS), 1980). The relationship of the

Humboldt River to its major tributaries and the

locations of existing stream gaging stations are

shown by Figure 3-7. Stream flow data for

various locations along the Humboldt River in

the general projea area (USGS, 1994) exists for

an extended period of record. Documentation

exist for the following gaging stations:

• Humboldt River near Carlin (Carlin)

• Humboldt River at Palisade (Palisade)

• Humboldt River at Dunphy (Dunphy)

• Humboldt River at Battle Mountain (Battle

Mountain).

The Carlin Station is approximately 5 miles

upstream from the confluence of Susie Creek

with the Humboldt River. The average

discharge over a 51-year period of record (1944

to 1994) is 369 cfs. The maximum
instantaneous discharge was recorded as 8,250

cfs on May 17, 1984 and the minimum daily

mean was recorded as 0.2 cfs on August 9,

1959.

The Palisade Station is approximately 0.5 mile

downstream from the Town of Palisade and

about 22 miles upstream from Whirlwind

Valley on the Humboldt River. Flow records

for this station are available for the periods

from 1902 to 1906, and from July 1911 to the

present. The mean annual discharge is 390 cfs.

The maximum instantaneous peak discharge

was 7,870 cfs on May 13, 1984. The minimum
daily mean discharge was 2.0 cfs on August 25,

1931.

The Dunphy Station is located downstream

from the confluence of Coyote Creek and the

Humboldt River. The station was installed

relatively recently and records are available

from February 1991 to the present. The

average discharge over a 3-year period of record

was 210 cfs. The maximum instantaneous

discharge was 2,720 cfs on March 29, 1993, and

the minimum daily mean discharge was 1.6 cfs

on August 13, 1992.

The USGS operated a gaging station at Argenta,

15.5 miles east of Battle Mountain, from

February 1946 through September 1982 when
gaging was discontinued. The average discharge

for this 37-year period of record was 336 cfs.

The maximum discharge was 6,000 cfs on

February 15, 1962 and the minimum discharge

was 0.17 cfs on September 28, 1981.

The Battle Mountain Station is located two

miles north of Battle Mountain on the

Humboldt River. The Reese River enters the

Humboldt several miles downstream, and Rock
Creek enters upstream of this Station. The

average discharge at the Battle Mountain Station

for a 42 year period of record (May 1896 to

December 1897, March 1921 to April 1924,

Oaober 1945 to September 1981, and February

1991 to 1994) is 338 cfs. The maximum
instantaneous discharge was recorded as 5,800

cfs on May 3, 1952 and the minimum daily

mean discharge was recorded as no flow during

several extended periods (August through

Oaober for the years 1948, 1949, 1959, 1981,

and 1991).

Average monthly flows in the Humboldt River

near the Projea Area are lowest during the late

summer and early autumn months of August,

September, and Oaober. Average monthly

flows then increase slightly through late

autumn and winter, peaking during the spring

with snowmelt and resulting spring runoff.

Peak discharge normally occurs in May or June,

although high flows have occurred from

November through March as a result of major

thunderstorm events or mixed rain and snow

(USGS, 1994). Long-term stream flow

monitoring records indicate that over 60

percent of the average annual flow occurs

during spring runoff in the months of April,

May, and June.
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3.5.4 Project Area Surface Water Hydrology

Drainage Configuration

Most of the Projea Area lies on the eastern

slope of the northern Shoshone Range and a

small portion extends over the crest on the

western side. Ten small ephemeral drainages

originate along the ridge in the western portion

of the Study Area as shown by Figure 3-8.

Four of these are small unnamed ephemeral

drainages which drain west to the Reese River

Valley. These drainages consist of about four

miles of steep rocky canyons that discharge

onto the alluvial fans along the western face of

the Shoshone Range. As the streams leave the

mountains, they disperse into several smaller

channels and lose their identity as individual

streams. Most flows infiltrate into the alluvial

fans; only flows from extreme flood events

would reach the Reese River approximately

nine miles to the west. Portions of the four

northern unnamed small ephemeral drainage

basins (Basins Al, A2, Bl, and B2 on Figure 3-

8) are included in the flood hydrology analysis.

The six remaining ephemeral drainages, which

originate on the ridgeline (Drainage Basins H,

El, Dl, D3, Cl and C3 on Figure 3-8), join

with several other ephemeral tributaries

originating on the eastern slope (Drainage

Basins F, E2, E3, E4, E5, D2, D4, C2, C4, C5,

G, and I, on Figure 3-8) to become a single

downstream watercourse about two miles east

of the Project Area boundary. This single

watercourse, which retains the ephemeral

charaaer of the small tributaries, enters the

west end of Whirlwind Valley about two miles

farther downstream and disappears as a distina

drainage as the valley widens and flattens into

a playa.

All of these drainages are ephemeral, although

several exhibit intermittent flows for short

from distances immediately downgradient from

aaive springs and seeps. Under normal flow

conditions, ephemeral drainages in the Projea

Area do not have a direa hydrologic

conneaion with, and do not contribute flow

to, the Humboldt River. Most of the normal

runoff from this area infiltrates into the shallow

surficial soils and is rapidly lost to

evapotranspiration. Larger runoff events may

result in increased infiltration, temporary

ponding in playa areas, and probably provide

some recharge to the local ground water system

(Olmstead and Rush, 1987).

Elevations range from 7,320 feet at Argenta

Peak to 4,800 feet along the western toe of the

northern Shoshone Range in the Reese River

Valley, and to about 4,700 feet at the Narrows

in the Whirlwind Valley. Typical drainage

gradients are moderate to steep, ranging from

approximately four percent in the unnamed

drainage immediately south of Mule Canyon, to

approximately eight percent in the drainage east

of Water Canyon to the north of the Projea

Area. The drainages in the western portion of

the Projea Area are second-order streams;

Water Canyon, which drains a small area in the

northern portion of the Projea Area contains

a first-order stream; and the drainage which

colleas flows from the ephemeral tributaries on

the eastern slope of the mountains and

discharges to Whirlwind Valley is a fourth-

order stream.

Based on topographic information from the

USGS The Geysers, Nevada 7.5 Minute Quad
Sheet (Provisional Edition, 1985), surface water

flows from Mule Canyon and the other

ephemeral tributaries in the immediate projea

vicinity terminate in the Whirlwind Valley at

about elevation 4,670 feet, approximately five

miles west of the Humboldt River. There is no

defined channel shown on the map between

this drainage terminus and the Humboldt
River. The five mile distance was measured

along a line from the terminus in a

north/northeast direaion to the location where

Coyote Creek appears to originate. In this

area, the Coyote Creek channel passes through

a small saddle defined by two 4,670 foot

contour lines.
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From the drainage terminus for a distance of

approximately two and one-half miles to the

northeast, the mapped topography is essentially

flat with no surface flow gradient and includes

an area of alkali flats about 4,000 feet long.

Hydrologic Analysis

Given the ephemeral nature of area drainages,

regular monitoring of stream flows for these

drainages was not feasible. In order to

charaaerize potential peak flow conditions for

these drainages, the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (COE) HEC-1 computer model was

used to estimate the peak flows resulting from

a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. This model

utilizes specific drainage basin parameters to

predia the rainfall-runoff relationship for each

basin. These parameters include drainage area,

longest basin flow length (hydraulic length),

and average basin slope. The HEC-1 model

also requires an estimate of lag time, which is a

funaion of the basin hydraulic length, USDA-
SCS Curve Number, and average basin slope.

The SCS Curve Number is dependent upon soil

charaaeristics, land use type, and antecedent

moisture conditions. Higher curve numbers

correspond to increased runoff (SMI/BCI,

1995a).

The premining drainage basins are shown on

Figure 3-8. Basin input parameters used in the

HEC-1 analyses are summarized by Table 3-6.

The calculated peak flow resulting from the

100-year, 24-hour storm event which would

discharge to the western end of Whirlwind

Valley is 2,382 cfs. The corresponding flow

depth would be approximately 0.31 feet. Table

3-7 summarizes the results of the HEC-1
analyses for all drainage basins in the Study

Area.

3.5.5 Springs and Seeps

Twenty-three cold water (non-thermal) springs

have been identified in the Projea Area

including (SMI/BCI, 1995a):

• 15 springs at or near the proposed mine

• 4 springs southwest of the mine

• 2 springs north of the mine

• 2 springs northeast of the mine

The locations of these springs are shown or

referenced on Figure 3-9. Springs which would

potentially be impaaed by mining and related

aaivities have been sampled on a quarterly

basis since March or April 1994. Table 3-8,

provides a list of the springs and general

information on spring location, availability of

discharge and water quality data, and current

water rights and use.

Discharge data are available for ten springs.

Discharge measurements are summarized in

Table 3-9. Review of this table indicates that

discharges were generally highest during the

spring and lowest during mid to late summer,

fall, or early winter. Spring discharge ranged

from 0 (no flow) to 18.6 gpm. Changes in

discharge correspond, and are probably related

to, seasonal variations in precipitation. For

reference, precipitation data for the area are

summarized by Table 3-5.

With the exception of four sites, the springs

monitored in the Projea Area exhibited

perennial flows with some discharge throughout

the year. Springs MCS-4 and MSC-10 were

intermittent and no flow was observed during

Oaober 1994 and December 1994/January

1995, respeaively. Springs MCS-5 and MCS-6
were monitored only during May 1994 and

both were found to be dry at that time.

Geologic and spring discharge monitoring data

suggest that springs in the Projea Area

probably originate under one of the following

conditions (SMI/BCI, 1995a):

• Where the ground surface interseas the

water table

• At or near the contaa between bedrock

units of different permeability

• Along or near a relatively permeable

bedrock fault or fraaure

• From vesicular zones in local volcanic units
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TABLE 3-7

PREMINING PEAK FLOWS - PROJECT AREA

Basin Node Premining Peak Flow Premining Flow Depth

A1 JAl 168 1.77

A2 JA2 299 2.09

B1&2 JB1&2 230 1.56

C JC5 958 3.29

D JD5 779 0.47

E JE4&5 780 2.93

F JF 162 1.52

G JG 91 0.47

H JH 52 1.28

1 Jl 1515 1.1

1

C, D, G & 1 JCDGI 2382 0.31

Source: SMI/BCI, 1995

Observed seasonal changes in discharge suggest

that the springs are fed by a shallow ground

water source. Most of these springs occur at,

or just below, the local ground water table.

Springs north and northeast of the proposed

mine area may be fed by perched zones as

indicated by elevation differences between

springs and inferred ground water levels.

3.5.6 Surface Water Quality

Due to the arid climate, and ephemeral nature

of area drainages, the surface water quality data

available for the Projea Area are limited. Data

are available from three regional surface water

stations on the Humboldt River and a nearby

irrigation canal. Surface water quality data for

the Humboldt River area were reported by

Desert Research Institute (DRI) (DRI, 1979),

Day (Day, 1987), and the USGS (USGS, 1994).

The main stem of the Humboldt River has

been assigned specific water quality criteria in

the form of numerical standards which apply

between defined control points. Each standard

is set to protea the beneficial use which is most

sensitive with respea to that standard.

Designated beneficial uses for the Humboldt
River include:

• Irrigation

• Livestock watering

• Aquatic recreation

• Other recreation

• Industrial supply

• Municipal and/or domestic supply

• Propagation of aquatic life, including warm
water fisheries

• Propagation of wildlife

Irrigation return flows have reportedly affeaed

the quality of Humboldt River and, as a result,

the State of Nevada has identified TDS and

chloride as contaminants of concern (SMI/BCI,

1995a). Annual average and single value

effluent standards for the Humboldt River at

the Battle Mountain and Palisade gaging

stations have been established at 425 and 520

mg/1 for TDS and 50 and 70 mg/1 for chloride,

respeaively (NAG 445a.205, 1994). In addition,

toxic material standards have been adopted

which apply to all designated waters.
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These standards for trace elements, metals, and

organic compounds apply to the beneficial uses

of Municipal or Domestic Supply, Aquatic Life,

Irrigation, and Watering of Livestock. The

applicable standard varies with respea to the

beneficial use.

3.5.7 Water Rights and Use

Surface and ground water rights in the

immediate Projea Area are summarized in

Table 3-10, (RCI, 1995), and water right

locations are shown on Figure 3-10 (RCI, 1995).

During the 1994 water year (covering the

period from Oaober 1993 through September

1994), the uses colleaed and analyzed four

water quality samples at Battle Mountain and

two at Dunphy.Surface water samples collected

from the Humboldt River near the projea site

were moderately alkaline, with pH values

ranging from 8.2 to 8.9. Surface water

temperatures at the sampling stations ranged

from 10.5 to 23 degrees Celcius (°C) and silica

concentrations ranged from 24 to 34 milligrams

per liter (mg/1). Sodium and calcium were the

dominant cations and bicarbonate was the

dominant anion measured in the samples,

indicating a sodium/calcium bicarbonate surface

water type. TDS and chloride concentrations

were somewhat variable and ranged from 237

to 540 mg/1 and 7.7 to 35 mg/1, respeaively.

Several faaors probably account for this

variability including evaporation during dry

months, irrigation return flows, and increased

runoff during the wet season. The highest TDS
and chloride concentrations were measured

during the late summer when stream

temperatures were also highest.

Concentrations of other constituents measured

in the surface water samples were also variable,

including fluoride and boron. Fluoride

concentrations ranged from <0.1 to 0.6 and

boron concentrations ranged from 0.16 to 0.42

mg/1. Limited trace-element data were available

for the Humboldt River near the Projea Area.

Available data show that trace elements

generally occur in the river at relatively low

concentrations compared to area ground waters.

Constituents frequently detected above

laboratory deteaion limits included arsenic

(0.005 to 0.01 mg/1), barium (0.06 to 0.11

mg/1), iron (0.01 to 0.02 mg/1), lithium (0.02 to

0.08 mg/1), manganese (0.01 mg/1), and

strontium (0.24 to 0.43 mg/1).

The Hospah Coal Company, a subsidiary of

SFPGC, has three existing water rights permits

(Nos. 52586, 56400, and 56401) on file with the

Nevada Division of Water Resources. Permit

No. 52586 is for a ground water well and is

granted for 3.0 cfs, not to exceed 20 acre-feet

annually. Permits 56400 and 56401 are for 3.0

cfs, not to exceed 2,172 acre-feet annually. As
the surface owner and current holder of the

Hospah Coal Company water rights by right of

succession, SFPGC has filed Application Nos.

61312, 61313, and 61314 to change the point of

diversion for existing Permit 56401, and

Application No. 61315 to change the point of

diversion for existing Permit 56400. These

applications were filed with the Nevada

Division of Water Resources in July 1995 and

approvals were recently received. In addition

T. Sansinena, a local landowner, has filed two

water rights applications (Nos. 56395, and

56921) which are also currently pending and

Julian Tomera Ranches has filed Proofs of

Appropriation 07561, 07562, 07563, 07564,

07582, and 07583.

Existing water use in the general projea area is

for irrigation, stock watering, and geothermal

energy. Other water rights and uses in the

general projea vicinity include several deep

geothermal wells in Seaions 17 and 18, T31N,
R48E, and the southeast quarter of Seaion 13,

T31N, R47E; a shallow ground water well in

Seaion 26, T31N, R47E where a windmill is

used to pump water for stock watering; a

ground water well in Seaion 32, T32N, R48E
which is also used for stock watering; and

several shallow alluvial wells along the

Humboldt River which provide irrigation

water.
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3.6 GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY

For ground water resources, the Study Area

corresponds to the area utilized for modeling

projea-related surface and ground water

impaas as shown by Figure 3-11, and

encompasses the ground water basin to the east

and a shallow ground water zone to the west of

the Projea Area.

The description of ground water hydrology

presented in this seaion is based on and

summarizes existing published studies and the

results of site meteorological monitoring;

documentation of ground water occurrence and

flows in exploration drillholes; data from

drilling, installation, and testing of ground

water wells in the area; ground water sampling

and analysis data; field spring and seep surveys;

extensive ground water flow charaaerization

and modeling; and research of ground water

rights in the area.

3.6.1 Regional Hydrogeology

The Projea Area is in the Nevada portion of

the Basin and Range Physiographic Province.

This arid to semiarid region has low

precipitation, high evaporation, and the major

river systems all drain to closed basins. The

Projea Area lies within the 16,000 square mile

Humboldt River basin subregion which drains

to the Humboldt Sink and could potentially

affea two hydrographic areas; the Lower Reese

River Valley and Whirlwind Valley.

In the Humboldt River basin, ground water

typically occurs in one of the following

regional hydrogeologic units:

• Valley fill deposits

• Volcanic rocks

• Clastic sedimentary rocks

• Carbonate rocks

• Intrusive and metamorphic rocks

Only the valley fill deposits and carbonate rock

units form major aquifers, with the potential

for well yields from 100 to 2,000 gpm. The

other hydrogeologic units typically yield less

than 10 gpm to wells. It is important to note

that well yields for all units can increase

significantly where highly fraaured bedrock

zones exist. The first two hydrogeologic units

listed above are the principal units of interest

relative to the Projea Area.

The regional hydrogeologic units are subdivided

into a series of local hydrostratigraphic units

with distina charaaeristics as illustrated by

Figure 3-12. The following hydrostratigraphic

units have been identified in the Projea Area

(SMI/BCI, 1995a).

• Alluvium

• Upper Tertiary effusive sequence

Capping Basalts

Dunphy Pass Formation

Beowawe Formation

Horse Heaven Formation

• Lower Tertiary flow sequence

Beacon Light Formation

Red Cliffs Member
Late Mule Canyon Formation

Lapilli-Ash Tuff

Early Mule Canyon Formation

• Paleozoic Basement

The local hydrostratigraphy as defined in the

vicinity of the proposed mine pits consists of 11

units as shown on Figure 3-12. Because ground

water flow is primarily influenced by the

physical charaaeristics and morphology of the

bedrock geologic units, the boundaries of the

local hydrostratigraphic units closely match the

boundaries of geologic formations. The

surficial deposits that comprise the uppermost

hydrostratigraphic unit are generally referred to

as alluvium even though they typically include

the thin veneer of locally derived colluvium and

alluvial and eolian sediments in the gullies and

major canyons extending up the mountain

slopes.

The lower flow units of the Mule Canyon
Formation and the Oligocene Caetano Tuff are

grouped into a single hydrostratigraphic unit

that defines the base of the Tertiary volcanic

rocks in the area of the proposed mine pits.

This unit consists largely of medium to coarse-

grained basaltic andesites interbedded with

laminated lacustrine sedimentary rocks.
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Where it has not been eroded away, the

Gaetano Tuff is represented by a thin basal

layer of moderately sorted gravels interbedded

with rhyolitic tuffs.

The lower-most hydrostratigraphic unit is

represented by the Paleozoic basement complex

throughout this area. The Paleozoic rocks

exposed along the western slope of the northern

Shoshone Range, the Malpais Rim, and east of

Dunphy Pass consist chiefly of the siliceous

siltstones of the Valmy Formation which also

contain significant amounts of quartzites,

bedded cherts, and siliceous sandstones, and

conglomerates. This unit is deeply buried

beneath the projea area, and its hydrologic

properties in this part of Nevada are laregely

unknown. The estimated values used in this

EIS represent midrange values for fraaured

metamorphic rocks as discussed in a widely

used text on ground water flow (Freeze and

Cherry, 1979).

A more detailed description of these

hydrostratigraphic units can be found in the

project hydrogeology report (SMI/BCI, 1995a).

3.6.2 Site Hydrogeologic Characteristics

Ground water occurs primarily in

unconsolidated valley fill deposits (alluvium)

and volcanic bedrock (upper and lower Tertiary

sequences). Presented below is a description of

these hydrostratigraphic units as well as the

charaaeristics of the Beowawe geothermal

system which occurs in the eastern portion of

Whirlwind Valley.

Alluvial Aquifers

Valley fill aquifers occur in the Reese River,

Boulder, and Whirlwind Valleys. Locally,

thicknesses of these aquifers can reach up to 500

feet. Only the valley fill aquifers in Whirlwind

Valley would be potentially affeaed by the

Mule Canyon project and are considered here.

Ground water charaaeristics within the

Whirlwind Valley basin were defined through

extensive investigations conduaed to evaluate

and complete development plans for the

Beowawe geothermal resource (Oesterling,

1962; Marine et al 1974; Garside and Shilling,

1979; Zoback, 1979; lovenitti 1980; Chevron,

1985; and Olmsted and Rush, 1987). The

Whirlwind Valley is a struaurally controlled

basin extending from its western limit, which is

approximately two miles east of the eastern

projea boundary, to the Humboldt River

approximately eight miles northeast of the

Projea Area. The Whirlwind Valley basin is

divided into two subbasins, an eastern and

western subbasin, by a surface expression of the

Dunphy Pass Fault designated locally as the

Narrows which crosses the valley in a north-

south direaion. The eastern subbasin contains

coarse sediments deposited by the Humboldt
River at a time when its channel extended

farther to the west. The western subbasin,

which receives surface drainage from the

Projea Area, contains unconsolidated outwash

sediments from the eastern slope of the

Shoshone Range up to 500 feet thick (Zoback,

1979). A schematic hydrogeologic cross-seaion

through the Whirlwind Valley showing

conceptual hydrogeologic relationships is shown
on Figure 3-13.

Ground water in the unconsolidated sediments

of the western Whirlwind Valley subbasin

occurs in two distina aquifers; a near-surface

unconfined aquifer; and a deeper confined

aquifer. The confining layer between the two

aquifers is composed of low permeability silts

and clays. The unconfined aquifer also extends

into the eastern subbasin. The depth to water

in the unconfined aquifer was measured in

several shallow wells (B-2, B-6, B-8, U-1, U-2

and WSO-3) and ranges from 5 to 10 feet below

the ground surface in portions of the subbasin.

The deeper confined aquifer is composed

primarily of basal gravels and the ground water

contained in this aquifer is under pressure. The
potentiometric surface of this aquifer was 100

feet above ground surface in well WSP-1,

located in Seaion 8, T31N, R48E at the time

aquifer testing was conduaed (ESI, 1992). The
direaion of ground water flow in the

unconfined aquifer follows the local

topography, with a slight gradient to the

northeast.
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The hydraulic properties of the valley fill

aquifers were evaluated and charaaerized by

several investigators (ESI, 1992; DRI, 1979). In

the unconfined alluvial aquifer, reliable

hydraulic conduaivity estimates can be made

from well yield relationships as documented
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through a number of historic aquifer tests

performed by previous investigators. Hydraulic

conduaivities as measured in the unconfined

alluvium vary by approximately two orders of

magnitude as indicated by Table 3-11.

In the western subbasin of the Whirlwind

Valley, the hydraulic conduaivity of the

unconfined alluvium tends to be lower (K=9.6

ft/day) than it is in the eastern subbasin

(K=24.2 ft/day). This variation in hydraulic

conduaivity results from finer-grained, less

permeable alluvial deposits west of the Narrows
than in the eastern subbasin. The alluvial

aquifer in the eastern subbasin exhibits

considerably higher permeabilities (up to 165

feet per day (ft/day)) in areas where coarser-

grained, well-sorted gravels and sands have been

deposited by the Humboldt River.

The hydraulic conduaivity of the confined

alluvial aquifer in the western Whirlwind

Valley is approximately 13.7 ft/day. The

hydraulic conduaivity of this aquifer was

calculated from a pressure drawdown test

conduaed at flowing well WSP-1 (ESI, 1992),

and a pump test conduaed in well DRI-B5

(DRI, 1979). Previous studies (DRI, 1979)

indicated that the transmissivity of the

unconfined shallow alluvial aquifer in western

Whirlwind Valley is approximately 1,200 square

feet per day (ftVday), and the transmissivity of

the unconfined eastern Whirlwind Valley

aquifer is approximately 24,000 ftVday.

Aquifer recharge occurs from precipitation and

limited infiltration and seepage from the

ephemeral streams which drain to Whirlwind

Valley from the west.

TABLE 3-1

1

ESTIMATED HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF ALLUVIAL AQUIFERS

Aquifer Unit

Hydraulic

Conductivity

(ft/day)

Storage Factor

(unitless)

Storativity Specific Yield

Unconfined

Alluvium

West Whirlwind Valley

K geom = 9.6

K max = 35
K min = 1 .5

— 0.10

Unconfined

Alluvium

Undifferentiated

K geom = 24.2

K max = 1 65
K min = 1.7

— 0.10

Aquitard

West Whirlwind Valley

0.004 2x10"* 0.10

Confined Alluvium

West Whirlwind Valley

K geom = 1 3.7

K max = 15.8

K min = 1 1.9

2 X 1 0
'* 0.10

SMI, BCI, 1995a
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Substantial recharge to the alluvial aquifer from

perennial stream flow occurs over much of the

year in the extreme eastern portion of the

Whirlwind Valley and north and east of

Whirlwind Valley near the Humboldt River.

Aquifer recharge within Whirlwind Valley was

calculated by Olmsted and Rush (1987) and

SMI/BCI (1995a). Olmsted and Rush’s

calculations are based on the assumption that

the ground water basin is approximately 70.7

square miles and that infiltration into the

ground water system ranges from 0 to 15

percent of annual precipitation, depending on

the land surface elevation. Below an elevation

of 5,000 feet, recharge was assumed to be zero.

Based on these assumptions, mean annual

recharge for the entire basin was calculated as

4.5 percent of the average annual precipitation

(10.6 inches), which corresponds to

7.77 X lO^ftVyear or 1,106 gpm.

According to Olmsted and Rush (1987), ground

water discharge from Whirlwind Valley occurs

in the following forms:

• Evapotranspiration - 65.4 percent of

discharge

• Springs - 5.6 percent of discharge

• Outflow to the Humboldt River Valley -15

percent of discharge

• Outflow to the lower Crescent Valley - 14

percent of discharge

The calculated ground water budget for the

Whirlwind Valley, as presented by Olmsted and

Rush (1987), shows an imbalance between

recharge and discharge, with recharge being 24

percent less than the calculated discharge.

SMI/BCI (1995a) also calculated the water

balance for the general Projea Area. In their

study, the Projea Area was divided into three

subsystems; Whirlwind Valley, Boulder Valley,

and Reese River Valley. The calculation of

water balance for the Whirlwind Valley

Subsystem, with an area of 82.3 square miles,

indicated a recharge of 1,408 gpm and discharge

of 1,683 gpm, with a difference between

recharge and discharge of 20 percent.

According to SMI/BCI (1995a) discharge from

the Whirlwind Valley ground water subbasin

occurs in the following forms:

• Evapotranspiration - 71.6 percent of

discharge

• Well pumping - 21.3 percent of discharge

• Discharge to Humboldt River - 6.8 percent

of discharge

• Discharge to Boulder Valley - 0.3 percent

of discharge

Although both referenced water balance studies

used different approaches and assumptions, the

results are similar.

Volcanic Bedrock Aquifer

The area where the proposed mine pits and

most of the related mine facilities would be

located is underlain by a thick sequence of

volcanic rocks. Ground water occurs in the

volcanic rocks primarily in vesicular zones and

zones of secondary permeability associated with

fraaure networks. Ground water flow is

governed by the local topography and

struaural features. The general direaion of

ground water flow follows the hydraulic

gradient as indicated by ground water elevation

contours on Figure 3-11, and generalized flow

arrows on Figure 3-13.

Depth to ground water in the bedrock aquifer

was measured using numerous exploration

boreholes, monitoring wells, and test wells.

Springs and seeps on both the east and west

slopes of the northern Shoshone Range also

provided an indication of the local ground

water table of the bedrock aquifer at several

points in and surrounding the Projea Area.

Depth to ground water from the ground surface

ranges from zero at the spring locations to 125

feet at bedrock well MCR-330.
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Recharge to the bedrock aquifer originates from
direa infiltration of precipitation. Recharge

potential within the area of the proposed pits is

influenced by greater precipitation at the higher

elevation and the weathered nature of surficial

material. The recharge area is also limited due

to the proximity of this area to the drainage

divide formed by the crest of the northern

Shoshone Range as shown on Figure 3-13.

Discharge from the bedrock aquifer within the

Projea Area occurs from springs, through

evapotranspiration, and as recharge to, and flow

within, the lower bedrock units in the

Whirlwind Valley basin. Estimated recharge

and discharge volumes for the Whirlwind

Valley ground water basin were summarized in

the previous description of the alluvial aquifer

system.

Bedrock permeability is dominated by flow

through fraaures and vesicular zones in the

bedrock matrix. Hydraulic parameters

(hydraulic conduaivity, transmissivity, and

storage) for the bedrock aquifer were

charaaerized through a series of pumping tests,

packer permeability tests, observations of water

levels and discharge into the exploration adit,

and specific capacity tests performed in wells

and during drilling of exploration boreholes.

The estimated hydraulic properties of the

bedrock aquifer unit are presented in Table 3-

12. The results of aquifer testing and

charaaerization indicate hydraulic conductivity

values ranging from 0.01 to 24.0 ft/day.

Ground water flow in the west-east direaion

within the ore zone is evidently influenced by

the presence of clay alteration zones. These

clay alteration zones are less permeable than

the adjacent rock units and tend to locally

increase the hydraulic gradient resulting in a

“stepped” ground water surface and locally

perched ground water conditions with local

discharge of ground water through surface seeps

and springs. Lateral flow charaaeristics across

these fraaure and alteration zones are highly

variable and are dependent on width,

orientation, degree and type of alteration, and

a number of other faaors. Due to this

variability, numeric charaaerization of lateral

flow is impraaical. General faaors affeaing

flow charaaeristics are, however, as discussed

above.

Values of the storage coefficient for the bedrock

aquifer were obtained during a pumping test in

well MGR 289. Results of the pumping test in

this well, with observation wells MGR 328,

MGR 329, and MGR 330, indicated storativity

in a range from 1x10^ to 3.5xl0^ These

values are representative of a confined or

semiconfined aquifer. The results of the

pumping tests were presented in several reports

(ESI, 1992a; SMI/BCI, 1995).

Beowawe Geothermal System

The Beowawe geothermal system is in

Whirlwind Valley southeast of the Mule

Canyon Projea Area. This system is one of

the highest temperature hydrothermal areas in

Nevada. The Beowawe geothermal system is

located in a struaurally complex region, along

the Oregon-Nevada lineament rift zone and the

Roberts Mountain thrust. Locally, three sets of

faults trending N 55-75 degrees E, N 15-30

degrees W, and due east appear to control the

geothermal system. The main upward conduit

for hydrothermal fluids within this system is

related to the N 15-30 degrees W trending

Dunphy Pass fault zone which includes the

White Canyon, Dunphy, and Narrows faults.

The Dunphy Pass fault zone is an expression of

the Oregon-Nevada lineament (Olmsted and

Rush, 1987). The N 75-80 degrees E fault zone

is also an important conduit for upward
hydrothermal flows and includes the Whirlwind

and the Malpais faults along which the

Beowawe Geyser issues.

The deep circulating hydrothermal water and

the shallow ground water in the Quaternary

deposits and Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary

rocks were considered by some authors to be

part of a single ground water system (Garside

and Schilling, 1979). The quality of the

geothermal waters, however, is distinaly

different from the non-thermal waters and

suggests different aquifer systems. The total

dissolved solids concentration of the thermal

waters is much greater than that of the non-

thermal waters (average 300 to 1,100 mg/1).
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This refleas a high silica concentration, the

result of contaa with more soluble material or

longer residence time. The greater percentage

of sodium in thermal water (>90 percent

compared to 50 percent in non-thermal water)

may indicate cation exchange if, in faa, the

thermal and non-thermal water share a

common source (Olmsted and Rush, 1987).
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TABLE 3-12

ESTIMATED HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF BEDROCK AQUIFER UNITS
IN THE PROPOSED MINE PIT AREAS

Aquifer Unit

Hydraulic

Conductivity

(ft/day)

Storage Factor

(unitless)

Storativity Specific Yield

Capping Basalts 0.4 5x10^ 0.01

Dunphy Pass Fm. 0.4 5x10" 0.01

Beowawe Fm. 0.4 5x10" 0.01

Horse Heaven Fm. 0.4 5x10" 0.01

Beacon Light Fm. 0.4 5x10" 0.01

Red Cliffs Member 0.014 5 X 1 0 5 0.01

Late Mule Canyon Formation Flows 2.1 — —

0.4 - ~

10.7 — —

20.9 ~ 0.02

24.0 5x10" -

Lapilli-Ash Tuff 0.01 5x10" 0.01

Early Mule Canyon Formation Flows

and Lake Beds

0.5 5x10" 0.01

Paleozoic Basement 0.05 5x10" 0.01

SMI/BCI, 1995a

In addition, isotope data presented by SMI/BCI

(1995a) suggest that the source of water for

these aquifo systems is different. There is

evidence, as described in Seaion 3.6.4, that

ground water historically discharged from the

geothermal system via wells and geysers mixed

with shallow ground waters, locally altering the

chemistry of the valley fill aquifers.

The source of recharge to the Beowawe

geothermal system is believed to be

precipitation at higher elevations in the

northern Shoshone Range to the north and

west. In addition, limited recharge may result

from infiltration of ephemeral stream flow

which comes in contaa with rock outcrops,

faults, or fraaure zones along canyons on the

eastern slope of the northern Shoshone Range.

A general water balance, developed by Garside

and Schilling (Garside and Schilling, 1987),

suggests that under steady-state conditions,

recharge within the drainage basin surrounding

the Beowawe geothermal area is probably

sufficient to account for thermal, as well as

non-thermal ground water discharges.
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A study of the potential impaas of Whirlwind

Valley well field operation on geothermal

resources (BCI, 1995) concluded that the

Beowawe geothermal flow system and the re-

gional ground water flow systems are separate

entities with no significant interaaion between

them. This conclusion is based on the clear

separation in oxygen and hydrogen stable

isotope analyses obtained from ground water,

surface water and geothermal water samples

collected in the vicinity of the Beowawe
geothermal area (Day, 1987). The hydrogen

and oxygen stable isotope data collected near

Beowawe Geothermal Site since 1987 did not

show any information to dispute the

interpretation that Whirlwind Valley ground

water system is separated from the geothermal

system. The separation of the two ground

water systems was also confirmed by a more

recent study of ground water re-injection from

the Beowawe Geothermal Plant (Benoit and

Stock, 1993).

3.6.3 Seasonal Variations in Ground
Water Levels

Regional ground water elevation records

spanning eight or more consecutive years

between 1984 and the present are available for

a number of wells and piezometers located in

Whirlwind Valley. These records provide a

reasonable basis for charaaerizing long-term

seasonal variations in ground water levels as

well as the general trend of regional water table

variations observed during this period. Seleaed

hydrographs showing ground water elevations

plotted as a funaion of time in the western,

central, and eastern portions of Whirlwind

Valley are shown on Figures 3-14A and 3-14B.

As indicated by these Figures, certain

hydrographs show a slight decline in the

regional water table as measured during the

period of record. The hydrograph for

Monitoring Well U-1, which shows typical

annual variations of two to four feet in ground

water elevations and a regional decline of

approximately five feet, is representative of

conditions in the western subbasin of

Whirlwind Valley. This trend is exaggerated in

Well U-7, located along the gently-dipping

eastern slopes of the northern Shoshone Range.

Water elevations in U-7 have declined over 100

feet since March 1986. However, in the last

two years, the approximately 15-foot seasonal

variation in the water table measured at this

well during the late 1980’s has decreased to

about four feet.

Typical ground water elevations as monitored

in the eastern subbasin of Whirlwind Valley are

represented by the hydrograph for Piezometer

P-6. Similar to the trend noted for the western

subbasin, a slight decline in the regional water

table is discernible for the period of record,

however, seasonal variations (approximately

two feet) in ground water levels are less than

those documented for the western subbasin

due to the absence of a significant water table

gradient in the eastern subbasin. The

hydrograph for the Connelly Well (Conn #54)

located at Beowawe, indicates a seasonally-stable

water table extending east from Whirlwind

Valley to the Humboldt River.

3.6.4 Ground Water Quality

Ground water quality data for the Mule
Canyon Projea Area are available from the

following sampling sites:

• 16 bedrock wells, 12 bedrock springs, and

1 exploration mine adit in the Projea Area

• 36 alluvial wells in Whirlwind Valley

• 18 wells, 13 springs, and 5 surface water

bodies in the Beowawe geothermal area

The sampling sites are listed on Table 3-13.

Included in this table are sampling site

designations, sample colleaion dates, data

sources, and map location numbers. A map
showing the location of the sampling sites is

presented as Figure 3-15.

x-XwXvXv:-:vX-:':':-:*x«x*;-X‘:*
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In order to obtain detailed site-specific ground
water quality information to establish site

baseline conditions and as a basis for

operational design and planning, SFPGC
initiated quarterly water quality monitoring at

seleaed sites in the Projea Area during March
and April 1994. Quarterly sampling continued

for five quarters, through mid-1995, for the

following sites, and ongoing monitoring of

these sites continues under the NDEP Water

Pollution Control Permit.

• 14 bedrock wells, 7 bedrock springs, and 1

exploration mine adit in the proposed mine

area

• 3 alluvial wells in the Whirlwind Valley

The quarterly monitoring sites are shaded in

Figure 3-15, to distinguish them from the other

sampling sites previously described. A detailed

description of the procedures used to collea

and analyze the quarterly samples, including

Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
procedures, is provided in the baseline reports

(SMI/BCI, 1995a, and WESTEC, 1994a, 1994b,

1995a, and 1995b).

Appendix B, includes copies of the current

baseline water quality database for the Mule
Canyon Projea. Note that samples colleaed

before 1991 were analyzed for limited water

quality parameters that generally included:

• pH
• Temperature

• Total Dissolved Solids

• Major Cations (calcium, magnesium,

potassium, and sodium)

• Major Anions (bicarbonate, carbonate,

chloride, fluoride, and sulfate)

• Nutrients (nitrate and nitrite)

• Silica

• Seleaed trace elements including arsenic,

boron, and lithium

Since 1991, samples colleaed from the Study

Area have been analyzed for a more complete

list of water quality parameters that includes

the parameters on the Nevada Profile II list.

Results from baseline water quality monitoring

at Mule Canyon are summarized in the

following seaions. For comparison and

reference when reviewing these seaions,

applicable water quality standards for various

uses are summarized in Table 3-14.

Bedrock Ground Water Quality in Proposed Mine Area

Ground water quality samples have been

colleaed from 16 wells and an exploration adit

in the proposed mine area. Data from the wells

and adit are described separately below.

Well Data - Ground water samples from wells

in the proposed mine area were neutral to

slightly alkaline with pH values ranging from

7.0 to 8.8. Ground water temperatures ranged

from 1.6 to 24.8°C and TDS concentrations

ranged from 166 to 516 mg/1. Sodium or

calcium were the dominant cations and

bicarbonate or sulfate were the dominant

anions. Silica concentrations ranged from 29 to

60 mg/1, fluoride concentrations ranged from

0.2 to 2.1 mg/1, and boron concentrations

ranged from 0.05 to 0.2 mg/1. Nutrient levels

were more variable, with nitrate and nitrite

concentrations ranging from < 0.02 to 6.2 mg/1

(as N) and phosphorous concentrations ranging

from < 0.005 to 1.9 mg/1.

Dissolved trace element concentrations were

generally at or below laboratory deteaion

limits in most of the well samples. Trace

elements that were frequently deteaed included

the following:

• Aluminum (<0.008 to 4.03 mg/1)

• Arsenic (<0.001 to 0.07 mg/1)

• Barium (<0.01 to 0.26 mg/1)

• Iron (<0.006 to 64 mg/1)

• Lithium (<0.02 to 0.05 mg/1)

• Manganese (<0.001 to 0.34 mg/1)

• Strontium (0.05 to 0.32 mg/1)

Less frequently deteaed trace elements included

antimony, selenium, thallium, titanium,

vanadium, and zinc. Some trace elements that

occurred at higher concentrations, including

aluminum, iron, and manganese, may reflea the

presence of colloidal material in the water

samples and/or contamination during sample

colleaion.
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The lack of seasonal variability of ground water

quality in the proposed mine area is

demonstrated by recent quarterly sampling

results. Each of the 16 wells was sampled on a

quarterly basis from March and April 1994 to

May 1995. Review of the quarterly data shows

ground water quality was remarkably stable

over this period for most parameters.

Although some distinct seasonal trends in

ground water temperature can be observed, no

significant trends are seen in concentrations of

other parameters analyzed including TDS,

silica, fluoride, nutrients, and trace elements.

Data on the variability of ground water quality

with aquifer depth were available from six wells

that comprise two sets of nested wells. Review

of data from well nest WMU-2 suggests that

some decrease in TDS and increase in pH
occurs with increasing aquifer depth. Similarly,

TDS was noted to decrease with aquifer depth

at well nest WMU-3, although this may be due

to contamination from bentonite in the drilling

fluids that reportedly occurred during well

completion (SMI/BCI, 1995a).

Finally, the occurrence of mineralized zones in

the proposed mining area does appear to have

had some effea on local ground water quality.

For example, sulfate concentrations were

typically higher in this area and, in some

samples, were greater than bicarbonate. Also,

the higher TDS concentrations were generally

associated with lower pH values (SMI/BCI,

1995a). Both observations indicate some

reaaion between ground waters and sulfide

rock units.

Adit Data - Water quality samples have been

colleaed from within and at the portal of a

flowing exploration adit located in the west ore

zone. This adit has since been sealed under an

NDEP approved closure plan with a bulkhead

seal. Although discharge from the adit still

occurs, it is typically seasonal and limited to

minor seepage around the seal.

Analysis of the adit samples indicates that adit

discharge has a distina chemical signature. The

chemical signature of adit samples and other

water samples colleaed from the Projea Area

are illustrated by Figure 3-16.

Review of available data indicates that the

quality of the adit water is extremely variable.

Depending on the time of the year and/or the

sampling location, adit samples have ranged

from very acidic to slightly alkaline with pH
values ranging from 3.1 to 8.3, concentrations

of TDS have ranged from 137 to 5884 mg/1,

sulfate from 110 to 3,780 mg/1, silica from 27

to 75 mg/1, fluoride from 0.2 to 2.6 mg/1, and

water temperatures from 6 to 28.3 °C.

Nutrient concentrations were also variable with

nitrate and nitrite concentrations ranging from

< 0.02 to 3.4 mg/1 and phosphorous

concentrations ranging from <0.005 to 12.8

mg/1.

Dissolved trace element concentrations in the

adit were generally the highest measured in the

Projea Area, but were also quite variable. The
following summarizes trace element analysis

results:

• Aluminum (<0.05 to 20.3 mg/1)

• Antimony (0.002 to 0.014 mg/1)

• Arsenic (0.006 to 20.8 mg/1)

• Barium (0.01 to 2.34 mg/1)

• Beryllium (<0.001 to 0.007 mg/1)

• Cadmium (<0.002 to 0.278 mg/1)

• Chromium (<0.01 to 0.13 mg/1)

• Cobalt (<0.02 to 0.84 mg/1)

• Copper (<0.01 to 0.16 mg/1)

• Iron (0.03 to 865 mg/1)

• Lead (<0.001 to 0.102 mg/1)

• Lithium (<0.02 to 0.05 mg/1)

• Boron (0.07 to 0.10 mg/1)

• Manganese (0.13 to 32.2 mg/1)

• Mercury (<0.0002 to 0.0008 mg/1)

• Molybdenum (<0.01 to 0.13 mg/1)

• Nickel (<0.02 to 0.59 mg/1)

• Selenium (<0.001 to 0.143 mg/1)

• Silver (0.0006 to 0.016 mg/1)

• Strontium (0.7 to 2.44 mg/1)

• Titanium (<0.005 to 0.082 mg/1)

• Vanadium (<0.007 to 0.08 mg/1)

• Zinc (<0.01 to 4.1 mg/1).
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The relatively low pH values and high

concentrations of TDS, sulfate and trace

elements in the adit samples are indicative of

ARD. ARD conditions were observed behind

the adit bulkhead during the winter and at the

adit portal during the spring. This suggests that

zones of sulfidic rock were locally exposed in

the adit and, during the springtime, sulfide

oxidation produas were flushed out of the adit.

Downgradient from the bulkhead and at the

adit portal during other times of the year, adit

water quality generally met drinking water

standards, being similar to ground water

samples from wells and springs in the Projea

Area. This suggests that the adit waters were

diluted with inflows of relatively fresh ground

water.

Low pH drainage in the exploration adit had

the lowest quality of any waters sampled during

the projea baseline evaluations. Given that the

adit is in the ore zone, which has the highest

concentrations of total sulfur and is subjea to

oxidizing conditions, adit water quality refleas

a combination of the primary conditions which

contribute to acid formation. It is expeaed

that water which colleas in mine pits during

and after mining would have an intermediate

quality as a result of mixing with relatively

dilute ground water (SMI/BCI, 1995a).

Further discussion of potential water quality

impaas from the proposed mining operation is

provided in Chapter 4 of this EIS.

Spring Water Quality in Proposed Mine Area

Water quality data are available for 12 bedrock

springs in the proposed mine area. Review of

these data indicates that spring water quality is

generally similar to that of the ground water

samples colleaed from area bedrock wells. The

spring waters were near neutral to moderately

alkaline with pH values ranging from 7.1 to

10.1. Ground water temperatures ranged from

4.4 to 31.7°C and TDS concentrations ranged

from 114 to 456 mg/1. Calcium was the

dominant cation and bicarbonate was the

dominant anion in the spring samples. Silica

concentrations ranged from 25 to 58 mg/1,

fluoride from 0.2 to 0.8 mg/1, and boron from

0.07 to 0.2 mg/1. Nutrient levels were more

variable, with nitrate and nitrite from < 0.01 to

9.3 mg/1 (as N) and phosphorous
concentrations ranging from <0.005 to 0.1

mg/1.

Dissolved trace element concentrations were

generally near or below laboratory deteaion

limits for most of the springs sampled. Trace

elements that were frequently deteaed included

the following:

• Aluminum (<0.1 to 20.7 mg/1)

• Arsenic (<0.001 to 0.013 mg/1)

• Barium (<0.1 to 2.8 mg/1)

• Iron (<0.02 to 24.1 mg/1)

• Lithium (0.007 to 0.03 mg/1)

• Manganese (<0.001 to 0.58 mg/1)

• Strontium (0.10 to 0.38 mg/1)

Less frequently deteaed trace elements included

antimony, lanthanum, mercury, selenium,

silver, titanium, vanadium and zinc. Some of

the trace elements deteaed at higher

concentrations, including aluminum, barium,

iron, and manganese, may reflea the effeas of

colloidal material in the spring water when the

samples were colleaed (SMI and Baker, 1995a).

The lack of seasonal variability of spring water

quality in the proposed mine area is

demonstrated by quarterly sampling results.

Eight of the springs were sampled on a

quarterly basis from March and April 1994 to

April 1995. Review of the quarterly data shows

that with the exception of temperature, and to

a lesser degree TDS, spring water quality

remained relatively stable over the period.

Most springs showed a distina increase in

temperature during the summer months and a

slight increase in TDS over the same period.

Little or no significant trends were seen in most

other parameters analyzed including silica,

fluoride, nutrients, and trace elements.

The occurrence of mineralized zones in the

proposed mining area appears to have had little

effea on the quality of the springs. A few

springs (MSC-7, MSC-8, and MSC-10 in

particular) did exhibit higher sulfate and TDS
concentrations which may be related to

reaaions between ground water and local zones

of sulfidic rock.
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have a chemical signature distinaly different

from other waters in the Projea Area. This

difference is illustrated by Figure 3-16. As
shown in the diagram, sodium was the

dominant cation and bicarbonate was the

dominant anion in most of the geothermal

water samples analyzed. In a few samples,

sulfate rather than bicarbonate, was the

dominant anion which may be the result of

contamination from drilling fluids (SMI/BCI,

1995a).

Review of available water quality data shows

that the geothermal waters are charaaerized by

relatively high pH values, high temperatures,

elevated concentrations of TDS, silica, fluoride,

boron, and lithium, and relatively low nutrient

levels. The following range of values have been

measured for these parameters:

• pH (8.1 to 9.9)

• Temperature (22.5 to 212°C)

• TDS (670 to 1615 mg/1)

• Silica (195 to 720 mg/1)

• Fluoride (2.8 to 22 mg/\)

• Boron (0.9 to 7 mg/1)

• Lithium (0.9 to 3.2 mg/1)

• Nitrate (<0.1 to 0.7 mg/1)

Trace element data for the geothermal waters

are limited. Available data indicate that several

trace elements can be deteaed in these waters

including:

• aluminum (up to 78 mg/1)

• antimony (0.013 mg/1)

• arsenic (up to 0.07 mg/1)

• barium (up to 0.6 mg/1)

• bromine (0.145 mg/1)

• cesium (up to 1.04 mg/1)

• iron (up to 10 mg/1)

• lead (up to 0.06 mg/1)

• manganese (up to 0.08 mg/1)

• mercury (up to 0.4 mg/1)

• rubidium (up to 0.32 mg/1)

• uranium (up to 2 mg/1)

• zinc (up to 2.32 mg/1)

3.7 SOILS

For soil resources, the Study Area includes the

Projea Area and other immediately adjacent

areas. The CEA includes the Study Area,

Whirlwind Valley, and adjacent areas along the

crest and western slope of the Northern

Shoshone Range. Both the Study Area and the

CEA are shown on Figure 3-17.

Baseline information used to charaaerize soils

was derived from the Tuscarora Mountain Soil

Survey (Dollarhide, 1980); a draft USDA-SCS
Soil Survey work for Lander County, and a

report prepared by JBR Consultants Group
([BR Consultants Group, 1992). Intensive soil

surveys were completed for the proposed mine

disturbance area (Nyenhuis, 1992), the

alternative access corridor routes, and Projea

Area extension (RCI, 1994).

3.7.1 Soil Types, Properties, and
Mapping

Soils within the cumulative effeas area exhibit

a wide range of charaaeristics refleaing

variations in parent material, topography, and

microclimate common to the region (JBR, 1992;

Dollarhide and Staidl, 1980). These variations

in soil charaaeristics are illustrated by Table 3-

15, which summarizes seleaed charaaeristics

for soils occurring within the cumulative effeas

area.

Correlation of the site-specific soils surveys

(Nyenhuis, 1992 and RCI, 1994) resulted in

several related soil units being combined. As
designated on Figure 3-17, the Tenabo soils

were combined with units 1, IB, 5, 6 (Tenabo

variants); the Havingdon soils were combined
with Unit 10/-(Bucan stony loam); and the

Chiara soils were combined with unit 8/4

(Ramires gravelly loam). Correlation resulted

in 23 soil mapping units representing a range of

topographic positions for the Projea Area,

extension area, and access routes. Soil mapping
unit designations, locations, and aerial extents

are shown on Figure 3-17. Table 3-16

summarizes seleaed soil mapping unit

charaaeristics for this survey area. Soils can be

grouped into five categories based on
topographic position and associated landforms:
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RCI also identified five jurisdictional wetlands

outside the Projea Area but within the

expanded Study Area as summarized by Table

3-22. One jurisdiaional wetland area exists

within the proposed water supply well field

area and four wetlands were identified along the

various alternative access routes. The four

wetland sites along the access routes all

exhibited sufficient hydrophytic vegetation,

hydric soils, and wetland hydrology to classify

as jurisdiaional wetlands. The first three

wetland sites (Wetlands 1, 2, and 3) located in

the SEVi, Seaion 2, T31N, R48E, the NEVi,

Seaion 10, T31N, R48E, and midway between

Seaions 4 and 9, T31N, R48E, respeaively are

along the preferred eastern access alternative

route. The fourth site (Wetland 4) runs

through the middle of Seaion 8, T31N, R48E
along the secondary eastern access alternative

corridor.

RCI conduaed a wetlands funaion and values

evaluation using the Wetland Evaluation

Technique (Adamus, et al, 1987) for wetlands

and other waters of the United States in the

Projea Area (RCI, 1995). Wetland funaions

are defined as the physical, chemical, and

biological charaaeristics of a wetland. Wetland

values are those charaaeristics which are

beneficial to society. In the five assessment

areas reviewed by RCI, most funaions and

values were rated as moderate or low, with a

few rated as high.

3.8.4 Threatened, Endangered, and
Sensitive Plant Species

A review of the Nevada Natural Heritage

Program database indicates that no occurrences

of any Federal or State listed threatened,

endangered, or sensitive plants are known
within the boundaries of the Projea Area.

Four species, formerly listed as Federal

Category 2 Candidate Species, have however,

been documented as occurring within Lander

County: Elko rockcress {Arabis falcifructa\

Eastwood milkweed (Asclepias eastwoodiana),

San Pitch Valley milkvetch {Astragalus

lenti^nosus var. chartaceus), and windloving

buckwheat {Eriogonum anemophilum). A fifth

species, lobed catchfly {Silene scaposa var.

lobata), known to occur approximately seven

miles away, was downgraded to Federal

Category 3C and has been deleted from

consideration for proteaion by the Northern

Nevada Native Plant Society. Field vegetation

survey efforts by WRD and RCI included

inspeaions for these species, however, no
specimens or populations were discovered

within the Projea Area. The USFWS recently

revised the list of Candidate species (Federal

Notice of Review, 2/28/96), reducing the

number of Candidate species for Nevada from

270 to 6 and eliminating the Cl and C2
classifications. With the exception of the

spotted frog (Rana pretiosa), all previously

listed Candidate species which might occur

within the Projea Area have been removed
from the Federal Candidate species list. In

order to provide for “...interim consideration

and conservation...” (BLM Instruction

Memorandum NV-96-019, 3/20/96), however,

the BLM has incorporated the formerly listed

candidate species in the Nevada BLM Sensitive

Species List. All caai and yucca species are

proteaed by the Nevada Caaus-Yucca Law
(Nevada Revised Statutes 527.270). This law

requires that the NDEP issue a permit for

TABLE 3-22

CHARACTERISTICS OF WETLANDS OUTSIDE THE PROJECT
AREA, BUT WITHIN THE EXPANDED STUDY AREA

Wetland Number Elevation Areal Extent

(Acres)

2 6050 0.58

4, 5, 6 6050 266.38

1

1

6400 0.20

Total Acres 267.16

Source: (RCI, 1995)
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commercial taking in the event that large

numbers of caaus plants would be affeaed.

During site-specific surveys it was noted that

the Project Area does not serve as prime habitat

nor exhibit high density populations of cacti or

yucca. Because of very sparse occurrence, it is

not anticipated that a permit would be required

for disturbance or removal of the limited

numbers of individual yucca and caai which

may be affected.
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3.9 GRAZING AND RANGE
MANAGEMENT

For the evaluation of grazing use, the Study

Area includes the Projea Area and is essentially

the same as the CEA, encompassing the

Argenta and potentially effeaed portions of the

Geyser grazing allotments as designated by the

BLM and shown on Figure 3-19.

The charaaerizations of grazing and range

management practices presented in this seaion

are based on information obtained from the

BLM 0BR, 1991 and 1992 )
and site-specific

field studies (WRD, 1994 and RCI, 1994 and

1995). Information resulting from field surveys

by WRD was used to delineate floral

communities, and charaaerize potentially

affeaed areas. The RCI studies included

observations of current utilization and field

verification and updating the information

previously obtained and summarized by JBR.

3.9.1 Grazing Conditions and Use

The Projea Area, excluding the proposed water

supply well field and alternative access

corridors, overlaps a substantial portion of the

northeast corner of the Argenta grazing

allotment as indicated by Figure 3-19. This

allotment occupies a total of 300,160 acres of

which approximately 41 percent (122,370 acres)

are public lands managed by the BLM Battle

Mountain Distria. The proposed well field and

alternative access corridors are located in

Whirlwind Valley within the Geyser Allotment

which consists of 106,663 acres. Of this acreage

approximately 44 percent (46,635 acres) is

public lands managed by the BLM Elko

Distria. There is presently no fence or

physical boundary between these two adjacent

grazing allotments.

As indicated in Table 3-23, (based on BLM
range surveys obtained from the BLM Distria

Offices in Battle Mountain and Elko, Nevada),

a total of six permittees are licensed to utilize

the Argenta Allotment for grazing while only

two licensed permittees utilize the Geyser

Allotment. Tomera Ranches is the primary

user of public lands within the Argenta

Allotment with the Alves, Sansinena, Filippini,

Horn, and Agri-Beef Ranches also utilizing

portions of this area. The two permittees for

the Geyser Allotment are Zeda, Inc. and

Sansinena Ranch. Livestock grazing is generally

limited to beef cattle for most portions of both

allotments, however, Agri-Beef also grazes sheep

on a portion of the Argenta Allotment.

Because there is generally little or no fencing in

the area, use tends to be territorial and there is

limited seasonal management of grazing use.

The public lands of the Geyser Allotment,

designated as Custodial (C) under the BLM’s
seleaive management approach, have been

permitted for 2,062 Animal Unit Months
(AUMs) based on the 1964 BLM range surveys

as indicated by Table 3-23. This level of public

land use equates to a carrying capacity of about

23 acres/AUM. The Argenta Allotment, where

most projea related disturbance would occur,

is designated an Improve (I) category. This

allotment has been permitted for 17,140 AUMs.
Based on the 1964 BLM range surveys, the

capacity of the overall allotment averages about

nine acres/AUM although portions of the

Argenta Allotment may not be suitable for

grazing use due to steep terrain, rock exposures

and limited vegetation, or lack of adequate

livestock watering sources.

Subsequent to the 1964 BLM range survey,

range fires and shifts in grazing utilization to

areas not impaaed by the fires have occurred.

These faaors have resulted in some changes in

vegetation types, produaivity, and carrying

capacity for the affeaed areas.

3.9.2 Management

Management of the Argenta and Geyser

allotments is consistent with the low intensity

management designations for these areas. The
only known range improvements are

spring/trough developments construaed during
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TABLE 3-23

GRAZING USE PARAMETERS FOR THE ARGENTA AND GEYSER ALLOTMENTS

Grazing

Allotment

Selective

Management
Approach

Permittee
Livestock

(Number/Kind)

Grazing Period

(Begin - End)

Percent

Public

Use

Permitted

Use

(AUMs)

Argenta Improve Sansinena 1 60 / Cattle 3/16 - 12/31

1

30 459

1 / Cattle 3/16 - 4/16 30 1

Tomera 2,1 06 / Sheep 2/16 - 2/28 100 180

1,019/ Cattle 3/1 - 12/31 80 9,782

308/Cattle 3/1 - 12/31 80 2,479

7 / Horse 3/1 - 12/31 80 56

4 / Horse 3/1 - 3/31 80 4

Alves 308 / Cattle 3/1 - 3/31 100 314

206 / Cattle 11/1 - 2/28 100 813

Horn 14/ Horse 3/1 -12/31 100 141

16/ Horse 3/5 - 12-31 100 159

Filippini 118/ Cattle 3/1 - 11/30 95 1,014

4 / Cattle 6/1 - 6/30 95 4

Agri-Beef 9,252 / Sheep 4/1 - 6/30 23 1,274

2,01 4/Sheep 10/1 - 2/28 23 460

Subtotal 17,140

Geyser Custodial Zeda Inc. 371/ Cattle 4/1 5 - 10/14 55 1,228

Sansinena 108/ Cattle 4/1 - 1 2/2 95 830

4 / Cattle 4/1 - 5/1 95 4

Subtotal 2,062

the late 1950’s by the BLM in cooperation with

the grazing permittee. While serving their

intended purpose of increasing water

availability and increasing the distribution of

grazing utilization, only the spring met

government specifications and was registered as

a range improvement. The stock ponds were

completed but were never registered and

siltation over the years has limited their

effectiveness. Information on these range

improvements including their location and

nature is presented in Table 3-24.

3.10 WILDLIFE

For wildlife resources the Study Area includes

the Projea Area and adjacent lands within

which anticipated direct and indirect wildlife

impacts would be contained. The CEA, which

takes into account big game herd movements
and territorial utilization by many wildlife

species, includes the Study Area, portions of

Whirlwind Valley, the northern portions of

Crescent Valley, the Northern Shoshone Range,

and an area on the western side of the

Northern Shoshone Range. Both the Study

Area and CEA are shown on Figure 3-20.
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Pronghorn are not common in the vicinity of

the Projea Area or in the Shoshone-Eureka

Resource Area. Small numbers of pronghorn
do occur in the general area. A group of 13

pronghorn was observed in the fall of 1991 in

the Whirlwind Valley - Malpais Escarpment

area, and another group of five animals were

noted in Whirlwind Valley during the spring

1992 wildlife surveys 0BR, 1991 and 1992a).

Pronghorn may be attraaed to Whirlwind
Valley because of the water source provided by
the outflow stream from Beowawe Geysers hot

springs and the Oxbow Resources, Inc.

geothermal power plant. No pronghorn winter

range or crucial range has been designated

within the CEA by the NDOW.

According to NDOW and BLM habitat maps,

the Projea Area provides both year-long and

winter mule deer range as shown by Figure 3-

21. The northeastern portion of the Shoshone

Range, including the lower elevations of Mule
Canyon and Deer Canyon in the Projea Area,

are classified as crucial deer winter range.

Crucial winter range also exists along the

Argenta Rim and between Slaven and Bateman

canyons approximately 6.5 miles southwest of

the Projea Area. Small numbers of wintering

deer have also been recorded along the Malpais

Escarpment on the south edge of Whirlwind

Valley. According to Larry Teske, NDOW
(personal communication, as cited in JBR,

1992b) many of the deer in the CEA summer
along the Humboldt River and winter in the

northeastern Shoshone Range, especially in the

Argenta Point and Dunphy Pass areas. The

river valley habitats in the CEA are classified as

crucial year-long range as indicated by Figure 3-

21.

Some of the deer that winter in this area also

utilize the higher elevations in the Mount Lewis

area to the west of the CEA as summer range.

The CEA lies within NDOW Management

Area 15, Management Unit 151. The NDOW’s
management goal for this area is to maintain a

ratio of 20 bucks or more per 100 does. In

1988, buck ratios declined dramatically to 10.9

bucks per 100 does. The ratio remained below

13.5 bucks per 100 does in 1989 and 1990. The

management unit encompassing the northern

Shoshone Range was split and the deer tag

quota lowered for the area in 1991. Trend

counts made in the 1991-1992 fall and winter

period indicated that this management aaion

was successful with the buck ratio rising to 20.8

bucks per 100 does.

Site-specific surveys indicate that mule deer use

of the Projea Area in the spring and fall is

relatively low. Only four mule deer were

observed near the Projea Area during the fall

1991 surveys, and none were seen during the

spring 1992 surveys. The relative frequency of

tracks and pellets encountered during the two

survey periods indicated that mule deer use of

the area is somewhat higher in the spring than

in the fall.

3.10.3 Other Mammals

Predators potentially occurring in the Projea

and CEAs include coyote, badger, kit fox, long-

tailed weasel, short-tailed weasel, striped skunk,

spotted skunk, and bobcat. Field surveys

documented the presence of coyote, fox (tracks,

probably kit fox), badger, and bobcat.

The Projea Area supports a wide variety of

other small and medium-sized mammals
associated with Great Basin desert habitats.

Field surveys and small mammal trapping

documented the presence of 14 different species

of small and medium-sized mammals (JBR, 1991

and 1992a; RCI, 1994). These included three

rabbit and eight rodent species. One rabbit

identified by field surveys was the pygmy
rabbit. This species is listed by the USFWS as

a C2 Candidate Species as discussed in greater

detail in Seaion 3.10.9.

3.10.4 Waterbirds

The Projea Area is located within the Pacific

Flyway for waterfowl. Although waterbird

habitat is limited within the Projea Area, the

Humboldt River on the north end of the CEA
serves as an important migratory stop-over for

waterfowl and shorebirds.

::•x•x•:•^xv:•x•x•:x•x•:x•x<<•::x•:•x•x<•^x^x^<•::<•^:•x•x•x:•x•x•x•^x<•^x•:•x•x•:x•x•:^vx•x^x^•:•;•:^•x•x•xv^x•:•xw^^^^
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Within the Projea Area and the remainder of

the CEA, waterbird habitat is limited primarily

to small creeks, stockponds, and springs. Small

playas in Whirlwind Valley that are seasonally

flooded after spring rains also provide rooting

and foraging habitat for some species of

migrating waterbirds. In addition, waterbird

use has been recorded in the outflow stream of

the Oxbow Resources, Inc. geothermal plant.

Waterbirds observed in the Projea Area include

mallard, killdeer, common snipe, American

avocet, and long-billed curlew.

3.10.5 Upland Game Birds

Mourning dove, chukar, gray partridge, sage

grouse, and California quail are known to occur

within the CEA. Mourning doves are summer

residents and occur in the Projea Area from

spring through fall. Small numbers of gray

partridge occur at scattered locations in the

general vicinity of the Projea Area. California

quail were introduced at a number of sites in

the Shoshone Range by the NDOW in the

spring of 1992, however, suitable habitat for

California quail is limited in the Projea Area,

and only one observation of California quail

was recorded by field surveys.

Chukar were the most abundant game bird

found in the Projea Area and, from a

recreational standpoint, are the most important

game bird in the area. Because of the

popularity of hunting for chukar within the

CEA, potential impaas to this species has been

identified as a projea issue. Springs in the area

provide an important water source for this

species, and most observations of chukar were

made in proximity to these water sources (RCI,

1994). Wet meadow and riparian habitats

supported by springs are utilized as brood

rearing habitat by chukar. Even fewer

observations were recorded during the 1994

surveys.

The NDOW has conduaed helicopter surveys

to collea population trend information on

chukar along the west side of the Projea Area

(Argenta aerial survey plot) since 1986. Chukar
densities recorded from the survey plot have

ranged from a high of 95 birds per square mile

in 1989 to a low of 20 birds per square mile in

1993 and 1994 (RCI, 1994). There has been a

steady downward trend of chukar populations

in the Mule Canyon area since. 1989 as a result

of continued drought and associated poor

forage conditions.

Sage grouse occur in the CEA but are not

common in or near the Projea Area. The

Northern Shoshone Range are not heavily

utilized as brood rearing habitat, and the closest

known lek, or breeding sites, are located several

miles south of the Projea Area in the Crescent

Valley and in an area known as The Park as

shown on Figure 3-21. Sage grouse were noted

in the Projea Area on only two occasions

during the summer of 1994. Both observations

were of adult and young birds near Spring

MCS-2. The presence of young birds indicates

possible breeding aaivity near the Projea Area,

however, no sage grouse leks are known in the

vicinity of the Projea Area, and no evidence of

breeding aaivity was recorded by field surveys.

3.10.6 Raptors

Several species of raptors are known to nest in

the Study Area and are expeaed to breed in the

CEA. Golden eagles, prairie falcon, and red-

tailed hawk nest within the CEA at cliff sites to

the north and south of the Projea Area. Red-

tailed hawk, Swainson’s hawk, ferruginous

hawk, northern harrier, short-eared owl, and

long-eared owl nest near the Humboldt River

and at suitable sites in associated agricultural

lands. The ferruginous hawk is a Federal

Candidate (C2) species as discussed in greater

detail in Seaion 3.10.9. The north end of the

Shoshone Range has been identified as

important long-eared owl nesting habitat

(Herron et al, 1985). Golden eagles, red-tailed

hawks, sharp-shinned hawks. Cooper’s hawks,

and prairie falcons nest in the central Shoshone

Range. In the southwestern portion of the

CEA, stands of pinyon-juniper and large

serviceberry shrubs provide potential nest sites

for red-tailed hawk, ferruginous hawk. Cooper’s

hawk, and sharp-shinned hawk. Large

cottonwoods growing in association with the

springs and drainages in the CEA, and to a

lesser extent the Projea Area, represent

potential nest sites for tree nesting raptors such
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as golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, and Swainson’s

hawk.

Raptors observed in or near the Projea Area

during field surveys included turkey vulture,

golden eagle, prairie falcon, American kestrel,

red-tailed hawk. Cooper’s hawk, sharp-shinned

hawk, northern harrier, great horned owl, and

short-eared owl. Although suitable cliff nesting

habitat for species such as golden eagle, red-

tailed hawk, and prairie falcon is present along

the Argenta Rim north and northwest of the

Project Area and along the Malpais Escarpment

southwest of the Projea Area as shown on

Figure 3-20, no evidence of raptor nesting

aaivity was documented in these areas by field

surveys. Mature poplars along the alternative

east access route near Beowawe also represent

potential raptor nest sites. One aaive red-tailed

hawk nest was located in 1994 within the

alternative east access corridor along the main

road from to the projea site from Beowawe.

The nest was located in a poplar west of the

Sansenina Ranch. One young was successfully

fledged from the nest (RCI, 1994).

3.10.7 Other Birds

In general, the variety and occurrence of

breeding songbirds within the Projea Area is

limited by a low diversity of vegetation species

and struaure. Most songbirds migrate to and

from the area and occur only as summer

residents. The greatest diversity of songbirds

was recorded during the spring migration

period. Many were migrants that were not

present during the summer months. Species

recorded by the fall surveys were primarily

year-long residents, such as horned lark,

common raven, black-billed magpie, ruby-

crowned kinglet, and white-crowned sparrow.

Common summer breeders recorded in the

Projea Area included horned lark, western

meadowlark. Brewer’s sparrow. Brewer’s

blackbird, rufous-sided towhee, lark sparrow,

American robin, and loggerhead shrike.

3.10.8 Aquatic Macroinvertebrates

Water quality and aquatic macroinvertebrate

populations were sampled at six perennial

springs in the projea area in 1994. Aquatic

macroinvertebrates are small aquatic animals

without internal bone struaure such as inseas,

worms, mollusks, and snails. Aquatic

macroinvertebrates are a possible issue related

to projea development because of the potential

presence of a rare spring-snail species which is

being considered for listing under the

Endangered Species Aa.

In general, spring waters in the Projea Area

were found to be warm, highly mineralized and

alkaline (BioTekna, 1994). Water and aquatic

habitat quality ranged from poor to excellent

depending on the extent of habitat degradation,

primarily from direa disturbance and organic

loading. Macroinvertebrate species diversity

varied with spring conditions, and species

encountered were representative of the types of

aquatic habitats present (BioTekna, 1994).

Snails were found at two springs (MCS-3 and

MCS-8), but they were determined to be rather

common genera rather than the spring-snail

(Family: Hydrobiidae) being considered for

listing (BioTekna, 1994).

3.10.9

Threatened, Endangered, and

Candidate Species

According to the USFWS (letter dated 4/6/94),

no threatened or endangered species are likely

to occur within the Projea Area. Bald eagles

(threatened), however, have been documented

foraging and roosting during the winter along

the Humboldt River near the Projea Area

(Lamp, personal communication, 1995). The

letter listed four species formerly listed as

Federal Category 2 Candidate Species (spotted

bat, pygmy rabbit, loggerhead, shrike, and

ferruginous hawk) and one formerly listed Cl

Candidate (spotted frog) as possibly occurring

in the area.

Since the date of that letter, western

populations of the loggerhead shrike were

removed from candidate listing and several

species of Myotis bat and both subspecies of

Townsend’s big-eared bat were added as C2

Candidates (50 CFR Part 17, November 15,

1994). Based on review of habitat requirements

;-v;; v;: X‘X<<<<‘X‘XVX-X<%*X*X*X*:*>X*X<‘X":'X*X*X*X*:*X*X<WX‘>X*X*X*X<'X<-X*X*X‘X‘X*X‘X*X*X‘X*X*:<'X<^^^^
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for the listed candidate bat species and limited

potential for occurrence, no surveys were

completed. The USFWS recently revised the

list of Candidate species (Federal Notice of

Review, 2/28/96), reducing the number of

candidate species for Nevada from 270 to 6 and

eliminating the Cl and C2 classifications. With

the exception of the spotted frog (Rana

pretiosa), all previously listed Candidate species

which might occur within the Projea Area

have been removed from the Federal Candidate

species list. In order to provide for “...interim

consideration and conservation...” (BLM
InstruaionMemorandum NV-96-019, 3/20/96),

however, the BLM has incorporated the

formerly listed candidate species in the Nevada

BLM Sensitive Species List. Species identified

as Federal Candidate or BLM Sensitive species

possibly occurring near the Projea Area are

listed in Table 3-25. The possibility of these

species occurring within the Projea Area is

discussed below by species.

Western Small-footed Mvotis . This species

inhabits rocky and canyonland areas and is

widespread throughout the western United

States (Barbour and Davis, 1969). The range of

this species overlaps the Projea Area and

potential day roost sites may be provided by
areas of rock outcrop. No natural caves or

exposed abandoned mine adits are present

within the Projea Area.

Fringed Mvotis . This species inhabits oak,

pinyon-juniper, and desert scrub habitats in the

Southwest. It is typically found at elevations

from 4,000 to 7,000 feet (Barbour and Davis,

1969). Suitable foraging habitat is generally

lacking within the Projea Area but is present

along the Humboldt River and at the higher

elevations within the CEA. Preferred roost

sites such as natural caves or exposed

abandoned mine adits are not present within

the Projea Area. Because of the lack of

suitable roost sites and foraging habitat, the

presence of this species is unlikely.

Long-eared Mvotis . Long-eared myotis occur

throughout most of the western United States

and prefer higher elevation coniferous forests

(Barbour and Davis 1965). Suitable habitat is

lacking within the projea area but is present at

the higher elevations within the CEA.
Preferred roost sites such as buildings, trees,

natural caves, or exposed abandoned mine adits

are not present within the project area, the

presence of this species is unlikely.

Long-legged Mvotis . Long-legged myotis also

prefer higher elevation coniferous forests but

have been recorded in pinyon-juniper and

montane shrub situations (Zeveloff, 1988).

Preferred habitats are lacking within the Projea

Area but are present at the higher elevations

within the CEA. Cliffs and areas of rock

outcrop within the CEA may provide roost

sites, however, the presence of this species is

unlikely in the Projea Area.
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TABLE 3-25

CANDIDATE OR SENSITIVE SPECIES POTENTIALLY OCCURRING
WITHIN THE PROJECT AREA

Common Name Status' Scientific Name Designation

Spotted bat Euderma maculatum BLM Sensitive

Western small-footed myotis Myotis ciliolabrum BLM Sensitive

Long-eared myotis Myotis evotis BLM Sensitive

Fringed myotis Myotis thysanodes BLM Sensitive

Long-lagged myotis Myotis volans BLM Sensitive

Yuma myotis Myotis yumanensis BLM Sensitive

Townsend's big-eared bat Piecotus townsendii BLM Sensitive

Pygmy rabbit Brachylagus idahoenisis BLM Sensitive

Ferruginous hawk Buteo regalis BLM Sensitive

Spotted frog Rana pretiosa Federal Candidate
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by car. Elko is considered the regional trade

center for the area with a growing economy
and retail/service seaor providing shopping,

services, and entertainment. Battle Mountain

and Carlin provide some services to their

residents, but on a much smaller scale.

Beowawe and Crescent Valley are very small

towns and have few services other than basic

utility provisions.

Studies of the socioeconomic effeas of mineral

and energy development in the rural west

commonly use about a one-hour drive

commuting time as an indicator in identifying

where workers will live and, hence, the

potential impaa area for a project. However, in

Nevada, urban settings are more widely

distributed, therefore commutes are often

longer than one hour. While driving time is

important, other considerations including

availability of suitable housing, quality and

availability of public services, and access to

shopping are often the determining faaors

relative to worker distribution and residence.

If driving times are similar, a larger, more
diverse community will outdraw a smaller one

by a wide margin.

On this basis, the majority of the workers for

the Mule Canyon projea would probably live

in Elko and Spring Creek, with some locating

in Battle Mountain and Carlin, and a few in

Beowawe and Crescent Valley. Carlin is closer

to the mine site than Elko, but lacks amenities

because of its small size. Battle Mountain

would be the closest town of significant size

given current County upgrading and

construaion on the Beacon Light Road, but

this community presently lacks many of the

housing opportunities, services, and amenities

available in a larger town. Crescent Valley and

Beowawe are very small, but close enough to

the mine to potentially be affeaed.

Mining and agricultural aaivity have

historically been the primary basis of the

economy in Lander, Elko, and Eureka counties,

with the service and trade industries becoming

increasingly important, especially as they relate

to mining aaivity and the gaming industry.

During the decade from 1980 to 1990, increased

gold exploration and mining along the Carlin

Trend caused a huge in-migration to the area.

The population of Elko County grew 96

percent during this period. Lander County 56

percent, and Eureka County 29 percent

(Nevada Department of Taxation, and Nevada

Employment Security Department).

Growth continues in the area, though not as

rapidly as during the mining boom of the

middle and late 1980’s. Mining aaivity remains

strong and new mine development and

expansions can be expected in the region

through at least the next five years. Barrick

Goldstrike’s new Meikle underground mine in

the North Carlin Trend is nearing completion.

Cortez Gold Mines has initiated construaion

on the Pipeline Projea, a new open pit mine

near the existing Cortez facilities in Crescent

Valley. Battle Mountain Gold’s Phoenix

Projea expansion is currently in the EIS phase

and are scheduled to begin construaion in

1997. SFPGC also has two EIS’s in progress

for expansions at their Twin Creeks and Lone

Tree Mines, and has initiated the EIS process

for their Trenton Canyon Projea west of Battle

Mountain with the mine scheduled to be

operational by the end of 1997.

Other projeas in the general area which are

presently in the planning stage include Hecla

Mining Company’s new Rosebud Mine west of

Winnemucca, and a possible expansion at First

Miss Gold’s Getchell Mine in the near future.

Additionally, Newmont Gold Company plans

to add 120 workers this fall to their Carlin area

operations. Exploration continues throughout

the area and new aaivity is expeaed through

the next several years. The only mine in the

area scheduled to downsize in the near future is

AMAX Gold’s Sleeper Mine north of

Winnemucca which is expeaed to release 60 to

70 workers in early 1996 as their operations

wind down.

Historical and current growth in the three

counties impaaed by mining development and
ongoing operations has put considerable strain

on housing availability and services in local

communities. Housing remains extremely tight

throughout the area, and will perhaps be the

most critical issue associated with the Mule
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Major northerly routes are approximately 60

miles away at Elko (State Route 225) and

Winnemucca (U.S. 95). County and BLM roads

serve as colleaor roads for the major State and

Federal routes. The Proposed Project Area is

currently accessible via BLM Road 6040

conneaing to Lander County Road 106C

(Beacon Light Road) on the west and Eureka

County Road M-116 on the east.

Both the proposed west access (Beacon Light

Road) and the east access alternatives would

result in increased traffic near existing

residences. The existing roads, which would be

incorporated as part of the selected access, are

utilized primarily for local traffic including use

as school bus routes for the surrounding rural

areas.

Interstate 80 is built to full interstate standards.

The state highways are paved, all weather, two-

way rural highways with 12 to 14-foot wide

travel lanes in generally good condition.

County roads are more varied in quality and

condition. They range from very rough jeep

tracks to well maintained, graded roads with

full two-lane cross-seaions. Designated County

roads G-234, M-116, and 106C (Beacon Light

Road) are gravel surfaced in good condition.

The back country roads follow the natural

terrain rather than survey lines and virtually all

have a dirt and rock surface with no imported

surfacing materials applied. The existing

western site access route is quite rough and

generally limited to four-wheel drive vehicles

and dry weather conditions.

Traffic count data for the past ten years are

inconsistent, showing traffic increasing in some

years and decreasing in others. Interstate 80

traffic levels in the vicinity were highly variable

but generally increased at an average of

approximately 2.0 percent per year from 1990

to 1994, ranging from 5,075 to 5,490 vehicles

per day (vpd) (NDOT 1995). State Route 306

traffic just south of Interstate 80 was also erratic

from 1990 through 1994, ranging from 265 vpd

to 365 vpd, increasing 8.3 percent in 1994 to

365 vpd (NDOT 1995). In general, traffic levels

around the area appear to rise and fall with

mineral development activity. Such effeas may

be highly localized for a road like State Route

306, but for Interstate 80 and streets in larger

communities like Battle Mountain, Carlin, and

Elko follow general regional trends.

Current traffic volumes are well below capacity

on all major highways in the Study Area as

indicated by Table 3-38. All major highways

are operating at “A” levels of service, indicating

traffic flows freely with no consistent delays,

impediments, or congestion.

Streets in the communities of Battle Mountain,

Carlin, and Elko generally have sufficient

capacity to accommodate current traffic with

only a few minor trouble spots. Elko, having

experienced dramatic growth in recent years,

has built conneaor loop streets and a third

Humboldt River bridge, widened and improved

streets, and installed new traffic signals to better

handle associated traffic increases. While overall

traffic levels have continued to increase, the

system now affords drivers more options and

traffic flows more efficiently. Increasing traffic

levels, however, persist with continued growth

in the area. Additional arterial and loop roads

may be added to the street system to further

alleviate congestion if future development

warrants, but most potential development areas

are located north of town where traffic flow

constraints are minimal (Moss, 1995).

Carlin has no substantive traffic problems at

present. Some growth has occurred in Carlin,

but not on the scale Elko has experienced.

Traffic levels have increased notably in the past

4 to 10 years. Even where traffic counts have

doubled, however, they remain well below

capacity. Old U.S. 40, for example, carries

fewer than 1,000 vehicles per day (NDOT,

1992).

Battle Mountain streets are in fair to excellent

condition and no traffic problem areas have

been identified. A by-pass loop was recently

completed to route hazardous materials traffic

around the community and a new Interstate 80

interchange provides direa access from the

highway to the central part of town.
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TABLE 3-38

MAJOR HIGHWAY TRAFFIC VOLUMES - 1 994

ROADWAY DESIGN CAPACITY
(vehicles per day)

1994 AVERAGE DAILY
TRAFFIC (ADT)

1994 PEAK
HOUR TRAFFIC

1-80

• Carlin - 306
Interchange

35,000 Station 56 5,810 407

• 305 Interchange -

Battle Mountain

35,000 Station 9 5,490 384

ROUTE 306

• 1-80 Beowawe 7,900 Station 1 1 365 40

ROUTE 305

• South of Battle

Mountain
7,900 Station 1 7 2,440 171

Notes:

Kaiser 1992
To maintain existing

Manning 1 995
Counts represent agg

Each county has dupl

Lawson, Manning 1

9

evel of service “C”

regate of both directions

icate station numbers. Station 17 on Route 305 is in Lander County.
95

fransportation:Source: Nevada Department of
'

3.13.2 Commercial Transportation

Local public transportation is generally limited

in the Study Area. Interstate bus service is

provided by Greyhound Bus Lines with three

eastbound and three westbound trips each day
stopping in Battle Mountain, Carlin, and Elko.

There is passenger rail service available via

Amtrak with scheduled stops in Elko. Elko also

has the nearest airport with scheduled

commercial air service.

Skywest Airlines and Casino Express provide 9

flights daily to regional airports at Salt Lake

City and Reno and to other Nevada locations.

Battle Mountain has a general aviation airport

with two runways, one 7,200 feet long and

lighted for night use. A new terminal and

additional services are planned in anticipation

of future growth. Both the Elko and Battle

Mountain airports have full service fixed-base

operators and charter service is available.

Both the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific

railroads provide freight rail service within the

Study Area. Union Pacific trains stop every

other day at Battle Mountain, Elko, and

Winnemucca. About 14 Southern Pacific trains

pass through the Study Area daily, stopping at

Carlin for crew changes and freight transfer as

needed.

3.14 AIR QUALITY

3.14.1 Regional Environment

The Projea Area is located in the Shoshone
Range, which separate the Whirlwind Valley

Air Basin on the east from the Lower Reese
River Valley Air Basin on the west. The
Projea Area lies mostly on the eastern slopes

of the mountains, and therefore falls within the

Whirlwind Valley Air Basin. Most potential air

pollution sources associated with the mine
would be located within this basin. The
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The National Ambient Air Quality Standards

(NAAQS), are based upon health-related

exposure levels. The NAAQS are legal limits

on the allowable ambient levels of air pollution

that specify maximum allowable concentrations

of criteria pollutants in the atmosphere.

NAAQS are established for the following

pollutants:

• Nitrogen dioxide (NO
2)

• Sulfur dioxide (SOj)

• Carbon monoxide (CO)
• Particulate matter less than 10 microns in

diameter (PMjo)

• Ozone (O3)

• Lead (Pb)

Under the Clean Air Aa, State and local

authorities are given primary responsibility for

assuring that their respeaive regions are in

attainment of, or have a verifiable plan to

attain, the NAAQS. This provision also gives

state and local agencies authority to promulgate

the more stringent ambient air quality standards

if necessary. The State of Nevada has authority

to enforce the Federal ambient standards.

The primary standards reflea levels of air

quality deemed necessary to protea the public

health and include an adequate margin of safety.

Areas found to be in violation of the primary

standards are termed “nonattainment areas”.

Nevada also regulates emissions from various

types of sources, such as fuel-burning

equipment, toxic sources, and sources of

fugitive dust. Applicable Federal and State air

quality standards are summarized by Table 3-39.

Under the provisions of the approved NDEP
Air Quality Permit to Construa/Operate for

the Mule Canyon Mine, SFPGC will comply

with all applicable air emission standards and

requirements.

An attainment designation means that the

standard for that pollutant has not been

violated in the specific area. A nonattainment

designation means that the pollutant

concentration in a particular area exceeded the

standard established for that pollutant at least

once in the last three years. A distria with a

nonattainment designation is required to

develop plans for attaining and maintaining the

standards for each nonattainment pollutant or

its precursors.

The Mule Canyon Projea impaa region, as

defined by particulate matter de minimis levels,

is primarily in the Whirlwind Basin but extends

over the ridge into the Lower Reese River air

basin by up to two kilometers. The Whirlwind

Valley portion of this impaa area is designated

as attainment or unclassifiable for all regulated

criteria pollutants. However, the Lower Reese

River Valley is still designated by the EPA as

nonattainment for total suspended particulates

(TSP), a particulate size range no longer

regulated either on the state or Federal level.

EPA provided Nevada a procedure for

redesignating to attainment in 1992 and Nevada

responded with the appropriate documents in

that same year. The nonattainment designation

is an artifaa of an old standard, and it is treated

by both EPA and Nevada as an area in

attainment of the present PMjq standard.

In addition to ambient concentration standards,

the Federal and State regulations limit emissions

from specific types of sources through

emissions standards called New Source

Performance Standards (NSPS). Emissions from

the Mule Canyon projea would be limited by

two subparts of the NSPS regulations: subpart

LL, Metallic Mineral Processing, which will

limit PMio emissions from the conveyor

transfer points to 10 percent opacity and

Subpart 000, Nonmetallic Mineral Processing,

which will limit PMjq emissions from crushing

operations to 15 percent opacity and from

conveying and screening to 10 percent opacity.
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TABLE 3-39

NATIONAL AND NEVADA AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS U#G/M=’)

Pollutant Averaging Time Nevada National

Ozone 1 hour 235 235

Carbon Monoxide 8 hours 10,000 10,000

(below 5000 feet) 8 hours 6,670 10,000
(above 5000 feet) 1 hour 40,000 40,000

Nitrogen Dioxide Annual 100 100

Sulfur Dioxide Annual 80 80
24 hours 365 365
3 hours 1,300 1,300

Particulate Matter (PM’°) Annual 50 50
24 hours 150 150

Lead Quarterly 1.5 1.5

Hydrogen Sulfide 1 hour 112 None

Note: Ambient air qualify standards are not to be exceeded. The standards for

Sulfur Dioxide are secondary standards.

3.14.4 Existing Emission Sources and

Air Quality

Existing air quality in the Study Area meets

applicable air quality standards due to its rural

location, well away from residential and

industrial sources of air emissions. The
principal pollutant in this region is dust, which

is of natural origin. Hydrogen sulfide (HjS),

which would not be emitted by the mine in

significant quantities, is emitted from the

nearby geothermal plant. This plant injeas its

spent water back into the ground and therefore

does not release the associated hydrogen sulfide

as a process exhaust, but does have fugitive

emissions which may occasionally drift into the

mine’s region of influence. The nearest

industrial facility with substantial combustion

emissions is the Valmy Power Plant,

approximately 30 miles to the northwest, and

the nearest town with substantial traffic

emissions (i.e., with a population greater than

50,000) is Reno, approximately 220 miles to the

west-southwest. Other mining aaivities are

outside of the CEA and so have negligible effea

on baseline air quality in the Projea Area.

The principal source of particulates is natural

wind-blown dust, typical of any dry climate.

The particulates are composed of crustal

material and some biological material such as

pollen from the sparse vegetation. The

background particulate matter concentrations

were measured on-site by Gold Fields between

March 1992 and February 1993 (ASI, 1993).

Particulate data concentrations for this period

represented in Table 3-40. The maximum 24-

hour PMjo concentration for this period was 83

on August 22, 1992. The arithmetic

average for the period was 12.4 /ig/m\ with a

range of concentrations from 2 to 83 /ig/m^

All measured concentrations are far below the

applicable ambient air quality standards of 50

(annual) and 150 /xg/m^ (24-hour). Lead

concentrations for particulates would be at

natural background levels.

Because there is no industry nearby with

substantial combustion emissions and only

insignificant vehicle traffic in the area, criteria

gas pollutants (carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides) will exist in negligible

concentrations, essentially at natural

background levels. Ozone concentrations will

also be at natural background levels, although

these will not be negligible.

: :*:*x-x-x-x*:v:*:-x*x*x-:*:*x*:‘:-
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3.15.1 Regional Environment

The site is located in the Shoshone Range

between Whirlwind Valley and the Lower
Reese River Valley. The projea lies mostly on

the eastern slopes of the mountains and would
therefore be more visible from the east,

although portions of the projea which lie on
the crest of the range would also be marginally

visible from the west. Line, color and texture

of the region demonstrate subtle variations

quite unique to the Basin and Range province

landscapes of Nevada. Distal views are patchy

in nature because shrub vegetation is

interspersed with grass dominated areas, all in

association with the occasional dark lines of

basalt outcrops and incised canyons.

3.15.2 Local Visual Conditions

Views of the Projea Area from the west (Reese

River Valley) and the east (Whirlwind and

Crescent Valleys) are dominated by the

northern Shoshone Range. Existing manmade
features include powerlines, buildings, farm

fields and struaures on the valley floors, several

dirt roads that traverse the mountain flanks, a

geothermal plant and appurtenances, and radio

towers on the mountain ridges.

Existing relatively significant mining operations

visible in the area include the Argenta barite

operation at the north end of the Shoshone

Range, mining occurring on the northern and

eastern flanks of Battle Mountain, and inaaive

quarrying operations located at the southern

end of the Sheep Creek Range. From the east,

the salt flats and the trees on the floor of

Whirlwind Valley provide variation in color

and texture.

The closest residential communities to the

Projea Area are Battle Mountain, Crescent

Valley, and Beowawe. The site is not readily

visible from Battle Mountain (approximately 15

miles away) and Crescent Valley (approximately

20 miles away) due to both distance and

intervening topographic features. The Town of

Beowawe is approximately 10 miles away and

the site is visible from Beowawe although many

of the proposed development features would be

partially or fully hidden from view from

Beowawe by intervening topographic features.

The major portion of the Projea Area and

most of the proposed development features

would be direaly visible from Viewpoint 3

(located on State Route 306 approximately 0.5

mile north of Beowawe and approximately 10

miles from the Projea Area) and from

Viewpoint 2 (located on Interstate 80

approximately 9 miles southeast of the Dunphy
Junaion and approximately 15.5 miles from the

Projea Area). The western portion of the

Project Area and associated development

features would be visible from Viewpoint 1

(located on Interstate 80 approximately 5 miles

east of Battle Mountain and approximately 10

miles from the Projea Area). The relationship

between the Projea Area and the seleaed

Viewpoints is illustrated by Figure 3-24.

3.15.3

Visual Standards and Regulations

The BLM addresses visual impaas through a

visual management system based on ratings of

the existing quality of the visual environment

and the level of allowable alteration for specific

rating categories. The visual resource

management (VRM) ratings measure and

compare the degree of form, line, color, and

texture contrast for both the existing conditions

and the proposed disturbance. Based on these

parameters the existing conditions and

management objeaives are rated and defined as

a Class I, n, in, or rV visual resource. The

following summarizes the BLM rating

classifications (BLM, 1986) and objeaives:

Class I - High visual quality, preservation of the

existing charaaer of the landscape, allowable

modifications include limited land management

and any changes should be minor and not

attraa attention

Class n - Moderate to high visual quality, retain

existing charaaer of the landscape, allowable

modifications include minor visible changes

which repeat the natural form, line, color, and

texture of the landscape but do not attraa the

attention of the casual observer

; >:*x-x-x*x::x-::-x-
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Class in - Moderate visual quality, partially

retain existing charaaer of the landscape,

allowable modifications include moderate

changes which may attraa attention but do not

dominate the view, changes should repeat the

basic line, form, color, and texture of the

landscape

Class rv - Moderate to low visual quality,

provides for management of aaivities involving

major modification of the landscape, changes

may dominate the view but efforts should be

made to minimize visual impaas and repeat the

basic visual elements to the extent possible

The northern Shoshone Range and adjacent

lowlands have been designated by BLM as a

Class rv visual management area. The Projea

Area is not located in the vicinity of any

designated Wilderness or Wilderness Study

Areas (refer to Seaion 3.1) so the specific visual

management considerations which relate to

these areas are not applicable.

3.15.4 Visual Assessment

Baseline visual conditions for the Study Area

have been established through photographic

documentation and a visual contrast analysis

which considered both existing conditions and

the disturbance configuration for both

maximum operational disturbance and the

reclaimed configuration (ESI, 1992). The 1992

visual analysis evaluated the same types of

disturbance as would occur under the Proposed

Aaion and alternatives. The proposed

disturbance area, however, is smaller than the

area considered in the 1992 analysis. The

original contrast analysis remains applicable

because the resulting contrast ratings were well

within allowable ranges for the existing Class

rv designation for this area and the present

design would be less visually obtrusive that the

1992 design.

3.16 LAND USE AND RECREATION

For evaluation of land use and recreation

resources, the Study Area includes the Projea

Area and other lands which are related by

common land use applications. The CEA
encompasses the Study Area and includes the

Shoshone-Eureka and Elko Resource Areas, and

the eastern portion of the Winnemucca District,

as designated and managed by the BLM. Both

the Study Area and CEA are shown on Figure

3-25.

The charaaerizations of land use and recreation

presented in this seaion are based on

information obtained from published studies of

this area; BLM Resource Management Plans

(RMP), County Master Plans, and contaas with

BLM, County, and USFS personnel.

3.16.1 Regional Land Use Patterns

The regional land use setting for the Projea

and Study Areas is dominated by the BLM
Shoshone-Eureka and Elko Resource Areas, and

the eastern portion of the Winnemucca Distria

which comprise portions of Lander, Elko,

Eureka, Pershing, and Humboldt counties. The

Projea Area, where most of the direa projea

related impaas would occur is located within

the Shoshone-Eureka Resource Area,

administered by the Battle Mountain Distria

BLM. Some direa projea impaas associated

with the water supply wellfield and alternative

access routes as well as indirea and cumulative

land use impaas related to potential increases

in population would occur in the Elko-Carlin

vicinity, which is within the Elko Resource

Area, administered by the Elko Distria BLM
and in areas to the west which are administered

by the Winnemucca Distria BLM. The
Shoshone-Eureka Resource Area is in the

central and southern portions of Lander and

Eureka counties and northern Nye County.

Photographic documentation of both existing The Resource Area covers a total of

visual conditions and the post-reclamation approximately 5.7 million acres, of which
appearance of mine disturbance areas is approximately 4.3 million acres (75 percent) are

presented in Seaion 4.13, Aesthetics. administered by the BLM, approximately 1

million acres of Toiyabe National Forest are

managed by the USFS, and about 0.4 million
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Elko Resource Area

• Provide for mineral exploration and

development

• Guide future land tenure adjustments based

on land manageability and quality of

resource values

Winnemucca Distria

• Provide for mineral exploration and

development

• Manage ongoing grazing to maintain

produaivity and minimize erosion

• Maintain and improve wildlife habitat

Minerals exploration and development are

stated objeaives of all three planning

documents, and the proposed mining aaivities

are consistent with this land use.

County Plans and Policies

Both Lander and Eureka Counties maintain

land use plans that promote appropriate

resource development while taking into

consideration social and economic concerns and

maintaining a balance between development

and preservation of the existing environment.

In Lander County, private lands in the vicinity

of the proposed projea are managed in

accordance with the Lander County Master

Plan (1987). The Master Plan states “Only

growth that will result in significant social and

economic benefits should be considered, while

discouraging growth which degrades the

environment and results in undesirable changes

to the identity and charaaer of the County.”

In Eureka County, private lands are managed in

accordance with the Eureka County General

Plan. The goals of the Eureka County General

Plan include proteaing farming, ranching, and

mining; proteaing water areas, rangelands,

mountains, open views etc. from development

that would reduce the County’s desirability to

local residents; and encouraging modest growth

in Eureka, Beowawe, and Crescent Valley. The
plan also direas that lands presently controlled

by grazing agencies be defined, zoned, and

maintained to permit optimum private uses in

accordance with the General Plan and

recommends that: 1) Continued grazing

privileges for the livestock industry are essential

and land should not be withdrawn from grazing

uses unless compensatory AUMs are provided;

and, 2) BLM land be made available for private

purchase when the need for such lands to

support agricultural and mining growth are

proven necessary.

3.16.3 Site Land Use and Potential

The Projea Area is within an area managed by

the BLM and has a checkerboard pattern of

private and public ownership. County zoning

designates the Projea Area and surrounding

lands as A3 - Farm, Forestry, and Open Reserve

(Lyngar, 1992). The Lander County Land Use

Plan allows mining within the A3 zones and

does not require a permit or other specific land

use approvals for mining within this zone.

Registration for development of a mine is

required, however, and SFPGC has fulfilled this

requirement.

The Projea Area is generally relatively remote

open space, with some use for utility

installations and easements including a natural

gas pipeline; a three powerlines and tie-in; the

nearby geothermal power plant; and several

radio and other communication towers.

Existing Federal Rights-of-Way for utility and

communications installations on Public Lands

within the Projea Area include the following:

• Right-of-Way N-60171 - Lander County
Beacon Light Road extension and

modifications

• Right-of-Way N-2434 - Sierra Pacific Power
Company power transmission line

• Right-of-Way N-56088 - Sierra Pacific

Power Company power transmission line

• Right-of-Way N-59670 - Sierra Pacific

Power Company power transmission line

x•x<x•^x•:<•x•x•^x•x•xvx•x•x%•^x<vx•x•^:<w<•x•x•x•x•:•x•x•:•xo•^x^•x•^^x•:•:•x•x•x•:•x•:<vx•x:<•x•:o•x•x'x•:•x<•:•:•x^^^^^^^
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• Right-of-Way NEV-064893 - Sierra Pacific

Power Company power transmission line

• Right-of-Way NEV-065084 - Southwest Gas

Corporation gas transmission line

• Right-of-Way N-46748 - Nevada Bell

communication site

• Right-of-Way NEV-0057800 - BRAD
Communication Services, Inc.

Communications site

Those rights-of-way which fall within the

mapped area are shown on Figure 1-2.

The closest residences are located near the town
of Beowawe, approximately 10 miles from the

eastern edge of the Project Area. The entire

area is currently open to grazing and dispersed

recreational use, in addition to the ongoing

mineral exploration aaivities. The mine site

represents about 4 percent of the Argenta

Grazing Allotment. With no developed

recreation areas in proximity to the Projea

Area, recreational use in the area is generally

limited to chukar and mule deer hunting.

There are no developed recreational areas in

close proximity to the Projea Area.

3.16.4 Developed Recreation Resources

Recreation opportunities in the Shoshone-

Eureka Resource Area range from dispersed,

individual use of vast public open spaces to

organized, team sports use of developed

municipal parks and facilities. This seaion

addresses mainly outdoor, developed

recreational resources with municipal recreation

resources being addressed in Seaion 3.12.

The primary developed recreation areas in the

Shoshone-Eureka Resource Area include

Hickison Petroglyphs Recreation Site and Mill

Creek Recreation Area, with Mill Creek which
is located about 25 miles to the west, being the

nearest site to the Projea Area. Mill Creek is

a 40-acre campground maintained by the BLM,
with eight campsites and a stream with fishing.

In 1990, the Mill Creek Recreation Area

averaged 14 cars per day during the summer
months of June, July, and August. The area is

known as a popular campground for residents

of Battle Mountain. The Hickison Petroglyphs

Site is located about 80 miles to the south of

the Projea Area and includes an area of

approximately 40 acres with 21 campsites.

Average use of this area during the summer of

1990 was 28 cars per day.

The primary developed recreation opportunities

in the Elko Resource area are reservoirs which

are utilized for fishing, boating, and camping.

The resource area contains three developed

BLM recreation areas: North Wildhorse

Recreation Area, Wilson Reservoir, and

Zunino/Jiggs Reservoir. Table 3-44 describes

these recreation areas. The only other regional

recreation site within the Elko Resource Area

is South Fork Reservoir, about 12 miles south

of Elko. Other recreation opportunities range

from skiing to white-water rafting. Recreation

use within the resource area is almost evenly

divided between use by Elko County residents

and out-of-county residents.

There are no developed recreation areas in the

eastern portion of the Winnemucca Distria.

The closest developed recreation sites to this

area are the Mill Creek Recreation Area, the

USES campground at Hinkey Summit in the

Humboldt National Forest approximately 100

miles to the north, and Rye Patch Reservoir

approximately 70 miles to the west. Most
public lands in this area are managed for

dispersed recreation including upland game
hunting, off-road vehicle (ORV) use, and

rockhounding.

3.16.5 Dispersed Recreation Uses

While population related demand could have

regional implications, the recreation

opportunities most likely to be direaly

influenced by the projea would be those that

are either located in, or that have important

access through, the immediate projea vicinity.

Consequently, the main area of influence for

recreation analyses is the area within three to

five miles of the proposed Projea Area.
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TABLE 3-46

RECREATIONAL USE - HUMBOLDT NATIONAL FOREST

Ranger District 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 % Increase

Mountain City'” 86,200 106,900 93,200 90,000 100,400 16.5

Ruby Mountains'” 269,600 299,100 317,500 439,600 383,100 42.1

Jarbidge'” 63,600 71,300 1 98,700'^’ 53,700 44,300 (30.4)

419,400 477,300 673,000 583,300 527,800 25.8

Notes:

Mountain City Ranger District is approximately 80 miles north of Elko; Kirby Mountain

Ranger District is approximately 20 miles south of Elko; and Jarbidge Ranger District is

approximately 100 miles northeast of Elko.

Rainbow family gathering.

Source: Schassran, USFS, 1992.
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CHAPTER 4 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

As the final component of the environmental

evaluation process, determination of the

environmental consequences of the projea

alternatives provides the basis for comparison of

the projea alternatives and subsequent agency

decision-making. The charaaerization of

environmental consequences presented in this

chapter refleas consideration of the projea

alternatives as described in Chapter 2 within

the context of existing environmental and

socioeconomic resources and values.

The evaluation of environmental consequences

addresses all potentially affeaed resource values

but focuses specifically on those resource values

and potential effeas which relate to the projea

issues identified through the scoping process

and subsequent review and consultation as

described in Chapter 1. The discussion of

environmental consequences addresses the full

range of potential projea-related impaas

including direa, indirea, and cumulative

impacts; unavoidable adverse impacts;

irreversible and irretrievable commitment of

resources; and relationships between short-term

use and long-term produaivity as defined in the

Summary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, and

Glossary.

The discussion of projea alternatives presented

in Chapter 2 includes descriptions of specific

control, reclamation, and monitoring measures

included as integral components of each

alternative to limit the occurrence, severity,

and/or duration of potential environmental

impaas. In all cases the environmental

consequences described for each resource reflea

consideration of applicable control, reclamation,

and monitoring measures and their effeaiveness

in limiting potential environmental impaas.

Any unavoidable adverse impaas, irretrievable

commitments of resources, or long-term effeas

remaining after application of appropriate

operational measures would be addressed by

specific mitigation measures, as identified in this

Chapter.

4.2 GEOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

4.2.1 Geology - Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would involve excavation and removal of ore,

overburden, and interburden materials.

Exposure of these materials would result in

oxidation and weathering with the associated

potential for release of ARD and leaching of

metals and other chemical constituents. The

proposed mining aaivities would also result in

depletion of valuable mineral resource reserves.

In conjunaion with, and in order to proceed

with, the proposed mining and related

operations, a number of temporary struaures

and facilities would be construaed including

overburden and interburden disposal areas,

milling facilities, a heap leach pile, and a tailings

disposal facility. Mine excavations would also

require establishment of a series of pit benches

and highwalls. Facilities, struaures, and pit

highwalls could be affeaed by ground

movements and resultant stresses generated by

natural seismic events. Impaas resulting from

seismic events could vary dependent on the

location and proximity of the event and would

also vary depending on the nature and

construaion of each facility. Struaural or

highwall failure resulting from seismically

induced movement would pose a direa safety

hazard to humans and any animals in the

vicinity of these struaures, and failure of any

facilities designed to contain process solutions

or hazardous materials could result in accidental

release of these materials.

With the exception of resource depletion,

potential geologic impaas would be controlled

and monitored under applicable provisions of

the NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit, the

NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit,
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provisions of the NDEP Reclamation Plan

approvals and other applicable dam safety and

struaural design requirements. Compliance
with the applicable regulatory standards and

requirements would effeaively prevent or

minimize any significant short- or long-term

impaas due to seismically induced deformation

or failure or exposure and leaching of mine

materials. The following subseaions evaluate

potential geologic impaas for each of the

projea alternatives.

4.2.2 Geology - Effects of Alternative A
(No-Action Alternative)

Under the No-Aaion Alternative, the Projea

Area would remain in its current condition and

configuration subjea, however, to existing

approved activities and uses including ongoing

mineral exploration and livestock grazing.

While exploration aaivities result in limited

exposure and removal of geologic materials in

exploration road cuts and as drill cuttings, the

total volume of materials disturbed is relatively

small. In addition, specific provisions of the

existing exploration permit approvals provide

for control, containment, and disposal of drill

cuttings and other materials to minimize

potential impaas. Surface disturbance

associated with exploration roads and drill pads

may affea surface stability. Any disturbance

impaas, however, would be minor and

localized due to the limited nature and scope of

disturbance,

4.2.3 Geology - Effects Common to All

Other Alternatives

4.2.3.1 Resource Depletion

Essentially all of the aaion alternatives would

involve excavation and removal of similar

quantities of ore and overburden and

interburden materials. The potential for

resource depletion would, therefore, be the

same for Alternatives B through D.

Approximately 11 million tons of ore-grade

material would be removed over the life of the

mine and approximately 100 million tons of

overburden and interburden materials would be

removed to recover the ore. Under all of the

aaion alternatives, the option exists to

completely backfill the Main Pit or to leave this

pit open. There is also the option of partially

or completely backfilling any of the other pits

consistent with the considerations and

constraints discussed in Seaions 2.2.4.3 and

2.4.8. Backfilling of any of the pits may render

future recovery of any remaining lower-grade

reserves economically infeasible.

4.2.3.2 Exposure to Leaching

Given that all alternatives would involve

placement of ore materials in either a

temporary stockpile near the mill facility or the

heap leach pile, and overburden and

interburden materials in permanent overburden

and interburden disposal areas, the potential for

exposure, oxidation, generation of ARD, and

leaching would be similar. As discussed in

Seaion 2.2.4.3, placement of overburden and

interburden as backfill in pit areas could

incrementally increase the potential for leaching

by exposing these materials to ground water.

Generally, the potential impaas associated with

exposure of geologic materials would be

addressed through the material testing and

charaaerization which has already occurred as

described in Seaion 3.4, and the seleaive

material handling and placement praaices and

drainage control measures as described in

Seaion 2.4.8. Any materials representing a

potential source of ARD or elevated

contaminant concentrations would be

seleaively placed so as to minimize exposure to

surface drainage and infiltration and to restria

discharge of any drainage representing a

potential source of surface or ground water

contamination. Potential effeas relating to

placement and handling of geologic materials

are discussed in detail in Seaions 4.3 and 4.4.

4.2.3.3 Seismic Stability

The potential for seismically induced ground

movements and stresses has been taken into

consideration in the design of all major projea

struaures, facilities, and mine excavations. As
described in Seaion 2.4.8, the designs and
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proposed construaion practices for all

temporary stockpiles and permanent disposal

areas including the temporary ore stockpile, the

overburden and interburden disposal areas, the

heap leach piles, and all struaural fill

embankments including the tailings facility

embankment reflect consideration of potential

seismically induced ground movements.

Anticipated seismic accelerations of 0.22g based

on the MPE have been utilized as the design

basis for all critical struaures. Based on the

seismic history of the Projea Area, there is a 90

percent probability that the MPE would not be

exceeded over a period of 100 years. With an

anticipated projea life of fourteen years, use of

the MPE and resultant calculated pseudostatic

safety faaors which exceed 1.0 for all facilities

provide reasonable assurance that the proposed

facilities would withstand the effeas of the

worst-case anticipated seismic event without

significant struaural damage or deformation.

Following final site reclamation and closure, the

tailings facility, heap leach pile, and overburden

and interburden disposal areas would remain

with the potential for long-term impaas due to

seismic movement. Potential long-term seismic

impaas would be reduced by drainage and

consolidation of tailings materials prior to final

closure, neutralization of the heap leach, and

grading of the tailings facility, heap leach pile,

and overburden and interburden disposal areas.

Long-term displacement or failure of any of

these facilities could result in exposure of

tailings or sulfide overburden and interburden

materials. The potential for failure and/or

exposure of any significant quantity of material,

however, is unlikely, given both the seismic

history of the area and facility design

considerations.

4.2.4

Geology - Effects of Alternative B

(Proposed Action)

Under Alternative B the projea-related geologic

impaas would be as described under Effeas

Common to All Other Alternatives. If the

decision is made to not backfill the Main Pit, it

would remain open following mining and

reclamation and additional material would be

placed in Overburden and Interburden Disposal

Area 5. Both of these modifications from the

proposed mining and reclamation plans under

the Proposed Aaion would result in minor

increases in steep-slope areas potentially subjea

to long-term seismic impaas.

4.2.5 Geology - Effects of Alternative C
(East Access Alternatives)

Given that both of the east access alternatives

are located in relatively stable flat-lying areas,

the potential for seismic effeas due to road

disturbance is minimal. All other potential

geologic impaas under Alternative C would be

essentially the same as for the Proposed Action.

4.2.6 Geology - Effects of Alternative D
(Overburden and Interburden

Disposal Area Configuration

Alternative)

Alternative D would modify the outslope

configuration of the overburden and

interburden disposal areas by eliminating the

intermediate outslope benches which are

incorporated in disposal area construaion plans

under the Proposed Aaion and/or reduce

outslope gradients. Elimination of the outslope

benches without changing the location of the

toe or crest would have the effea of eliminating

intermediate slope segments while retaining the

same overall slope. This configuration would

result in a slight reduaion in the potential for

interbench failures. It would, however, have

the adverse effeas of reducing erosional

stability by increasing the volume and velocity

of runoff on outslope areas and limiting access

to outslope areas for final reclamation.

Erosional stability concerns could be partially

addressed by construaion of contour furrows

or similar drainage features on outslope areas.

Such features are typically not, however,

effeaive as long-term control measures, often

requiring ongoing maintenance. Removal of

outslope benches while maintaining the

interbench slope gradient would steepen the

overall slope resulting in reduced stability and

a minor increase in the potential for slope

failure. It should be noted that the failure

analysis for the overburden and interburden
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piles is based on the maximum slope and this

configuration would, therefore, still meet the

stability design criteria. Reduaion of outslope

gradients, either with or without elimination of

outslope benches, would tend to increase

overall stability but would have the adverse

effea of increasing the surface disturbance area.4.2.7

Geology - Cumulative Effects

The Proposed Aaion or other aaion

alternatives would not result in substantial long-

term impaas on geologic resources within the

corresponding CEA.

Relative to utilization and depletion of valuable

mineral resources, the Proposed Aaion
represents a typical mineral development aaion

which is consistent with the long history of

mineral development in this area. While

valuable mineral resources would be recovered,

resulting in some incremental reduaion in the

known quantity of available mineral resources

for this area, associated mineral exploration

offers good potential for identification of

additional mineral reserves. Under applicable

provisions of the Mining Law of 1872 and the

FLPMA, development and utilization of

mineral resources are consistent with

management objeaives for public lands and

sound economic and public policy.

Excavation and exposure of geologic materials

as a result of the proposed mining aaivities

could pose potential incremental risks relative

to generation of ARD and leaching of metals

and other undesirable constituents. Potential

cumulative impaas relating to exposure and

leaching of geologic materials are discussed in

Seaions 4.3 and 4.4.

Projea development would include the

construaion of mine-related struaures and

facilities. These struaures and facilities would

be subjea to seismic impaas resulting from the

occurrence of any large magnitude seismic

events in proximity to the Projea Area. The

existence of these struaures would increase the

overall potential for damage within the affeaed

area due to a seismic event, however as

described in Seaion 4.2.3, all major mine

facilities have been designed and would be

construaed to withstand the anticipated worst-

case seismically induced ground accelerations

without failure or significant deformation.

4.2.8 Geologic Mitigation

The combination of baseline material testing

and charaaerization, and operational control

measures including ongoing material

charaaerization, seleaive handling, isolation of

potential materials of concern, and ongoing

monitoring represent BACT for prevention of

ARD and release of metals and other

constituents. All seismic designs are based on

accepted engineering methods and praaices.

Given these considerations, no supplemental

mitigation measures would be necessary or

justified except for evaluation and remediation

measures as specified under applicable

regulatory provisions to address the unlikely

occurrence of ARD, release of metals or other

constituents, or large-scale, seismically induced,

surface material movements.

4.2.9 Other Geology Impact

Considerations

Relative to geologic resources, other impaa
considerations including; 1) Unavoidable

adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and irretrievable

resource commitments; and 3) Short-term use

and long-term produaivity relationships; are

summarized by Table 4-1.

4.3 SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY

4.3.1 Surface Water - Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would result in direa surface disturbance

within the Projea Area with consequent

alteration of local surface drainage patterns and

modification of surface conditions within the

disturbed areas. Modification of surface

conditions could result in short- and long-term

changes in local runoff, infiltration, and

sediment loading. During and following

completion of aaive mining operations, surface

runoff would be diverted around pit areas.
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TABLE 4-1

OTHER IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
Page 1 of 2

Resource Category/ Unavoidable Adverse Impacts Irreversible and Irretrievable Short-Term Use/ Long-

Alternative Resource Commitments Term Productivity

Relationships

Geologic Resources

- Alternative A None None None
- Alternative B None Geologic disturbance

Reserve depletion

None

- Alternative C None Same as Alt. B None
- Alternative D None Same as Alt. B None

Surface Water Resources

-Alternative A None None None

-Alternative B Minor reductions in runoff

Pit lake and pond water quality

None Minor reductions in

runoff

-Alternative C Same as Alt. B None Same as Alt. B

-Alternative D Same as Alt. B None Same as Alt. B

Ground Water Resources

-Alternative A None None None

-Alternative B Reduction of spring discharge Loss or reduction of spring Effects of reductions in

Local depression of water table discharge spring flow on

Minor localized changes in Localized reduction of vegetation, grazing,

aquifers aquifer storage capacity

(well field)

and wildlife

-Alternative C Same as Alt. B Same as Alt B. Same as Alt. B

-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B

Soil Resources

-Alternative A None None None
-Alternative B Disturbance of soil profile and

modification of soil

physical/chemical

characteristics

Loss of minor quantities of

soils which are infeasible to

salvage

None

-Alternative C Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B None
-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B None

Vegetation Resources

-Alternative A None None None

-Alternative B Loss of vegetation and
associated production during

mining

Loss of vegetation and
associated production for

areas not reclaimed

None

-Alternative C Slight increase in wetland
disturbance over Alt. B

Loss or modification of

small non-jurisdictional

wetland areas

-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B

Grazing Resources

-Alternative A None None None

-Alternative B Loss of access and forage None None
during mining. Loss of watering sources. Effect of loss of

Loss of watering sources. Permanent loss of use and watering sources on
Permanent loss of use for forage for unreclaimed grazing utility.

unreclaimed areas. areas. Permanent loss of use
and forage for

unreclaimed areas.

-Alternative C Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B

-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B
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Air Quality

-Alternative A
-Alternative B

-Alternative C
-Alternative D

Visual Resources

-Alternative A

-Alternative B

-Alternative C
-Alternative D

TABLE 4-1

OTHER IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
Psge 2 of 2

Resource Category/

Alternative

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts Irreversible and Irretrievable

Resource Commitments

Short-Term Use/ Long-

Term Productivity

Relationships

Wildlife Resources

-Alternative A None None None

-Alternative B Habitat loss and resultant

displacement or loss wildlife

during mining.

Loss of watering sources.

Permanent loss of habitat for

unreclaimed areas.

None
Loss of watering sources.

Permanent loss of habitat

for unreclaimed areas.

None
Effect of loss of

watering sources on

utility and use of

habitat.

Permanent loss of

habitat for unreclaimed

areas

-Alternative C Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B 1

1
-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B

Cultural Resources

-Alternative A Disturbance related to existing

permitted activities

None Not applicable

-Alternative B Loss of cultural resource

context and values as a result

of mitigation

Loss of cultural resource

context and values as a

result of mitigation

Not applicable

-Alternative C Slight increase re: Alt. B Slight increase re: Alt. B Not applicable

-Alternative D Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B Not applicable

II
Socioeconomics

II
-Alternative A None None None

1

1

-Alternative B Additional strain on existing

resources (housing, schools,

services)

Commitment of lands and

resources to support

population growth

Most commitments
will involve long-term

development and use

-Alternative C

II
-Alternative D

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

None
Localized, temporary

degradation

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Limited (existing disturbance)

Alteration of surface

configuration and features

Same as Alt. B
Same as Alt. B

None
None

None
None

Limited (existing

disturbance)

Alteration of surface

configuration and features

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

None
None

None
None

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

1 nnd Use/Recreation

-Alternative A
-Alternative B

None
Temporary exclusion of other

uses

None
Loss of use for remaining

roads and open pits

Establishment of powerline

and gasline rights-of-ways

None
Loss of use for

remaining roads and

open pits

-Alternative C
-Alternative D

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B

Same as Alt. B Same as Alt. B
Same as Alt. B
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Direct precipitation and groundwater seepage to

mine pits during mining operations would be

collected and pumped to designed holding

ponds where it would evaporate; be utilized for

dust control if testing confirms suitability for

this purpose; or be recycled as process make-up
water. Ground water drainage could impaa
surface seeps and springs through local

reduaions in ground water levels. The water

quality of runoff which would come in contaa
with excavated mine materials including ore,

low-grade ore, overburden and interburden

materials, and process tailings, could be affeaed

by generation of ARD and leaching and

transport of heavy metals and other potential

contaminants. Following completion of

mining, pit dewatering would cease and water

would accumulate in some of the open pits.

The effeas of leaching and evaporation relative

to water quality in final pit areas are potential

concerns. The potential for accidental discharge

of process fluids, petroleum produas, or other

potential hazardous materials and consequent

local effeas on water quality are also potential

concerns.

All potential surface and ground water impacts

would be controlled, and monitored under
applicable provisions of the NDEP Water
Pollution Control Permit, NDEP Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan, SPCC Plans, NDEP
Storm Water Discharge Permit, and the

NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit to

assure compliance with applicable drainage

control provisions and water quality standards.

Compliance with the applicable regulatory

standards and requirements would effeaively

prevent or minimize any significant or long-

term impaas on surface water quantity and
quality. The following subsections provide

detailed analyses of potential surface water

environmental consequences for each of the

project alternatives. These analyses incorporate

relevant considerations relative to baseline

geochemistry as described in Seaion 3.4.

4.3.2 Surface Water - Effects of

Alternative A (No Action
Alternative)

4.3.2.1 Surface Disturbance

Exploration activity has occurred and is

ongoing within the Projea Area and adjacent

areas. A total of 39 acres located in the

drainage basins to the east of Argenta Rim have

been affeaed by exploration aaivities. Future

proposed exploration aaivities are expeaed to

affea an additional 200 acres. Surface

disturbances related to future mineral

exploration aaivities in and near the Projea

Area could result in temporary increases in

total and suspended solids in ephemeral

drainages. Potential short-term surface water

quality impaas could also result from oil and

fuel spills related to these aaivities.

4.3.2.2 Exploration Adit

As discussed in Seaion 3.6, water discharged

from the exploration adit has a distina quality

compared to water sampled from springs and

bedrock wells in the mine area. Historic data

suggest that the quality of adit discharge can be

extremely variable and, depending on the time

of year and/or sampling location, may exhibit

some of the characteristics of ARD. The adit

has been sealed with a bulkhead seal under an

approved NDEP closure plan and any minor
surface discharges resulting from seepage around
the seal are currently monitored and regulated

under a site NPDES permit. As a result,

associated surface water quality impaas for this

alternative are not expeaed to be substantial.

4.3.3 Surface Water - Effects Common to

All Other Alternatives

4.3.3.1 Surface Disturbance

The proposed Projea Area encompasses a total

area of approximately 9,236 acres. Total

projeaed mining-related disturbance for all

alternatives ranges from 2,670 to 2,690 acres. Of
the total disturbance, approximately 450 to 580
acres would be disturbed outside the Projea
Area due to construaion of access roads and
utilization of off-site borrow sources. Specific

acreages for the various land disturbance
categories are discussed in Seaion 2.2.

Following reclamation, total remaining
unreclaimed surface disturbance areas would
range from 320 to 350 acres including
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remaining open pits and access roads outside

the Projea Area. Disturbance would begin

with construaion aaivities during the early

phases of the projea. The potential for erosion

and sediment loading downgradient from

disturbance areas would be greatest during the

construaion phase, particularly if construaion

occurs during the runoff season or during

periods of storm runoff. Sediment loading in

downstream drainages, when flowing, would

return to premining or near premining levels

during the operational phase of mining.

Construaion praaices have been designed and

would be conduaed to minimize the potential

for erosion and sedimentation. Control

measures would include construaion of

diversion struaures to route flows around

surface disturbance areas and the use of local

sediment control measures including but not

limited to berms, catch basins, silt fences, and

mulch applications.

Within a short period (3- to 5-years) after

reclamation of the Projea Area disturbance,

sedimentation effeas would be expeaed to

return to premining or near premining levels.

Reduaion of erosion and sedimentation

potential is a major objeaive of the reclamation

plan. Sediment control struaures would

remain in place until the reclamation objeaives

are achieved. Proposed construaion and

mining-related aaivities have been permitted

and would be controlled and monitored under

the NDEP Storm Water Pollution Plan, and

Storm Water Discharge Permit.

4.3.3.2 Open Pit Mining

Pit Dewatering During Mining

During mining, runoff due to direa

precipitation, and ground water seepage would

flow into pit areas. The quality of water which

would collea in the open pits during mining

was evaluated (SMI/BCI, 1995a) using data from

the geochemical testing program (Seaion 3.4)

and baseline water quality data (Seaions 3.5.6

and 3.6.4). Pit water quality projeaions were

developed from two sets of simulations:

- Environmental Consequences

• Extraas from humidity cell tests were

mixed with ground water samples obtained

from site monitoring wells

• First and last pore volume rinses from

overburden and interburden column tests

were mixed

To account for potentially variable conditions

in the pits, humidity cell extraas were mixed

with ground water at various proportions, and

a range of extraa and ground water

compositions were used. Also, for each pit

area, two sets of column test rinsates were

seleaed to represent observed rock alteration

assemblages and mixed at 1:1 ratios. All

mixtures were assumed to be in equilibrium

with oxygen and carbon dioxide.

Simulations of pit water quality during mining

were performed using the computer program

PHREEQE (pH redox equilibrium equation), a

chemical equilibrium code developed by the

uses which is widely used to model

geochemical reaaions (Parkhurst and others,

1980). Model results based on humidity cell

data suggest that water which colleas in the

pits during mining could exceed drinking water

quality standards for cadmium, copper, fluoride,

iron, manganese, nickel, pH, selenium, sulfate,

and TDS. Most exceedences occurred when

low pH humidity cell extraas were used in the

simulations and/or when the mixtures

contained less than 50 percent ground water.

These conditions are considered ‘worst case’,

and associated water quality estimates are

believed to overstate potential adverse water

quality impaas. All extraa mixtures modelled

were determined to have the potential to

oxidize and dissolve sulfides, which could

generate ARD, as well as precipitate iron

oxyhydroxides, which could adsorb metals.

Mixtures modelled using low and/or

intermediate pH extraa data were also

prediaed to have the potential to dissolve

carbonates (limited by the lack of significant

quantities of carbonate materials) and

precipitate minerals associated with ARD,
which could increase the buffering capacity of

the pit water and reduce metal concentrations

and acidity, respeaively.
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Model results based on column test data were

generally similar to those using humidity cell

data, although pH values for the column test

samples were typically higher. All rinsate

mixtures exceeded drinking water quality

standards for cadmium, manganese, selenium,

sulfate, and TDS, and for a few mixtures,

exceeded standards for chloride, iron, pH, and

zinc. Many rinsate mixtures also had the

potential to oxidize and dissolve sulfides and

precipitate iron oxyhydroxides, carbonates (if

the pH was greater than approximately 7.5),

and ARD minerals. Comparison of the model

simulations indicates that estimates of pit water

quality during mining using column test data

generally indicated higher concentrations of

chloride, selenium, and sulfate, and lower

concentrations of copper and zinc than

estimates based on humidity cell data.

To minimize potential surface water quality

impaas from water that colleas in the open

pits during mining, SFPGC as the projea

proponent, would construa and operate pit

dewatering sumps to minimize water

accumulations in the pits. Water colleaed from

the sumps would be transferred to holding

ponds by pump and pipeline and, depending on

the results of water quality testing, would be

utilized as process makeup water and for dust

control.

Pit Filling After Mining

Results of ground water flow modeling indicate

that upon completion of mining (and the

cessation of pit dewatering), a lake up to

approximately 110 feet deep would form in the

southern portion of the South Pit and cover an

area of approximately 2.1 acres. In addition,

two small ponds (less than 20 feet deep) are

prediaed to develop in the southern portion of

the West Pit and the central portion of the

South Pit with a surface area of approximately

0.3 acres for each pond. Water may also

temporarily pond in the other pits for a short

time immediately following spring runoff or

major precipitation events. Temporary

ponding could occur if the permeability of the

pit floor is limited by high clay content or is

reduced by compaaion from heavy equipment

traffic. If long-term ponding and/or poor

water quality become a problem, the BLM is

stipulating that SFPGC will mitigate the

problem through ripping to alleviate

compaaion, partial backfilling to eliminating

ponding or other appropriate measures.

In order to predia water quality conditions in

the open pits after mining and to evaluate

potential impaas to surface and ground water,

geochemical models were developed that

account for the various physical and chemical

processes expeaed to naturally occur. A
general description of the geochemical models

is provided below, followed by a discussion of

the modeling results. Further information

regarding the development and use of the

geochemical models is presented in the

Postclosure Hydrology and Pit Lake

Geochemistry Report (SMI/BCI, 1995b).

It should be noted that since input parameters

for the geochemical models were generally

based on environmentally conservative (i.e.,

worst case) assumptions, the prediaed

contaminant concentrations for the pit ponds

and lakes following mining are greater than

aaual anticipated concentrations. Also,

hydrologic modeling predias that the pit lakes

and ponds will aa almost exclusively as ground

water sinks-that is, ground water will flow to

the ponds from surrounding areas rather than

from them into the ground water system.

Maximum prediaed pit-lake elevations are well

below pit rims for all three areas. Thus, the pit

lakes and ponds have little potential to degrade

ground water or site surface waters, regardless

of prediaed water quality conditions. The
primary, and perhaps sole, water loss from

these water bodies will be due to evaporation.

At closure, access to and use of the pits by
humans and livestock would be restriaed, and

there are no plans to use the ponds or lake as a

fisheries resource. Use of the ponds and lakes

would be limited to short-term opportunistic

use by birds and terrestrial wildlife. A
preliminary risk assessment (ENSR, 1995) and

expanded risk assessment (SMI, 1996) for

potential pit water quality impaas to birds and

terrestrial wildlife were completed to evaluate

the nature and magnitude of potential
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exposures. The details of the risk assessment

and potential related impaas to birds and

wildlife are presented in Seaion 4.8. The risk

assessments indicate limited short- or long-term

impaas to wildlife due to exposure to the final

pit lake but some potential for wildlife impaas

due to exposure to waters in the shallow ponds.

In order to address potential impaas associated

with the two shallow ponds, the BLM is

stipulating that the pond areas be partially

backfilled to preclude ponding contingent on

postmining water quality monitoring results.

Small Ponds and Temporary Pools - Small

ponds prediaed to form in the West and South

Pits after mining from ground water inflow and

temporary pools that may form in other pits

from snowmelt runoff or major precipitation

events are expeaed to exhibit water quality

charaaeristics similar to water which would
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collect in the pits during mining (SMI/BCI,

1995b). Geochemical modelling studies were

performed to predia pit water quality during

mining as described in the previous section.

Results of those studies suggest that, after

mining, the small ponds and temporary pools

could exceed drinking water quality standards

for several parameters including cadmium,

chloride, copper, fluoride, manganese, nickel,

pH, selenium, sulfate, TDS, and zinc. The

concentration of these and other parameters

could increase in the ponds over time as a result

of the relatively high net evaporation rate for

this area (37 inches per year).

Pit Lake - The following faaors were

considered when developing a conceptual

geochemical model of the permanent lake

prediaed to form in the southern portion of

the South Pit:

• Quantity and quality of ground water and

meteoric water that would enter and mix

in the pit

• Geochemical charaaeristics of rock units

exposed in the pit walls and floor

• Oxidation of sulfide minerals in the

exposed rock units and the subsequent

flushing of the oxidized rind with ground

water and meteoric water

• Evaporation of the lake water during and

after pit filling

• Speciation and potential precipitation and

sorption of dissolved constituents

• Stratification and potential turnover in the

lake

A schematic of the pit lake that illustrates these

faaors is presented as Figure 4-1, Conceptual

Geochemical Model of the Permanent Pit Lake.

Column tests as described in Seaion 3.4, were

used to predia the quality of water that would
be flushed from the oxidized rind of rock

exposed in the pit walls and floor. To
determine which column test(s) would be most

representative for the modeling study, the

geochemical charaaeristics of the column test

samples were compared to pit wall-rock

charaaeristics estimated using block model

data. The most conservative column test results

(i.e., the waste rock leachate with the lowest

pH and highest metal concentrations) were

ultimately seleaed for the model simulations.

The computer program PHREEQE was used to

simulate mixtures of leachate from the oxidized

wall rock with inflows of background ground

water and meteoric water. The proportion of

leachate in the mixtures was based on

prediaions of steady-state ground water inflow

into the pit, measurement of the thickness and

porosity of the oxidized rind from a similar

site, and average precipitation and evaporation

rates for the area. It was assumed that once the

wall rock becomes submerged, oxidation rates

would be significantly reduced and that

eventually all oxidation produas would be

flushed into the lake. It was also assumed that

all pit water quality mixtures would be in

equilibrium with atmospheric gases (SMI/BCI),

1995b).

After simulating the mixture of pit waters with

PHREEQE, the computer program
MINTEQA2 (Allison and others, 1980) was

used to simulate potential precipitation and

sorption of dissolved constituents from the lake.

Minerals were allowed to precipitate out of

solution if determined to be oversaturated, and

sorption of dissolved constituents was allowed

depending on the amount of amorphous ferric

hydroxide prediaed to precipitate and the

modeled solution pH. It was assumed that

precipitated minerals and sorbed constituents

would have no further effea on pit lake water

quality since they would settle out and be

buried as geochemically stable sediments in the

bottom of the pit lake.
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Two constituents that are commonly of

concern in many mining areas but that were

not considered in lake chemistry modeling for

this projea are antimony and mercury. These

constituents were not considered because

neither was deteaed in either the column test

leachate or the site ground water that were used

as input for the modeling, and thus are not

expeaed to be present in measurable

concentrations in the pit lake.

Finally, to predia potential stratification and

overturning of the lake, two computer

programs, CE-THERM-Rl and CE-QUAL-Rl,
were used to estimate thermal and dissolved

oxygen profiles. These programs are one-

dimensional lake modeling codes developed by

the COE for use with reservoirs

(Environmental Laboratory, 1986).

Modeling results confirmed that the quality of

the permanent pit lake will be dependent on

several faaors including the sources of water,

mixing proportions, precipitation and sorption

of constituents, and evaporation. Prediaed

short-term (during pit filling) and long-term pit

water quality conditions are described below

and summarized in Table 4-2.

Short-term Pit Lake Water Quality -

Modeling results suggest that pit lake water

quality would be poorest during early lake

filling due to the strong influence of

leachates from the oxidized wall rock.

Initial inflows into the pit could exceed

Nevada drinking water and aquatic quality

standards for cadmium, iron, manganese,

pH, selenium, sulfate, zinc, and TDS. As

the pit lake fills, concentrations of most of

these constituents are prediaed to decrease

due to dilution from ground water and

meteoric water or chemical precipitation

and sorption.

During the period of lake filling, initial

concentrations of some constituents

(cadmium, calcium, iron, manganese, and

sulfate, in particular) could be reduced by

mineral precipitation. Model and

laboratory data also indicate that

precipitation of amorphous ferric

hydroxide could remove minor amounts of

several metals including arsenic, cadmium,

copper, lead, manganese, nickel, selenium,

sulfate, and zinc from the pit lake by

adsorption and settling.

Limnological modeling suggests that,

depending on the occurrence and type of

algae that would grow in the lake,

stratification could occur in the summer

months during and after filling and result

in anoxic bottom conditions. Settling of

amorphous ferric hydroxide precipitates

into the anoxic zone could result in the

reduaion of ferric iron and sulfate and

cause the precipitation of metallic sulfides.

The latter could further reduce

concentrations of zinc, nickel, manganese,

and cadmium in the lake. Turnover of the

lake could occur in the fall resulting in

temporary expansion of the anoxic zone in

the lower levels of the lake. The lowest 10

feet of the lake could remain anoxic

throughout the year. Turnover would,

however, have little effea on overall pit

lake water quality based on available

modeling results. Laboratory testing to

evaluate the potential for dissolution of

precipitated minerals upon exposure to

anoxic conditions (SMI/BCI, 1995 b)

indicated that no significant concentrations

of metals would be released into the lake

water under this scenario.

Table 4-2 includes a column titled “Water

Quality When Lake Fills,” which

represents a prediaion of lake chemistry at

that time (90 to 140 years after cessation of

mining). The chemistry of the pit lake at

that time could vary within the bounds

defined by the compositions shown in the

two columns to the right. The potential

variance refleas consideration of the faa

that the two modeled mechanisms

(evaporation of lake water with

replacement by ground water, and

increased mineral precipitation as the pH
increases) that result in further evolution of

water quality from the modeled reference

condition of lake filling would also be

occurring during initial filling. Preferential
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flow through zones of higher permeability

during pit filling would also cause short-term

lake water quality to be better than indicated.

Because the aaual magnitude of these beneficial

effeas on lake water quality is difficult to

quantify, a conservative (worst-case) approach

to water quality prediaion was used.

Long-Term Pit Lake Water Quality - After

filling of the lake and accounting for long-

term effeas of mixing, precipitation,

sorption, and evaporation, several

important pit lake water quality parameters

are prediaed to change. Referring to Table

4-2, the following changes in pit lake water

quality would occur over the period of pit

filling and during a reasonable period

thereafter during which most anticipated

chemical reaaions would occur:

• Potentially beneficial changes

Increased pH and decreased alkalinity,

cadmium, iron, and manganese

• Potential adverse changes - Increased

TDS, magnesium, potassium, sodium,

aluminum, arsenic, barium, copper,

selenium, silver, and zinc

To put these changes in perspeaive, pH is one

of the most important water quality parameters

and it improves with time. Increases in those

parameters noted as potentially adverse are

generally small in magnitude and, with the

exceptions of cadmium and manganese, are

projeaed to never exceed applicable drinking

water standards. Cadmium and manganese are

projeaed to exceed drinking water standards

during filling, however, they are also projeaed

to decrease over time to levels well below

applicable drinking water standards. The only

parameters projeaed to exceed drinking water

standards over the long-term are TDS and

sulfate. It should be noted that an expanded

risk assessment (SMI, 1996) as summarized in

Appendix E, indicated little potential for

adverse wildlife impaas due to exposure to the

final pit lake.

Beyond the modeled time period, losses of pit

water to evaporation could increase the

concentration of most constituents. Because

baseline ground water quality is relatively good.

however, additional concentration of

constituents in the pit lake by evaporation is

expeaed to be offset by dilution due to ground

water inflows and would occur at a relatively

slow rate (SMI/BCI, 1995b).

4.3.3.3 Ore Stockpiles

All alternatives include an ore stockpile near

the mill where ore would be stored temporarily

prior to transport or processing. To prevent

surface water runoff from entering the stockpile

during operations, diversion struaures would

be construaed above the facility to intercept

and divert drainage around and away from the

stockpile. Direa surface water runoff from,

and any infiltration through, the ore stockpile

would be channelled into a sedimentation basin

designed to contain the 100-year, 24-hour storm

event. Colleaed water would be allowed to

evaporate or could be used for process makeup
water in the mill. To prevent seepage through

the base of the stockpile, the facility is designed

with a compaaed soil liner and a proteaive

drainage cover above the liner (SMI/BCI,

1995a).

Geochemical testing suggests that exposure of

ore materials to precipitation and infiltration

could create leachates that exceed drinking

water quality standards for aluminum, iron,

manganese, and thallium (see Seaion 3.4). The
design of the ore stockpile facility with runoff

diversion struaures, a liner system, and

sedimentation pond reduces the potential for

short-term surface water quality impaas from
this area. In addition, due to its limited size,

the amount of leachate potentially generated

from the ore stockpile would be limited.

Due to the short time that ore would be stored

prior to processing, no long-term surface water

quality impaas would be expeaed from the ore

stockpile. Once the ore is depleted and milling

operations cease, the stockpile area would be

regraded and reclaimed.

4.3.3.4 Heap Leach Pile

Limited or no surface water quality impaas are

expeaed to occur from the heap leach pile

during operations. This facility would be

operated as a zero discharge circuit and
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with the exception of water that ponds
temporarily following major storm events. As
described in Seaion 4.3.3, only oxide

overburden and interburden materials

determined to have a low potential to generate

acid and leach contaminants would potentially

be backfilled under the Proposed Aaion.

4.3.5 Surface - Water Effects of

Alternative C
(East Access Alternatives)

Potential surface water impacts from

Alternative C are prediaed to be similar to

those from the Proposed Aaion. The surface

disturbance area would increase by

approximately 220 acres if an east access road

were construaed in addition to the proposed

west access road, and would decrease slightly if

an eastern access were construaed in lieu of the

west access. Application of best management

praaices, as defined by applicable NDEP
regulations, during road construaion would,

however, minimize potential impaas to surface

water from increased erosion, runoff, and

siltation from road disturbance areas, regardless

of which access alternative or combination of

alternatives is seleaed. Although different

drainages could potentially be affeaed in the

event of any accidental spills and resultant

chemical releases during material transport to

the site, the SPCC Plan developed for the

proposed operations would be applicable to any

and all routing alternatives and would be

implemented as required to minimize potential

water quality impaas.

4.3.6 Surface Water - Effects of

Alternative D (Overburden and

Interburden Disposal Area
Configuration Alternative)

Alternative D is similar to the Proposed Aaion
except that the configuration of the overburden

and interburden disposal areas would be

modified and result in a change in the height,

footprint, and surface configuration of the piles.

The most substantial of these changes would be

the elimination of the proposed benches on

disposal area outslopes. This change would

potentially increase runoff volumes, velocities.

and resultant erosion on outslope areas relative

to the Proposed Aaion. Increased erosion

would, in turn, have the potential to expose

potential acid generating materials in designated

sulfide disposal areas.

4.3.7 Surface Water Cumulative Effects

The Proposed Aaion or other aaion

alternatives will not have any substantive *

permanent impaas on local and regional surface

water resources within the designated

Cumulative Impaa Area. The main potential

impaas would be disturbance of surface

watersheds and minor alteration of surface

drainage patterns in the Projea Area.

Sediment control measures would be in place

during construaion and mining. During

construaion of the facilities, including access

roads and utility corridors, specific construaion

praaices to control erosion, runoff, and

sedimentation would be implemented as

described in Seaion 2.4.4. During aaive

mining, surface runoff would be diverted

around aaive pit and overburden and

interburden disposal areas. Diversion ditches

would keep most surface runoff from

contaaing overburden or interburden disposal

areas. Runoff from the ore stockpile would be

direaed to a sediment pond and evaporated or

used as process water. The heap leach pile and

tailings facility would operate as zero discharge

circuits. The quality of surface water runoff

from the Projea Area would not be

substantially altered by the projea. Postmining

drainages would be established and stabilized in

a manner which minimizes sediment

produaion.

4.3.8 Surface Water - Hydrology
Mitigation

Generally, the operational control and

monitoring praaices included as components of

the Proposed Aaion and other aaion

alternatives would provide for effeaive

mitigation of potential surface water impaas.

These measures include:
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• Design for process water recycling to limit

the potential for discharges

• Provisions for regular surface water

monitoring

• Diversion of runoff around major facilities

• Local erosion and sediment controls

• Charaaerization and isolation of potential

acid-generating materials

• Use of holding ponds for pit dewatering

discharge

• Operation of the heap leach and tailings

facilities as zero-discharge circuits

• An SPCC plan to address any accidental

discharge

Given that potential surface water hydrologic

impaas would be effeaively addressed by

specific regulatory standards for operation,

maintenance, monitoring, reporting, and

reclamation, the primary supplemental

mitigation required would be ongoing

compliance with the following plans and

permits:

• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• NDEP Storm Water Pollution Prevention

Plan

• NDEP Storm Water Discharge Permit

• SPCC Plan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit

In addition, in order to address potential water

quality concerns relative to the two shallow

ponds projeaed to form following completion

of mining, the BLM is stipulating that the pond

areas be partially backfilled to preclude ponding

contingent on the results of postmining water

quality monitoring. If long-term ponding

and/or poor water quality become a problem,

the BLM is stipulating that SFPGC mitigate the

problem through ripping to alleviate

compaaion, partial backfilling to eliminate

ponding, or other appropriate measures.

4.3.9 Surface Water - Other Impact

Considerations

Relative to surface water hydrologic resources,

other impaa considerations including: 1)

Unavoidable adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and

irretrievable resource commitments; and 3)

Short-term use and long-term produaivity

relationships; are summarized by Table 4-1.

4.4 GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY

4.4.1 Ground Water - Introduction

Potential impaas to the local ground water

system from the proposed mining and related

aaivities could be caused by open pit

excavation, pit dewatering, heap leach

operations, overburden and interburden and

tailings disposal, pumping of ground water for

water supply, and accidental spills of hazardous

material. The potential impaas on ground

water quantity and quality associated with each

of the proposed alternatives are discussed in the

following seaions. These discussions

incorporate consideration of geochemical

conditions (as described in Seaion 3.4) as they

relate to potential ground water impaas.

4.4.2 Ground Water - Effects of

Alternative A (No Action)

Previous exploration aaivities at the Mule
Canyon projea site have included drilling of

exploration, monitoring, and test boreholes,

excavation of trenches, and mining of an

exploration adit. Springs located within the

projea site were not disturbed during these

aaivities since a minimum 25-foot buffer zone

was maintained between flowing springs and

ground disturbing aaivities. Also, drilling

aaivities caused only temporary impaas to the

ground water system. Boreholes with zones of

artesian pressure were allowed to flow only for

a short time prior to plugging with weighted
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drilling mud. Exploration boreholes were

plugged and abandoned according to the

requirements of the State Engineer’s Office.

Permitted ongoing exploration aaivities would

involve similar disturbance, control measures,

and potential impaas.

4.4.2.1 Exploration Adit

The primary impaa to the local ground water

system under the No-Aaion Alternative would

be continuing discharge from the existing

exploration adit in the northwest quarter of

Seaion 4, T31N, R47E. The adit and

associated drift were excavated in 1991 with a

portal elevation of approximately 6,520 feet.
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The adit extends more than 450 feet in a

southwest direaion, and the drift extends about

350 feet in a northwest/southeast direction.

According to available information (ESI, 1992a)

discharge from the adit during construaion

averaged about 5 gpm. Adit discharge declined

following initial development averaging

approximately 3 gpm from 1992 through the

present. Historic discharge from the adit has

impaaed water levels in monitoring wells

within the zone of influence (SMI/BCI, 1995a).

The adit has been sealed with a bulkhead seal

under an NDEP closure plan. Discharge is

now limited to any minor seepage around the

seal.

Future adit discharges will continue to impact

groundwater recharge-discharge patterns within

the zone of influence. With a relatively small

zone of influence and limited discharge volume,

it is believed that the impaa of adit discharge

on local ground water flows would not be

significant. The hydrogeologic balance in the

adit area will likely result in a small decrease in

discharge for spring GNCS 4. Once mining in

the associated west ore zone is completed, adit

discharge would decline further or cease since

the adit falls within the zone of influence for

the West Pit.

Water discharged from the exploration adit has

been affeaed by the oxidation of sulfide

minerals exposed in the adit walls and floor.

Previous sampling has shown that, depending

on the time of year and/or sample location,

adit discharges can be of poor quality and

charaaeristic of ARD (SMI/BCI, 1995a). Wells

and springs monitored downgradient from the

adit have a different chemical signature than the

adit water, suggesting that impaas from the

adit on ground water quality have been (and

continue to be) localized. Based on these data,

future impaas from the adit on site ground

water quality are prediaed to be minor.

4.A.2.2 Exploration Activities

Ground water quality could be locally and

temporarily impaaed by introduaion of

drilling additives and lost circulation of those

additives during future exploration drilling.

Possible fuel or oil spills from drilling aaivities

could also cause minor effeas to local ground

water quality. Where drilling intercepts aquifer

units, temporary, local dewatering and

drawdown may occur until drillholes are

plugged and sealed.

4.4.3 Ground Water Effects Common to

All Other Alternatives

Potential impaas from proposed mining

aaivities and mining related facilities on ground

water quantity could include changes in the

recharge-discharge relationships, and a decrease

in water levels due to mine dewatering and

water supply pumping. Reduaions in water

levels may cause springs to dry-up or spring

flows to decline. Ground water quality could

also be impaaed by seepage from the open pits,

heap leach pad, tailings and overburden and

interburden disposal areas and from accidental

spills.

4.4.3.1 Open Pit Mining

Surface Disturbance - The proposed mining

operations would result in surface disturbance

and excavation of two springs (MCS-3A and

MCS-3B). The loss of these springs is

unavoidable given the location of identified

mineral reserves and would result in loss of the

springs as a source of stock water for wildlife

and livestock. Flows for springs MCS-A, MCS-
2, MCS-4, and MCS-10 could be significantly

reduced and the springs could dry up entirely.

Discharge from four other springs (MCS-6,

MCS-7A, MCS-8, and MCS-11) could also be

reduced. Reduaion of the fenced area until

such time as a mill is construaed would defer

any mining related access constraints to springs

MSC-6, MSC-7A, MSC-8, and MSC-10 although

these springs could still be impaaed by
dewatering effeas. Other springs located along

the flanks of the northern Shoshone Range
would not be affeaed, due to their location

well downgradient from the mining operations.

Pit Dewatering During Mining - Excavation of

open pits below the zone of saturation would
cause changes in the direaion of ground water

flow. Local ground water flow would be
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toward the pits, where discharge by pumping

or increased evaporation would take place.

Two of the five proposed open pits (West and

South) would be excavated below the zone of
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saturation and would need to be dewatered

during the mining operation (SMI/BCI, 1995a).

The remaining pits (Main, North, and Seaion

9) would be excavated above the zone of

saturation. Since they would intercept shallow

ground water flows and surface runoff,

however, the remaining pits (except for the

Seaion 9 Pit) would also require dewatering

during mining.

Ground water flow modeling was performed to

assess the rates of ground water inflow to the

pits both during mining and following

completion of mining. A detailed, three-

dimensional ground water flow model was

developed to evaluate hydrologic baseline

conditions, design the pit dewatering system,

and evaluate post-closure hydrogeologic

conditions in the vicinity of the mine pits.

Ground water inflow was modeled using the

USGS Modular Three-Dimensional Ground
Water Flow Program (MODFLOW)
(McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) as described in

detail in SMI/BCI (1995b). In addition, the

particle-tracking module PATH3D (Zheng,

1989) was used to evaluate the direaion and

approximate rate of ground water flow in the

vicinity of the open pits following mine

closure.

Open pits would be dewatered during mining

through gravity drainage or pumping to

colleaion sumps. Pumping rates were

determined by calculating the two potential

components of the pit inflow: surface runoff

and ground water inflow. Surface runoff would

be limited by the construaion of diversion

ditches which would prevent major inflows of

surface water into the pits (BCI, 1994).

Results from ground water flow modeling

indicate that during mining, individual pit

inflows would range from 0 to 50 gpm. Total

inflow to the open pits would peak at 110 gpm
in year 2000 and then decline. The distribution

of prediaed dewatering rates during mining is

presented in Table 2-9.

The main impaas from pit dewatering would

include lowering of the ground water table, and

consequent reduaions in flow from local fresh-

water springs (SMI/BCI, 1995b). Dewatering of

the West and South pits is prediaed to lower

the water table immediately adjacent to the pits

by several hundred feet. The resulting impaa

on the local ground water system, however, is

expeaed to be minor since bedrock

permeability and the relatively short duration

of planned dewatering operations (1996 to 2005)

would limit the areal extent of potential

drawdown zones. The proposed pits are

located near the local drainage divide which

would also decrease the potential impaa on

surface and ground water resources. The

maximum extent of drawdown during mining

is estimated to be less than one mile from each

pit.

During mining, water that colleas in the open

pits from ground water inflow and surface

runoff would be removed by pumping. The

potential for seepage to occur would, therefore,

be low and adverse impaas to ground water

quality from water accumulations in the open

pits would not be anticipated.

Pit Filling After Mining - At the end of mining

some of the mine pits would begin to fill due

to surface water runoff, precipitation, and

ground water inflow. According to SMI/BCI
(1995b), permanent water accumulations would

develop in only two pits after mining. A deep

lake (approximately 110-feet deep and with a

surface area of approximately 2.1 acres) would

form in the South Pit and two shallow ponds

(approximately 20 feet) would form in the

central portion of the South Pit and the

southern portion of the West Pit. The shallow

ponds are prediaed to reach an equilibrium

level in approximately 10 to 20 years and the

deep lake (South Pit) would fill and stabilize in

approximately 90 to 140 years (SMI/BCI, 1995).

During the period of pit filling, site

hydrogeologic conditions would gradually

return to near pre-mining conditions. In areas

where mining would result in local depression

of the water table, ground water levels would
return to dynamically stable levels

approximating premining conditions. Pre-

mining water levels would not, however, be

achieved in the vicinity of the South and West
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Pits since evaporation from the pit lakes or

ponds would result in minor local drawdown.
The existence of permanent water

accumulations in the two pits would have only

minimal long-term quantitative impaa on the

local ground water system.

Potential ground water impaas due to pit

filling have been evaluated in the post-closure

report (SMI/BCI, 1995b). Following

completion of mining, impaas to ground water

quality from the open pits would be minimal.

Although the potential exists for some

infiltration from the ponds and pit lake to

underlying rock units, the infiltration potential

is low due to relatively low permeabilities and

the amount of seepage is not expeaed to be

significant. High evaporation rates are

projeaed to cause the pits to aa as aquifer

discharge areas with the result that there would

be little, if any, aquifer recharge. Most of the

water that would temporarily accumulate in the

other pits following precipitation events would
evaporate and result in little seepage. If more
infiltration were to occur from the pits than

projeaed, ground water quality could be locally

impaaed.

Geochemical modelling as described in Seaion

4.3, suggests that water that colleas in the small

permanent or temporary pit ponds could

exceed drinking water quality standards for

cadmium, chloride, copper, fluoride, iron,

manganese, nickel, pH, selenium, sulfate, TDS,

and zinc. The quality of the pit lake water is

prediaed to be poorest during early lake filling

and could exceed water quality standards for

cadmium, iron, manganese, pH, selenium,

sulfate, TDS, and zinc. After filling, pit lake

water quality could also exceed drinking water

and aquatic standards for sulfate and TDS.

A preliminary risk assessment (ENSR, 1995)

and an expanded risk assessment (SMI, 1996, as

summarized in Appendix E) indicate that there

would be little potential risk to wildlife due to

exposure to the final pit lake but that there is

some potential for adverse wildlife impaas

associated with use of or exposure to the two

shallow pit ponds. The BLM is stipulating

partial backfilling of the shallow pond areas to

prevent ponding contingent on the results of

postmining water quality monitoring and the

suitability of rockfill materials. With partial

backfilling, the potential would exist for ground

water migration away from the shallow pond

areas. Elimination, however, of the evaporative

effeas which would cause the open ponds to

aa as ground water sinks, will also eliminate

the concentrating effeas of evaporation,

resulting in improved water quality. Evaluation

of particle tracking prediaions (SMI/BCI,

1995b), indicates that any ground water from

the backfilled shallow pond areas would move
toward the final pit lake in the southern

portion of the South Pit.

As indicated in the preceding seaion, the

amount of infiltration from the open pits after

mining would be minimal and would not be

expeaed to result in any substantial ground

water quality impaas. To confirm that ground

water quality degradation is not occurring,

SFPGC would monitor springs and wells

downgradient from the pits during and for a

period of at least 3 years following completion

of mining and reclamation, consistent with

applicable provisions of the NDEP Water

Pollution Control Permit. The monitoring

period for springs and wells proximate to the

final pit lake may be extended by the NDEP
consistent with extended monitoring

requirements for impaas associated with

permanent impoundments. Under the NDEP
Water Pollution Control Permit, monitoring of

the final pit lake will be required for up to 30

years following stabilization.

4.4.3.2 Ore Stockpile

The surface disturbance for the proposed ore

stockpile would be relatively small

(approximately 12 acres) and, therefore, is not

expeaed to substantially impaa the local

ground water recharge-discharge system.

The ore stockpile would also not be expeaed

to adversely impaa ground water quality. As
described in Seaion 4.3, the ore stockpile has

been designed to minimize the formation and

release of leachate during operations. Little or

no leachate is expeaed to be generated from the
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ore stockpile or released into underlying soil

materials. Infiltration and leaching potential

would be minimized by proposed design

features including a compacted soil liner, the

limited size of the facility, and low

precipitation and high evaporation rates at the

site.

The ore stockpile would be underlain by

approximately 700 feet of unsaturated alluvium

and volcanic bedrock (SMI/BCI, 1995a). Even

if minor leachate formation and infiltration

were to occur, the natural attenuation capacity

of these geologic materials could be expeaed to

reduce contaminant concentrations to

background levels before any seepage could

reach the underlying aquifer.

4.4.3.S Heap Leach Pad

The heap leach pad would not be expeaed to

cause either short-term or long-term impaas to

ground water resources. As described in

Seaion 4.3, the facility has been designed and

would be operated as a zero discharge circuit.

After mine closure, it would be

decommissioned and reclaimed to minimize the
'

potential for long-term generation of leachate

or release of cyanide or metals. During

operations, a leak deteaion system would be

monitored on a regular basis to detea any

seepage (SMI/BCI, 1995). As a result of these

measures and the low precipitation and high

evaporation rates at the site, little or no

leachate is expeaed to be released from the

facility to underlying geologic materials.
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water would be obtained direaly from pit

dewatering holding ponds and the remainder

would be supplied from a well field.

In order to meet the projeaed demand, a well

field has been sited in the western Whirlwind

Valley. The well field would consist of three

wells which would be completed to withdraw

water from both the confined and unconfined

aquifer zones. Because only a limited amount
of water would be expeaed from pit

dewatering operations, it is assumed that the

Whirlwind Valley well field would supply the

majority of the water needed for mining

operations. Lander County has applied for a

temporary water rights waiver which would

allow establishment and use of an additional

water supply well on the western side of the

Shoshone Range in the alluvium of the Reese

River Valley. This well is intended as a water

source for construaion and maintenance of the

West Access Road, would be established only if

needed, and if developed, would be maintained

and utilized over the life of the mine.

There could be temporary impacts to ground

water resources in the Whirlwind Valley due to

withdrawals from the proposed well field. The

prediaed drawdown of the water table in the

vicinity of the well field is estimated to average

approximately twenty-two feet. The zone of

measurable drawdown would extend

approximately two miles radially from the well

field and the water table is prediaed to recover

from the effeas of pumping within a period of

about twelve to eighteen years.

The potential impaas of these drawdowns on

the ground water system would be temporary.

The withdrawal of water from the confined

aquifer would cause the existing upward

hydraulic gradient to be temporarily decreased

resulting in a reduaion in ground water flow

from the confined zone to the unconfined zone.

This temporary change would not be

considered to be detrimental to the

environment and would be mitigated through

recovery of the water table on cessation of

pumping operations. The expeaed water table

decline caused by pumping of the well field

could also have a minor impaa on the wetland

located in the western portion of the

Whirlwind Valley. Any impaas on the

wetland would not, however, be significant

since the wetland exists primarily because of

surface discharge flows from the Oxbow
Resource geothermal plant and ponding of

surface runoff from the nearby mountain slopes

(SMI/BCI, 1995a). An aquiclude which

separates the near-surface unconfined aquifer

and the deeper confined aquifer would also

limit surface drawdown effeas.

Temporary lowering of the water table would

also not be expeaed to adversely impaa ground

water users in the Whirlwind Valley since

drawdown would be limited, localized, and

temporary. The increased depth to ground

water would probably cause evapotranspiration

losses from the aquifer to decline locally as the

water table falls below the root zone of some

plants. This effea is expeaed to be limited and

would not cause appreciable changes in the

natural vegetation since most species are not

dependent on sub-irrigation for their survival.

No significant impaas would be expeaed to

occur to the ground water resources of the

eastern Whirlwind Valley or the Humboldt
River.

No substantial water quality impaas would be

expeaed to occur due to water supply

development for the mine. A minor decrease

in salt content could occur in shallow ground

water near the well fields as a result of lowering

the water table and locally decreasing the rate

of evapotranspiration. Also, by altering the

natural hydraulic gradient near the well field,

water quality could be affeaed locally by the

mixing of waters from different aquifers. Such

changes are expeaed to be temporary and water

quality would return to baseline conditions

after pumping operations cease.

4.4.3.7 Accidental Discharges

An accidental spill of hazardous material along

an access route and/or at the projea site could

have local impaas on the ground water system.

Impaas could include temporary local ground

water contamination in the area of the spill,

although the potential for
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surface water impaas would be greater than for

impacts to ground water. A detailed discussion

of accidental spills and potential impaas is

presented in Seaion 4.3.3.7.

4.4.4 Ground Water - Effects of

Alternative B (Proposed Action)

Potential ground water impaas under

Alternative B would generally be the same as

described in Seaion 4.4.3.

If the decision were made to not backfill the

Main Pit, more material would be placed in

Overburden and Interburden Disposal Area 5,

increasing the volume and footprint of this

disposal area. Given the option of partially or

fully backfilling other pits as outlined in

Seaion 2.4.8, the size and configuration of

other overburden and interburden disposal areas

could change, the depth and disturbed area

associated with final pits could be reduced, and

the number, size, and depth of final pit ponds

or temporary pools could decrease. Under this

alternative, both final pits and overburden and

interburden disposal areas would be similarly

designed and reclaimed to minimize the

potential for formation of leachates or ARD.
Whether the Main Pit is backfilled or not

would have little or no affea on groundwater

levels in the vicinity since the postmining water

table is projeaed to be below the base of the

Main Pit and evaporative effeas would

consequently be negligible. The impaa to

ground water quality from the Main Pit would

also not be expeaed to differ substantially

between the alternatives. Because ground water

is not prediaed to flow into the Main Pit

following mining, the pit would largely remain

dry, regardless of which option is seleaed.

Under the no backfill option, some water could

locally pond in the pit after mine closure due

to storm events, but most of this water would

be lost to evaporation and would not seep out

of any backfilled pit.

Similarly, the decision to partially or fully

backfill or to not backfill other mine pits

would take into consideration the potential

ground water level in the vicinity of each pit

area, potential postmining surface and ground

water inflows to the individual pit areas, and

the availability of oxide backfill materials. In

any pits where the postmining equilibrium

water level would be above the base of the pit,

ground water would pool in any backfill

material placed in the pit(s). Since this pooled

ground water would be in equilibrium with the

ground water system, it would have little affea

on ground water levels in the pit vicinity. Any
changes in ground water quality which would

occur due to contaa with backfill materials,

could influence ground water quality in the

immediate vicinity. Potential ground water

quality impaas would be minimized by the use

of oxide backfill materials, and the natural

effeas of dilution and dispersion which would

increase with increasing distance from the

backfilled pit(s). Under the backfill option, any

backfilled pits would be regraded and

revegetated at mine closure to minimize surface

infiltration and only oxide waste rock material

determined to have a low potential to generate

acid and leach contaminants would be

backfilled into the pit(s).

4.4.5 Ground Water - Effects of

Alternative C
(East Access Alternatives)

Potential impaas to ground water resources

from Alternative C are prediaed to be similar

to those from the Proposed Aaion. There

would be some difference in surface disturbance

areas by construaing an east access road rather

than a west access road. However, road

construaion would not be expeaed to

significantly alter the local ground water

recharge-discharge system, regardless of which

alternative is seleaed. In addition, although

different ground water aquifers could

potentially be impaaed in the event of

accidental spills and consequent material

releases during transport to the site,

implementation of the SPCC Plan would
minimize any potential ground water quality

impaas.
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4.4.6 Ground Water - Effects of

Alternative D
(Overburden and Interburden

Disposal Area Configuration

Alternative)

Alternative D is similar to the Proposed Aaion
except that the configuration of the overburden

and interburden disposal areas would be

modified resulting in potential changes in the

height and footprint of the piles. This

alternative would not be expected to result in

impaas to ground water resources substantially

different from those described for the Proposed

Aaion. Some of the overburden and

interburden disposal areas could be somewhat

larger or smaller depending on the

configuration option seleaed, but differences

would not be great enough to substantially

change the impacts to the ground water

recharge-discharge system. Regardless of their

configuration, overburden and interburden

disposal areas have been designed to minimize

potential percolation and conditions which

could result in acid generation.

4.4.7 Ground Water - Cumulative Effects

No cumulative effeas on ground water

quantity or quality are anticipated from the

Proposed Aaion or other aaion alternatives.

There are no minerals mining, industrial, or

other major development aaivities within the

designated CEA which could result in

cumulative impaas except the Oxbow
Resources Geothermal Plant. Operation of the

geothermal plant would not result in

cumulative impaas since the geothermal system

which supplies the plant does not have a direa

hydrologic conneaion with hydrologic systems

which could be impaaed by the proposed

mining aaivities as discussed in Seaions 3.6.2

and 3.6.4.

4.4.8 Ground Water Hydrology Mitigation

Specific facility design, and operational control

and monitoring considerations and praaices

incorporated as components of the Proposed

Aaion and other aaion alternatives, would

provide for effeaive mitigation of potential

ground water impaas. These considerations

and praaices include:

• Controlled drainage and removal of surface

and ground water inflows to mine pits

during aaive operations

• Charaaerization and isolation of potential

acid generating materials

• Limitation of any backfilling to non-sulfide

materials

• Design of the ore stockpile, heap leach, and

tailings facilities with low permeability

liners, and leak deteaion systems (leach

and tailings facilities only)

• Operation of the heap leach and tailings

facilities as zero-discharge circuits

• An SPCC Plan to address accidental

discharges of potentially hazardous

materials

• Design of the mine water supply to

minimize drawdown and design for process

water recycling to limit the potential for

discharges and minimize water supply

requirements

• Provisions for regular ground water

monitoring

Potential ground water impaas would be

effeaively addressed by ongoing compliance

with specific regulatory standards for operation,

maintenance, monitoring, reporting, and

reclamation under the following plans and

permits:

• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• SPCC Plan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit

Any loss or reuaion of flow rate or volume of

appropriated or non-appropriated waters to

wildlife or livestock within the projea area

shall be mitigated by the replacement of the

amount of lost flows or volume such that total

annual flow results in approximately the
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original annual flow volume. Mitigation, which

may include spring developments; installation

of wells, pipelines, pumping systems, and/or

guzzlers; and/or other water development

systems, shall be accomplished in a timely

manner. An annual report, showing baseline

flow data with flow volume for each year of

the mining operation, shall be submitted by

SFPGC to the BLM. Mitigation for the loss or

reduaion in water flow will be completed in

consultation with and coordinated between

BLM, NDOW, SFPGC, and any affeaed water-

right holder or grazing permittee. A loss or

reduction in water availability to wildlife or

livestock shall be determined to have occurred

with the physical loss of springs or the

exclusion of livestock or wildlife from water, or

based on comparison of a minimum of three

years of flow data with baseline data. Loss of

water or reduaion in water availability shall be

determined by the BLM and NDOW.

Installation, funding, and maintenance of these

water develpments will be the responsibility of

SFPGC or the current Mule Canyon Mine

Operator until full closure of the mine. At

closure, title to the fully maintained and

operational developments will be transferred to

the BLM and NDOW, and/or the affeaed

grazing permittee or water-right holder.

This mitigation is in addition to any reulatory

requirements of NDEP, NDWR, and NDOW
and will not be construed as affeaing the

authority or regulaotry requirments of any

agency of the State of Nevada.
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• Design of mine struaures to assure stability

and minimize erosion potential

• Establishment and maintenance of drainage

and sediment control structures

• Testing and charaaerization of soil

suitability relative to use as a revegetation

medium

• Salvage, stockpiling, and replacement of

available soil and other suitable materials

• Revegetation of mine disturbance areas to

stabilize replaced soils and minimize

erosion

Potential soils impaas are effeaively addressed

by specific regulatory standards for mine

operation and reclamation. Mitigation would

be addressed through ongoing compliance with

the NDEP Reclamation Plan and no

supplemental mitigation would be required or

justified.

4.5.9 Soils - Other Impact Considerations

Relative to soils resources, other impaa
considerations including: 1) Unavoidable

adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and irretrievable

resource commitments; and 3) Short-term use

and long-term produaivity relationships; are

summarized by Table 4-1.

4.6 VEGETATION

4.6.1 Vegetation - Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would result in direa disturbance of existing

vegetation communities. In disturbance areas,

existing vegetation would be temporarily lost.

Proposed projea reclamation measures are,

however, designed to reestablish an effeaive

postmining vegetative culture. Revegetation

objeaives include:

• Provide a diverse self-sustaining vegetative

culture

• Achieve vegetative cover and produaion

levels consistent with effeaive erosion

control and the designated postmining land

uses of wildlife habitat and livestock

grazing

The projea proposal includes a revegetation

testing program designed to evaluate a variety

of revegetation seed mixtures and treatments to

determine the most practical and effeaive

method to be utilized for revegetation of

various types of mining disturbance, as well as

areas with varying topographic aspeas.

Vegetation could also be adversely impaaed by

mining-related changes in surface drainage

including the loss of surface seeps and springs,

certain types of air emissions, and accidental

discharges of potentially hazardous materials.

Given the absence of any known Threatened,

Endangered, or Candidate plant species within

the Projea Area, no potential adverse impaas

on proteaed plant species are anticipated.

The duration of potential vegetation impaas

would be limited by implementation of the

NDEP Reclamation Plan which includes

specific plan provisions for revegetation of

mining related surface disturbance areas. Any
potential mining related impaas on wetlands or

the associated vegetation would be regulated by

the COE under applicable provisions of the

Clean Water Aa (Seaion 404). Mitigation

would be required pursuant to COE required

mandates for affeaed wetlands. Compliance

with applicable regulatory standards and

provisions would effeaively prevent or

minimize adverse vegetation impaas. The
following subseaions provide detailed analyses

of potential vegetation resource consequences

for each of the projea alternatives.

• Reestablish predominantly native perennial

species with inclusion of adapted

introduced species as appropriate
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4.6.2 Vegetation - Effects of No Action

Alternative (Alternative A)

Under the No-Action Alternative, the Projea

Area would remain in its current condition and

configuration subjea, however, to existing

approved activities and uses including ongoing

mineral exploration, livestock grazing, and

wildlife utilization. To date approximately 245

acres have been disturbed by mineral

exploration with plans for future disturbance of

an additional 204 acres under the existing

approved Argenta Exploration Permit. Of this

total acreage, approximately 61 acres have been

disturbed within the Projea Area, with 200

additional acres to be disturbed within the

Projea Area by further exploration aaivities.

Approved exploration plans covering both

existing and proposed exploration disturbance

include provisions for revegetation of

exploration disturbance areas. These praaices

should be effeaive in restoring an effeaive self-

sustaining vegetative culture on mine

disturbance areas. Ongoing grazing aaivities

have the potential to impaa vegetation either

positively or negatively dependent on

utilization levels 'and other faaors. The effeas

of ongoing grazing aaivities are discussed in

Seaion 4.7. Potential future grazing impaas

would be expeaed to be similar to current

impaas assuming that grazing management

praaices and utilization levels remain

unchanged.

4.6.3 Vegetation - Effects Common to All

Other Alternatives

Effeas of the proposed mining and related

aaivities could include vegetation removal and

loss, reduaion of plant produaivity, and

accumulation of potentially toxic elements in

plants. Approximately 2,688 acres would be

disturbed by the proposed mining and facility

construaion aaivities while an additional 210

acres would be enclosed within the interim

projea fenceline and an additional 4,400 acres

within the ultimate projea fenceline. The

majority of the proposed disturbance

(approximately 1,850 acres) would occur in the

big sagebrush {Artemesia tridentata

wyomingensis\ 52 percent) and low sagebrush (A.

arbuscula; 17 percent) vegetation types which

dominate the region, as indicated by Table 4-5.

Disturbance to the other vegetation

communities: shadscale (8 percent); greasewood

(14 percent); wetland (nominal); annual grasses

(nominal); burn areas (8 percent); and areas

with altered hydrologic regimes (nominal),

account for the remaining 838 acres. Assuming

vegetation is removed from the entire area

proposed for construaion, produaion losses

could be up to approximately 1.6 million

pounds (800 tons) of air-dry forage each year

(assumes full produaion potential) for the 15-

year life of the project. Based on recent site-

specific vegetation surveys which reflea current

site conditions but also reflea the effeas of

several previous years of drought conditions,

annual produaion losses could be as low as

215,000 pounds (108 tons) of air-dry forage.

Probable aaual produaion losses under normal

climatic conditions would be at least two times

the minimum values measured by the recent

surveys, or 430,000 pounds (220 tons) of air-

dry forage annually.

Long-term disturbance of the ground surface

would predispose the potential for invasion by

weedy species (including noxious weeds),

annuals, and certain invader species having

limited forage value (such as has occurred in the

area which was burned in the 1970’s), as shown
by Figure 3.18. Based on commitments to

revegetate the area in a responsible manner and

initiate weed control measures, SFPGC would
be able to effeaively limit conditions which
could lead to significant weed infestatations.

Following completion of aaive mining

operations, vegetative cover and produaivity

would be reestablished on much of the

Projea Area through revegetation efforts as

detailed in Seaion 2.4.20. Based on the

proposed reclamation efforts, effeaive re-

establishment of high-quality usable forage

could be attained with the potential for

enhancement relative to predisturbance

conditions. Evaluation of the reclamation plan

indicates that initial revegetation efforts could

replace approximately 38 percent cover which
is comparable to existing cover values and a

carrying capacity of approximately 16

acres/AUM, depending on aspea, soil

conditions, and other faaors. Under normal
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patterns would require consultation and

concurrence by the BLM and the grazing

permittees.

Potential grazing impaas would be controlled

through implementation of the NDEP
Reclamation Plan and BLM approval of the PO
which include specific plan provisions for

revegetation of mining related disturbance areas.

Compliance with applicable regulatory

standards and provisions would effeaively

prevent or minimize any substantive long-term

adverse grazing impaas. The following

subseaions provide detailed analyses of

potential grazing consequences for each of the

projea alternatives.

4.7.2 Grazing and Range Management -

Effects of No Action Alternative

(Alternative A)

Under the No-Aaion Alternative, the Projea

Area would remain in its current condition and

configuration subjea, however, to existing

approved aaivities and uses including ongoing

mineral exploration, livestock grazing, and

wildlife utilization. Approved exploration

plans covering both existing and proposed

exploration disturbance include provisions for

revegetation of exploration disturbance areas

and restoration to grazing use. Ongoing

grazing aaivities have the potential to impaa
vegetation either positively or negatively

dependent on utilization levels and other

faaors. Possible impaas due to continuation of

existing permitted grazing could include

changes in vegetative cover and produaion and

introduaion or distribution of noxious weeds.

Potential future grazing impaas would be

expeaed to be similar to current impaas

assuming that grazing management praaices

and utilization levels remain unchanged,

4.7.3 Grazing and Range Management -

Effects Common to All Other

Alternatives

Effeas of the proposed mining and related

aaivities on grazing resources would include a

temporary elimination of grazing access,

limitations on livestock movements and use due

to the addition of fencing and other struaures,

vegetation removal and loss or reduaion of

plant produaivity as discussed under Seaion

4.6, ha2tards to livestock, and the loss of surface

seeps and springs as livestock watering sources.

As discussed in Seaion 4.6, a perimeter fence

would initially enclose approximately 2,900

acres during the interim period until such time

as a mill is construaed temporarily eliminating

grazing access and use for approximately 290

AUMs of grazing capacity, based on historic

BLM carrying capacities as indicated by Table

4-6. If and when a mill is construaed, the

fenceline would be extended to encompass

approximately 6,635 acres impaaing 670

AUMs. This represents less than 4 percent of

the 17,140 licensed AUMs in the Argenta

allotment. The well field, access roads, and

borrow sources outside the fenced perimeter

would affea approximately 500 additional acres

or 25 AUMs/year within the Argenta Geyser

Allotment,

A maximum of approximately 340 acres of

disturbance corresponding to the mine access

roads and any mine pits which would not be

backfilled would not be reclaimed and

revegetated. These areas would represent a

permanent loss of grazing capacity

corresponding to approximately 34 AUMs.

Proposed surface disturbance of approximately

2,190 acres within the projea area boundaries

and 500 acres outside the projea boundaries

would result in the loss of a minimum of

approximately 110 tons (based on recent site-

specific data) and a maximum of approximately

800 tons (based on maximum produaion

capacity) of air-dry forage each year for the 15-

year life of the projea. A more realistic

estimate of produaion losses taking into

account current site conditions (which reflea

the effeas of historic range fires and long-term

grazing use, and normal climatic variations)

would be approximately two times the

measured site-specific produaivity, or 220 tons

of air-dry forage annually. This level of

produaion loss is equivalent to the loss of

approximately 410 AUMs based on a forage

requirement of 1,080 pounds of air-dry forage
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per AUM. Produaion losses would not be

additive relative to the AUM losses noted

above, since disturbance within the Projea

Area would generally fall within the projea
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fenceline. Disturbance and associated AUM
losses outside the fenceline have already been

addressed.

Proposed reclamation and revegetation, as

described in Section 2.4.20, would result in

reestablishment of premining grazing capacities

for all mine disturbance areas except the mine
access roads and any mine pits not backfilled

and reclaimed following completion of mining.

The maximum acreage for areas which would

be disturbed and not reclaimed would be

approximately 340 acres. Potential produaion

losses associated with the unreclaimed areas

could range from approximately 15 (site-specific

produaion data) to 80 (full produaion

capacity) tons of air-dry forage per year but

would likely be approximately two times the

minimum values, or 30 tons per year. This

level of produaion loss is equivalent to

approximately 55 AUMs. Based on the

proposed revegetation plans and the experience

of other mining operations in Nevada, there is

a strong potential that revegetation would result

in reestablishment of a mid- to late-successional

mixed grassland-shrub community with higher

vegetative prodtiaivity than the premining

community it would replace. Given this

consideration, produaivity and AUMs losses

associated with the unreclaimed areas could be

partially or fully offset by the increased

produaivity of reclaimed lands. The proposed

projea reclamation plans also provide the

option of retaining or removing the perimeter

fencing which would enclose most of the

projea-related disturbance. Retention of the

fencing would provide the means for more
effeaively managing grazing use, allowing

rotational grazing between the fenced area and

surrounding lands.

Principal hazards to livestock during the

operational phase of mining would be the

potential for vehicle-livestock collisions on

access roads and other mine roads external to

the perimeter fencing. In addition, should

perimeter fencing be breached, the potential

exists for exposure to non-fenced ditches, pits,

or other struaures. Wildlife fencing of most

process facilities would minimize the likelihood

of exposure to harmful or potentially toxic

materials and any livestock found within the

projea fenceline would be returned to

appropriate areas outside the Projea Area.

Following completion of mining aaivities, site

reclamation, and elimination of livestock access

constraints, potential hazards to livestock

would include vehicle collision hazards on

remaining roads and potential for steep-slope

hazards associated with remaining open pit

areas. The long-term potential for vehicle-

livestock collisions would be minimized by

limited use of Projea Areas following mining

and the relatively rugged terrain which would
inherently limit vehicle speeds. Permanent

berms around the final pit perimeters and

elimination of pit access roads would discourage

livestock access and limit remaining long-term

hazards.

With regard to existing facilities which support

livestock grazing uses, proposed mining

operations would remove approximately 0.1

acres of non-jurisdictional wetlands and

eliminate or result in the reduaion of flows

from up to 10 springs and seeps as discussed in

Seaion 4.4.3. 1. In addition, a developed spring

which is an existing range improvement could

be eliminated or modified by the proposed

aaivities. Impaas would depend on aaual on-

the-ground construaion locations. Elimination

or reduaion of flows from existing springs

could impaa grazing potential by limiting the

utility and value of any areas which are not in

reasonable proximity to potential watering

sources. By reducing the fenced area until such

time as a mill is construaed, access to and use

of three of the potentially affeaed springs

would be preserved.

4.7.4 Grazing and Range Management -

Effects of Alternative B

(Proposed Action)

In addition to the lands and AUM’s that would
be effeaively removed from grazing use by the

perimeter fencing, the proposed aaion would
disturb an additional 500 acres of land (196

acres in the Argenta allotment and 304 acres in

the Geyser allotment). This would remove 10

AUMs of capacity annually in the Argenta

allotment for the life of the mine based on
historic BLM carrying capacities and 15

AUMs/year from the Geyser allotment.
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TABLE 4-6

POTENTIAL AUM IMPACTS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

Affected AUMs
in Fenced Area
(Full Build-Out)

Affected AUMs outside

Fenced Area
Total

Affected AUMs

Argenta Argenta Geyser

Alternative A - No Action 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Alternative B - Proposed Action 670.0 10.0 15.0 695.0

Alternative C - East Access 670.0 8.0 17.0 695.0

Alternative D - Overburden and
Interburden

Disposal Area Configuration

670.0 10.0 15.0 695.0

Note: AUMs based on permitted carrying capacities (BLM, 1964)

If the decision were made to not backfill the

Main Pit, the corresponding surface area of

approximately 20 acres would not be reclaimed.

The resulting loss of AUMs would, however,

be negligible.

4.7.5

Effects of Alternative C
(East Access Alternatives)

In addition to the lands and AUMs that would
be effeaively removed from grazing use by the

perimeter fencing. Alternative C (Secondary

Preferred East Access) would disturb an

additional 500 acres of land (151 acres in the

Argenta allotment and 349 acres in the Geyser

allotment). This would remove 8 AUMs of

capacity annually in the Argenta allotment for

the life of the mine based on historic BLM
carrying capacities and 17 AUMs/year from the

Geyser Allotment.

Alternative C (Preferred East Access) would
affea 489 acres of land (155 acres in the

Argenta allotment and 334 acres in the Geyser

allotment). This would remove 8 AUMs of

capacity annually in the Argenta allotment for

the life of the mine based on historic BLM
carrying capacities and 17 AUMs/year from the

Geyser Allotment.

The effeaive AUMs lost for either of the

eastern access alternatives would not be

significantly different from the AUM losses

associated with Alternative B.

4.7.6 Effects of Alternative D
(Overburden and Interburden
Disposal Area Configuration
Alternative)

The potential projea-related grazing impacts for

areas within the projea boundaries due to

Alternative D would not vary significantly

from the grazing impaas anticipated under the

Proposed Aaion. Similarly, affeaed acres and

AUMs outside the Projea Area are identical to

those for Alternative B. Under this alternative,

significant changes in the overburden and

interburden pile outslopes are not

contemplated. Any minor changes which could

occur would not have an appreciable impaa on
either livestock access or utilization, although

increases in slope could decrease grazing value

and decreases in slope could potentially increase

grazing value beyond certain reasonable slope

ranges.

4.7.7 Grazing and Range Management -

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative grazing effeas for the Argenta and
Geyser Allotments would be limited to the

projea proposal and existing grazing uses since

there are no other existing, proposed, or
reasonably foreseeable aaivities in the CEA.
There are, therefore, no impaas that are

considered cumulative with the projea proposal

other than a slight increase in the potential for

livestock-vehicle collisions.
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4.7.8 Grazing Mitigation

As an interim mitigation measure, SFPGC
would reduce the area enclosed by the projea

fenceline until such time as a mill is

construaed. The reduaion in the fenced area

would allow continued grazing access and use

for approximately 3,735 acres (or 374 AUMs)
and continued access to three springs. Any loss

or impairment of flow from springs for which
existing valid water rights exist is subjea to the

jurisdiaion of the NDWR with specific

requirements for timely replacement or other

mitigation. Any loss of flow for springs not

covered by existing water rights would be

mitigated in consultation with the BLM,
NDOW, and affeaed grazing permittees.

"Open Range" signs and posted speed limits for

both mine roads and County access roads

would reduce the potential for vehicle-livestock

collisions. In the event that livestock damage
does occur as a result of a vehicle-livestock

collision, under applicable open range laws the

individual or entity responsible for the loss

would be liable for reasonable compensatory

damages. SFPGC would assume responsibility

for any damages involving company-owned
vehicles.

Short-term grazing impaas can only be

addressed through supplemental mitigation

measures developed in consultation with and

approved by the BLM and NDOW. Potential

grazing mitigation options which would be

subjea to future consideration by and

consultation with the BLM could include but

would not be limited to water developments

such as spring development or construaion of

catch basins or guzzlers; fertilization;

supplemental seedings; weed and woody plant

control and reduaion (sagebrush and pinyon-

juniper); and the use of existing projea fencing

or fence construaion to facilitate seasonal

grazing rotation.

As discussed in Seaion 4.6, the reclamation

measures included as a component of the

Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives

would effeaively mitigate the vegetative

component relative to potential long-term

grazing impaas.

4.7.9 Grazing and Range Management -

Other Impact Considerations

Relative to grazing resources and use, other

impaa considerations including: 1) Unavoidable

adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and irretrievable

resource commitments; and 3) Short-term use

and long-term produaivity relationships are

summarized by Table 4-1.

4.8 WILDLIFE

4.8.1 Wildlife - Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would result in temporary or permanent

modification of wildlife habitat; loss or

alteration of existing springs and seeps and

associated riparian values; loss of non-mobile

wildlife; and displacement or loss of mobile

wildlife. Permanent alteration of habitat would
occur in association with the development and

retention of the open pits and access routes.

Mule deer and chukar would be the principal

species of concern affeaed by short and long-

term habitat loss and changes to water sources.

Populations of these species could be reduced

for the duration of mining and until disturbed

areas are successfully reclaimed. Projea

development would not reduce the viability of

any listed Threatened, Endangered, or

Candidate wildlife species. Operation of the

tailings pond, holding ponds, and heap leach

could expose wildlife to potentially toxic water

sources. The risk of exposure, however, would
be minimal as long as proper enclosure methods

are implemented, as required under the

NDOW’s Industrial Artificial Pond Permit.

Potential wildlife impaas would be controlled

through implementation of proposed
operational control and reclamation measures

under the NDEP Reclamation Plan and the

NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit. The
NDEP Reclamation Plan includes specific

provisions for revegetation and reestablishment

of wildlife habitat on mine related disturbance

areas following mine closure. The NDOW
Industrial Artificial Pond Permit includes

specifications for methods to detoxify created

water sources and to exclude wildlife from

potentially toxic water sources. In addition,

SFPGC would use fencing to exclude wildlife
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from other potentially hazardous facilities.

Compliance with applicable regulatory

standards and provisions would effeaively

prevent or minimize any substantive long-term

adverse wildlife impaas. The following

subseaions provide detailed analyses of

potential wildlife consequences for each of the

projea alternatives.

4.8.2 Wildlife - Effects of Alternative A
(No Action Alternative)

No additional disturbances to wildlife and

habitat would occur under the No-Aaion
Alternative. Habitat and wildlife disturbance

would continue under existing exploration

permits and grazing leases. Approved
exploration plans covering both existing and

proposed exploration disturbance include

provisions for revegetation of exploration

disturbance areas and restoration of wildlife and

grazing values. Potential future grazing impaas
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Another aspea of habitat modification would
be the potential for loss of or reduaion in flow

from springs and seeps, and loss or alteration of

associated riparian habitat either directly by

disturbance or indirealy as a result of

disruption or local drawdown of supporting

surface and groundwater sources. An analysis

of potential impaas to projea area springs is

presented in Seaion 4.8. 3.3, Changes in Water
Sources.

No loss of critical or important habitat for any

Federally listed Threatened, Endangered, or

Candidate or BLM Sensitive species would

occur with project development. Habitat loss

has, however, the potential to affea four

Federal Candidate or BLM Sensitive species

(spotted bat, western small-footed myotis,

pygmy rabbit, and ferruginous hawk), raptors,

and three game species (mule deer, chukar, and

sage grouse). The USFWS recently revised the

list of candidate species (Federal Notice of

Review, 2/28/96), reducing the number of

candidate species for Nevada from 270 to 6 (the

species noted above were removed from the

listing) and eliminating the Cl and C2
classifications. ' In order to provide for

"...interim consideration and conservation..."

(BLM Instruaion Memorandum NV-96-019,

3/20/96), however, the BLM has incorporated

the formerly listed candidate species in the

Nevada BLM Sensitive Species List.

The following seaions discuss potential impaas

due to direa habitat loss for the principal

species of concern.

Candidate or Sensitive Species - Spotted bats are

believed to inhabit cliff and rock outcrop areas

near water as discussed in Seaion 3.10.9. No
portions of riparian habitat along the

Humboldt River or rocky areas suitable for

roosting by spotted bat would be affeaed by

projea development, and impaas to this species

would not occur. Western small-footed myotis

are known to occur in the area and may utilize

existing rock crevices for day and maternity

roosts. It is possible that surface disturbance in

areas of rock outcrop could affea day roost or

maternity sites of a small number of bats, but

mine development would not likely result in a

reduaion in the viability of this species. With
retention of final pit areas and development of

pit lakes, additional suitable foraging and

roosting habitat could be created for spotted bat

and western small-footed myotis, however,

water quality limitations could be a potential

concern. Potential water quality concerns will

be addressed by the expanded risk assessment

currently in progress.

Ferruginous hawks are known to nest in the

region and near the Humboldt River. No
ferruginous hawks or nesting aaivity by this

species were found in or near the Project Area,

and the only impaa possibly affeaing this

species would be a minor reduaion in potential

hunting habitat. A small loss of potential

hunting habitat would not result in a reduaion

in the viability of this species.

Presence of pygmy rabbit was documented in

big sagebrush habitat near the western edge of

the Projea Area. As indicated in Seaion

3.10.9, pygmy rabbits prefer relatively tall and

dense stands of sagebrush. Although the

majority of mine development disturbance

would occur in big sagebrush habitat, most

stands of big sagebrush within the disturbance

areas do not support sagebrush with height and

canopy cover charaaeristics (WRD, 1992)

preferred by pygmy rabbit. In addition, there

would be no surface disturbance within 1/2

mile of the general area in which the pygnty

rabbit sighting was recorded. Therefore, it is

unlikely that projea development would result

in a reduaion in population viability within

the Projea Area or the CEA. If, however,

projea development were to result in the loss

of small pockets of suitable pygmy rabbit, local

reduaions in pygmy rabbit populations could

occur.

Mule Deer . The western third of the Projea

Area falls within yearlong range and includes a

portion of crucial winter range for mule deer.

Winter range is associated primarily with the

Argenta Rim. Projea development would
result in a reduaion of approximately 340 and

280 acres, respeaively of yearlong and crucial

winter range in the Projea Area and the CEA.
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This reduction represents a loss of

approximately 2 percent of the crucial winter

range and less than 1 percent of yearlong range

within the CEA. Sagebrush habitats, especially

where pockets of mixed shrubs occur, are the

most heavily utilized by mule deer. Springs

provide an important water source. Projea

development would temporarily affea
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4.S.3.2 Human Presence and Noise

The most common wildlife responses to noise

and human presence are avoidance or

accommodation. Avoidance would result in

displacement or loss of animals from an area

larger than the actual disturbance area.

Although all species may be affeaed by
increased human presence and noise to some
extent, big game species are often considered

the most sensitive to human-related effeas.

Published studies suggest that big game

displacement from noise may range from 1/8 to

1/2 mile, depending on duration and the

disturbance aaivity (Ward, 1985, Perry and

Overly, 1977, Rost and Bailey, 1979). During

initial development phases, it is likely that mule

deer would be displaced from a larger area than

the aaual disturbance sites due to avoidance

response. Mule deer, however, have

demonstrated the ability to acclimate to a

variety of mining aaivities in the West as long

as human harassment levels do not increase

significantly. It is possible, therefore, that the

extent of mule deer displacement would

approximate the aaual disturbance area after

the first few yeafs of mine operation.

In addition to avoidance response, increased

human presence intensifies the potential for

wildlife/human interaaions ranging from

harassment of wildlife to poaching and legal

harvest. Reduaions in the buck/doe ratio in

the Shoshone Range (1988-1990) has been

attributed to an increase in exploration

aaivities and improved access in this area (fBR,

1992b).

Increased human presence and related increases

in traffic levels on projea access roads would

also increase the potential for vehicle/wildlife

collisions. Traffic levels would be relatively

similar between the construaion and aaive

operations periods. During construaion it is

anticipated that there would be 70 employee

and 35 delivery (105 total) vehicle round trips

per day, while during aaive operation there

would be a maximum of 113 employee, 25

delivery, and 55 heavy haulage (193 total)

vehicle round trips per day. Reduced traffic

levels could be achieved though car-pooling or

other cooperative traffic reduaion measures,

but no mine sponsored transportation is

currently planned.

The potential for vehicle/wildlife collisions is

typically highest in the early morning and

evening hours and where roads traverse ranges

or areas where big game concentrate. In the

CEA the risk of vehicle/pronghorn collisions is

expeaed to be low since few pronghorn occur

in the area. Also, pronghorn visibility is

relatively high since they remain in fairly open

habitats. The potential for vehicle/mule deer

collisions is expected to be highest in the

upland shrub habitats associated with both sides

of the Shoshone Range crest. However, with

enforcement of appropriate speed limits along

access roads, the risk of vehicle/deer collisions

would be minimized. The NDOW requires

mine operators to provide regular monitoring

reports of incidences of wildlife mortality. If

monitoring indicates a higher than expeaed

incidence of vehicle/deer collisions along the

access road, additional mitigation would be

required to alleviate the problem. NDOW
mortality records for other mines in the region

indicate a low incidence of vehicle/deer

collisions

4.S.3.3 Changes in Water Sources

Wildlife populations in the Projea Area and

CEA could be adversely affeaed by reduaions

in the availability of water sources and by the

creation of ponds or impoundments containing

water with potentially toxic or hazardous

constituents. Several springs would be affeaed

by mine development. Springs MCS-3A and

MCS-3B would be eliminated by mine
development, while other springs (MCS-A,
MCS-2, MCS-4, MCS-6, MCS-7A, MCS-8, MCS-
10, and MCS-11) could be indirealy affeaed by
changes in ground and surface water flow

regimes that would reduce or eliminate spring

flows (SMI/BCI, 1995b) or by access constraints

due to mine fencing. Loss of springs,

reduaions in spring flows, or access limitations

would reduce available water for wildlife in the

Projea and CEA and would
, as a consequence,

limit the value and utility of surrounding areas

as wildlife habitat. Temporary reduaion of the

fenced area until such time as the mill is

construaed would preserve access to four

springs.

FEIS
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While the quality of water in the permanent pit

impoundments is a potential concern, these

impoundments could also represent a potential

benefit relative to wildlife habitat and use since

sources of water in the area are limited and

several existing watering sources would

potentially be impaaed as previously discussed

in this seaion. There are several locations in

Nevada where both natural and man-made

impoundments or marshes have provided

important benefits relative to wildlife habitat

and use due to the presence of water where

other sources of water are lacking, despite

specific water quality limitations.

Wildlife exposure to contaminated surface water

could occur at the mine dewatering holding

ponds, ore stockpile sedimentation pond,

tailings impoundment, and on the leach piles if

cyanide solutions puddle on the surface. As

described Sections 4.3.3.2 and 4.3.3.3, water

accumulations in both the pit dewatering

holding ponds and ore stockpile sedimentation

pond could exceed drinking water standards for

several constituents. Given, however, that these

ponds would be located in areas where there

would be considerable heavy equipment traffic

and other human activity, wildlife utilization

and exposure to these ponds would be limited

to occasion opportunistic use with resultant

low hazard exposure. Solutions present on the

leach pad would contain potentially toxic levels

of WAD cyanide. WAD cyanide levels in the

tailings pond waters would be reduced to below

40 to 50 ppm by the cyanide neutralization

process included as a component of the

Proposed Aaion. Free cyanide below this level

by itself would not pose a significant toxicity

hazard to wildlife. However, pilot plant

projeaions have indicated that tailings pond

water could also contain potentially toxic levels

of arsenic and selenium along with varying

levels of copper, zinc, and iron. The effeas of

low levels of cyanide in combination with

other metals are uncertain, and as a result no

safe level of cyanide in conjunaion with other

metals has been established (Eisler 1990).

NDOW mortality records for other mine

operations in the region indicate that there is a

potential for cyanide poisoning and losses of a

variety of species, especially birds. The tailings

pond and heap leach facility would be fenced to

exclude most terrestrial wildlife. Fencing

would be construaed to specifications required

by the NDOW’s Industrial Artificial Pond

Permit. Industrial Artificial Pond Permits

issued by the NDOW require that all mine

waters containing chemicals lethal to wildlife be

fenced and covered to preclude access by all

wildlife species. Given that no open solution

ponds are proposed for the heap leach facility

and the plans to neutralize cyanide prior to

discharge in the tailings facility, no exclusion

methods have been proposed for birds and bats.

If wildlife mortalities (particularly birds or bats)

are documented at the tailings or heap leach

facilities, additional exclusion methods beyond

fencing would be required by the NDOW.

After mine closure three additional water

sources would be created. A pit lake

(approximately 110 feet deep) is projeaed to

form in the South Pit in 90 to 140 years, while

two other small, shallow ponds (approximately

20 feet deep) would be created in the central

portion of the South Pit and the southern-most

depression of the West Pit in 10 to 20 years.

As discussed in Seaion 4.3.3.2, water quality in

both the permanent pit lake and smaller pit

ponds would exceed Nevada drinking water and

aquatic standards for certain constituents. The

expanded risk assessment (SMI, 1996) as

summarized by Appendix E, indicates little

potential for adverse wildlife impaas due to

exposure to the permanent pit lake. As
discussed in Seaion 4.6.3, however, the

potential exists for establishment of wetlands-

type vegetation in the shallow ponds due to

normal fluctuations in water level.

Establishment of vegetation in these areas could

be accompanied by the uptake of any

potentially toxic constituents creating a

mechanism for potential bio-accumulation.

Potential impaas of exposure or use of these

waters or associated vegetation on wildlife

would vary by species and are addressed relative

to both short and long-term impaas by the

expanded risk assessment (SMI, 1996). The BLM
is addressing this concern by stipulating that

the two shallow pond areas will be partially
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backfilled, contingent on the results of

postmining water quality monitoring, to

prevent potential adverse conditions and

associated wildlife impaas.
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limited impaa on wildlife resources. Probably

the major cumulative impaa consideration, as

noted relative to mule deer populations, is

increased human utilization and presence in the

area.

4.8.8 Wildlife Mitigation

Because wildlife habitat values are associated

with similar resource components to those

required to support livestock grazing,

mitigation considerations and requirements are

generally the same as discussed under Seaion

4.7.8 for grazing. Reclamation of mining

related disturbance is the primary component

of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion

alternatives relative to effeaive wildlife

mitigation. Proposed reclamation plans focus

on reestablishment of a mid- to late-successional

mixed grassland-shrub community with cover

and produaion values comparable to or greater

than existing premining vegetation

communities. Partial backfilling of shallow

pond areas as stipulated by the BLM would
preclude accumulation of poor quality water.

Solution control and detoxification, wildlife

exclosures, and 'speed limits on mine roads

would provide necessary supplemental

proteaions.

The principal mining related wildlife impaas

would be addressed through ongoing

compliance with the following plans and

permits:

• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• NDEP Reclamation Plan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit

Potential supplemental wildlife mitigation

measures would be the same as discussed in

Seaion 4.7.8 for grazing and would include

water development, range or habitat

enhancement, and posted speed limits for mine

roads and access roads.

4.8.9 Wildlife - Other Impact
Considerations

Relative to wildlife resources and habitat, other

impaa considerations including: 1) Unavoidable

adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and irretrievable

resource commitments; and 3) Short-term use

and long-term produaivity relationships, are

summarized by Table 4-1.4.9

CULTURAL RESOURCES

4.9.1 Cultural Resources - Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would result in disturbance or loss of existing

cultural resource values in the areas of proposed

surface disturbance. Over 150 archaeological

sites have been identified by Class HI surveys as

occurring within the Projea Area and

associated access corridors. Of the identified

sites, 52 have been designated as eligible for

listing on the National Register of Historic

Places. Generally the identified sites include

hunting blinds and remnants of rock walls

construaed to redirea game, temporary

campsites, and isolates. The proposed aaivities

would not disturb, modify, or otherwise impaa

any known Native American traditional

cultural properties, given that none have been

identified as discussed in Seaion 3.11.5.4.

Generally, surface disturbance and mine

excavation aaivities would not be expeaed to

impaa any stratigraphic units commonly
associated with significant paleontological

resources. Therefore, no paleontological

impaas are anticipated.

Potential cultural impaas have generally been

controlled and addressed through
implementation of a cultural resource

management plan developed as a cooperative

effort between the SHPO, BLM, and SFPGC
and administered under the existing

programmatic agreement between the SHPO
and BLM. Generally, the mitigation plan

involved excavation, charaaerization, and

documentation of seleaed representative sites as

described in Seaion 3.11.4. To date, 31 sites

identified as eligible for NRHP inclusion have

been mitigated. Under the programmatic

agreement, excavation of these seleaed sites will

serve to mitigate all NRHP sites except for one

site in the Projea Area and those sites within

the alternative access right-of-ways as discussed

in Seaion 3.11.4. Compliance with applicable
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regulatory standards and provisions would
effectively prevent the loss or unnecessary

disturbance of potentially valuable cultural

resources. The following subseaions provide

detailed analyses of potential cultural and
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TABLE 4-12

REASONABLY FORESEEABLE MINING PROJECTS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA

Project Location
Estimated Construction

Start Date

New
Construction

Workforce

New
Operations

Workforce

Barrick Goldstrike

Meikle Mine

Elko County Under Construction - 200-220

Santa Fe

Mule Canyon Mine

Northern Lander

County

Late - 1 996 100 190

Cortez Pipeline Project Lander County Under Construction 185 265

Battle Mountain Gold

Phoenix Expansion Project

Northern Lander

County

Pre-EIS

1997

200-300 195

Kinross Gold Banks

Project

Southeastern

Humboldt

Pre-EIS

1998

200-300 250-350

Santa Fe Twin Creeks

Expansion

Humboldt County Late-1 996 600 0

Santa Fe Lone Tree Mine

Expansion

Southeastern

Humboldt County

EIS in Process

Late-1 996
0 0

Santa Fe

Trenton Canyon Mine

Southeastern

Humboldt County

Pre-EIS

1997
Undetermined. 100

Newmont Bootstrap/Tara

Project

Elko County Draft EIS Issued

Late - 1 996
100 0

4.11.3 Transportation - Effects Common
To All Other Alternatives

Traffic Levels

Traffic analyses for all alternatives employed

several assumptions based on projeaed

employment levels for construaion and

operations and material transport requirements

noted in the Mule Canyon Projea PO. Peak

hour employee commuting traffic during

construaion is estimated at 70 based on peak

employment of 100 workers, two shifts, and 1.5

construaion workers per vehicle. Heavy truck

traffic is estimated at 35 deliveries per day.

Assuming up to 15 percent of the deliveries

would occur during peak traffic hours results in

6 peak hour trips. Six heavy truck trips would

be equivalent to 24 passenger car trips for

capacity analysis using a faaor of four for

rolling terrain from the 1985 Highway Capacity

Manual (TRB, 1985). Under these assumptions,

total peak hour traffic during construaion

would be 94 trips.

During operations delivery traffic is estimated

at 25 deliveries per day. The analysis assumed

deliveries would be limited to the day shift and

that up to 15 percent or 4 trips would occur

during the peak hour period. Four heavy truck

trips would be equivalent to 16 passenger car

trips for capacity analysis using the faaor of

four noted above. Peak hour employee

commuting traffic during operations is

estimated at 113 based on peak employment of

190 workers, three shifts, and 1.5 workers per

vehicle. At such time as the mill may be

construaed, it is assumed that 10 to 20

employees would work at the mill, and would
have a different shift schedule than the bulk of

the workforce. Other light vehicle traffic

during operations is estimated at 5 to 10

vehicles. It is assumed that up to 25 percent, or

3 trips would occur during the peak traffic

hour. In addition to the direa traffic associated

with the Mule Canyon Mine there would be

additional truck traffic due to ore hauled from
Mule Canyon to the Twin Creeks Mill until

such time as produaion economics justify

construaion of the proposed Mule Canyon
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Mill facility. Ore haulage would involve 55

round-trips per day on a 24-hour per day

schedule from the Mule Canyon Mine to the

Twin Creeks Mill located approximately 35

miles northeast of Winnemucca. Ore haulage

units would be double-tandem, belly-dump

trucks. Ore haulage would result in 220

passenger vehicle equivalent trips per day.

Transportation impaas due to ore haulage to

the Twin Creeks Mill are analyzed in the Twin
Creeks Mine Draft EIS (BLM, July 1996).

If SFPGC proceeds with mill construaion in

the future, ore haulage from the mine to the

Twin Creeks Mill would potentially be replaced

by haulage of concentrates to the new milling

facility for processing. The Mule Canyon
autoclave would be designed to treat

concentrates which could come from the Mule
Canyon operations, other SFPGC operations in

the area, or other nearby mining operations.

The west access route has been designed to

accommodate transportation of an autoclave to

the site. Concentrates from outside sources

would be hauled by truck to the Mule Canyon
process plant. It is anticipated that 11 double-

tandem belly-dump trucks carrying concentrate

would come from outside sources on a daily

basis. An additional 15 trucks carrying lime

from Wendover would be required to support

the Mule Canyon milling operations.

It is assumed that 15 percent of the heavy truck

haulage trips under the maximum traffic

scenario of ore haulage or 9 trips would occur

at peak hour. Nine heavy truck trips are

equivalent to 36 passenger car trips. For

roadway capacity analysis purposes, total peak

hour traffic is thus assumed to be 168 vehicle

trips.

Until such time as mill facilities would be

construaed at the Mule Canyon Mine, ore

haulage to the Twin Creeks Mill would result

in additional truck haulage traffic on State

Route 226 from Golconda and on the

Humboldt County road between State Route

226 and the Twin Creeks Mine. As previously

noted, ore haulage traffic would consist of

approximately 55 heavy truck trips per day

which would be equivalent to 220 passenger car

trips for capacity analysis. Ore haulage is

scheduled on a 24-hour per day basis and peak

hour traffic loads are estimated at 15 percent or

33 passenger vehicle equivalent trips during

peak traffic hours.

As this discussion indicates, the traffic analysis

assumes workers would commute to the mine

in personal vehicles. If SFPGC were to elea to

provide or sponsor employee buses or van

pools, as several other mining operations in the

Elko area have done, the effeas on traffic flows

on area roadways would be substantially

reduced.

Traffic effeas on specific highway segments

would depend on distribution of the residence

choices of the construaion and operations

workforces. It is estimated that the construaion

and operations workforce distribution to Battle

Mountain, Carlin, Elko and other locations in

the region including Crescent Valley would

vary depending on which access route is

seleaed. These variations are discussed under

each specific alternative. Some workers may
choose smaller or more distant communities or

rural residential locations, however, the

numbers would be too small to warrant

separate analyses.

It is not anticipated that the proposed projea

would have any substantial impaa on the

Interstate 80 corridor or State Route 306 given

current estimated average daily traffic of well

over 5,400 vehicles and a design capacity of

35,000 vehicles per day for Interstate 80 and

average daily traffic of 365 vehicles and design

capacity of 7,900 for State Route 306. Interstate

80 operates at an "A" Level of Service (LOS).

State Route 226 and the Humboldt County

road which serves the Twin Creeks Mine have

been upgraded in conjunaion with ongoing

mining operation and provide more than

sufficient capacity to accommodate anticipated

traffic levels.

Safety

Development of the proposed Mule Canyon
Projea would increase traffic on public roads in

the area to some degree and would, as a direa
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result, increase road maintenance costs and

traffic accident risks. None of these effects,

however, would represent a major impaa given

that existing road design capacities are generally

more than adequate to handle existing and

projeaed traffic levels. In order to address

specific safety concerns relating to increased

mine-related traffic on the Interstate 80 frontage

road. Lander County is requesting that NDOT
designate a speed limit of 45 mph for this road.
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Chemicals and Potential Hazardous Materials

As identified and discussed in Seaion 2.4.16, a

number of chemicals and petroleum produas
would be utilized in conjunaion with the

proposed mining operations. These materials

would be transported to the site by truck

utilizing existing Federal, State, and County
roads and mine access roads. Transportation

impaas could occur if an accident were to

result in leakage or a spill of any potentially

hazardous or flammable materials. Based on
material properties, transport quantities, and

delivery frequency, the primary materials of

concern would be sodium cyanide, acids,

petroleum produas, and ethylene glycol

(antifreeze).

Dependent on which access route is seleaed,

chemicals and petroleum produas would be

transported to the site using either the west

access road (Beacon Light Road, Proposed

Aaion) or one of the alternative eastern access

routes (Alternative C). If the west access road

were to be utilized, routing would be from

Interstate 80 to the Interstate 80 frontage road

at the East Battle Mountain Interchange, along

the frontage road to the Beacon Light Road,

and would follow the Beacon Light road to the

mine site. From the Interstate 80 Interchange,

this route does not cross any major drainages

but does pass in proximity to several residences

on the Beacon Light Road. If either of the east

access alternatives were to be utilized, routing

would be from Interstate 80 to State Route 306

at the Beowawe Interchange, along State Route

306 to either County Road G-234 or M-116,

and then along one of these roads to the mine

site. From the Beowawe Interchange, either of

the eastern access routes would parallel the

Humboldt River north of Beowawe and would

pass in proximity to several residences in

Beowawe.

If an accident and consequent release were to

occur, potential impaas would be dependent on

the nature and quantity of material released, the

location of the release, and site-specific

conditions at the time of the release.

Generally, impaas could range from the minor

inconvenience of temporary traffic delays and

required cleanup to potential contamination of

soil and water and toxic effeas on wildlife or

humans.

Impaas resulting from a release of sodium

cyanide would be primarily dependent on

whether or not the release were to occur near

water or under wet conditions. If a release

were to occur under dry conditions and away

from water sources, impaas would be minimal,

since the cyanide would be contained within

the spill area. Under wet conditions or if a

spill were to occur near standing or flowing

water, humans and terrestrial and aquatic

wildlife species could be exposed to potential

toxic effeas. Any toxic effeas would,

however, be limited in time and extent due to

rapid natural degradation of cyanide in the

environment. Given that the Projea Area and

local transportation routes are in sparsely

populated areas, the potential for human health

impaas would be minimal. Similar

considerations would apply to any accidental

transportation release of ethylene glycol which

is not as toxic as cyanide but also does not

degrade as readily.

Any acid spills which could result from a

transportation accident would result in

potential toxic effeas to vegetation and

terrestrial and aquatic wildlife which comes in

comaa with the acid as well as potential

contamination of water sources. Generally

terrestrial effeas of an acid spill would be

mitigated by neutralization by the alkaline soils

common to this area. Aquatic effeas would be

mitigated by dillution and dispersion with

increasing distance from the spill site.

Impaas resulting from a release of petroleum

produas could include both toxicity and risk of

fire or explosion. Normally, local petroleum

spills (particularly of diesel fuel) can be readily

contained and resulting contaminated materials

removed and remediated. Generally, long-term

toxicity from any petroleum spill would not be

a major concern since hydrocarbons are readily

number of natural mechanisms.
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The potential for adverse impaas associated

with a transportation-related release of

chemicals or petroleum produas would be

controlled under applicable requirements of

NDOT which specify that all such materials be

transported by licensed commercial carriers

who are inspeaed on a regular basis. Any
hazardous or flammable materials would be

placarded and the driver would have shipping

papers identifying the materials and associated

hazards and providing information on

emergency response procedures to be

implemented in the event of an accident, fire,

or spill. In the event of an accidental release,

the carrier would have primary responsibility

for first response and cleanup under their

approved SPCC Plan. This Plan would include

provisions for immediate notification of local

emergency response personnel and agencies

such as fire and police departments who could

assist in securing the spill site, containment,

cleanup, and any other measures necessary to

protea public health, safety, and the

environment. SFPGC has also developed an

Emergency Response Plan in conjunaion with

the proposed operations and would be available

to provide personnel, equipment, and other

support, as needed, to address any emergency

situation. Scheduling of chemical and fuel

deliveries during low-traffic periods would also

minimize the potential for both accidents and

associated risks.

Noise

As previously discussed in this seaion, the

Proposed Aaion and alternatives would result

in increased traffic on mine access roads. This

increase in traffic would be accompanied by

increases in traffic-related noise which could

impaa residences in proximity to the mine

access routes. For both the proposed west

access route and the east access alternatives,

there are residences in proximity to the existing

roads.

The A-weighted sound scale (dBA) refleas a

sound frequency range comparable to the

frequencies audible to the human ear and is the

normal basis for measuring and evaluating

environmental noise sources. Noise levels

associated with heavy truck traffic are estimated

at approximately 60 - 70dBA at the road edge.

With respea to the impaa of traffic-related

increases in noise levels, anticipated noise levels

at the closest receptor point (nearby residences)

are the primary concern. Sound waves decrease

in strength (sound intensity) with increasing

distance from the sound source with a 50

percent reduaion in sound intensity as the

distance from the sound source is doubled. It

is important to recognize, however, that a

decrease of 10 dBA represents a reduaion in

sound intensity of 10 times. At 50 feet from

the road edge, the sound level due to heavy

truck traffic would be approximately 50 to 60

dBA which is less than the sound intensity

associated with normal conversation (65 dBA).

At 500 feet from the road edge, the sound

intensity level due to heavy truck traffic would

be approximately 45 to 50 dBA, which

compares with the average sound level inside

most residences. As a basis for comparison, the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development has established a level of 65 dBA
as the acceptable noise level for residential

areas.

Dust

Most of the main roads which would be

utilized to access the Projea Area are paved

roads. Dust generation from these roads would
not be a problem except where there is tracking

of mud from adjoining unpaved segments

during wet weather or if there were to be

excessive spillage of earth materials from open

haulage units. Many of the local access roads in

the immediate mine vicinity and within the

Projea Area boundarywould be gravel-surfaced

dirt roads. Regular traffic on these roads would
result in generation of particulate dust

emissions, particularly during dry periods and

under heavy traffic loads. As noted in Seaion

2.4.3, these roads would be maintained to

minimize dust generation. In addition, dust

generation would be limited by posting and

enforcing reasonable speed limits. Specific

requirements for maintenance and dust control

for the Beacon Light Road are stipulated in a
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contraa between SFPGC and Lander County.

Maintenance would include regular grading,

watering, replacement of surfacing materials,

application of dust control agents, or paving.

Based on applicable EPA Guidelines (AP42),

these methods
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represent BACT control and would be 85

percent effeaive in controlling particulate dust

emissions. Regulatory limitations on fugitive

dust emissions are based on visual standards.

Citizens can report any suspected violations of

air quality standards to the NBAQ which could

then require implementation of monitoring or

supplemental control measures.

4.1 1.4 Transportation - Effects of

Alternative B (Proposed Action)

Development of the Alternative B would result

in traffic accessing the site via a high standard,

gravel surface road from the site to Lander

County Road 106C (Beacon Light Road)

connecting to the South Frontage Road adjacent

to Interstate 80 near Battle Mountain, and to

Interstate 80 east or west to respective origin

and destination points. Construction traffic, as

previous noted, would impose an estimated

maximum of 94 passenger car equivalent vehicle

trips on the Interstate 80 south frontage road

and Beacon Light Road to the site during peak

hours. Existing peak hour traffic level

information is not available on this segment of

the highway. This level of traffic, however,

would be an increase over existing traffic on the

roadway segment. Lander County has

proceeded with modification and construction

of the Beacon Light Road with traffic

continuing to flow with minimal impediments

during the temporary 1-year construction

period.

Peak hour traffic effects during operation of the

Mule Canyon Mine would be somewhat greater

than construction effects, adding 168 passenger

car equivalent vehicle trips to the current level

of use. It is expected that the level of service

would be in the wAvrange with this amount of

traffic and traffic conditions would not be

significantly affected.

As noted in Section 4.10, it is estimated that the

non-local construction workforce distribution

to Battle Mountain, Carlin, Elko and other

surrounding areas would be approximately 40

percent (20 to 25 vehicles), 33 percent (16 to 20

vehicles), 25 percent (13 to 16 vehicles), and 2

percent (1 to 2 vehicles), respectively.

Estimated operations percentage distributions

for the same four communities would be 30

percent (29 to 36 vehicles), 15 percent (14 to 18

vehicles), 52 percent (49 to 62 vehicles) ,and 3

percent (2 to 4 vehicles), respeaively. A higher

percentage of the local component of the

workforce would likely live within closer

proximity of the access route.

Indirect traffic effects on area communities

would be minor. Elko would experience slight

aggravation of existing traffic problems. Effects

would not be significant however, as project-

related traffic would constitute less than one

percent of total Elko traffic, based on

population. Traffic increases in Battle Mountain

would be more noticeable because base traffic

levels are much lower. Capacity on Battle

Mountain streets would not be exceeded, and

the effects would not be significant. Carlin,

Crescent Valley, and Beowawe would

experience only minor changes in traffic levels

as a result of the Proposed Action. Overall

traffic effects would not be significant, since the

west access would further distribute traffic

impacts throughout the study area.

4.1 1 .5 Transportation - Effects of

Alternative C (East Access
Alternatives)

Development of the Alternative C would result

in traffic accessing the site via a high standard,

gravel surface road from the site to State Route

306 near Beowawe, following State Route 306

to Interstate 80, and Interstate 80 east or west

to respective origin and destination points.

Construction traffic, as noted above, would
impose an estimated maximum 94 passenger car

equivalent vehicle trips on State Route 306

during peak hours. Combined with existing

peak hour traffic of 40 trips, total traffic would
be 134 trips. This level of traffic would be a

substantial increase over existing traffic on the

roadway segment. Nevertheless, the level of

service would stay within the wAv(existing)

range with this amount of traffic. The traffic

would continue to flow with minimal

impediments during the temporary 1-year

construction period.
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Peak hour traffic effeas during operation of the

Proposed Mule Canyon Projea would be

slightly greater than construaion effeas, adding

168 passenger car equivalent vehicle trips to the

40 existing peak hour trips for a total of 208.

The level of service would stay within the “A”

range with this amount of traffic and traffic

conditions would not be significantly affeaed.
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As noted in Seaion 4.10, it is estimated that the

non-local construaion workforce distribution

to Battle Mountain, Carlin, Elko, and other

areas would be approximately 20 percent (10 to

12 vehicles), 35 percent (18 to 20 vehicles), 35

percent (17 to 20 vehicles), and 10 percent (5 to

7 vehicles), respectively. Estimated operations

percentage distributions for the same four

communities would be 10 percent (10 to 12

vehicles), 20 percent (19 to 24 vehicles), 55

percent (52 to 66 vehicles), and 15 percent (14

to 18 vehicles), respeaively. The percentages for

operations worker distributions would likely

also apply to the local hires as well. While

some workers may choose smaller or more

distant communities or rural residential

locations, the numbers would be too small to

warrant separate analyses.

Indirect traffic effeas on area communities

would be minor. Elko would experience slight

aggravation of existing traffic problems. Long
range plans include additional loops to alleviate

congestion, but these solutions would not be

implemented in the near future. Effeas would
not be significant, however, as projea-related

traffic would constitute less than one percent of

total Elko traffic, based on population. Traffic

increases in Battle Mountain would be more
noticeable because base traffic levels are much
lower. Capacity on Battle Mountain streets

would not be exceeded, though, and the effeas

would not be significant. Carlin would
experience only minor changes in traffic levels

as a result of the projea-related change as

would Crescent Valley and Beowawe.

4.1 1

.6

Transportation - Effects of

Alternative D (Overburden and
Interburden Disposal Area
Configuration Alternative)

Alternative D would have no incremental effea

on intensity or distribution of transportation

effeas from the Proposed Mule Canyon Projea

with transportation impaas under this

alternative being essentially the same as for the

Proposed Aaion.

4.11.7 Transportation - Cumulative Effects

Development of the proposed projea would

result in increases in peak traffic levels on the

area road network. The distribution of traffic

impaas on the road network would depend

primarily on the selection of projea access

alternatives. Generally, roads in the area

currently operate at levels well below their

design traffic capacities so the increase in traffic

levels should not result in any major short or

long-term traffic impaas. The only area roads

which would experience cumulative impaas

from other reasonably foreseeable development

aaivities within the cumulative effeas area

would be Interstate 80, State Route 306 through

Crescent Valley (Cortez Pipeline Project), and

the local road network in the potentially

impaaed communities of Battle Mountain,

Elko/Spring Creek, Carlin, Beowawe, and

Crescent Valley. With the exception of the

local community road systems, other roads

which could be impaaed by the cumulative

effeas of mine development have adequate

capacity to handle the increased cumulative

traffic loads. Local community road systems

would require upgrades which could be

financed through mining-related tax revenues.

4.11.8 Transportation - Mitigation

As discussed in the preceding portions of this

seaion, existing major road networks in the

Projea Area have adequate excess traffic

carrying capacity to handle anticipated traffic

increases which would result from
implementation of the Proposed Aaion and
other aaion alternatives. Existing traffic

carrying capacity in the immediate projea

vicinity is not currently adequate to handle

anticipated traffic increases and would be

expanded through construaion of the proposed
west and/or east access roads. Lander County
has indicated that they will request a 45 mph
speed limit for the Interstate 80 frontage road as

a traffic and safety consideration. Existing road

networks in the potentially effected

communities are also probably not adequate to

handle increased traffic levels but would be
expanded on an as-needed basis using tax

revenues generated by both mining operations

and increases in local economic aaivity. Given
that plans or mechanisms exist for effeaive
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from outside sources. These impacts would be

minor, dispersed, and therefore, have not been

considered in the air emission impact analysis.

The primary pollutant emissions would be

particulate matter, which is regulated in terms

of PMjo (small particles with a nominal

diameter of 10 micrometers or less). PM,o
emissions would consist of fugitive dust from

activities such as drilling, blasting, ore removal

and transport, material handling, and wind

erosion, and stationary source emissions from

crushing, screening, storage, combustion

processes, etc. There would also be small

quantities of several non-criteria regulated air

pollutants emitted from motor vehicles,

blasting, concentrate refining, fuel storage, and

combustion sources. Criteria pollutant

emissions as estimated for the Mule Canyon
Air Permit Application (Air Sciences, Inc.,

1995) are summarized by Table 4-13, and non-

criteria emissions are summarized by Table 4-

14.

Project emission sources would result in minor

increases in pollutant concentrations in the

atmosphere and some degradation in air quality,

which would largely be confined to the

immediate Project Area. These impacts are

discussed in detail in the following sections.

4.12.4 Air Quality - Effects of Alternative B
(Proposed Action)

Information on air pollutant emissions,

emission controls, and air quality impacts has

been presented in the Mule Canyon Air Permit

Application (Air Sciences, 1995). Table 4-13

and Table 4-14 summarize the projected

pollutant emissions. PMjo (particulate matter)

constitutes the largest emissions source, with

approximately 470 tons per year of emissions at

maximum projected aaivity rates. Of the total

emissions, approximately 1 1 TPY would result

from process sources (regulated by NDEP
emission limitations and/or New Source

Performance Standards), 13 TPY would be

emitted by mobile sources, and the balance (446

TPY) would be emitted from fugitive sources

such as mining, haul roads, and wind erosion.

Emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOJ would

be primarily from haul trucks and other mine

vehicles. Much lesser quantities of carbon

monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), organic

compounds, and other pollutants would be

emitted from fuel combustion and storage, and

the refining and pressure oxidation processes.

Table 4-15 refleas controlled air pollutant levels

after application of pollution controls and

mitigation practices. Emissions due to ore

transfer to the ore hopper, to the SAG mill,

and feed to the SAG mill are federally regulated

(NSPS, Subpart LL) and must meet a 10 percent

opacity criterion. Compliance with this

standard would be achieved using high pressure

water sprays at the hopper loading point

conveyor transfer point, and the discharge to

the SAG mill. Dust generation due to

limestone loading to the wet grinding circuit

would be controlled with high pressure water

sprays to meet a 15 percent opacity NSPS,

Subpart OOO emission limit. Emissions of

particulates from process sources would be

controlled using several different control

techniques. Material transfer points will be

controlled by high pressure water sprays,

providing a high level of control of particulate

emissions. Emissions resulting from lime

loading process would be controlled by

baghouses (greater that 99 percent efficiency) on

the lime silos. The transfer point for lime from

the mill circuit lime silo would be partially

enclosed and dust emissions would be

controlled by high-pressure water sprays (90

percent efficiency). Application of water or

other dust suppression agents (e.g., magnesium

chloride) would provide a high level of control

of fugitive dust from unpaved haul roads and

mine access roads. Dust generation from

drilling operations would be controlled through

pneumatic flushing and on-board filters.

Mercury and other fume toxin emissions from

the dore furnace would be controlled with a

wet scrubber, which is considered Nevada

BACT.
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with other sources. De minimis concentrations

are defined by EPA as the impaa levels which are

of no consequence in non-attainment areas. The

non-de minimis footprint for Mule Canyon is

shown by Figure 4-2.

It should be noted that shon-term (24-hour) PMio
air quality impaas were calculated based upon

average daily emissions. Thus, it is possible that

aaual shon-term emissions for specific periods

could exceed the emission rates used in air quality

modeling, resulting in incrementally greater

impaas. However, since the prediaed 24-hour

maximum PM,o impaa is well below the ambient

standard, it is unlikely that projea emissions

would result in violation of the 24-hour PMjq

standard.

It should also be emphasized that compliance with

PMjo standards is dependent upon the proposed

dust controls for haul roads and access roads, and

the applicability of standard equations for wind

erosion of exposed surface areas. During periods

of unusually high winds, local impaas could

exceed those prediaed by the model.

Minimization of the total disturbance areas would

be important in controlling wind erosion impaas.

Effeaive control of all projea emissions can be

achieved through the use of applicable controls

and operational procedures. The extent of

mitigation would depend direaly on the

implementation of these measures, and the

diligence with which they are maintained.

However, given the arid climate of the Projea

Area and the necessity of handling and moving

large quantities of material, complete mitigation of

air quality impaas is not feasible.

4.12.5

Air Quality Effects of Alternative C
(East Access Alternatives)

The East Access Alternatives would involve the

same control procedures and emissions

considerations as discussed for the Proposed

Aaion. Because the area of surface disturbance

would be increased, the potential for fugitive

dust emissions from mine-related traffic would
increase accordingly.

Increases in potential dust emissions from the

east access route would be offset in pan by
redistribution of mine-related traffic and

corresponding reduaions in traffic levels and

dust emissions for the west access road.

4. 1 2.6 Air Quality - Effects of Alternative

D (Overburden and Interburden

Disposal Area Configuration

Alternative)

Changes in the configuration of the overburden

and interburden piles could result in minor

increases or decreases in air emissions due to

differences in material handling requirements

and slope exposures relative to wind erosion.

Any such differences would be so minor as to

be negligible and air emissions under

Alternative D would be essentially the same as

those discussed for the Proposed Aaion.

4.12.7 Air Quality - Cumulative Effects

As described in Seaion 4.12.4, direa projea-

related air quality impaas would be confined to

the emissions impaa boundary. Since there are

no other air emission sources within this

boundary, the potential for projea-related

cumulative air quality impaas is negligible.

Indirea sources of air pollution including

employee housing and traffic, and related

development would contribute to regional

impaas, but only to a minor extent. The low

population density and large areas involved

preclude meaningful evaluation of quantitative

air quality cumulative impaas.

4.12.8 Air Quality Mitigation

Projea-related air quality impaas which could

occur as a result of implementation of the

Proposed Aaion and other action alternatives

would be effeaively mitigated by operational

control and reclamation measures including:

• Facility design to minimize or

enclose potential emission sources

• Implementation of BACT control

methods for specific process emission

sources

• Application of appropriate control

measures for non-process emission

sources (includes dust control for the

Beacon Light Road as stipulated in a

contraa between SFPGC and Lander
County)
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4.13.5 Visual Resources - Effects of

Alternative C (East Access
Alternatives)

Implementation of Alternative C would result

in additional projea-related disturbance in the

Whirlwind Valley and on the lower mountain
slopes. This disturbance, however, would not

be readily visible from any of the three seleaed

key viewpoints due to intervening topographic

features. Aesthetic impaas resulting from
Alternative C would, therefore, be essentially

the same as would occur under the Proposed
Aaion.

4.13.6 Visual Resources - Effects of

Alternative D (Overburden and
Interburden Disposal Area
Configuration Alternative)

Alternative D would result in changes in the

configuration of the overburden and
interburden piles with minor effects on the

appearance and visual impaa of the piles as

permanent mining-related features. The
anticipated changes could be discernable

dependent on viewpoint and perspective and

the aesthetic impaas associated with this

alternative could be less than the Proposed

Aaion given the potential for reduaion of

linear features and associated contrasts.

4.13.7 Visual Resources - Cumulative

Impacts

Based on BLM guidelines, the CEA for visual

resources relative to the Mule Canon Mine
includes all areas visible for 20 miles from

Interstate 80 or other major area roads in the

mine vicinity.

Given this definition, there are a number of

mining and other development aaivities which

could result in cumulative visual effeas

including the existing Argenta Mine, Battle

Mountain Gold’s operations near the Town of

Battle Mountain, the Cortez Pipeline Projea,

and the Beowawe Geothermal Plant. Visual

impaas for historic operations may not be

mitigated to any significant extent, since

reclamation of these areas may not occur. Any
current aaive operations, however, are required

to comply with applicable regulatory

requirements including site reclamation which
will provide for some mitigation of any related

visual impaas. Given the nature, limited areal

extent, significant distances separating most

development aaivities, and reclamation

considerations, cumulative aesthetic impaas
resulting from existing and reasonably

foreseeable development aaivities within the

Projea CEA would not be significant.4.13.8

Visual Resources - Mitigation

Projea-related visual impaas would include

temporary and permanent impaas. Temporary
impaas would result from surface disturbance,

removal of natural vegetation, and exposure of

underlying rock materials. Permanent impaas
would include permanent alteration of the land

surface associated with permanent mine

struaures including mine pits, overburden and

interburden disposal areas, heap leach and

tailings facilities and other ancillary struaures.

Projea design considerations incorporated as

components of the Proposed Aaion and other

aaion alternatives would minimize both

temporary and permanent visual impaas. Site

reclamation would address, to the extent

possible, visual contrasts of line, form, color,

and texture. The proposed outslope design,

while assuring stability and effeaive erosion

control, would result in linear benchline

features. In order to address visual impaa
concerns relating to benches and associated

linear contrasts the BLM is stipulating that

SFPGC develop modified outslope designs to be

implemented where appropriate. Modifications

would include, but not be limited to, rounding

bench edges, varying bench widths, varying

final bench topography, and flattening both

overall and intermediate bench slope.

Possible options for modified bench designs are

graphically illustrated by Figure 4-7. These

designs would be utilized in overburden and

interburden disposal area planning and

construaion, and would result in final

reclaimed configurations that blend with the

existing topography while meeting design

requirements for long-term seismic and

erosional stability, control of infiltration, and

successful vegetative reestablishment. SFPGC
would be limited to construaion of only the

first 50 foot lift of any given overburden and

interburden disposal area until design
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modifications are finalized and approved by
both the BLM and NDEP.

Full mitigation of visual impaas is not feasible.

The proposed development aaivities and

mitigation measures, however, would meet

existing BLM visual management objectives for •

this area which take into consideration existing

visual resource quality.

4.13.9 Visual Resources - Other Impact
Considerations

Relative to visual resources, other impaa
considerations including; 1) Unavoidable

adverse impaas; 2) Irreversible and irretrievable

resource commitments; and 3) Short-term use

and long-term produaivity relationships; are

summarized by Table 4-1.

4.14 LAND USE AND RECREATION

4.14.1 Land Use and Recreation -

Introduction

The proposed mining and related aaivities

would result in a temporary shiftz in land use

for the Projea Area, focusing on mineral

exploration and development use and
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Animal Unit Month (AUM): The amount of forage required by one cow and calf, or their equivalent, for

one month. Approximately 800 pounds of air-dried feed (26 pounds/day).

APP: Acid producing potential.

Aquatic: Growing, living in, frequenting or taking place in water; in this EIS, used to indicate habitat,

vegetation, and wildlife in freshwater.

Aquifer: A zone, stratum or group of strata aaing as a hydraulic unit that stores or transmits water in

sufficient quantities for beneficial use.

Aquitard: A confining bed that retards but does not prevent the flow of water to or from an adjacent

aquifer; a leaky confining bed

Archaic period: An archaeologic period broken into various times; Pre-Archaic, Archaic, Early, Middle, and

Late spanning from + 10,000 B.C. to 1850 A.D.

Add Rock Drainage (ARD): Low pH drainage resulting from leaching of acid from certain types of sulfidic

rock by surface or ground water.

Areal: The spatial extent or location.

Artesian: Refers to ground water under hydrostatic pressure. Water in a well rises above the level of the

water table under artesian pressure and usually flows at the surface.

Artifatt: An objea made or modified by humans.

Aspect: The direaion toward which a slope faces.

Attainment area: A geographic region with which National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are

met; three categories of attainment are defined Class I, Class II and Class HI on the basis of the level of

degradation of air quality which may be permitted.

Audible: Capable of being heard.

Autodave: A closed reaaion vessel utilized to rapidly oxidize mineral feedstocks under conditions of high

temperature and pressure.

B

Background: (Visual distance zone.) The distant pan of a landscape. The seen or viewed area located more

than 3 to 5 miles from the viewer, and generdly as far as the eye can detea objeas.

Backfill: Waste material (i.e. rock) that is placed back in surface mine workings.

BACT: Best Available Control Technology - pollution controls as defined by EPA for a specific emission

or pollutant discharge and required for meeting pollution control regulations.

Ball mill: Equipment used to reduce ore panicles to a finer size; includes a large rotating cylinder panially

filled with steel balls.

Barren rock: Non gold-bearing rock material

Barren solution: Non gold-bearing cyanide solution.
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SUMMARY - ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT

A screening level risk assessment (SLRA) for the prediaed pit lake and ponds which will remain

following completion of mining at the Mule Canyon Projea was conduaed to determine the potential

for impaas of pit lake or pond water quality to receptors utilizing the water bodies (SMI 1996).

Because of the general inaccessibility of the lake and ponds, humans are not likely to utilize the lake

for any beneficial uses. Therefore, the focus of the risk assessment is on potential ecological receptors

that could use the lake or ponds as a drinking water source, or, in the distant future as a food source.

The methodology and assumptions included in the risk assessment are summarized below.

Identification of Constituents of Potential Concern

Prediaed chemical concentrations at three different time stages of development for the pit lake and

ponds are shown in Table 2-1 from the SLRA. The three time stages of development include from 2-25

years, 60 years and 100 years after mine closure. A single prediaion for the pond water quality was

made. The modeled concentrations were compared with (1) Nevada Aquatic Life Standards (NALS)
for chronic exposure and (2) screening toxicological benchmarks derived for the mallard duck.

Benchmark values for the mallard duck were seleaed for the initial screening because they are

conservatively assumed to derive 100 percent of both drinking water and food from the pit lake and

ponds, and, therefore, represent an organism with the highest potential for exposure.

Chemicals with prediaed concentrations that did not exceed either NALS or mallard benchmark values

were eliminated from further evaluation in the risk assessment. Chemicals that exceeded either of the

screening values were retained for evaluation in the risk assessment. The final list of chemicals for

evaluation in the SLRA is:

Pit Lake South Pit Pond West Pit Pond

2-25 years 60 years 1 00 years

cadmium cadmium aluminum cadmium cadmium

manganese manganese methyl mercury’ manganese manganese

selenium selenium thallium’ methyl mercury’ methyl mercury’

zinc zinc zinc selenium selenium

’ This constituent has not been detected in any samples but has been included to evaluate

potential concentrations below the detection limit.

Description of Exposure Scenarios Included in the SLRA

The SLRA evaluated the range of potential biological communities that could develop in the pit lake,

including: 1) A simple biological community, with no development of food sources; and 2)

Development of a complex biological community, capable of supporting a complete food web. These

scenarios were identified in the SLRA as Scenario A (full biological community) and Scenario B (no

development of biological communities). Scenario A was assumed to occur at the pit lake 100 years

after mining ceases. Scenario B was assumed to occur at 2 to 25 years and 60 years.

The small ponds are assumed, because of their small size and depth, to develop full biological

communities. Therefore, only Scenario A was evaluated for the ponds.
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Table E2-1 Predicted Water Quality for the Future Pit Lake and the Two Pit Ponds

Constituent Pit Lake

South Pit Pond

(mg/L)

West Pit Pond

(mg/L)

2-25 years*

(mg/L)

60 years

(mg/L)

100 years

(mg/L)

aluminum 0.056 0.037 0.088 0.025 0.025

antimony*” <0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.003 0.002

arsenic 0.003 0.0019 0.0031 0.002 0.003

barium 0.049 0.035 0.081 0.053 0.060

calcium 220 140 210 600 410

cadmium 6.9 1.3 0.0048 0.075 0.075

chloride 170 55 110 550 260

copper 0.086 0.016 0.034 0.005 0.005

fluoride 1 .1 0.28 0.76 0.50 0.30

iron 0.37 0.043 0.00037 0.06 0.04

magnesium 2,030 420 780 310 220

manganese 270 20 0.000002 8.2 7.0

total mercury*” <0.0002 <0.0002 0.0003 <0.0002 <0.0002

methyl mercury*” NA NA 0.000075 <0.00005 <0.00005

potassium 2.6 2.4 6.1 46 37

selenium 0.088 0.01 0.02 0.49 0.94

silver 0.005 0.0052 0.014 0.005 0.005

sodium 200 42 97 780 120

thallium*” <0.002 <0.002 0.003 <0.002 <0.002

zinc 5.2 1.5 2.8 0.038 0.038

pH 4. 6-5.2 5.4 8.0 8.5 8.6

TDS 4,600-12,600 3,000 5,100 4,500 2,300

hardness (as CaC03 ) 3,300-8,900 2,100 3,800 2,800 1,900

® Concentration represents the maximum predicted concentration from 2, 7 and 25 years post-

mining.
*” This constituent was not detected in column leachate or ground water; its predicted

concentration at 1 00 years is based on the use of one-half the detection limit as a starting

concentration for modeling.

Concentration was estimated assuming 25% of total as methyl mercury after development of

biological communities (100 years and the ponds).

x-x-:v:-:-x-x-x*x*:
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Identification of Target Receptors

As noted previously, human receptors were not evaluated in the SLRA, because the potential for

exposure is remote, given the general inaccessibility of the lake and ponds. The formation of a water

body in an otherwise arid landscape will have the potential for attraaing wildlife species, both avian

and mammal. Indicator species, representative of the organisms potentially occurring in the vicinity

of the future pit lakes and ponds, were seleaed for evaluation in the risk assessment. Six ecological

receptors and the species they represent were identified, including:

Receptor Category Common Name Scientific Name

Mammals

Insectivorous Mammal Little Brown Bat Myotis lucifugus

Large Opportunistic/Omnivorous Mammal Coyote Canis latrans

Birds

Insectivorous Bird Cliff Swallow Petrochelidon pyrrhonota

Shorebird Spotted Sandpiper Actitis macutaria

Waterfowl Mallard Duck Anas platyrhynchos

Opportunistic/Carnivorous Bird,

(Threatened and Endangered Specie)

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

The selected receptors represent a broad range of avian and mammalian fauna, encompass all relevant

exposure pathways and address applicable Federal and State regulatory concerns. The risk assessment

estimated potential risk to these species based on prediaed chemical concentrations in the pit lake at

each of the prediaed time stages and on the prediaed pond concentrations. The only exposure

pathway evaluated for the pit lake in the early stages of development (2 to 25 years and 60 years) was

ingestion of surface water by all receptors. It was assumed that 5 percent of the water needs of an

organism would be supplied by the early stage pit lake. In the later stages of pit lake development the

pathways included ingestion of water and food (inseas, plants) for the mallard, and ingestion of water,

fish, and birds for the eagle. All other receptors were assumed to ingest water and inseas, or in the

case of the coyote, water only.

Birds and small mammals such as the little brown bat were assumed to satisfy 100 percent of their

water needs and food requirements from the pit lake or ponds for the 100 year scenario. Mallards are

assumed to obtain all of their food, consisting of 25 percent plants and 75 percent invertebrates, from

the pit lake. Eagles and coyotes are assumed to obtain only a fraaion of their water from the pit lake

(50 percent) for the 100 year scenario.

Results of the SLRA

Risks were charaaerized using the Hazard Quotient (HQ) method, which compares estimated doses

to site receptors to toxicity reference values (TRVs), or the dose below which no adverse impaas would

be expeaed. The resultant ratio is evaluated with respea to a target level of 1.0. HQs less than 1.0

are interpreted as exposure that is not expeaed to cause adverse ecological effeas. HQ from 1 to 10

indicate minimal and possibly de minimis risk; however, further analysis may be indicated if

simultaneous exposure to other chemicals with HQ greater than 1.0 is probable. HQ greater than 10
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indicates potentially adverse effeas may result; further analysis may be necessary to better define risk.

HQ greater than 50 indicates exposures may result in effeas on a large portion of animals and

represents potentially significant risk; however, further analysis is required to better define risk.

Results of the risk charaaerization for the pit lake following closure of the mine are shown in Tables

E5-1, E5-2, and E5-3 adapted from the SERA. In the early stages of pit lake development (2 to 25 years)

cadmium could be present at a concentration that would result in impaas to mammals ingesting pit

lake water. Birds were not prediaed to be impaaed by the pit lake water concentrations. At 60 years

no constituents are predicted to be present in the pit lake at concentrations that would impaa birds

or mammals utilizing the lake as a drinking water source. At 100 years, when the pit lake could

become a source of both food and water for receptor organisms, there is a slight potential for some

impaas. However, because all of the prediaed HQs are less than 5, it is likely that impaas, if any,

would be minimal.

Results of the risk charaaerization for the ponds is shown in Table E5-4 adapted from the SLRA.
Predicted water quality for the ponds results in an HQ for birds of up to 20, with the highest HQ
calculated for manganese. Selenium concentrations prediaed for the ponds showed the greatest

potential for causing adverse impaas to small mammals, such as the little brown bat, if all of their food

and water is obtained from the pond. However, all of the HQs were less than 50, indicating that

impacts may be restriaed to certain organisms, and may not effea the receptor population.

Assumptions and Uncertainties

The SLRA was based on a number of assumptions and uncertainties relative to prediaion of water

quality, scenario assumptions regarding development of biological communities and associated wildlife

use, bioconcentration faaors, and chemical toxicity. These assumptions are summarized below.
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Table E5-1 Summary of Hazard Quotients for Contaminants and Receptors of

Concern in the Pit Lake at 100 Years

Constituent

Little Brown
Bat

Mallard

Duck
Cliff

Swallow
Spotted

Sandpiper

Bald

Eagle Coyote

aluminum <1 < 1 <1 <1 <1 <1

methyl mercury <1 <1 < 1 <1 4.6 <1

thallium 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.2 <1 <1

zinc 1.0 3.9 3.8 3.2 <1 <1

Table E5-2 Summary of Hazard Quotients for Contaminants and Receptors of Concern in

the Pit Lake at 60 Years

Constituent

Little Brown
Bat

Mallard

Duck

Cliff

Swallow

Spotted

Sandpiper

Bald

Eagle Coyote

cadmium < 1 <1 <1 <1 <1 < 1

manganese <1 < 1 <1 <1 <1 <1

selenium < 1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

zinc <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

Table E5-3 Summary of Hazard Quotients for Contaminants and Receptors of Concern in

the Pit Lake at 2-25 Years

Constituent

Little Brown
Bat

Mallard Duck Cliff

Swallow

Spotted

Sandpiper

Bald

Eagle Coyote

cadmium 3.6 <1 <1 <1 <1 1.1

manganese <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

selenium <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

zinc <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1
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Pit Lake and Pond Water Quality

Assumptions were necessarily made during modeling of pit lake and pit pond water quality and

uncertainties are present in the final prediaions. However, conservative assumptions were generally

made which would tend to result in prediaions of constituent concentrations that are higher than those

that may aaually exist. Methods and assumptions used in the modeling are described in detail in the

post-closure report (SMI/BCI, 1995b) and a supplement to that report (SMI, 1996b) that was distributed

with the SLRA document. Assumptions made included:

• Flow into the pits will occur uniformly through pit walls and floor

• Early inflow will occur primarily through the high-sulfur rocks of the pit floor

• After the lake and ponds have filled, water will be lost to evaporation and replaced by ground

water

Habitat and Wildlife Use

It is assumed that by 100 years post-mining aquatic plant and invertebrate communities are sufficiently

established to provide wildlife with food sources. Specific assumptions about the percentage of food

and water wildlife would obtain from the pit lake and ponds were based on best professional judgement

and discussion with local experts and regulating agencies. Aaual wildlife use of the lake and ponds will

be dependent on the degree of development of supporting communities and the overall quality of the

aquatic ecosystem. It was conservatively assumed that small mammals and birds would obtain 100

percent of their diet and water intake from the Mule Canyon site. Several of the receptors are

migratory and typically winter to the south of Nevada, reducing the total exposure time. This was not

accounted for in the assessment.

The steep walls surrounding the water bodies will likely prevent the pit lake and ponds from becoming

important habitat for nesting waterfowl or an important water source for large mammals. Several

sources of drinking water (springs) exist in the area that are easy for mammals to reach.

Bioconcentration Faaors

Table E4-2 adapted from the SLRA provides a list of the bioconcentraiton faaors used in the SLRA.

These bioconcentration faaors were multiplied by concentrations of the chemicals in water to estimate

the concentration of chemicals in plants, inseas or fish. Bioconcentration faaors can have a very wide

range and are dependent on the organism, geographic location, chemical form and water chemistry.

Where available, data from existing pit lakes in Nevada (PTI/RCI 1996) were used to derive the

bioconcentration faaors used in the SLRA.
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Table E4-2 Bioconcentration Factors Used in the Calculation of Dose for

the Selected COPCs

Constituent

Plant BCF
(L/kg) Reference

Invertebrate

BCF
(L/kg)

Reference Fish BCF
(L/kg) Reference

aluminum 0.7 Mo et.al

1988
62.6 EPA 1988 62.6 EPA 1988

cadmium 293.5 PTI/RCI

1996
53.2 PTI/RCI 1996

EPA 1995
21.5 EPA 1985

manganese 46.2 Same 1800" AQUIRE 1993 1800 AQUIRE
1995

methyl

mercury

7.9 Same 380" Saouter 1993 18973 EPA 1985

selenium 9.2 Same 15.6 PTI/RCI 1996
ACQUIRE
1995

30.5 EPA 1988

thallium 46.2 Same 34 EPA 1980 65.7 EPA 1980

zinc 777 Same 560.6 PTI/RCI 1996
EPA 1987

397.1 EPA 1987

° The fish BCF was used due to the lack of invertebrate data.

PTI/RCI 1996 reported a value of 155,035, however, this value does not correspond with

any literature values, and is currently being re-evaluated. The Saouter 1993 value was
used in this SLRA.

Chemical Bioavailability

It was conservatively assumed in the SLRA that 100 percent of the chemical was bioavailable or

absorbed by the organism ingesting the chemical. The absorption efficiency of chemicals from aquatic

organisms used as food by receptors may actually be less than 100 percent.

Chemical Toxicity

Toxicity reference values were determined based on literature review and consideration of the test

conditions. Often toxicity data is not available for the seleaed receptor species so it is necessary to

extrapolate laboratory data from animal test species to the receptor species. While this is standard

praaice for risk assessment, seleaion of the appropriate toxicity reference value can effea the overall

assessment of risk.

Cumulative or Additive Impaas

Chemicals were considered on an individual basis in this SLRA. No additive, synergistic, or

antagonistic effeas were evaluated. Insufficient data exists in the literature to apply this information

to a SLRA.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT MITIGATION MEASURES

The Proposed Aaion, as outlined by SFPGC’s Plan of Operations, has been designed to prevent

unnecessary and undue degradation consistent with applicable provisions of 43CFR 3809.0-1. Projea

designs and operating plans reflea specific consideration of prevention, control, and/or mitigation of

potential adverse mining-related environmental impaas. Where appropriate, the Proposed Aaion
incorporates specific control and mitigation measures. In certain cases, however, public comment and

BLM review have resulted in identification of supplemental mitigation measures as necessary to prevent

adverse environmental effeas and unnecessary and undue degradation. Both those mitigation measures

incorporated as components of the Proposed Aaion and supplemental mitigation as stipulated by the

BLM are identified and discussed in Chapter 4 of the EIS and summarized, by resource category, in the

following seaions.

Geologic Mitigation

The combination of baseline material testing and charaaerization, and operational control measures

including ongoing material charaaerization, seleaive handling, isolation of potential materials of

concern, and ongoing monitoring represent BACT for prevention of ARD and release of metals and

other constituents. All seismic designs are based on accepted engineering methods and practices. Given

these considerations, no supplemental mitigation measures would be necessary or justified except for

evaluation and remediation measures as specified under applicable regulatory provisions to address the

unlikely occurrence of ARD, release of metals or other constituents, or large-scale, seismically induced,

surface material movements.

Surface Water Hydrology Mitigation

Generally, the operational control and monitoring praaices included as components of the Proposed

Aaion and other aaion alternatives would provide for effeaive mitigation of potential surface water

impaas. These measures include:

• Design for process water recycling to limit the potential for discharges

• Provisions for regular surface water monitoring

• Diversion of runoff around major facilities

• Localized erosion and sediment controls

• Charaaerization and isolation of potential acid-generating materials

• Use of holding ponds for pit dewatering discharge

• Operation of the heap leach and tailings facilities as zero-discharge circuits

• An SPCC plan to address any accidental discharge

Given that potential surface water hydrologic impaas would be effeaively addressed by specific

regulatory standards for operation, maintenance, monitoring, reporting, and reclamation, the primary
supplemental mitigation required would be ongoing compliance with the following plans and permits:

x*x<wx<ox<<*:v:v:vX'X*:*:<-x4*x-X'X’Xv:*:':'X':*x*:‘X’:*X'X*x*x*
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• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• NDEP Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

• NDEP Storm Water Discharge Permit

• • SPCCPlan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit

In addition, in order to address potential water quality concerns relative to the two shallow ponds

projeaed to form following completion of mining, the BLM is stipulating that the pond areas be

partially backfilled to preclude ponding contingent on the results of postmining water quality

monitoring. If long-term ponding and/or poor water quality become a problem, the BLM is stipulating

that SFPGC mitigate the problem through ripping to alleviate compaaion, partial backfilling to

eliminate ponding, or other appropriate measures.

Ground Water Hydrology Mitigation

Specific facility design, and operational control and monitoring considerations and praaices

incorporated as components of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives, would provide for

effeaive mitigation of potential ground water impacts. These considerations and praaices include:

• Controlled drainage and removal of surface and ground water inflows to mine pits during aaive

operations

• Charaaerization and isolation of potential acid generating materials

• Limitation of any backfilling to non-sulfide materials

• Design of the ore stockpile, heap leach, and tailings facilities with low permeability liners, and leak

deteaion systems (leach and tailings facilities only)

• Operation of the heap leach and tailings facilities as zero-discharge circuits

• An SPCC Plan to address accidental discharges of potentially hazardous materials

• Design of the mine water supply to minimize drawdown and design for process water recycling

to limit the potential for discharges and minimize water supply requirements

• Provisions for regular ground water monitoring

Potential ground water impaas would be effeaively addressed by ongoing compliance with specific

regulatory standards for operation, maintenance, monitoring, reporting, and reclamation under the

following plans and permits:

• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• SPCC Plan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit
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Any loss or reduaion of flow rate or volume of appropriated or non-appropriated waters to wildlife

or livestock within the projea area shall be mitigated by the replacement of the amount of lost flow

or volume such that total annual flow results in approximately the original annual flow volume.

Mitigation, which may include spring developments; installation of wells, pipelines, pumping systems,

and/or guzzlers; and/or other water development systems, shall be accomplished in a timely manner.

An annual report, showing base line flow data with flow volume for each year of the mining operation,

shall be submitted by SFPGC to the BLM. Mitigation for the loss or reduaion in water flow will be

completed in consultation with and coordinated between BLM, NDOW, SFPGC, and any affeaed

water-right holder or grazing permittee. A loss or reduaion in water availability to wildlife or

livestock shall be determined to have occurred with the physical loss of springs or the exclusion of

livestock or wildlife from water, or based on comparison of a minimum of three years of flow data

with base line data. Loss of water or reduaion in water availability shall be determined by the BLM
and NDOW.

Installation, funding, and maintenance of these water developments will be the responsibility of SFPGC
or the current Mule Canyon Mine Operator until full closure of the mine. At closure, title to the fully

maintained and operational developments will be transferred to the BLM and NDOW, and/or the

affected grazing permittee or water-right holder.

This mitigation is in addition to any regulatory requirements of NDEP, NDWR, and NDOW and will

not be construed as affeaing the authority or regulatory requirements of any agency of the State of

Nevada.

Soils Mitigation

The specific design considerations and operation and reclamation praaices included as components of

the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives would effeaively mitigate soil impaas. These

considerations and praaices include:

• Design of mine struaures to assure stability and minimize erosion potential

• Establishment and maintenance of drainage and sediment control struaures

• Testing and charaaerization of soil suitability relative to use as a revegetation medium

• Salvage, stockpiling, and replacement of available soil and other suitable materials

• Revegetation of mine disturbance areas to stabilize replaced soils and minimize erosion

Potential soils impaas are effeaively addressed by specific regulatory standards for mine operation and

reclamation. Mitigation would be addressed through ongoing compliance with the NDEP Reclamation

Plan and no supplemental mitigation would be required or justified.

Vegetation Mitigation

Generally, the reclamation measures included as a component of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion
alternatives would effeaively mitigate any long-term potential vegetation impaas. Effeaive mitigation

would be assured through ongoing compliance with the NDEP Reclamation Plan and no further long-

term mitigation would be required. While some question exists relative to the need for any mitigation

of short-term vegetation impaas, possible options would include off-site enhancement of similar

vegetation communities through fertilization and weed and brush control.
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Grazing Mitigation

As an interim mitigation measure, SFPGC would reduce the area enclosed by the projea fenceline until

such time as a mill is construaed. The reduaion in the fenced area would allow continued grazing

access and use for approximately 3,735 acres (or 374 AUMs and continued access to three springs. Any
loss or impairment of flow from springs for which existing valid water rights exist is subjea to the

jurisdiaion of the NDWR with specific requirements for timely replacement or other mitigation.

"Open Range" signs and posted speed limits for both mine roads and County access roads would reduce

the potential for vehicle-livestock collisions. In the event that livestock damage does occur as a result

of a vehicle-livestock collision, under applicable open range laws the individual or entity responsible

for the loss would be liable for reasonable compensatory damages. SFPGC would assume responsibility

for any damages involving company-owned vehicles.

Short-term grazing impaas can only be addressed through supplemental mitigation measures developed

in consultation with and approved by the BLM and NDOW. Potential grazing mitigation options

which would be subjea to future consideration by and consultation with the BLM could include but

would not be limited to water developments such as spring development or construaion of catch basins

or guzzlers; fertilization; supplemental seedings; weed and woody plant control and reduaion

(sagebrush and pinyon-juniper); and the use of existing projea fencing or fence construaion to facilitate

seasonal grazing rotation.
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As discussed in Seaion 4.6, the reclamation measures included as a component of the Proposed Aaion
and other action alternatives would effectively mitigate the vegetative component relative to potential

long-term grazing impaas.

Wildlife Mitigation

Because wildlife habitat values are associated with similar resource components to those required to

support livestock grazing, mitigation considerations and requirements are generally the same as

discussed under Seaion 4.7.8 for grazing. Reclamation of mining related disturbance is the primary

component of the Proposed Aaion and other action alternatives relative to effeaive wildlife mitigation.

Proposed reclamation plans focus on reestablishment of a mid- to late-successional mixed grassland-shrub

community with cover and produaion values comparable to or greater than existing premining

vegetation communities. Partial backfilling of shallow pond areas as stipulated by the BLM would

preclude accumulation of poor quality water. Solution control and detoxification, wildlife exclosures,

and speed limits on mine roads would provide necessary supplemental proteaions.

The principal mining related wildlife impaas would be addressed through ongoing compliance with

the following plans and permits;

• NDEP Water Pollution Control Permit

• NDEP Reclamation Plan

• NDOW Industrial Artificial Pond Permit

Potential supplemental wildlife mitigation measures would be the same as discussed in Seaion 4.7.8 for

grazing and would include water development, range or habitat enhancement, and posted speed limits

for mine roads and access roads.

Cultural Resource and Native American Concerns Mitigation

As noted and described in Seaions 3.11.4, 4.9.1, and 4.9.3, potential projea-related cultural resource

impaas which would result from the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives have been or will

be effeaively mitigated through implementation of a cultural resource management plan developed and

administered under a programmatic agreement between SFPGC, the SHPO, and the BLM. Native

American concerns have been identified through initial research and contaas with Native American

groups as described in Seaion 3.11.5. Further consultation will continue if necessary under the AIRFA
as an integral part of the NEPA process under the authority and jurisdiaion of the BLM.

The only supplemental cultural or Native American mitigation required or justified would be

supplemental mitigation for those sites identified in Seaions 4.9.4 and 4.9.5; any consultation and any

subsequent required site-specific mitigation for Native American resources or values identified through

the NEPA process; and any required mitigation for new resource occurrences identified in the course

of site disturbance, construaion, and mining aaivities. It should be noted that mitigation provisions

for any newly discovered sites are addressed in the existing programmatic agreement.

Socioeconomic Mitigation

As described in Seaion 4.10.3.5, socioeconomic impaas resulting from the Proposed Aaion and other

aaion alternatives would generally be addressed through normal market forces and by government

agencies utilizing supplemental revenues from projea-related net proceeds, property, and sales tax

revenues. Unequal distribution of projea-related revenues between potentially impaaed communities

and counties is a recognized concern relative to mine development in Nevada.
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SFPGC anticipates indirealy addressing the financial impaas of socioeconomic mitigation by offering

a very competitive compensation and benefit package and purchasing required materials and supplies

if available from competitive local suppliers.

Transportation - Mitigation

As discussed in the preceding portions of this seaion, existing major road networks in the Projea Area
have adequate excess traffic carrying capacity to handle anticipated traffic increases which would result

from implementation of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives. Existing traffic carrying

capacity in the immediate projea vicinity is not currently adequate to handle anticipated traffic

increases and would be expanded through construaion of the proposed west and/or east access roads.

As a safety consideration, Lander County has requested that NDOT designate a speed limit of 45 mph
for the Interstate 80 frontage road. Existing road networks in the potentially effeaed communities are

also probably not adequate to handle increased traffic levels but would be expanded on an as-needed

basis using tax revenues generated by both mining operations and increases in local economic aaivity.

Given that plans or mechanisms exist for effeaive mitigation of projea-related traffic impaas, no

supplemental mitigation is required.

Air Quality Mitigation

Projea-related air quality impaas which could occur as a result of implementation of the Proposed

Aaion and other aaion alternatives would be effeaively mitigated by operational control and

reclamation measures including:

• Facility design to minimize or enclose potential emission sources

• Implementation of BACT control methods for specific process emission sources

• Application of appropriate control measures for non-process emission sources (includes dust control

for the Beacon Light Road as stipulated in a contraa between SFPGC and Lander County and

reasonable speed limits, maintenance, and dust control for mine haulage and access roads)

• Reclamation and surface stabilization of mine disturbance areas

Potential projea-related air emissions would also be effeaively controlled and mitigated through

ongoing compliance with the NDEP Air Emissions Permit, consequently, no supplemental mitigation

would be required.

Visual Resources - Mitigation

Projea-related visual impaas would include temporary and permanent impaas. Temporary impaas

would result from surface disturbance, removal of natural vegetation, and exposure of underlying rock

materials. Permanent impaas would include permanent alteration of the land surface associated with

permanent mine struaures including mine pits, overburden and interburden disposal areas, heap leach

and tailings facilities and other ancillary struaures. Projea design considerations incorporated as

components of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives would minimize both temporary and

permanent visual impaas. Site reclamation would address, to the extent possible, visual contrasts of

line, form, color, and texture. The proposed outslope design, while assuring stability and effeaive

erosion control, would result in linear benchline features. In order to address visual impaa concerns

relating to benches and associated linear contrasts the BLM is stipulating that SFPGC develop modified

outslope designs to be implemented where appropriate. Modifications would include, but not be
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limited to, rounding bench edges, varying bench widths, varying final bench topography, and flattening

both overall and intermediate bench slope.

Possible options for modified bench designs are graphically illustrated by Figure 4-7. These designs

would be utilized in overburden and interburden disposal area planning and construaion, and would

result in final reclaimed configurations that blend with the existing topography while meeting design

requirements for long-term seismic and erosional stability, control of infiltration, and successful

vegetative reestablishment. SFPGC would be limited to construaion of only the first 50 foot lift of

any given overburden and interburden disposal area until design modifications are finalized and

approved by both the BLM and NDEP.

Full mitigation of visual impaas is not feasible. The proposed development aaivities and mitigation

measures, however, would meet existing BLM visual management objeaives for this area which take

into consideration existing visual resource quality.

Land Use and Recreation Mitigation

Premining land uses, including dispersed recreation, would be restored by the reclamation plans

incorporated as a component of the Proposed Aaion and other aaion alternatives. Dispersed land use

and recreation impaas due to mine-related population increases are possible and would generally be

addressed under present or potential future management plans by the responsible lands management

agencies or other public entities. Given the dispersed nature of the potential impaas, direa

supplemental mitigation would not be feasible or justified.
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CHAPTER 4 - COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

The BLM held one public meeting in Battle Mountain, Nevada on June 5, 1996 to receive comments
and also received written comments on the Mule Canyon Draft Environmental Impaa Statement

(DEIS) through the end of the statutory public comment period on July 10, 1996. The BLM has

reviewed all comments received and developed a response for each substantive comment. A total of

22 comment items were received including the recorder’s transcript from the public meeting and 21

letters. A total of 122 substantive comments were identified from the comments received, with

responses prepared for each of these comments. This Chapter includes all public comment items with

substantive comments identified by brackets and a comment designation. Corresponding responses are

identified by a number designation corresponding to the relevant comment (ie: Item 1, Comment 23

is identified as C 1.23 and the corresponding response is identified as R 1.23 ). The following identifies

each of the public comment items received along with the number of substantive comments identified

for each item:

Item 1 - Public Meeting Transcript (22 comments)

Item 2 - Letter, US Environmental Proteaion Agency (12 comments)

Item 3 - Letter, US Geological Survey (3 comments)

Item 4 - Letter, US Fish and Wildlife Service (3 comments)

Item 5 - Letter, Nevada Division of Wildlife (10 comments)

Item 6 - Letter, Nevada Division of Water Resources (3 comments)

Item 7 - Letter, Nevada Division of Environmental Proteaion - State Clearinghouse (1

comment)

Item 8 - Letter, Nevada Division of Minerals (1 comment)

Item 9 - Letter, Nevada Natural Heritage Program (3 comments)

Item 10 - Letter, Nevada Department of Transportation (1 comment)

Item 11 - Letter, Lander County (1 comment)

Item 12 - Letter, Western Shoshone Defense Projea - Ms. Carrie Dann (3 comments)

Item 13 - Letter, Western Shoshone Resources (27 comments)

Item 14 - Letter, Sierra Pacific Power Company (8 comments)

Item 15 - Letter, Building and Construaion Trades Council of Northern Nevada (10 comments)

Item 16 - Letter, Sansinena Ranch - Mr. Mike Sansinena (5 comments)

Item 17 - Letter, Julian Tomera Ranches -Mr. Pete Tomera (4 comments)
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Item 18 - Letter, Ms. Roberta McGonagle, PhD (1 comment)

Item 19 - Letter, Ms. Liz Heimbegner (1 comment)

Letter 20 - Letter, Mr. Corbin Harney (1 comment)

Letter 21 - Letter, Mr. Corbin Harney (1 comment)

Item 22 - Letter, Ms. Nina Raffaele (1 comment)

As appropriate, text, tables, and figures from the DEIS were revised consistent with responses to the

public comments and to address the noted concerns. The following Index of Revisions identifies those

revisions which correspond to specific public comments.
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INDEX OF REVISIONS

Public Comment Designation Revisions to FEIS*

1.1 Pgs. 2-27, 3-130, 4-74, 4-74a, and 4-81

1.3 Pgs. 2-7, 2-7a, 3-130, 4-72, 4-72a, 4-73, 4-74, 4-74a, 4-75,

4-75a, and 4-81

1.8 Pgs. ES-9, 2-7, 2-7a, 2-36, 2-34, 2-34a, 2-65, 2-65a, 4-90, 4-90a,

4-90b, and F-6

1.15 Pgs. 2-37, 4-21, 4-2 la, 4-47, and 4-47a

1.20 Pgs. 3-133 and 4-78

1.21 Pgs. 2-9, 4-71, 4-72, and 4-72a

2.1 Pgs. 2-9, 4-71, 4-72, and 4-72a

2.2 Pgs. 2-36, 4-9, 4-9a, 4-14, 4-24, 4-24a, 4-47, and Appendix E

2.4 Pgs. ES-9, 2-7, 2-7a, 2-36, 2-34, 2-34a, 2-65, 2-65a, 4-90, 4-90a,

4-90b, and F-6

2.6 Pgs. 2-34, 2-34a, 2-36, 2-65, 2-65a, 3-20, 3-24, and 6-3

2.7 Pgs. 4-22, 4-22a, 4-28, 4-28a, 4-42, 4-42a, and F-3

2.8 Pgs. 2-34, 2-34a, 2-36, 2-65, 2-65a, 3-20, and 3-24

2.12 Pgs. 2-36, 2-37, 4-9, 4-9a, 4-14, 4-21, 4-2 la, 4-24, 4-24a, 4-47,

4-47a, 4-49, 4-49a, and Appendix E

3.1 Pg. 3-33

3.2 Pg. 3-53

3.3 Pg. 3-49

4.2 Pgs. ES-6, ES-6a, 4-22, 4-22a, 4-35, 4-39, 4-39a, 4-40, 4-42, and

4-42a

5.1 Pgs. 2-7, 2-7a, 2-27, 3-108, 3-130, 3-146, and 3-147

5.3 Pgs. 2-62, 2-64a, 2-64b, 2-64c, and 2-64d

5.4 Pgs. 3-84, 3-84a, 3-93, 3-94, 3-94a, 4-44, and 4-44a

5.5 Pg. 3-108

5.6 Pgs. 2-37, 2-65, 2-65a, 4-9, and 4-9a

5.7 Pgs. ES-6, ES-6a, 4-22, 4-22a, 4-35, 4-39, 4-39a, 4-40, 4-42, and

4-42a

5.10 Pg. 5-1

6.1 Pg. 1-8

6.2 Pg. 3-41

6.3 Pgs. 4-9 and 4-9a

7.1 Pgs. 3-133 and 3-134

8.1 Pgs. 2-7, 2-7a, 3-108, 3-146, 3-147, 4-75 and 4-75a
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INDEX OF REVISIONS

Public Comment Designation Revisions to FEIS*

9-2 Pgs. 5-2 and 5-2a

13.2 Pg. 1-6

13.3 Pgs. 2-34, 2-34a, 2-37, 2-65, 2-65a, 3-20, 3-24, 4-9, 4-9a, 4-14,

4-21, 4-2 la, 4-24, 4-24a, 4-47, and 4-47a

13.7 Pgs. 2-7, 2-7a, 2-27, 3-108, 3-130, 4-72, and 4-72a

13.8 Pgs. 2-34, 2-34a, 2-65, 2-65a, 4-90, 4-90a, and 4-90b

13.9 Pgs. 3-133 and 4-81

14.1-8 Pgs. 2-52, 2-52a, 3-146, and 3-147

15.9 Pgs. 2-36, 4-9, 4-9a, 4-14, 4-24, 4-24a, and Appendix E

16.3 Pgs. 4-74, 4-74a, 4-75, and 4-75a

16.4 Pgs. ES-6, ES-6a, 4-35, 4-39, 4-39a, 4-40, 4-41, 4-42, and 4-42a

16.5 Pgs. ES-6, ES-6a, 4-35, 4-39, 4-39a, 4-40, 4-41, 4-42, and 4-42a

18.1 Pgs. 2-9, 3-108, 4-72, and 4-72a

*NOTE - Included in Chapter 3, Errata, and Addenda
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Please

refer

to

previous

response

R

1.21.

Direa

transportation

impacts

resulting

from

haulage

of

ore

from

Mule

Canyon

to

the

Twin

Creeks

Mill

are

addressed

in

Section

4.1

1.3

of

the

Mule

Canyon

DEIS.

Consistent

with

applicable

provisions

of

the

Paperwork

Reduction

Act

and

referencing

provisions

under
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Given

this

concern,
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has

investigated

backfilling

of

these
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as

a

possible

option

to

eliminate

the

potential

for

wildlife

exposure

to

ponded

water

or

any

associated

riparian

vegetation

which

might

develop.
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Cont.)

This

type

of

failure

is

typically

cosmetic

in

nature

and

may

require

some

minor

repair,

depending

on

the

severity

of

raveling,

to

prevent

further

damage

but

would

not

adversely
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the

integrity
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2.10

Cont.)

With

regard

to

utilizing

clay

soils

that

may

occur

in

conjunction

with

overburden

and

interburden

materials

or

exist

in

the

general

proximity

of

the

project

area,

use

of

clay

as

a

bedding

material

for

the

leach

pad

geomembrane
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“Proposed

reclamation

plans

focus

on

reestablishment

of

a

mid-

to

late-

successional

mixed

grassland-shrub

community

with

cover

and

production

values

comparable

to

or

greater

than

existing

premining

vegetation

communities.”

in

0^ R

5.10

-

In

order

to

show

the

accurate

current

designation

for

the

Division

of

Wildlife,

all

references

to

NDOW

have

been

reviewed

and

revised

as

appropriate.



Please

feel

free

to

contact

me

for

any

additional

information

or

commemi

concerning

this

m
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Included

with

these

comments

is
a
copy

of
a

paper

entitled

“An

Inquiry

into

the

Rights

of

the

Western

Shoshone

Nation”

written

by

Steve

Newcomb

of

the

Indigenous

Law

Institute.

We

would

like

this

included

as

part

of

our

commenu.





AJexander

Hamilton,

in

The

Fedefliit

Paixo

(no.

75),

Mid

that

treaties

are

“COffTRACTS

wHh

foreigrt

nations

«4uch

have

the

force

of

Uw.

but

derive

it

from

the

obligations

of

good

faith.

They

are

net

rules

prescribed

by

the

•overeign

to

the

subject,

but

agieements

between

sovereign

and

sovereign.*

In

John

Jay's
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treaties

*arc
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binding

and

just
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far

beyond

the

reach

of

legislative

acts

rwv

as

they

wfl

be

at

any

future

period,

or

under

any

form

of

goverrvnent*
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treaties

formed

pursuant

to

the

new

Corutitution
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accurate

cost

bertefit

analysis.

It
is

not

enough

for

Santa

Fe

Pacific

Gold

to

claim

that

it

will

cost

loo

much.

If

these

arc

"public

resources”

we

arc

dealing

with

then

the

"public"

is

entitled

to

know

ho

much

is

going

to

be

spent

on

this

project

and

how

much

Santa

Fe

Pacific

Gold

is

going

to

make

off

of

it.

Only

then

can

one

make

an

informed

decision

on

whether

or

not

a

certain
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Minor

reductions

in

surface

runoff

Effects

of

reductions

in

spring

flow

on

vegetation,

grazing,

and

wildlife

Effects

of

loss

of

watering

sources

on

grazing

utility
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Thus,

the

BLM

cannot

make

the

determination

of

^tdial

constitutes

a

traditional

cultural

property

on

its

own.

It

must

consult

appropriate.

knowledgcMle

Shoshones

to

find

out

if

Shoshones

still

consider

the

sites

to

be

signiTicant.
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documenled."">

Once

more,

ihe

BLM

must

•clively

pursue

consuluiion

with

knowledgeable

Shoshone

people

in

order

to

determine

its

signiricance.

The

background

report,

however,

does

suggest

that

it
is

likely

a

power

spot."
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Range
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Nation.**
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springs,

which

are

often

sources

of

power,

and

prominent

land

forms,

usually

the

most

prominent

in

the

area,

which

may

be

used

for

vision

questing.”

Rusco

remarks

that

there

are

two

prominent

landforms

in

particular

which

should

be

considered

as

relevant

to

Shoshone

spiritual

beliefs

and

practices.
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Il

is

EuroAmericin

and

Judeo-G\ris(ian

bias

which

demands

that

anything

of

religious

significance

be

duly

reported

and

recorded

in

a

table

or

in

a

list.

Everybody

knows

where

churches

are,

so

the

BLM

assumes

that

il
is

likewise

acceptable

to

know

where

Western

Shoshone

religious

sites

are.

Yet,

Western

Shoshone

religious

values

are

different

from

Judeo-

Chrislian

ones.

Western

Shoshone

religious

values

do

not

permit

Western

Shoshone

to

disclose
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particular

land

area

could

be

regarded

as

a

hallowed

place,

devoted

to

special

religious

riles

and

ceremonies.

Practitioners

might

perceive

any

secular

use

or
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characterized

in

both

the

DEIS

and

the

air

emissions

permit

application.

Both

the

information

presented

and

the

calculated

air

emissions

meet

all

applicable

Nevada

and

Federal

air

emissions

and

impact

standards,

therefore,

the

Nevada

Bureau

of

Air

Quality

has

approved

and

issued

the

required

Air

Quality

Operating

Permit

(AP1041-

0593)

for

the

Mule

Canyon

Mine.
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CHAPTER 5

CONSULTATION
AND
COORDINATION

MULE CANYON MINE
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STA TEMENT





CHAPTER 5 - CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

5.1 individuals involved in preparation and review

r?v!ewin°Tf
T

responsibilities have included research technical anal • j
Impaa Statement. Their

and NEPA process managemenr P«P>ration, review, and editing,

USDI - BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Battle Mountain Distrig Office

Chris Stubbs - Projea Manager, NEPA Coordination

Wah
“ '='^''“‘^1 Resources and Native American ConcernsWalt Brown - Geology and Visual Resources

Dr. Earl Verbeek - Geology

MarTcmlge^^Real^”^' ^P-ies

Winnemucca Di.strirt OffiV^

Gerald Moritz - NEPA Coordination
Mike Zielinski - Soils and Vegetation
Ken Loda - Reclamation
Duane Wilson - Range Management and Grazing

Nevada State Office

Paul Meyer - Socioeconomics
Dr. Tom Olsen - Surface Water Hydrology, Ground Water Hydrology, Water Quality. Geochemistry

U.s. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Kevin Roukey - District Engineer

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

John Miesner - Wildlife Biologist

NEVADA DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Doug Zimmerman Bureau Chief - Bureau Mining Regulation and Reclamation

NEVADA DIVISION OF WILDLIFE

Rory Lamp - Wildlife Biologist

F£/S
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Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 5 - Consultation and Coordination

TerraMatrix Inc.

Jerry Nettleton - Projea Manager, Geology and Mining

Rich Bunell - Geochemistry

KATHOL & ASSOCIATES

Jennifer Kathol - Socioeconomics, Transportation, Recreation, and Wilderness

HYDRO-GEO CONSULTANTS

Vladimir Straskraba - Ground Water Hydrology

Mike McDermid - Surface Water Hydrology

Janet Shangraw - Watershed and Surface Water Hydrology

CEDAR CREEK ASSOCIATES

Mike Phelan - Wildlife

Steve Viert - Vegetation, Grazing, Land Use, and Reclamation

McVEHIL-MONNETT ASSOCIATES, INC.

Dr. George McVehil - Air Quality

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH SERVICES, INC.

Dr. Tom Burke - Cultural Resources

Mary Rusco - Native American Concerns

ENSR CONSULTING, ENGINEERING, AND REMEDIATION

Dr. David Pillard - Toxicology

AIR SCIENCES, INC.

Rodger Steen - Air Quality

BAKER CONSULTANTS, INC.

Dr. Fred Baker - Ground Water Hydrology (Modeling, dewatering, wellfield design)

Hannah Pavlik - Ground Water Hydrology (Modeling, dewatering, wellfield design)

RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC.

Charles Zeier - Projea Management and Cultural Resources

C. Rex Cleary - Grazing and Range Management

Sheila Anderson - Vegetation, Wildlife, and T&E Species

Leslie Burnside - Soils, Wetlands, and Waters of the U.S.
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Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 5 - Consultation and Coordination

SHEPHERD MILLER, INC.

Barry Carlson - Mining and Reclamation Plans

Randy Kloberdanz - Facility Designs

Tom Doyle - Surface Water Hydrology, Water Quality, and Geochemistry

Dr. Donald Runnells - Water Quality and Geochemistry

WESTEC

Val Sawyer - Geochemistry

Daniel Davis - Geochemistry

INTERMOUNTAIN RESEARCH

Cashion Calloway - Cultural Resources

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

Jim Nyenhuis - Soils

Dr. James Firby - Paleontology

5.2 LISTING OF AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS TO WHOM COPIES
WERE SENT

5.2.1 Federal Agencies

Environmental Review Coordinator, EPA Region VIII

U.S. Environmental Proteaion Agency, Office of Federal Aaivities

HQ-USAF/LEEV, Environmental Division

Office of Deputy A/S of the USAF Environment, Safety, Occupational Health

Office of Environmental Compliance (EH-23), Department of Energy

Office of Environmental Coordination

Office of Environmental Policy (HEV-1), Federal Highway Administration

Office of Transportation and Regulatory Affairs, Environmental Division
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Mule Canyon Mine - Chapter 5 - Consultation and Coordination

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chief, Planning Division, North Pacific Division

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chief, Planning Division, Southwestern Division

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Seaion

U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Mineral Resources NV-920, Deputy State Dir.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver Federal Center (D-150)

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service

U.S. Department of the Interior, Division of Environmental Compliance (762), National Park Service

U.S. Department of the Interior, Division of Environmental and Economic Analysis

U.S. Department of the Interior, Environmental Affairs Program, U.S. Geological Survey, National

Center (423)

U.S. Department of the Interior, Offshore Environmental Assessment Division, Minerals Management

Service

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Division of Environmental Coordination

U.S. Forest Service, Humboldt National Forest, Mary Beth Marks

U.S. Forest Service, Toiyabe National Forest

5.2.2 State Agencies

Nevada Department of Transportation

Nevada Division of Water Resources, Tracy Taylor

Nevada Department of Wildlife, Habitat Seaion

Nevada Division of Minerals, Russ Fields, Administrator

State of Nevada, Department of Minerals, Linda Wells

State of Nevada, Department of Wildlife

5.2.3 Other Government Agencies

Nye County
Eureka County Commissioners

Lander County Commissioners

Lander County Extension, Jerry Neufeld

5.2.4 Companies/Organizations

Agri-Beef Company
Batttle Mountain Band of the TeMoak Tribe of Western Shoshone Indians, Paul Snooks
Battle Mountain Band, Delores Conklin, Chairman

Battle Mountain Bugle

Battle Mountain Road and Gun Club, Tony Carone, Chairman

Beowawe Geothermal Plant

Carson Commuity, Jim Bender, Chairman

Citizen Alert

Commission for the Preservation of Wild Horses, Catherine Barcomb
Consumer Health Proteaion Service

Corporate Pointe

Death Valley Gateway Gazette

Echo Bay Exploration, Dave Emmons
Elko Band, Davis Gonzales, Chairman

Elko Band of the TeMoak Tribe of Western Shoshone Indians

Elko Band, Davis Gonzales, Chairman

Eureka Livestock Company, Filbert Etcheverry

:-x*>>:*X'X*XvX*X'>i*:vx*x*x*>!*x*x*>x*X’i*x*x*x*;'X<’>t%%*XvX*!*x<*;*x*>>!*x*x*i*x*;-x*X‘>:
v:•:•:^x•x•x•x•:•x•x:•x<•x^x-x^^:v:•x•x•x•x•^:<<•:•::x•x4<4^^:•x4•^x•x•x•:•^x•^:•xx<^:•^x•:•:•x•:•:<•^^^^^^^
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Eureka Sentinel

Filippini Ranching Company, Henry Filippini

Independence Mining Company, Inc., Scott Lewis, Manager Environmental Resources

Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc.

JBR, Rita Bates #
JD Ranch, Gary Buchanan

Julian Tomera Ranches, Pete Tomera
KAME TV, News Department

Landau Associates, Inc., Dale A. Stirling

Midwest Media Group, Douglas). Rathe, Editor

Mining Support Group, Gene Gustin, Secretary

Mining World News, Dorothy Kosich, Managing Editor

Nevada Cattlemen’s Association

National Wildlife Federation

Nevada Indian Commission
Nevada League of Women Voters, Ms. Norma Cox
Nevada Miners and Prospectors Association, Dave Parkhurst

Nevada Mining Association

Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association, Inc., Mr. Charles S. Watson, Jr.

Nevada Urban Indians

Newmont Gold Company, David A. Baker, Vice President, Environmental Affairs

Newmont Gold Company, Pat Rogers

Oxbow Corporation

Pahrump Valley Times

Plumbers and Pipefitters, Mr. Jack Chesney

PTI Environmental Services, Jennifer Sampson
Reese River Reveille

Reno/Sparks Colony, Robert Shaw, Chairman

SAI Corporation, Mr. Bob Wheeler

SFPGC, Mr. John Young
Shoshone National Council, Raymond Yowell, Chair

Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Reservation

Sierra Club, Glenn Miller

Sierra Club, Marjorie Sill

Sierra Club, Great Basin Group, Rose Strickland

Sierra Club, Toiyabe Chapter, Las Vegas Group

Sleeper Mine, Todd Lewis, Chief, Environmental Services

Smith Detroit Diesel, Mr. Wes Farnsworth

Te-Moak Bands of Western Shoshone

Te-Moak Tribes, Anthony Tom, Chairman

The Nature Conservancy, Jan Nachlinger

The Wilderness Society, Mr. Jay Watson

TIC, Western Regional Office, Mr. Roy Boyd
Tonopah Times-Bonanza, Central Nevada Newspapers

TS Ranch, Dan Grabian

Wells Band of the TeMoak Tribe of Western Shoshone Indians, Gracie Begay, Chairman

Western Shoshone Defense Projea

Western Shoshone National Council Waysack, Raymond Yowell, Chief

Wild Horse Organized Assistance, Ms. Dawn Lappin, Direaor

Winnemucca Colony, Glenn Wasson, Chairman

Yomba Reservation, Levi Hooper, Chairman

Yomba Shoshone Tribe, Maurice Frank

FEIS
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5.2.5 INDIVIDUALS

Richard Allison Norm Panning

Maynard Alves Honorable Harry Reid

Jim Arnold Claudia J. Richards

Mark G. Bennett Patrick Rogers

Julia Bosma-Douglas Charlie Rose

Joy Brandt Ray Salisbury

Honorable Richard Bryan Paul & Teresa Sansinena

Pat Campbell Mike and Dacia Sansinena

Robert Chiara Emanuel Schaner

Paul Clifford Chris Sewall

Doug Driesner Jeff Snyder

Ken and Barbara Dugan Bob Spengler

Timothy M. Dyhr Kendell Strong

George Espen Jim Sutheres

Heather Estes Charles Swanson

Leonard L. Evans Pat Tarkalson

Dan and Eddyann Filippini John Taylor

Stan Foo Glenn D. Thackray

Van Fowers Dennis Thomas
Gregory French Paul Tomera
Steven Fulston Lynn Tomera
Gary Goodrich Dan Tomera
Dan Gralian John H. Uhalde

Helene Hannon Bill Upton
Bruce Harvey Honorable Barbara Vucanovich

Leroy Horn David White

Walter Johnson John Williams

Tilman Jones Ray Williams

Don Jung Jay Winrod
Keith Jones Jay N. Woods
John W. Kaskela Jim Wrecks

Fenton R. Kay
Conrad and Doris Kersch

Ann Kersten

Dave & Debby Knight

Larry Kornze

Gary Kyngar

Judy Landrum
Dave Lannigan

Joel Lenz

Bernadette Lenz

Scott Lewis

Cheryl Lyngar

Dave Mako
Pat Malley cP
Tammy Manzini

Jim Mullin

Dave Murray

Jerry Neufeld
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